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FAMILIES WITH DISABLED CHILDREN: ISSUES
FOR THE 80'S

FRIDAY, APRIL 19, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.m. in the

Malibu Room, Anaheim Hilton and Towers Hotel, 777 Convention
Way, Anaheim, CA, Hon. George Miller presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Lehman, Monson,
Vucanovich, and Evans.

Staff present: Ann Rosewater, deputy staff &rector; Jill Kagan,
research assistant; Christopher Reynolds, professional staff.

Chairman MILLER. We will now call the first panel. Beverly Ber-
taina, from Sebastopol, CA; Mary K. Short, from Fountain Valley,
CA; Lisbeth J. Vincent, associate professor for the Department of
Studies in Behaviorial Disabilities at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison; Ann K. Turnbull, the acting associate director, Bureau of
Child Research, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS; and John A.
Butler, who is the principal investigator of the cooperative study ofchildren with special needs, the Children's Hospital MedicalCenter, Boston, MA.

Welcome to the committee. We will recognize you in the order in
which you appear in the witness list. We are all going to have to
speak up so that the people in the back of the room will be able to
benefit from your testimony.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CON-
GRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON
CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

Welcome to the Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families.
Today we will continue to explore, as we have for two years, the needs of our fam-

ilies and the children who live in them. Our members, of both parties, understand
and appreciate the importance of building an information base to allow for intelli-
gent policy making, especially in light of the social and economic changes confront-ing us.

This hearing"Families with Disabled Children: Issues for the 80's"continues
our series looking at families living in special or unusual circumstances

As always, we will try to learn how to prevent the destablilizing stresses thesefamilies may suffer and how to ensure that chronically ill or disabled children have
equal edu,..ational and employment opportunities. We will look at ways to make thebest use of public and private resources so that these families and children receive
the supports they need to enjoy independence and stability.

I know today's hearing will be an important one. We will learn directly from fam-
ilies with disabled children how they deal with child care, health care, with educa-tion and with other family needs. We will hear from innovative service providers.And, as always, we will gather the best available research data. I think it will
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become evident. however, that our government still does not commit adequate re-
sources to learning about those who are disabled or their needs. And there is little
dispute that the resources committed to providing necessary services are sorely in-
adequate.

Perhaps our work here today will help bridge some of the gaps. I think all mem-
bers of Congress want to move forward, not backwards. I think they are more sensi-
tive than some others in Washington, who have recently made some unfortunate
and unfair public remarks on the subject we will be talking about today.

I look forward very much to your testimony.

FAMILIES WITH DISABLED CHILDRENFACT SHEET a

How MANY CHRONICALLY ILI. AND DISABLED CHILDREN ARE THERE?

A widely accepted estimate of the prevalence of handicaps in the population
under age 21 is 11.4% (9.5 to 10 million children). (Kakalik, 1973)

Over two million children, double the number since 1958-61, suffer some degree of
limitation of their activities because (t their health or disability. (Newacheck, P idetti,
and McManus, 1984)

Just over one million children (1.5% of the childhood population) are limited in
their ability to attend school. (Newacheck, Budetti, and McManus, 1984)

Anothe 9 million have less sevel- chronic illnesses. (Vanderbilt Institute for
Public Policy Studies, 1983)

STRESSES THAT CHALLENGE FAMILY STABILITY

Families with a disabled child are about twice as likely to experience divorce or
separation. (Breslau, unpublished, 1985; Bristol, 1984)

Nearly 20% of children v ith cerebral palsy seen over a twelve month period at
one Chicago care center had been abused. (Diamond and Jaudes, 1983)

In 1980, respite care was the need most frequently identified by state social serv-
ices for families with developmentally disabled children. (Cohen and Warren, 1985)

PREVENTION SAVES MONEY AND SEEPS FAMILIES TOGETHER

In-home care for a severely disabled child costa $7000 to $8000 per year, compared
to $38,000 to $40,000 annually for institutionahimg that child. (Disability Rights
Education and Defense Fund, 1984; Vincent 1985)

If intervention for handicapped infants is delayed until age six, education costs to
age 18 are estimated at $53,350. If intervention services begin at birth, education
costs are estimated at $37,272. Total savings: $16,0'18. (U.S. Dept of Education, 1985)

For every $1 invested in high quality preschool programming, there is a $3 reduc-
tion in public special education costs. (Schweinhart and Weikert, 1980)

A Colorado study which analyzed the cost-effectiveness of a quality preschool pro-
gram found a cost-savings of $2000 per pupil in averted special education services.
(Weiss, 1981)

HANDICAPPEP CHILDREN: IN OR OUT OF SCHOOL?

Although as many as 10 million children are estimated to have handicaps and
may need special education services, in 1983-84, 4,341,399 handicapped children,
ages 3-21, were served under the Education of the Handicapped Act. (U.S. Dept. of
Education, 1985)

Almost half the child? en served were identified as 'learning disabled'; and the in-
crease in the learning Usability category (from 797,213 in school year 1976-77 to
1,811,489 in 1983 -84) accounted for the greatest proportion of the total increase in
children served since 1976-77. (U.S. Dept. of Education, 1985)

A complete list of references is available upon request
"Who is defined as handicapped or disabled may include those within a broad range. those

with mild mental retardation or learning disabilities to those with hearing impairment, visual
impairments, severe physical disabilities, multiple-handicaps or chronic illness Depending on
the definitions used, estimates of the percentage of children with disabilities may range from 4%
to '24% of the childhood population (The Children's Policy Research Project, 1980, Estimates of
the number of handicapped children are highly unsatisfactory because many childrm are in-
correctly classified as handicapped, others posses undetected disabilities (Gleidman and Roth,
1999)

8
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It is estimated that 1 million preschool-age handicapped children need specialeducation services. However, in 1933-84 only 243,087 3-5 year olds received serviceunder P.L. 94-142, barely an increase from the 232,000 children served in 19'75. (U.S.Dept. of Education, 1985; Vincent, 1985)

FINDING A JOB: FEW OPPORTUNITES FOR DISABLED YOUT

Many disabled students graduate from the regula - educational curriculum. An-other 250,000 to 300,000 disabled students leave or gra(' ...ate from special educationeach year. And, in Colorado, fifty percent of special education graduates participat-ed in post-secondary education at some tine in the 4 to 7 years following graduation.(U.S. Dept. of Education, 1984 and 1985)
Nevertheless, between 50%-80% of working-age disabled adults (6 to 10 millionpersons) are jooless. Those for whom publicly supported day and vocational servicesare available often experience low wages, slow movement toward employment, andsegregation from their non-disabled peers. (U.S. Dept. of Education, 1984)
Between 50%-80% of former special education students are employed. However,among more severely handicapped students in the state of Washington, only 21%were employed. Even for more widely handicapped youth, almost all jobswere in part-time, entry-level service positions. A Colorado study found that special educationgraduates were earning at or below minimum wage. (U.S. Dept of Education citingthree studies, 1985)

MEETING THE COST OF HEALTH CARE

Forty per cent of all disabled children in poverty are ineligible for Medicaid. (Van-derbilt Institute for Public Policy Studies, 1983)
Estimated average expenditures for health services for chronically ill or disabledchildren may be 10 times as high as for non-disdbled children ($3200 compared to$300 per year in 1978 dollars). (Breslau, 1984)
While 68% of all children receive health benefits under group plans, many costsfaced by families with chornicall; ill or disabled children are not covered. Manyfamilies are excluded from participation by private insurers because of refusal tocover pre-existing conditions (Vanderbilt Institute for Public Studies, 1983)In a random sample of children with disabilities in five of the largest school sys-tems, a significant percentage had no regular source of health care, no regular phy-sician, or no pubF" or private health insurance. (Butler, 1984)
Chairman MILLER. Beverly, if you would like to proceed.

STATEMENT OF BEVERLY BERTAINA, PARENT, SEBASTOPOL, CA
Ms. BERTAINA. My name is Beverly Bertaina.
Chairman MILLER. You are going to have to speak up becausethe microphone is for the recorder- -
Ms. BERTAINA. Oh, I see.
Chairman MILLER. And unfortunately, not for the room.
MS. BERTAINA. OK.
My name is Beverly Bertaina, and I am Adam's mom. (Makessign with hand.) I got this nickname when we sat in at the HEWbuilding in 1977. Adam is 12 years old. He has severe disabilities,

including profound retardation, cerebral palsy, and seizure disor-der. I hate always having to start out this way, but it is necessaryin order for the people to understand the magnitude of our situa-tion.
In the United States and in California, parents of children andadults with disabilities are faced with a number of appalling

choices in every stage of their child's life and development. I willbe discussing the choices we have been making recent:: and willbe making in the near future.
Do we allow our child to be educated in a second-class segregatedschool, or do we fight to get them into an integrated program,
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which, in my situation, ended up an hour across the county from
our home?

Special education is the single most important support system
available to families with disabled children. Since Public Law 94-
142 passed, great progress has been made in providing disabled
children with an appropriate educational program. However, the
letter and spirit of that statute has been consistently violated in
the area of integration. Many students are still placed in expen-
sive, segregated facilities, not because they need to be there, but be-
cause the facilities exist, and administrators want them filled.

I understand that Orange County has been attempting to get ap-
proval from the State to construct a new segregated facility. Inte-
grated programs cost less, and provide a far better education, but it
is very hard to get your kid into an integrated program if they are
severely disabled.

It took us 2 years and a fair hearing to get our son out of the
development center. We got him into an integrated program, but it
is 15 miles and an hour's ride across the county from our home.
Transportation costs are tremendous because the schools in our dis-
trict refuse to provide programs for the severely disabled students
who live in their districts. We pay property taxes there, but we
cannot get our kids into our own schools.

Regular education students have first priority for space in
schools, and if anything is left, special ed students may get it, al-
though they may also get kicked out the next year, if they need the
space for somebody else.

Only special ed students are told there is no room or no program,
"go somewhere else." Schools do not care how far, how inappropri-
ate, or how segregated "somewhere else" might be.

In the past, parents could depend on the Federal Government to
be the final defender of their children's rights, out since President
Reagan was elected, the Federal Government has acted more to
limit those rights than to expand them.

I wish to thank Congress for refusing to cooperate with the ad-
ministration in repealing and block granting the funds for Public
Law 94-142, and Section 504,

Another choice we have had to make is do we allow our child to
use 3egregated services, or do we battle to get into generic commu-
nity services. There are no camps. There are a hundred camps in
our area in Sonoma County, none of which will accept our kids. So,
we have to drive them a 150 miles south to a special segregated
camp in Santa Cruz. There is no integrated swimming program at
the YMCA, no integrated after school programs, or recreation pro-
grams, and there is very little child care.

Parents with children with severe disabilities need child care as
much or more than other parents, and they need it for a longer
time. We were fortunate in finding an integrated program with a
family who has a disabled child and is not afraid to deal with him.
But, we are charged a third more than the other parents. The chil-
dren in the child care center are much younger than Adam, but
there is no age appropriate option for anything after school.

Regional center, the regional center system in California, one of
their mandates was to deal with this situation. to try to get generic

10
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services to include our kids, but they are so under-funded, it has
never been done.

Do we ruin ourselves financially or do we place our kids? This is
a terrible quandry that many parents face. It is an amazing para-dox that institutional care for Adam would cost between $80,000 to
$65,000 per year, but the Federal and State Government is willing
to spend, for us, only $2,000 to $3,000 a year to frielp us keep Adamat home.

Adam's medical expenses are very large. We are fortunate that
my husband carries very good medical insurance, but many fami-lies do not. We had a recent emergency where Adam choked and
had to go to the hospital. The ambulance ride and the emergencyroom treatment alone was almost $1,000; for a family with no in-surance, it would have been incredible.

Adam uses very expensive equipment. A $3,000 wheelchair, awalker, an arm support for feeding. Our 7-year-old van with rampswill soon have to be replaced with probably at least a $15,000 vanwith an electric lift. I know of no help that we can look for fromanyone.
Diapers. That does not seem very important, except he is goingto be outgrowing Pampers pretty soon, and the cost of diapers willthen raise to $8.75 a dozen. He goAs through a dozen in 2 days.
A specially-trained sitter costs $6 to $9 an hour. Adam's campcosts $475 for 10 days. When our daughter went to camp, it cost$100. The difference between the $100 and the $475 is not tax de-ductible. Very few of our expenses are, and if a flat tax is adopted,

none of our expenses will be tax deductible.
If we place Adam now, we will be charged at the maximum rate

by the State for reimbursement for his care until he is 18. So, weare caught one way or the other.
Do we place Adam outside our home when he is 18 and he isready, or do we do it now and deprive him of the family life that

every 12-year-old is entitled to? He is getting harder and harder forus to deal with at home. We get 20 hours of respite services, butthat is not sufficient to help us with diapering, dressing, enemas,
bathing, feeding, lifting. We lift him in and out of his chair, in and
out of his bed, in and out of his walker, in and out of the bathtub,
up and off the floor. It is exhausting.

There is also tremendous pressure from his school, his doctors,his therapists, and from our own sense of responsibility, to try and
do everything. For example, it is very important that his education-al program be continued at home; in special positioning, he needsto use a special arm support when he is learning to feed himself, in
using the communications board, in giving him extra simulationand attention. We are running out of energy.

Our teenage daughter shares a great deal of this with us, butwhen she goes out on her own next year, it is going to be that
much more for my husband and I to deal with.

It is really outrageous that if we place Adam outs: to our home,he will receive more services than he can get inside our home. Inplacement, he would get full SSI benefits, further financial assist-
ance from the regional center, full medical and dental care, freediapers delivered to the door, free transportation, free equipment,full attendant care. None of which we can get at nome.

11
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Just considering respite, we need 2 to 3 hours of respite daily,
plus 20 additional hours monthly for when he is out of school, on
holiday, or cick, and 10 days a year, at least, for a consistent sus-
tained break from his care. This may sound like a great deal, until
you understand that we have used up a 2 month allotr. ent of res-
pite in order for me to be here to(11-y. We will get no respite for the
next 2 months.

I work as an independent contractor. When I do not work, I do
not get paid. Most of my income goes for child care and for other
expenses for Adam. I appreciate that this committee paid my trans-
portation, but I really wish I had thought to ask for child care ex-
penses. That probably should be something that is offered to fami-
lies when they are testifying.

One of the choices we will be makingat least, I hope, not until
he is 18is do we place him in a State hospital or do we spend
years finding or creating a community placement for him? We
have always pledged to ourselves and to him that we would never
place him in a State hospital. We feel that large institutions can
never be a good place to live. I would not live in them. You would
not live in them. Adam is not going to live in one either.

Community residences have seen shown time and again to be far
superior and far more cost-effective. We have watched many of our
friends with adult children spend years looking for a good place, to
finally find one, then to be placed on a waiting list, or to watch it
close after a short time because of insufficient funding. We really
dread the time when we will have to start that search.

Cuts in services in funding in the last few years are a serious
blow to families with disabled children. State hospital placements
are on the rise again in California because families are breaking
under the pressure.

We have, for the first time, seriously considered placing our son.
We do not want to, but we honestly do not know how long we can
keep going.

I would like to say that special education, as well as regular edu-
cation has recently begun to realize that it is not enough to teach
children to be good students, and to function in a school environ-
ment. The emphasis is beginning to change to training students, es-
pecially those with severe disabilities, to be functioning partici-
pants in the full range of activities provided in our society, such as
home life, social/recreational activities, and especially meaningful
employment.

Marvelous work is being done in Madison, WI, and other places,
to begin training severely disabled students from age 12 to live,
work and play in their communities. The transition from school to
work has been important and a difficult process for young adults
with disabilities.

I am encouraged that the Department of Educaticn recognizes
this, and has provided leadership under Mrs. Will to deal with
transition. I know without this kind of assistance, Adam has little
chance of succeeding in his move from school into adulthood and
independence. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Beverly Bertaina follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BIVERLY BERTA1NA

My name is Beverly Bertaina and I'm Aciam's Mom. He is 12 years old and has
severe disabilities including profound retardation, cerebral palsy and I. seizure disor-
der. Adam does not speak, or walk nor is he toilet-trained. He has almost daily sei-
zures. I say this not so you will feel sorry for him but only so you will realize themagnitude of our situation.

In the United State° and in California, parents of children and adults with dis-
abilities are faced with a number of ripening choices at every stage of their lives and
development. In the short time we have here I will discuss only those choices wehave made recently or .vill make in the near future.

1. Do we allow our child to be educated in a second-class segregated school where
we will never see a non-disabled child or do we fight to get hum into an integrated
program which is a one-hour bus ride across the coup ?

Since PL 94-142 (the Education for All Handica Children's Act) was pawed in
1972, great progress has been made in providing led students with an appropri-ate educational , however, the letter and the spirit of that statute are con-
sistently viola in the area of integration. Many students are still placed in segre-
gated schools not because they nee' to be there but because the facilities exist and
administrators want to see them filled.

I took us two years and a fair hearing to get Adam into an integrated programbut it is 15 miles and a onehour bus ride away. Transportation costa are tremen-
dous because many school districts refuse to provide a program for their severely
disabled students in their local school. Regular education students have 1st priority
for space in schools and special education students get what's left, if any and often
loee that when the room is needed for something else.

In the past, parents could depend on the federal government to be the final de-
fender of their children's rights, but since President Reagan was elected, the federal
government has acted more to destroy those rights. I wish to thank Congress for
refusing to cooperate with the administration -. destroying PL 94-142 and Section504.

2. Do we continue to allow our children to use segregated community services or
do we battle to get generic services to include our children?

There are no camps (out of the many in our area) which are prepared to accept
our son, so we drive him 150 miles south. There are no integrated swimming pro-
grams at the YMCA, there are no integrated after-school programs, recreation pro-grams or child-care. Parents of children with severe disabilities need child-care as
much or more than other families and usually for a longer time. We were fortunate
in finding integrated after school child-care for Adam with a family who has a dis-
abled child and is not afraid to deal with him. But we are charged o le third more
than the other parents are charged.

All this segregation is redundant and unnecessary and costs our society a greatdeal in money and in lcet cpportunity to experience what disabled children have tooffer.
3. Do we ruin ourselves financially or place our child before he is ready?
It is an arrming paradox that institutional care for Adam would cost $35,000 to$65,000 per year but the federal and state government are willing to spend only $2-

3,000 per year to help us keep Adam at home.
Adam's medical expenses are very large including two expensive seizure medica-

tions taken daily, frequent blood and other teats and visits with at least four differ-ent doctors. We are fortunate that my husband's employer provides good medical
and dental coverage but many families do not have this. During a recent emergency
when Adam choked and stopped breath: qg, the cost of the ambulance ride and
emergency room treatment alone was almost $1,000. It is difficult to find adequate
dental and orthodontal care for persons with severe disabilities even if you have in-
surance. I understand from friends that Medi-care reimbursement is grossly inad-equate.

Adam also needs expensive equipment including: $3,000 wheelchair (paid for byRegional Center), $150 walker, $`00 arm support for feeding (provided by theschool).
A van with ramps (when our seven year old van is replaced, it will cost at least

$12,000 plus $3,000 more for an electric lift).
Diapers at $50 per month (when Adam outgrows children's sizes soon, the costwill increase to $150).
Working parents who can find an agency to assist them in purchasing some of

this equipment must be very careful because they may be asked to repay the fullamount plus interest.
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When child-care is available (which is seldom) it is more expensive than usual. In
our area, a specially trained sitter receives $6 to $9 per hour. Adam's camp cost
$475. Many of these extra expenses are not tax deductible and none will be if a flat
tax is adopted.

If we did place Adam before he is 18 years old, we would be charged by the state
at the maximum rate of his care.

4. Do we place Adam outside out home at age 18 when it's appropriate or chi we
place him at age 12 and deny him the family life that every 12 year old is entitled
to?

As Adam grows older, he becomes harder to deal with at home and we need more
services to help us keep him at home. We are finding that the 20 hours of respite
service we are not allotted are totally inadequate in helping us with his daily care
diapering, dressing, enemas, bathing, feeding, lifting, etc. There is also tremendous
pressure from his school, doctors, therapists, and from our own sense of responsibil-
ity for ur, to ny to "do everyth'mg". It is very important that Adams' school pro-
gram be carried through at home including spedal positioning, using the arm sup-
port in feeding, using the communications board, giving him extra stimulation and
attention, etc. But we just don't have the time or the energy to do it all. Our teen-
age daughter shares a great deal of the work and when she goes out on her own
next year, it will be that much more for my husband and I to do.

It is truly outrageous that if we place Adam outside our home, he will receive
more services than we can get if we keep him at home. In placement, he would get
full SSI benefits, further financial assistance from Regional Center, full medical and
dental care, free diapers delivered to the door, free transportation to free communi-
ty activities, free equipment, full attendant care.

In order for us to keep him at home, we need at least 2-3 hours of respite daily,
20 additional hours monthly for our meetings or when he is sick or on school holi-
days, and 10 days each year so we can have a sustained break from his care. This
may sound like a great deal until you understand that we have used a full two
months allotment (40 hours) of respite in order to allow me to attend this hearing
and my husband to attend a Regional Center meeting. We will get no more respite
for the next two months. I work as an independent contractor and am only paid for
the hours I work. When Adam is home sick or on school holiday, I must miss work.
Most of my income goes for child care and other expenses for Adam. I appreciate
that this committee paid for my transportation but I wish I had thought to ask for
child-care expenses.

5. Do we allow our son, as he becomes an adult, to be placed in a state hospital or
do we spend months or years finding or creating an appropriate place for him in the
community?

Long ago we made a promise to ourselves and to Adam that we would never allow
him to go to a state hospital or large institution. It is our opinion that as much
money is poured into them, as dedicated as the staff is, as stable as the program is,
a large institution can never be adequate, much less a good place to live. Small com-
munity residences have been shown time and again to be more cost effective and
superior to state hospitals.

We have experienced nothing sadder or more frustrating then watching our
friends with disabled children searching for a community residence which is a warm
home with a small number of residents (6-8), located in a community with the nec-
essary services, only to be placed on a long waiting list or to see the residence shot
down after awhile because of the lack of stable funding. We dread the time when we
must start searching.

The federal and state governments have done little and are now doing lees to pro-
vide sufficient resources to support appropriate community residences and services
for adults with disabilities or to monitor the quality of those services.

The cuts in services and funding in the past few years are a serious blow to fami-
lies with disabled children. State hospital placements are on the rise again because
families are breaking under the pressure. We have seriously considered placi
Adam outside our home because of the stress. We honestly don't know how muc
longer we can hold out before the overhelming stress becomes distructive to the rat
of the family.

Thank you for listening.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mary Short. I would also add that Barbara Vucanovich has just

joined us. Thank you.
Ms. VUCANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Ms. BERTAINA. Oh, excuse me. One more thing I forgot. I brought
pictures of Adam. I was told one time that people like to know who
they are talking about.

Chairman MILLER. Mary?

STATEMENT OF MARY K. SHORT, PARENT,
FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA

Ms. SHorT. Thank you.
My name is Mary Short, and I am a single parent of a 51/2-year-

old severely handicapped daughter. She has a diagnosis of tuberous
sclerosis, an autosor al dominant genetic disorder. Although she
chronologically is 51/2, developmentally, she has the capabilities ofa 14-month-old.

I have been divorced since August 1981. Her father last took her
for visitation December 20, 1981. He and I last spoke to one an-other March 1982. He has been on probation for nonsupport since
December 1982, and he will officially end probation December 17,
1985. Even though he is and has been on probation, he is currently
$5,050 in arrears in the child support payments.

In July 1984, I placed my daughter in a board and care facility, asmall family care home. it is important that you understand that I
am very pleased with the home. The care she receives and the factthat she is a part of a "real" family. The progress she has made istruly amazing to me. I am very thankful to the care provider andher family.

The events that occurred from March 1982 until June 1984, atotal of 27 months, demonstrate my experience with agencies that
generally do not provide supportive services. Child support enforce-
ment. My court order is for $350 a month. The attitude of the
Orange County district attorney's office and the probation depart-ment is that "this is an unusually high support order."

At the time we divorced, he was bringing home between $3,000
and $3,500 a month. I do not think 10 percent of his take-home payis too high. If he changed employment since the divorce, and he is
no longer making $3,000 a month, it is his responsibility to take meback to court to modify the support order.

Effective child support enforcement is one of the deciding factorsin whether or not my daughter is at home with me or in and out ofhome placements.
Respite day care and babysitting. When my daughter became aclient of regional center of Orange County in January c. February

of 1981, they offered 48 hours a month and a vacation period not to
exceed 21 consecutive days of free, in home or out of home, respite
to each in-home client.

Effective July 1984, each in-home client is entitled to 24 hours ofrespite per quarter, noncumulative. By the way, there is an excep-tions policy to that rule.
The loss of respite, which I personally have viewed as what other

more fortunate single parents call visitation, was a major deciding
factor in my decision to place my daughter.

There is no such thing as day care available to my daugther. Itdoes not matter who pays for it or what the cost is, it simply does
not exist. I went through two licensed and four unlicensed day care
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homes, six children and under, and one roommate. All but one told
me on a Friday afternoon that they could no longer watch my
daughter for whatever reason.

Money was never given to me as a reason. Not a single day care
center was available to me. There are two that I am aware of that
do take handicapped children. Unfortunately, they both meant 40
miles a day traveling in the wrong direction, which made them
also out of the school bus range for pick up and drop off.

Lack of day care was the deciding factor in my decision to place
my daughter. I could not continue to disrupt my daughter with
constant changes and I refused to lose a third job over day care.

Simply finding a babysitter so that I could go out to a movie, God
forbid I was asked on a date, became a major project. The babysit-
ter had to, first, not be afraid of my daughter and, second, either
live close enough to me to walk to and from her own home or be
able to drive.

Financial aid. Except for giving up and going on welfare, nothing
is available to me if my daughter remains in my home. Even wel-
fare is not a solution since there is a rule about having to seek em-
ployment when the youngest child reaches school age, and Public
Law 94-142 defines school age as age 3, not age 5.

I cannot become a licensed day care provider myself and take
other handicapped children into my home because there is some
rule about income from care providing not being your sole source
of income.

When I am working, I earn too much money to qualify for SSI,
they count child support, or to qualify for Meth-Gal's share of cost.
The share of cost program had fixed my monthly repay at some-
thing like $300 each and every month. California Children Services
covered all medical expenses related to seizures up until they were
controlled for 6 months. Then, after she was on $75 a month worth
of medication to control the seizures, they cut us off cold turkey.

To conclude, with my daughter at home, we received nothing.
Now that shr: is placed out of home, it is costing the system $868 a
month, plus Medi-Cal, to maintain her. And, I still bring her home
every other weekend.

I consider this place to be temporary. The only solution for
myself and my daughter is for me to earn enough money all on my
own so that I can hire live-in help. Only with a truly employer-em-
ployee relationship will I be able to provide the security and stabil-
ity that my daughter needs. I hope one day to be able to say, when
someone asks me about supportive services that are and are not
available, gee, I do not know, I am able to provide them all on my
own. I do not keep up with those sorts of things.

But, in the meantime and for the benefit of other parents like
myself, there needs to be a solution found for day care, for respite,
and for some realistic assistance with medical expenses. For those
of us who, for whatever reason, do have our children placed, the
system is efficient.

The system for in home and out of home handicapped children
needs to be equalized. Public Law 94-142 gave that to a certain
extent to all of us for education and the same can be done with
supportive services.

Thank you for your concern and attention to this issue.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mary Short follows:)

PREFAB.= STATEMENT OF MARY SHORT, PARENT
My name is Mary Short and I am a single parent of a 51/2 year old severely handi-

capped daughter. She has a diagnosis of Tuberous Sclerosis, an autosomal dominantgenetic disorder. Although she chronologically is 51/2, developmentally she has thecapabilities of a 14 month old.
I have been divorced since August 1981. Her father last took her for visitationDecember 20, 1981 and he and I last spoke to one another March of 1982. He hasbeen on probation for non-support since December 1982 and will officially end pro-bation December 17, 1985. Even though he is and has been on probation, he is cur-rently $5,050.00 in arrears in the child support payments.In July 1984 I placed my daughter in a board and care facility, a small familyicare home. It's important that you understand that I am very pleased with thehome, the care she receives, and the fact that she is a part of a "real family." Theprogress she has made is truly arnang to me. I am very thankful to the care pro-vider and her family.
The events that occurred from March 1982 until June 1984, a total of 27 months,demonstrate my experiences with agencies that do and do not provide supportiveservices.
1. Child Support Enforcement: My Court Order is for $350.00 a month. The atti-tude of the Orange County D.A.'s office and the Probation Department is that "thisis an unusually high support order." At the time we divorced he was bringing homebetween $3,000.00 and $3,500.00 a month. Ten percent of his take home pay is toohigh? If he has changed employment since the dissolution and is no longer making$3,000.00 a month, its his responsibility to take me back to Court to modify the sup-port order.
Effective child support enforcement is one of the deciding factors in whether ornot my daughter is at home with me or in an out of home placement.
2. Respite, Day Care and Babysitting: When my daughter became a client of Re-gional Center of Orange County (RCOC) in January or February of 1981, they of-fered 48 hours a month and a vacation period not to exceed 21 consecutive days offree, in home or out of home respite to each in home client. Effective July 1984 eachin home client is entitled to 24 hours of respite per quarter, non-cumulative. By theway, there is an exceptions policy. The loss of respite, which I personally haveviewed as what other more fortunate single parents call "visitation," was a majordeciding factor in my decision to place my daughter.
There is no such thing as day care available to my daughter. It doesn't matterwho pays or what the cost is. It simply does not exist. I went through two licensedand four unlicensed day care homes (six children or under) and one roommate. Allbut one told me on a Friday afternoon that they could no longer watch my daughterfor whatever reason (money was never given to me as a reason). Not a single daycare center was available to me. There are two that I am aware of that do takehandicapped children, unfortunately they both meant 40 miles a day of traveling inthe wrong direction which made them also, out of the school bus range for pick-upor drop-off.
Lack of day care was the deciding factor in my decision to place my daughter. Icould not continue to disrupt my daughter with constant changes and I refused tolose a third job over day care.
Simply finding a babysitter so that 1 could go out to a movie became a majorproject. The babysitter had to first, not be afraid of my daughter and secondly,either live close enough to walk to and from home or drive their own car.3. Financial Aid: Except for giving up and going on welfare, nothing is availableto me if my daughter remains in my home. Even welfare isn't a solution since thereis a rule about having to seek employment when the youngest child reaches schoolage and PL 94-142 defines school age as three, not five! I cannot become a licensedcare provider myself and take other handicapped children into my home becausethere is some rule about the income from care providing not being your sole sourceof income.
When I am working, I earn too much money to qualify for SSI (they count childsupport) or to qualify for Medi-Cal's share of cost program. The share of cost pro.gram had fixed my monthly repay at something like $300.00 each and every month.California Children Services covered all medical expenses related to seizures upuntil they were controlled for six months. Then, efter she was on $75.00 a monthworth of medication to control the seizures, they cut us off cold turkey.
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To conclude, with my daughter at home, we received nothing. Now that she is
placed out of my home, it is costing the system $868.00 a month, plus Medi-Cal, to
maintain her. And, I still bring her home every other weekend.

I consider this placement to be temporary. The only solution for myself and my
daughte.- is for me to earn enough money all on my own so that I can hire live-in
help. Only with a truly "employer-employee" relationship will I be able to provide
the security and stability that my daughter needs. I hope one day to be able to say,
when someone asks me about supportive services that are or are not available,
"Gee, I don't know."

But in the meantime and for the benefit of other parents like myself, there needs
to be a solution found for day care, for respite, and for some realistic assistance with
medical expenses. For those of us who for whatever reason, do have our children
placed, the system is beautifully efficient. The systems for in home and out of home
handicapped children need to be equalized. PL 94-142 gave that to us all for educa-
tion and the same can be done with supportive services.

Thank you for your concern and attention to this issue.

Chairman. MILLER. Ms. Vincent.

STATEMENT OF LISBETH J. VINCENT, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
DEPARTMENT OF STUDIES IN BEHAVIORAL DISABILITIES, UNI-
VERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON
Ms. VINCENT. I thank the committee for the opportunity to

appear today. I am Lisbeth Vincent. I am an associate professor in
the department of studies in behavioral disabilities at the Universi-
ty of Wisconsin.

I spent the past 15 years working with families and their very
young disabled children, children under 6 years of age. I would like
to point out that there are approximately 60 million Americans
who have a family member who is disabled. We are talking about a
large portion of the population when we talk about what are the
;,slues that face families with people with disabilities today.

I am sure that many of you in this room have a cousin, a parent,
a brother, a sister, an aunt or uncle, who is disabled and you have
in your own experience seen the difficulties that families face.

I hope I can represent those families today as well as the fami-
lies that I have had the very unique pleasure to learn from in my
own professional experience. I am going to focus my remarks on
families of the youngest children with disabilities, families of chil-
dren under 5 years of age.

Imagine being told by your pediatrician that your 18-month-old
daughter is slow in language development. She is not talking the
way other children are. She is not following directions the way
other children are. Imagine that you thought that might be the
case, and that you have been worried and then imagine being told
there are no services available until your daughter is 3 years of
age.

Imagine being the parent of a 6-year-old who has been labelled
autistic and severely retarded, that you have worked within your
family struc4-ure to maintain this child in your home, you have
bought babysitting, you have paid double tuition at day care so
your child can be in the facility. Imagine having tried six programa
to toilet train your child, using the best that the experts could
come up with, and not being able to toilet train your child.

And, imagine finding you are pregnant and then, in 9 months,
you will have another baby in diapers, and then imagine that in
order to get your child toilet trained, somebody says to you, we
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have a program, you will have to wait 6 months, and you will haveto send your child 200 miles from your home, place them in an in-stitutional setting, for 3 to 6 months, where you will not be able tohave contact with your son who you have been maintaining athome.
Imagine that you are a parent of a child who was born at 26weeks gestation, who spent the first 10 months of their life in thehospital, who is on apnea monitors because of their heart stopping,

who went through all kinds of respiratory problems, and you madeit.
And, imagine bringing that child home, being labelled hearingimpaired, mentally retarded, cerebral palsy, and imagine hearing ayear after you have had this child home that the best thing for youto do, the only way that our community can provide you service,and meet the needs of your son, is to place him M a State institu-tion for the mentally retarded.
Imagine that you are the average American family who is under-going the stress that Representative Miller talked about this morn-ing, of divorce, of lowered income, of lack of extended family. Fami-lies of disabled children face all of those stresses, as these twomothers so nicely told us, and imagine the stresses I just told youbeing added on to your family and not just the stress of making itday to day.
These families are all families that I have worked with in thelast 6 months. These are not families from 10 years ago, these arenot families in the 1950's, these are families in 1985, and their ex-perience is that while they are under the stress of the regular typi-cal family out there, they have at least three kinds of additionalstress that are placed on them because of the way we deliver anddo not deliver services in our communities.
The first stress placed on them, is that it is not desirable in oursociety to be handicapped. I do not know any parents who havewanted their children to be labelled handicapped. I have notworked with any families that were delighted at that pronounce-ment, but I have worked with a large number of families who haveadapted to that pronouncement and have learned to cherish theirchildren for what they bring to the family. They have learned tocherish the uniqueness of their children. They have learned tolearn from their children.
But, the stress is that they are in a state of shock and then weplace a second stress. Their child is under 5 years of age and inhalf the States in the United States, we do not provide public earlyintervention. So, now, we have placed an additional stress on afamily, a family that is often overburdened with single parenthood,lack of education, we tell them it is your responsibility to go findservice, to scramble, to fight, to push, to holler, and all too oftenthe families do that, and then they quit because they are not re-spond to and they cannot make a difference.
The third stress is for many of the children that are labelledhandicapped under 3 years of age, their disabilities are severe.Their problems are multiple, and, in most cases, as Mary so aptlypointed out, as a society, we have chosen that we will spend $40,000to a $110,000 a year on an institution, and we will spend $2,000 to$3,000 on maintaining the child at home.
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We need to make a commitment to change these types of stresses
that families of young disabled children face. We passed 94-142 and
through it, we have made a major difference in the life space of the
families of disabled children between 5 and 18 years of age.

The reality of 94-142 is that it has had limited impact at all for
families of children between birth and 5 years of age. Because of
the permissive nature of the preschool mandate, some States have
lowered their State mandate, nine of them, so that children under
5 will be served. At the same time, eight States in this country
have raised their mandates, so that they will not be responsible for
serving preschool age kids.

So, we are in a situation where, as professionals, more than ever,
we are capable of finding children early. We can screen, we can
assess them, we can diagnose. Families are referring to us. We
know the children are there. We are keeping kids alive, and then
we are pitting the family in 5 years of crisis. Five years of not
being able to find integrated services. Five years of not being able
to fmd therapeutic services. Five years of not being able to find
family support services.

I would like to advocate that what we need to do is not spend
more money. I think all too often we look at spending more money
as the way of solving our problems. I am firmly convinced that we
are spending a great deal of money in the area of the handicapped
now, and that we need to look at where we spend it, and who we
give it to.

Rather than placing it in institutional based programs, we need
to look to provide families the same level of support for maintain-
ing their child at home that we are willing to spend as a society for
them placing their child outside the home.

I am committed, and I know the families here are, to reversing
the trend, to enabling families to really use the strengths and the
unique resources that they bring. Families with disabled children
are under stress. Families with disabled children are usually not
falling apart.

They are capable and competent people. They heve a lot of good
ideas about how to solve their problems. As these two moms dem-
onstrated, they know what they need from us as a profession, from
us as a government, from us as a society in order to meet their
needs.

I hope that what we will be able to do in the next decade, the
second decade after 94-142, is to turn it around and enable these
families to cherish their children and cherish them at home, in
their churches, in their communities, in their neighborhoods, and
in their schools.

We thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Lisbeth Vincent follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LISBETH J. VINCENT, PH.D., DEPARTMENT OF STUDIES IN
BEHAVIORAL DISABILITIES, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN- M.LDISON, MADISON, WI

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you to discuss issues facing fami-
lies with disabled children. I am an Associate Professor in the Department of Stud-
ies in Behavioral Disabilities at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. I have worked
with ft nilies of disabled children for the past fifteen years. These family members
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may number as many as 60 million Americans. These families are first of all fami-liesfamilies facing the same stresses as all American families.
The American family is under considerable stress today and is dramatically differ-ent than when I began my work in this field 15 years ago. The nuclear family has,and continues to, disappear. The "Ozzie and Harriet," "Leave It to Beaver,' and"Archie Bunker" families with two parents and several children living in a homethat they own is simply not a reality for many American children. The notion thatmothers remain at home while their children grow up is not true for the majority ofchildren, even preschool age children. The idea that children are listened to and dis-ciplined consistently by sending them to their room or removing privileges is coun-tered by a dramatic increase in child abuse.
What does the American Family of the 1980's really look like? Data availablefrom the 1980 national census and from state level studies paints a picture of fami-lies in transition. Only seven percent of families are composed of two parents withfather working and mother at home with their children. Ten percent of the peoplein the U.S. speak a language other than English in their homes. In the U.S. thereare 6.6 million one-parent %ales. That means that 20 percent of families withchildren are headed by a single. parent. In 90 ppee t of these cases that parent is awoman. Among Black families, 57% of familiess with children are headed by oneparent. In the past twenty years the number of children born to unmarried motherstripled. In 1980, 17.1% of all births were to unmarried women. Fifteen percent of allbirths are to teenage mothers. Approximately 40% of the teenage women in thiscountry will become pregnant at least once during their teens. Fifty-three percentwill abort the fetus. Of those who carry the baby to term, ninety-six percent willkeep the child. Many will never finish their own schooling. Sixty-seven percent ofthe children born in America today will be raised for a part of their life by a singleparent.

This large increase in s ingle parent families (double since 1970) is paralleled by anincrease in the number of children being raised in poverty. In Wisconsin, 60% of thefemale-headed households with children below age 6 live below the poverty line. Ap-proximately 70% of these mothers are single, separated, or divorced. Of the womenwho are eligible for child support payments less than half receive the amount or-dered and one quarter receive nothing at all. In Wisconsin alone, a recent investiga-tion showed that fathers were 100 million dollars in arrears on chili' support pay-ments.
In 1980, 75% of the single mothers in Wisconsin lived on welfare. The medianincome of female-headed households in Wisconsin was $10,408. This figure repre-sents half of the income of two parent families where the wife does not work andonly one third of the income of two working parent households. women and childrenare the new poor in the United States. They make up the majority of 13 percent ofAmericans wno live below the poverty level.
Where children are in two parent households, more than fifty percent spend timedaily in daycare or with a babysitter before they are six years of age. By 1990, ore-dictions are that 75% of the children in this country under six years of age will bereceiving nonparent care.
Not only is there a significant increase in the poverty and out-of-home care thatchildren face, there is also a significant increase in abuse and neglect. Estimates forchild abuse in the Midwest during the late 1970's generally predicted that 20 per-cent of the children were in abusive/neglectful living environments. Some authori-ties say this figure is low given the increase in unemployment during the early1980's. Several counties in Southern Wisconsin reported a 100% increase in the inci-dence of reported child abuse just between 1981 and 1982. In Dane County, reportsof abuse LA neglect increased 23 percent in the last year. One child characteristichas been correlated with an increased risk of being abused, i.e., behavior problemsand developmental delay.
The past ten years have also seen increased concern with the level of drug andalcohol use in our country. Employers estimate vast amounts of lost time, moneyand productivity due to alcohol abuse. National estimates are that one in ten adultshas trouble controlling the alcohol they consume. National estimates are showingan increase in number of teenagers and preteenagers with drinking problems.The educational implications of poverty, family constellation, out of home careand child abuse and neglect are each significant in and of themselves. Some familiesare facing not only the stresses outlined but also are co_ ping with a you handi-capped child requiring exceptional educational service! . Families with handicappedchildren look much like families of typical children. For example, a recent survey ofthe records of 200 families with children enrollod in the early childhood/special edu-cation program of Madison Metropolitan School District, Madison, Tisconsin re-
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vealed that: 50% of the families received Aid to Families of Dependent Children,
44% of the families included unemployed adultr, 47% of the families were headed
by a single parent, 14% of the children were suspected victims of abuse, 14% of the
families received counseling, 16% of the families were involved with more than
three community agencies other than the public schools, 31% of the families were
highly mobile, 13% of the families had proldems with alcohol and drug abuse.

In addition, information gathered rom the staff who work directly with parents
revealed that approximately 10 pen int of the parents had received special educa-
tion or in-patient therapy services themseivec. Also, an increasing number of chil-
dren are receiving psychiatric care, including wedication, before five years of age.

These statistics parallel the statistics presented earlier on American families in
general. Having a handicapped child can be yet another stress added to an already
highly stressed family. Family priorities differ, in some, obtaining food, clothing,
and shelter are primary. The handicapped child is secondary and not a major focus
of the family. The issue is not whet&: the parent "accepts" the child's handicap,
but how much time, energy, and resources they have available to devote to this
problem. This is particularly true if the handl.cap is not a vkdble or severe one. An
example of this is a child with a speech and language delay but normal motor and
social skills. The language delay is probably a mild problem compared to the many
other difficulties the family faces. The existing models for parent involvement in
early childhood/special education are based on the handicapped child bring of cen-
tral importance. In a sense, they are based on the family having its primary can
needs met, so that it can focus on other problems. Clear! for a proportion of fami-
lies this is not the case. These families have an increased

Clearly,
of child abuse and/or

placement et the child outside of the biological family.
If the family is fortunate (only 25%-35% are), they will be residing in a city, fa-

lar or town that provides the full range of early intervention services necessary to
meet their child's developmental needs. Since the passage cf P.L. 94-142, services
for handicapped children under five years of age and their families have shown very
limited growth. In 1975, 232,000 preschool-age handicapped children were receiving
public education based services. National estimatas are that one million preschool-
age handicapped children need special education services. The permissive nature of
the preschool mandate contained in P.L. 94-142 has not spurred state and local edu-
ce' anal agencies to dray - eticallj increase their services to their young children.
Since the passage of P.L. 94-142, nine states have passed mandatory education legis-
lation which lowers the age of educational service to lees than five years of age.
Eight states have, however, passed mandatory education legislation which raises the
age of educational service to five years of age. Thus, families with a young disabled
child face not only the stress of family change and the fact of their child's diagnosis
as handicapped, but also difficulty in obtaining quality educational and therapeutic
intervention services. These stresses, added on to the already stressed family, limits
the handicapped child's opportunity for full developmental growth and ultimately
his/her contribution to society.

A major issue facing families of disabled young children in the '80s is where their
children will be educated. The best solution to this problem rests in mandating that
state and local educational agencies assume responsibility for the handicapped
child's educational program from the point the child is diagnosed. For some children
this means the m.unent of birth; for others it is during the preschool years. Without
a federal mandate, states and local educational agencies will continue to be reluc-
tant to enter the arena of early intervention. Such a mandate would benefit the
community, in that it reduces the number of children who are placed in out of heme
care, e.g., institutions and foster care. Out of home care is more costly than in-home
care with appropriate services.

A second majt,r issue facing families of disabled young children is how will they
be involved in their child's educational program. Despite the stresses that families
are facing, they do wash to be involved and maintain a leadership role with their
children's future. Families are capable of genereting solutions to the problems they
face. The educational, medical, social service, and othor support systems need to de-
velop strategies for more active decision-making by family members. Such 6. itegies
do not mean that agencies take on the role of solving problems. Rather a family
systems perspective needs to be adopted.

Basically, a family systems perspective maintains that each family has available
resources it can use to meet its needs. These resources are of both an informal and
formal nature. The informal network includes self, s- -cruse, extended family, friends,
and coworkers. The formai network includes doctors, educators, redid service agen-
cies, etc. In Madison, through a survey of 30 parents of young typical clldren cold
30 parents of young handicapped children, we discovered that the parents developed
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similar resource networks. Basically, 75% of the resources they identified were fromtheir informal network. The most frequen.iy cited resource was "my own belief inmyself and my own motivation." The order from moot to least used resources namedby the per ions was self, spouse, extended family, friend, doctcr, educator and co-worker. In a study of 24 families whose children under six years of age were justlabeled handicapped, we found a similar order of resources within the informal net-work of friends and relatives. We also asked that the parents select resources froma list of professionals. Selected first was the pediatrician. The second most frequent
selections were teacher, clergy, and ENT specialist Third in order were speech andlanguage therapist, occupational or physical therapists, counselor, snd w'clalworker. Other professionals were selected to a leaser degree. Overall, the findings inthis area support the notion that each family develops a system of resources whichit can use to solve the problems ;t encounters on a day-to-day. basis. The more intactthe family, the more financial and informal resources it usually has available. Lessintact families have a tendency to be isolated and have a smaller resource networkor a network made up of more professional people and formal programs and agen-cies. The reliance on professionals and formal agencies places a family at risk farnot effectively leading their day-to-clay life. Professionals are not available at all thetimes that families face problems and professionals often devise solutions which donot maximize the ctrength of the family in solving their own problems.

The third major issue facing familio of disabled children in the 80's is how to usetheir resource network and resources available in the community to maintain theirchild at home. One approach taken in Wisconsin has been the creation of FamilySupport Programs. The goal of Family Support is to provide assistance to familieswho are facing institutionalizing their child due to the dress on the family. Ratherthan deciding ahead of time what services are needed, each family is approached asan individual case. Assessment of family needs and resources is conducted and solu-tions to identified needs are generated with family members. Family Support thenprovides assistance in implementing the solutions. One family had a six year old sonwho was labeled autistic and retarded. He was not toilet trained. Mom was expect-ing a child in six months and felt that she would not be able t.t. continue with twochildren to diaper. Family Support provided a "trainer" to work with mom imple-menting a toileting program and a portable toilet which could be used on the firstfloor of the house where there was ;lot a bathroom. Without Family Support, thischild would have been admitted to am institutional based training program for, inall likelihood, three months. The co=t difference between the two options clearlyfavors the Family Support Program.
A second family has a son who was born at 26 weeks gestation, weighing twopounds. He received extensive medical intervention and came home from the hospi-tal after six months. He is hearing impaired, physically handicapped, mentally re-tarded, and has heart problems. He is considsred medically fragile. In many commu-nities his family would have no alternative but to place him in an institutional set-ting. In Madison, he is enrolled in a four de,- a week early childhood/special educa-tion classroom which includes less handicapped and normal peers. Through FamilySupport the family has acquired needed equipment for their home. The cost of aninstitution would be over $40,000 per year. The cost of his public school programand Family Support is less than $7,000 per year.
Families want to be involved in their children's program. They want the child toremain as an important member of the family. Many families cannot do this ontheir own because the resources they have available are not euricient. Free publiceducational program from birth, and Family Support Programs which capitalize onthe family's motivation and skills will help families achieve their goals.
Chairman MILLER. Ann Turnbull is next.

STATEMENT OF ANN P. TURNBULL, ACTING ASSOC:ATE DIREC-TOR, BUREAU OF CHILD RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,LAWRENCE

Ms. TURNP'JLL. Thank you.
I am very grateful for this opportunity to share my perspectiveswith you. I am a professor in the department of special educationat the University of Kansas and, today, I am speaking on behalf ofmyself and my husband.
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I am a special educator. He is a lawyer. We work in the area of
family adjustment and law and policy as it relates to the disabled
people.

We also have a son who is 18 years old, who is mentally retard-
ed, and the ideas that I will be sharing with you are those that
come from our professional perspectives as well as what we call the
living laboratory of our home.

Now, in the research that we have done with families, I want to
share with you the fact that often we have been inspired by how
well families do. This is a point that Lisbeth just made, that fami-
lies with children having disabilities have many strengths and
many ideas and many coping strategies as well as many stresses.

I would like to focus my remarks on sharing with you some ideas
of what I think will help families be successful, and some coping
strategies that can, indeed, occur in the least restrictive environ-
ment of neighborhoods and communities and family life.

Now, the first point that we have found that is important is just
exactly what you have heard so far, that many families that have
children with disabilities, have extraordinary needs, and because
they have extraordinary needs, their children often are dependent
longer and the families end up living in a restricted environment
themselves.

It is ironic that often we say we want children to live in the least
restrictive environment of the home, and the very fact of the child
being in the home often creates a more restrictive environment for
the family, and that is not right.

We have identified four or five coping strategies that we think
hold a lot of success for the future, and that we would like for you
to consider in your deliberations.

I think something I would like to point out here is that money is
not everything. Money is important. We must have securely funded
programs, but I Live found as a parent, and I have found this over
time, that I cannot Isuy personal relationships for him. I cannot
buy a certain type of care for him, for if there is one thing that
enhances his quality of life and our quality of life, it is when people
are involved with him because they want to be, not because they
have to be, and for that reason, I think there is tremendous power
in social support.

A -wonderful experience that we have had is with an adopted
grandmother who very much needed grandchildren and wanted
grandchildren, and we very much needed a grandmother. And, we
got together and we have had a relationship for the last 10 years.
This is the relationship that will, I think, withstand the test of
time, that when Jay is 30 and 40, Grandma Dot will still be in his
life as well as when he is in his adolescence.

She has provided respite care. She has provided the overnights.
She has taken him to special events, and when we moved away
from her several years ago, it was very traumatic for all of us, but
she sends him tapes and she writes him letters, and she sent him a
new shirt for Easter.

Those are the things that say to Jay, "You are a valuable person,
and there are people who care about you, not because they are
your blood relatives, and not because they are paid a salary every
week or every month, but because you are a valuable person."
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There is another family near our community who used the localfootball team boys to help them with lifting, bathing, toilet:mg, anddressing, their two sons with muscular dystrophy. The neat thingfor the high school sons with muscular dystrophy is that they arehelped by peers whom they respect and admire, peers who havestatus in the high school, peers who have status that they do nothave in the high school. The very fact that the football team is in-terested in them increases their acceptability in the local program.The football players do that on a day in and day out Ww.:s, be-cause they choose to, and it is a wonderful respite for the families,and it builds on the humanness of people caring about people.
Through your policies and through your programs, you can en-hance social support. You can enhance programs like foster grand-parents. You can encourage Jaycees, 4-H clubs, and other civicgroups to care about people in communities who have chqdrenwith disabilities, and I urge you to take advantage of that k 3werrather than always looking for profeesionalized services.Second, we found that many families cope very well throughwhat we call spiritual support They interpret the disability in away that they receive spiritual sustenance, spiritual strength, incoming to gripe with their responsibilities.
But, we find, from family to family, that often churches and syn-agogues and communities are not being helpful resoures, and, yet,we have examples of one church that provides a wonderful respitecare program for families every Wednesday night, free of charge,so the families have a night out and people in the community con-tribute their time.
You can provide funding to schools of theology to prepare theirpersonnel to use existing community resources, to tack onto whatevery community has. Every community has a church or a syna-gogue, but not every community has a formal respite care programor a mental health center. Let us use people caring about people.Third, there is the coping strategy of what we call reframing.There are many families who take a very difficult situation andare able to see the positives as well as the negatives. But, we do notreally understand how that works.
We need to know more about families who are able to translateliability into asset, and disability into ability. That does not meanthat children with disabilities are not extra stresses; many times,they are, but we need to help families realize the positives as wellas the negatives.
We worked with one mother who had eight children, the young-est of whom had Down syndrome, and she said she was almost re-lieved when her youngest child had Down syndrome because shedid not think she could live through another normal adolescence.You know, an important point for you to remember is that chil-dren with disabilities vary, and they have strengths. They save usfrom worrying about them when they are driving and into drugs. Imean, there are a lot of stresses they do not create.So, we are not just talking about problem children. We are talk-ing about children with strengths and children with weaknesses.And, finally, a coping strategy that is so important for all of us iswhat you have heard called formal support. We need formal pro-
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grams, and I could not agree more with the previous speakers
about redirecting money to the community and not to institutions.

I urge you to give that your most serious consideration. We do
not necessarily need more money at all; we just need it in the place
where the most people ars and the place where children with dis-
abilities can have the greatest chance for quality of life.

Unquestionably, that is in the community. Help support families
that care for their children, rather than supporting three shifts of
institutional workers.

We want supported, not substitute, family care, and you can help
us get it.

Now, another point that is important is that families are diverse.
The two mothers testifying here are quite different from each
other, and every other family is different from these two.

The point is that we all have needs, and we all have resources,
and if you can create policy that is individualized, so that we are
empowered to use the support you can provide in the way that can
be most helpful to us.

One example of this is in about one-third of the States, there are
voucher programs, so that families are given vouchers to purchase
the services that they need. I do not need respite care services. I
an get that through my social suppo.t network, but I need group
homes and job training for my son. So, my needs are different from
other parents. If you can look for a policy that is aimed at a vouch-
er type system, you can put the money where thr:, need

Another point related to that is often families need help in being
consumers. It is hard to be in control of your life. It is easier to fall
into the pattern of learned helplessness, of letting government and
professionals tell you what to do. We need programs that help fam-
ilies learn how to identify their needs, brainstorm and use their
own rest- .rtes to solve problems, and we can do that. At the Uni-
versity Kansas, we developed a book for parents called "Tapping
the I-§rell Springs: A Problem-Solving Guide for Families" and it is
exactly thathelping families know how to tap their own well
springs.

Another point is that families need balance. Do not expect par-
ents to do it all. We get so tired of b ?ing told that parents can start
the programs and parents can advocate and parents can teach
their children. We can do that, but if we do, we can burn out and
we can resent our child and we do not make the marathon. We
wear out in the effort of trying to do it.

So, help us stay the course, and help us have balanced families
that can withstand the test of time.

And, my final point is that families change. What we need today
is different from what we need next month and next year. We need
help in planning for a future that is secure. If you have already
heard that Public Law 94-142 is the best thing that has happened
to us, and we appreciate your support.

But, there are 90,000 students a year leaving Public Law 94-142

programs. They are leaving the seven course meal of Public Law
94-142 and going back to hamburgers and french fries, at best.
There are not adult services, and we are planning for a future that
scares us to death.
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Now, I want to tell you one last thing, and that is that I just hadone of the worst experiences of my life Tuesday night, and it issomething that I want you to know about, and it has everything todo with the future of our children.
We are very hopeful and very excited about a new group homefor our son. We have worked on every volunteer board. We havebeen chairman of most of them. We have worried, we have fretted,we have done all of those things about what is going to happen toJay now that he is eighteen.
But, we have found an option where Jay has the chance to be inwhat is called a L'Arche group home, a group home based on inter-dependence, based on value of human life, based on nonhandi-capped people living with people having handicaps because theywant to, and they want to be a family, rather than a residentialalternative.
It is truly the answer to our prayers, or it was until last Tuesdaynight. The L'Arche home was started by a volunteer board, whichhad raised all private money, not a penny of government fundingfor this group home, raising almost $200,000 to buy the house,bought the furniture, got a volunteer board together, and workedwith the four adults who will live in the group home and who arenot getting paid.
They are living there because they think their life will be en-hanced when they share it with people having disabilities. Whatmore could a parent want for a son or daughter?
Well, Tuesday night, the zoning of the L'Arche home camebefore the city commission in Olathe, KS. Because of zoning lawsthe issue was one of single-family zoning: Is this a family or is thisa business? Well, T -an tell you that the L'Arche group home is afamily and that is what we wanted for our son.
The board went to the hearing and there was statement afterstatement. They appealed on the basis of facts, law, and moral

rightness. They could not have done a better job. I thought this wasthe perfect time to have this hearing because the city commissionopened its meeting by making proclamations for Exceptional Chil-dren's Week. In the proclamation about Exceptional Children'sWeek, they had a unanimous vote to create, and this is a quote,"the best and brightest opportunity for exceptional people in thiscommunity", and I thought how wonderful. They are primed forthis issue.
One hour later, when the vote came before the board, the citycommission voted 3 to 2 to reject this group home from their com-munity. Now, that was bad enough. I mean, for a parent whoworked for it, for a community board who has done it throughsocial support, through grassroot community effort, the blow wasalmost outstanding, but that was not the worst part.
The worst part was when the mayor said, "I would like to sharewith you the wason that I voted againk t this. The reason I votedagainst this is because my daughter-in-law has a sister-in-law whois one of these people and she knows no bounds and she wandersaround the neighborhood and in her neighbor's houses and puts ontheir clothes, and we cannot have this in our community."
Now, you, distinguished panel, can stop that. If you need andwant for us to create programs at the community level, we are will-
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ing to do that, but we cannot fight battle after battle of discrimina-
tion, not without your help in the United States of America.

For that one woman to say every retarded person is like one Ore-
tarded person is the ultimate in discrimination. You can look into
using Federal housing and civil rights laws to keep us from wast-
ing our time on that kind of prejudice, so we can spend our time on
creating quality of life for citizens with disabilities and their fami-
lies.

Please help us. I implore you to help us with discrimination.
In summary, families can make it. They can make it when they

have the extra help and a variety of coping mechanisms, and they
can help make it when their individual needs are addressed, when
they maintain balance, and when they have a future, when they
know that their child's future is secure.

We appreciate what you are doing, and let me assure you as both
a parent and a professional, and on behalf of everyone in this
room, that there is a tremendous substantial constituency across
this land that stands ready and eager to help you make realty
equal to the promise and really create a life of opportunity and
quality for families and their children.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Ann Turnbull follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANN P. TURNBULL, ED.D., THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
H. RUTHERFORD TURNBULL, LLB, LLM, THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

It is an honor to appear before this distinguished committee as it hears testimony
concerning the needs of families with children having disabilities. We are grateful
for the opportunity.

We are professionals in the field of mental retardationone of us a special educa-
tor and the other a lawyer. We have written a total of V books and monographs, 50
chapters, and 75 articles about families, policy, law, and special education in the dis-
ability field. We have done work in 43 states and three foreign countries and served
as senior officers of the Associ!...tion for Retarded Citizens of the United States and
the American Association on Mental Deficiency. Our research, training, and profes-
sional leadership have been forge in the living laboratory of our home. Our 18
year-old son with mental retardation daily provides us with reality tests of our pro-
fessional work and values. Our testimony to you combines our professional research,
training, and leadership as well as our own family life.

We want to share with you four premises about how to help families be success-
ful. We reject the pathology model regarding families that has prevailed too long in
the disability field. We want to talk with you about policy and programs that help
families not only survive but prevail.

1. FAMILIES NEED HELP IN ATTENDING TO THE EXTRAORDINARY NEEDS OF THEIR CHILI)
ON A DAY-IN AND DAY-OUT BASIS

Families have responsibilities for meeting many different needs. These needs are
in the areas of economic, personal physical care, domestic care, rest and recreation,
socialization, self-definition, affection, and educational/vocational. Children vary in
the extent to which they influence a family's ability to meet these needs; the pri-
mary variables are the type and severity of the disability and the availability or
unavailability of community and family resources. It is an established fact that
most families have limitations placed on them because their child is more depend-
ent, and remains dependent longer, than other children, solely because of the dis-
ability.

Most families value the opportunity for their child to live in the least restrictive
environment of the home and family. But they also recognize that their child's
living in the least restrictive environment sometimes results in a much more highly
restrictive environment for the family. There are many different coping strategies
families can use to manage their responsibilities and minimize their stress. We want
to discuss four coping strategies very brieflysocial support, formal support, spiritu-
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al support, and refraining. We believe that these coping strategies are keys to suc-cessful family life.
Let us first share with you an example of how social support can help familiesattend to their extraordinary needs:
Joyce Grosko is a single parent who had two sons, Bryan and Sean. Both werediagnosed during early years as having muscular dystrophy, a disease in whichdeath usually occurs prior to adulthood. As her sons reached adolescence, Joyce wasunable to lift them because she is petite and has a herniated disc. She and her sonsasked members of the high school council to come to their home in the early morn-ing and again and at night to help with lifting, bathing, toileting, and dressing. Themembers of the football team voluntered to take on this responsibility. The playerslearned from the Grosko family a lesson about courage and true-grit that surpassedall others they had ever learned. And the Grosko boys experienced they joy of per-sonal relationships that derive from hiving friends who help them because theywant to rather than because they have to or are paid to. Two years ago the footballplayers served as pallbearers for Bryan and shortly thereafter gave hime a standingovation when he graduated posthumously from Northwest High School, ShawneeMission, Kansas.
Many families benefit from assistance in meeting personal care needs. The Gros -kos were very successful in recruiting volunteer help. Many families, however, facebarriers to getting help from their social support networks:
They perceive that the problem is theirs and they alone must solve it;They fear rejection;
They resist invasion of their privacy (how many of us would want a friend to takeus to the bathroom?),
They do not have the time or energy to reciprocate;
They believe it is demeaning and stigmatizing to receive a service they do not payfor;
They are afraid that others will be unable or uncomfortable in handling specialneeds;
They learn that the help dwindles after the newness wears off.Wishing these barriers away will not make them disappear. The field of disabilityhas tended to professionalize family services and overlook the wealth of resources inone's own neighborhood and community. We need to capitalize upon the power ofsocial support. You can help families by:
Social Support. Supporting programs to strengthen social support from extendedfamily, friends, and neighbors. There are many people who are willing to help andmany others needing help. We need sparkplug programs to make the connections.Just as programs like foster grandparents have helped develop social support net-works, so too can other existing volunteer programs be enlisted to help families (e.g.,Scouts, Four-H, Jaycees, and civic clubs).
Another family, the Schaubs, of Lawrence, Kansas, have used a combination ofsocial and formal support in handling their particular situation. Their 13-year olddaughter, Becky, is profoundly disabled. She has no language and breathes througha trachesotomy tube. She requires suctioning every three hours. She is not toilettrained. She cannot move her body, only her face, hands, erg arms to express her-self and give hugs to those she loves. Yet Becky lives at home, at a monthly costspent mostly on visiting nurses, physical therapists, and respirator equipmentof$5,000. A high cost, but far less than hospitalization, which her father reports wouldcost $15,000 monthly. The Schaubs' support comes from a combination of profession-als and volunteers. There are the nurses, therapists, and a homebound teacher pro-vided by the public school system. But there also are the church members, neigh-bors, and friends who have no disabled children as well as friends whose own chil-dren are disabled. There are Becky's two sisters, one a college student and the othera junior high school student. Becky's mother stays home, sacrificing her ability topursue a career and supplement family income as a masters-degree professional.The family's insurance pays the home-based care.

Let's examine this situtation. If Becky's family did not have insuranc , their onlyoption would be to institutionalize her, at the average cost to government of ap-proximately $50,000 per year. The Schaubs use a combination of social support (e.g.,friends and neighbors) and formal support (e.g., nurses, therapists, and teachers).People like Becky and her family need government sponsored services, as well asthe help of their friends.
Our research has convinced us that, as a general rule, families prefer residentialand service options that are in the community and not in institutions. The costs ofcommunity-based services tend to be lower than those of institutional care, for mostpeople with disabilities and the community ib a far better place for human develop-
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ment and satisfaction. Indeed, it is overdue to change Medicaid funding so that it
will go where most eligible people are, namely in the community, rather than where
the fewest are, in institutions. We need for you to support families to care for their
own children rather than supporting thee shifts of institutional workers. This is
supportive rather than substitute family care. You can help families by:

Residential and Community-Based Options.Vigorously expanding the options
under Medicaid, housing, vocational rehabilitation, and tax laws that will allow
families to maintain their children at home or in the community.

Many familes derive tremendous support from their religious and spiritual inter-
pretations of disability.

It helps them find purpose in its occurrence. Examples of such beliefs are these
parent statements:

God has a plan for that boy.
In the hereafter, my son will be on equal footing with everyone else.
God has a purpose for our family and is teaching us love and patience.
Our research has indicated a high use of spiritual interpretations and a low use of

churches and synagogues as helpful resources. In fact., families have encountered at-
titudinal, programmatic, and architectual barriers in these organizations. The po-
tential use of churches and synagogues as a helpful resource to families in providing
services (e.g., respite care, counseling, transportation, and group homes) is one of
our most untapped resources. We have successful models to guide us. A Methodist
Church in Shawnee Mission, Kansas provides a respite care program for families.
Training has been provided to church members to prepare them to provide care for
children with severe and multiple needs. The care is available every Wednesday
evening at no cost to families. The church members look forward to helping, the
parents eagerly anticipate the break, and the children enjoy their new friends. The
minister is available for counseling during this evening time if parents have issues
they would like to discuss. This is a beautiful example of using existing community
resources and social support to help families meet their needs.

A major barrier is preparation of clergy. In the field of disability we have long
recognized the need to prepare community professionals such as classroom teachers
and pediatricians to work with families, but we have ignored the vast resource of
the clergy. You can help families by

Training for Community Suppport.Providing personnel preparation funds to the-
ology schools to prepare clergy to provide support to families.

A final important coping strategy is called reframing. It refers to taking a stress-
ful situation and reinterpreting it in a more positive way. This coping strategy is
frequently used by families. For example, Paula Elizondo from Helotes, Texas com-
mented in a letter written to Congress concerning the Baby Doe regulations:

My life and the lives of my family were changed forever on January 18, 1980. At
about 6:00 p.m. our daughter Sarah was born. She weighed these pounds. Her diag-
nosis tram the doctors was hopeless, 24 hours to live, deaf, blind, severely retarded.

As I looked at her, fighting to live, held her in the palm of my hands, amazed that
this little one was my daughter, hope became eternal for me.

For the next 26 months she taught us more about love, courage, faith and life
than most of us could teach or learn in 100 years.

My sons will always have a deep understanding of the hurt that comes with a
baby born with problems, but greater, they remember the sweet gentle spirit that
was so evident evetytime they held Sarah, kissed her smooth roft hands. They have
learned that even though she never spoke or laughed, never crawled or walked, she
was alive and was loved and brought them joy with her presence.

Obviously Sarah hag made profound contributions to the way her family meets
their needs for affection and ee;;...irfinition.

Much of the research literature in the disability field is based on a negative bias,
on a pathology model that asserts that these children are a pervasive burden to
their families. Our work with families clearly shows that many families have bene-
fited significantly from their children. They are able to realize positive contributions
by refraining disability into ability, liability into asset. We believe that an indepth
examination of this coping strategy would provide keys to successful adaptation.
You can help families by:

Research on Positive Contributions.Supporting research and demonstration pro-
grams that help families and professionals identify the positive contributions of per-
sons with disabilities. We need to concentrate more on learning from successful fam-
ilies rather than to continue to emphasize pathology.
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2. FAMILIES ARE INFINITELY DIVERSE

Families vary in the number of parents, children, and extended family or friendswho may be closely involved; in ethnic background, religion, income level, occupa-tion, and location; in the values and beliefs they hold; and in the types of copingstrategies they use to manage their responsibilities and reduce their feelings ofstress.
Because family characteristics are so different, responses to these characteristicsalso must vary. A common policy and assumption is that parents invari-ably benefit from support groups. Many p

program
rofessionals, therefore, routinely suggest tofamilies that they join such groups.

By quoting from two highly educated, middle-class mothers with similar back-grounds and experiences, we wish to illustrate various attitudes toward supportgroups. Both mothers were moving from programs with parent support groups toprograms that did not have these groups. One mother's response was this:I cried for two months last spring. I knew what was going to happen. I didn'tknow it would be as drastic. I was hoping that there would be some type of parentalsupport but it just didn't ha
In contrast, another r's response to the question of what was it like nothaving a parent group was:
It is definitely refreshing. You really feel bad for the professionals that want tohelp you but don't know how. You know, the psychologists and the social workershave this concept that every parent with a handicapped child wants to talk about itall the timethat's garbage!
What works for some families does not work for all. For this very reason (amongothers), approximately one-third of the states have adopted fairly innovative familysupport programs. These programs typically offer cash subsidies or vouchers to fam-ilies to purchase the help that they needadaptive equipment, medical service,transportation, parent training. The key is that families decide how to spend thesubsidy. The evaluation of the program in Minnesota found that the subsidies had apositive effect on the families' abilities to cope with stress. The most desirable direc-tion for policy is to allow families to define their needs and then, by a variety ofstrategies to support them, empower them to satisfy those needs. Government andprofessionals should have a facilitating, not a directing, rule in helping to respond tothose needs. You can help families by:
Options.Adopting public policy that creates a wider range of acceptable optionsfor families. These options should allow for individualization. The starting pointshould be the needs and priorities of individual families rather than a pre-formulat-ed package of what every family will be offered.
We have developed a strategy at the University of Kan: that we think haspromising implications for families. We recognize that providing policy choices tofamilies requires them to identify and prioritize their own needs. Our experience isthat many families have difficulty doing this. In some cases they suffer from"learned helplessness"they have become dependent on government and profes-sionals to tell them what to do. Along with several of our colleagues, we developed aself-help book entitled "Tapping the Wellsprings: Problem-Solving in Families withDisabled or Chronically 111 Members." The book focuses on the process of problem-solving and helps families capitalize upon and strengthen their own resources toapply to their own specific problems. You can help families by:
Problem Solving.--Supporting programs in the volunteer and professional sectorthat consist of research and model demonstrations in empowering families to be de-cision-makers.

3. BALANCE IS A KEY TO SUCCESSFUL FAMILY LITE
A great deal of educational policy is based on the assumption that parents (as itturns out, usually mothers) should be advocates for and teachers of their children. Ithas been so easy for policy makers and service providers to say:The parents can start new programs. The parents can volunteer in the classroom.The parents can support other parents.
All of these statements are truethe parents can do these things. But what hap.pens to families in the process, and should they be the ones who are totally respon-sible for addressing all of their child's needs? We will tell you what has happened inour family at times, because it is rather usual for families. We have gotten so in-volved in advocacy to create necessary programs for Jay that we have not hadenough time to be his parents. Rather than leaving him with child care providerwhile we go to meeting after meeting devoted to creating progre. s, he would preferthat we sit together on the sofa, watch Hee Haw on television, and eat popcorn.
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Sometimes we fear that children with disabilities lose their parents and gain advo-
cates and teachers. If you were Jay, what kind of adult would you want in your life?
We think we know when tc pull back; but we pull back with some guilt, because so
many people confer the role of advocacy on us as if it were our bounded duty.

Just as we do not expect parents of students without disabilities to be responsible
for organizing and securing funding for the college preparatory curriculum in the
local high school, we should not expect parents of adolescents with disabilities to
organize vocational opportunities for students with disabilities. Yet this assumption
exists in communities across this country. Formal professional services are not the
answer to all problems. In fact, as we have pointed out, families canderive immeas-
urable support from friends and neighbors. The point here, however, is that the de-
velopment of a formal service system is the responsibility of state and local govern-
ments and professionals. Families can certainly help, but they cannot be expected to
do it siniglehandedly.

Families are comprised of many simultaneous relationshipshusbands and wives,
brothers and sisters, parents and children without disabilities, and parents and chil-
dren with disabilities. Making the child with a disability the focal point of the
family is destined to create family problems. We need your help in creating pro-
grams that support family balance. You can help families by

Re-examine Family Duty.Helping families to make the assumption that their
child with a disability will have the same appropriate access to services as children
who are not disabled. You can also develop policy that that parents,
wives, husbands, sisters, and brothers have rights to a normal liferecognizes. We need to sup-
port families to be consumers of services, rather than totally consumed by disability.

4. FAMILIES CRAM= OVER ICH! LUZ CYO=

Families with young children meet their needs in much different ways than fami-
lies with older children. Families also have different needs at different times. For
example, with young children, families must deal with "breaking the news" to rela-
tives and friends and adjusting to an altered kind of parenthood. But families with
young adults must deal with the seemingly endless vista of parental responsibility
for an individual who may always be dependent in some ways. And they must make
plans to enhance security after they become too old to assume responsibility or die.

We need to recognize that the transitions to a new life-cycle stage are the times of
greatest stress. When a child enters school and when he or she leaves it are times of
vulnerability in many families. For families with children and youth having disabil-
ities, transitions are usually more difficult because changes are delayed and bard to
come by. Families need support in understanding the adolescence of a 16-year-old
who is physically mature yet functioning at the preschool developmental stage. The
dissonant development creates parental confusion in knowing how to plan for the
family's future.

Children who do not experience disabilities move to a new classroom every year,
and when they are in junior high school they move every hour. They get used to
changes, and so do their parents. But children and youth with disabilities in special
class placement may stay in the same class, with the same teacher, for several
years. They may never change schools, get a driver's license, go through high school
graduation, get married, or leave homethe significant marker events that life
moves on. Thus, they become accustomed to routine, and so do their families. Rou-
tine is one of the hardest habits to break.

We need to develop intervention strategies to assist families and service providers
in looking ahead to the future. What skills will the child need to function succees-
fully in the next class placement? In adult service programs? Are we teaching those
skills? What information do families need about the adult residential and vocational
programs, and where can they go to find it? Where can families go to find out about
guardianship? Wills and trusts? Social security? Options for expressing sexuality?

Parents have been enthusiastic about a program in which we help them work
with teachers and adult service providers so their child can make an effective tran-
sition from secondary school to adulthood. Among other things, we conduct work-
shops with families on such legal and ethical issues as estate planning, guardian-
ship, financial resources, sexuality, right to treatment, and case management. Our
work will be disseminated through the Association for Retarded Citizens of the
United States. You can help families by:

Future PlanningSupporting research and demonstration programs designed to
support families in the process of future planning throughout their life cycle.

Future planning causes all of us to recognize a serious deficiency in our service
delivery system. Programs that help families and professionals plan for the future
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are useful; but so too is policy that declares that the future is useful to plan for. As
a nation we have made tremendous strides in the last decade in educating children
and youth with disabilities in the public school system. But a frontier of opportunity
begging for our attention is transition service for young adults with disabilities. An
estimated 90,000 students now receiving special education services will be leaving
an educational system that guarantees rights to them and entering the fragmented
maze of the adult service system. Where will they work? Where will they live? How
much money will they make? Will their income be enough? Where will they get it?
We need your help in creating adult services to benefit persons with disabilities and
their families.

The Quaker Oats Company has a plant in Lawrence, Kansas, where it packages
products and ships them across America. Several years ago, the plant manager en-
tered into a contract with a local sheltered workshop employing people with mild
and moderate mental retardation. It was not a contract to provide work for those
people in the workshop; instead, it was a contract to bring them into the Quaker
Oats plant, put them "on line" with nondisabled workers, and treat them, in all re-
spects except for allowable pay adjustments for work done, as "regular" employees.
The plant manager last year accepted the award for Qua 1r Oats as the "Employer
of the Year" from the Association for Retarded Citizens of tie United States. In ac-
cepting it, he said that the employees with disabilities contributed far more than
they earned. They taught other employees how to appreciate the lives they have,
how to overcome prejudice, and how to learn and practice acceptance. When the
contract ended, the "regular" employees implored hun to "bring 'ern back" and he
did just that, with another contract, and another, and another. Who were the win-
ners? Everyone! And here is the great irony. The plant manager is Sherry Schaub,
Becky's Dad. We strongly disagree with the nay-sayers who think Becky has noth-
ing to contribute to society. Look what she did for Sherry and what he and others
have done for so many.

You can help families by:
Vocational Training. EmploymentSupporting the preparation of adolescents

and adults with disabilities to be tax-payers rather than tax-liabilities, as by provid-
ing vocational educational programs. Further, you can help increase public aware-
ness and incentives to business to provide needed job opportunities.

Another major adult service need is the creation of more community living alter-
natives. These alternatives need to be rooted in the most secure funding possible.
Research indicates that the most haunting fear of parents and siblings concerns the
child's life after their deaths. Families with children who are disabled face particu-
larly acute existential questions as they ask: What will happen to our children
when we die?

This point was brought home very poignantly to us a couple of years ago when a
CBS Sunday Morning crew was in our home for several days to film a segment on
life in families who have a child with mental retardation. During this series of
interviews, we learned something very significant about our daughter, Amy, who
was in second-grade at the time.

Late one evening, after watching Amy interacting so naturally and supportively
with our son, Jay, the interviewer decided that he wanted to talk with her. He put
the microphone around her neck, focused the camera on her, and almost before we
knew it asked her: "How do you deal with the fact that your brother is different?"
Amy quickly responded that she did not believe that her brother was different: "I
like to sing, Jay likes to sing; I like to dance, Jay likes to dance, I think that we are
a lot more alike than different." Probably thinking that this was a rather Polly
Anna response, the interviewer asked: "Is there anything that you worry that you
will get to do in your lifetime that Jay will not get to do because he has a disabil-
ity?"

Amy thought for a minute and responded, "Yes, there is something that I am
very worried about." "I'm really worried that when Jay grows up he will not be
able to get a job. And if he doesn't have a job he won't have any money. And if he
doesn't have any money he will not have a nice place to live. I am really worried
about that."

The CBS interviewer did not quite know how to respond to that comment from a
seven-year-old girl, because the tone of her voice clearly indicated that this was of
grave concern to her.

After a long pause, Amy added, "But Jay doesn't have to worry about it, because
if that happens I will give him my money.'

When we asked Amy why she hadn't told us of this concern, she responded, "I did
not want you to worry that I am worrying."
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Just as concerns about the future pervade families, so too is the need for future
security and permanence inextricably linked to families' choice of institutions.

Then. is desperation in the comments of a parent about his child's institutional
placement in Pennhurst:

My child had a broken arm and a tooth knocked out. I wonder what will happen
next. But at least I know what it's like here. At least there's some control. What
would it be like on the outside? He could wander off and get hit by a car. Who
would know; who would care? (Keating, Conroy, Walker, 1981, p. 43).

Another Pennhurst parent spoke to security and permanence in this way:
This community living is great. But what happens when this nice young family

(group home supervisors) wants their own family? There might be a psychological
let-down if they let them (retarded residents) go. At least Pennhurst was there. It
will not mumble (Conroy & Latib, 1982, p. 8).

We all share the interest in reducing stress. We can accomplish almost any goal
when families know that their child's future will not crumble and when they can
make assumptions that community programs are stable, firmly rooted, and lasting.
The public schools are permanent community services for persons with disabilities.
That also must be true of residential services and other support across all stages of
the life cycle. It is only then that families can live and, yes, die in peace.

You can help families by:
Expanding Community Residential Options.Creating and expanding secure and

permanent community programs for adults with disabilities.

SUMMARY

To live and die in peace, your mind at rest about your childre,. That is much to
ask if you are a parent. But if you are the parent of a child with a disability, it is
asking for the extraordinary. And yet the extraordinary can beand is becoming
the ordinary.

1. Families are attending to the extraordinary needs of their disabled children, in
part because you have put programs into place but in part because they reach out
and find an empathetic community. The public-private mix is important to main-
tain, and policy therefore must attend to helping families tack onto the existing
community networks.

2. Policy is movingand you must help it move even faster and more vigorously
toward creating a wider range of acceptable options for families, toward allowing for
family choice and individualization. To get there requires Congress to secure more
adequate enforcement of federal anti-discrimination law and to maintain and en-
hance early childhood, special education, vocational rehabilitation, and residential
services in the community.

3. Families and professionals are recognizing the need for balancing the compete
ing claims of family members, but they are able to do this nowad because the
panoply of services for their members has not been shredded. Indeed, you have en-
hanced it. By reauthorizing such laws as the Education of the Handicapped Act, you
have made it possible for families to proceed on the assumptions that they may con-
tinue to lead balanced lives, contributing to the welfare of all members of their
family. We need your continued support, particularly for early intervention and
adult services.

4. Families do change over their life-spans. Ordinary transitions for families
whose children are not disabled are difficult enough. But they are even more diffi-
cult for families who children are disabled. Vocational training, employment oppor-
tunities, tax credits and deductions for employing people who are disabled, enforce-
ment of anti-discrimination laws, enlargement of community residential options by
using federal housing and social security laws, and assuring the continued viability
of the social security funds, are among the ways that you can make the future more
attractive.

These are ways that will allow us to live and die with a knowlege thet our chil-
dren, though they are less able, are not less worthy. We are grateful for the oppor-
tunity to share our perspectives with you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Our next witness will be John Butler. Before John begins, let me

say to those of you who would like to come into the room, you ar,,
welcome to sit down here. We do not have chairs, but if you would
like to sit down on the floor or make room in the center aisle, you
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certainly are welcome to do so, so that you may be able to hear and
others may be able to get into the room.

So, please, do not be bashful here.
[Pause.]
Chairman MILLER. Steve, can you come a little bit forward so

that people can get by you? Just like that, if you can.
John, do you have a microphone? OK.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. BUTLER, COINVESTIGATOR, COLLABO-
RATIVE STUDY OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS, THE
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER, BOSTON, MA

Mr. BUTLER. I do not know about the rest of you, but I have been
really moved this morning by the combination of Kenneth Mann,
George Miller at the award ceremony, and the testimony we have
heard so far here. I hope that what I have to say can contribute to
that.

Chairman MILLER I'm sure it will, if you can speak up a little
bit, John.

Mr. BUTLER. Let me also say at the outset that it is really an
honor to testify before the Select Committee, both because of the
critical bipartisan role that this group can play in focusing the at-
tention of Congress on kida, and also because of the personal role
that George Miller and the other Congressmen on the committee
have played in furthering the interests of children, youth, and fam-
ilies.

I am John Butler. I am coinvestigator, along with a pediatrician
by the name of Judith Palfrey, on a study supported by the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation and the Commonwealth Fund called the
Collaborative Study of Children With Special Needs. This is a two-
phase study, the first phase of which was a survey conducted in
five large school districts around the country, and then the second
phase of which is a follow-up we are engaged in now. I will just
refer to the first round.

The survey involved identifying a stratified random sample of
the elementary school special ed population in Charlotte, NC,
Houston, TX, Milwaukee, WI, Santa Clara County, CA, and Roches-
ter, NY. For each of the kids in the sample we performed a parent
interview and a record review; a teacher interview was done for
half the sample and a physician interview for a subset as well. The
intent was to characterize their use of health services, their func-
tional status, and getting some face-valid indicatoa of how well
they were doing in school and adjusting according to their parents
and teachers.

That kind of study obviously generates an awful lot of inforr
tion. I am going to limit my remarks to a very few of our findings,
to try to mak. just three points which have the effect of corrobo-
rating from a Locial scientific standpoint some of what we already
have heard this morning.

First of all, we found that many of these families wuuld be under
severe stress even without a disabled child because of poverty, low
parental education, and single parenthood. This is documented in
my written testimomy, but I do not think I ought to read all of the
bullets now. In a sense it is belaboring the obvious given what we
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have already heard this morning. Approximately 50 percent of the
families were below 130 percent of Federal poverty standards,
except in Santa Clara County. Many of the students' mothers had
not graduated from high school, including over 50 percent in two of
the districts and over a third in two others. There were very high
levels of unemployment, and many of the kidsas many as 60 per-
cent in one of our districtslived m single-parent households.

So you have a situation here where we think of the handicapped
child, and we focus on the handicapped child, but we also ought to
acknowledge that there is a tremendous vector of stress on these
families independent of the child. That stress interacts with the
fact of having a handicapped child.

The second point is that assistance for the families of children
with disabilities requires shared effort across many domains, pr:..
vete and public, and not just public education.

I do not wish to offer any kind of apologia for the schools, though
i think by and large the schools are doing quite a good job given
where they were 10 years ago. But, I do want to urge people to rec-
ognize how difficult it is to improve the lives of families with a uni-
tary strategy based on the schools alone. It is really important to
think about assistance from various public service sectors and also
the private sector, as has been mentioned in some of the previous
testimony.

A third major point is that health care access for these children
now is far more variable and chancy than access to special educa-
tion. Those coming from special education may think of access to
sl ;cial ed as chancy, but it is nothing compared to access to health
care, and I think some of the testimony we have heard about the
costs and out-of-pocket payment, and some of the ironies and catch-
22's that parents can get into, have amply supported that view.

In our study, those without a regular physician varied from 14
percent in Santa Clara County and in Rochester (where they still
have a very substantial intrastructure of community health centers
even though they have much more poverty than Santa Clara
County) to a situation which is much worse in some of the other
sites. Thirty-seven percent of the kids in Charlotte and in Houston
had no regular physicians. Twelve percent of the kids in Charlotte
and 27 percent of the kids in Houston had no health insurance at
all, and these were across all disability groups.

Given the findings on structural and financial access to care, it
also is not surprising that use of health services varied greatly.
There was a twofold difference between Santa Clara County and
Houston in the percentage of children visiting a physician within
the past year, and across all sites, minority group children went to
a doctor far less frequently than others. Only 48 percent of Hispan-
ic kids and 51 percent of black kids had a physician vicit within the
last year as compared to 79 percent of white children.

So, the health care findings really boil down to a sad comment
on the differences among States and localities in access to care.
Where you live does determine, in large measure, what you are en-
titled to and what you get, and we also found, consistent with other
national data on the entire child population, that minority group
children continue to fare more poorly than others, even at a time
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when Medicaid and other public programs have mitigated economic
inequities to a very substantial degree.

Now the policy implications of this are tricky, but it does seem to
me that the Medicaid Program and the title V Crippled Children's
Program, in particular, need to be better coordinated with 94-142,
in both eligibility requirements and implementation. It seems
absurd that a low-income Hispanic child in Houston from an intact
family, for instance, should receive adequate attention from the
schools for his or her educational needs, but be cast adrift without
adequate access to even the most basic health services.

Our findings on out-of-pocket payment, which I did not include
here, also would curl your hair to see. There is a very high level of
out-of-pocket payment by parents, even for those children with the
most sew: re disabilities.

Now, the last point about health care is that the marriage of the
health care community and the public education community in im-
plementing Public Law 94-142 really remains at risk and requires,
we think, some explicit help and counseling at this point. There
remain very substantial disincentives to physician involvement in
the program, and thitt is too bad, because physicians can contribute
a lot, and some are looking for ways to do that.

Although in each of the districts we studied there have been a
limited number of highly active, involved pediatricians and other
doctors, we found that the dominant pattern remained one of igno-
rance about the intent and procedural guarantees of the Public
Law 94-142, and we further found only 30 percent of physicians
interviewed were familiar with the child's educational program.
Fully 16 percent were completely unaware that the child had an
educational handicap.

So, you have got a real problem of toundary spanning here.
Given the severe demands on physician time and the economic dis-
incentives to participation in school-based activities, such as IEP
conferences, it rem* ns unclear how and to what degree physicians
should increase the time they actually spend in schools. But in two
regards things clearly could be better. Physicians themselves
should know more about the school-related disabilities of children
and school programs for the disabled, and likewise, teachers should
be given the opportunity to know more about the medical conse-
quences of their students' disabilities.

Just a word about related services, if I can. Much of the responsi-
bility for the coordination of services has fallen on the public
health agencies and the schools themselves, especially with regard
to the delivery of and payment for related services, such as OT/PT,
medical diagnosis, school nursing, and counseling.

Schools and health departments are actually paying for approxi-
mately 92 percent of all the speech therapy, 78 percent of all OT/
PT, 65 percent of child counseling in the sites that we looked at,
and these are large metropolitan areas. By contrast, the role of pri-
vate health insurance sources in paying for these related services
was found to be minimal in all five sites.

So, you have a very substantial effort by the schools and the
health departments, but I guess the lamentable conclusion from a
policy standpoint is that what you mandate, you end up having to
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pay for. That is what the schools mandate, the schools and the
health departments end up paying for.

Also, among public .actor programs there remain some boundary
issues because the public health mandates often conflict with
public education mandates concerning child scope of
services, fee schedules, and administrative contrc!. We all are
aware of some of the real ironies resulting from either overlaps or
gaps in responsibility, where people are not willing to do something
in the site of the school because it is not legally the responsibility
of the health care people, but, on the other hand, it also is not le-
gally the responsibility of the school people.

These issues are only partially addressed by the recent Tatro de-
cision, and I think there is a lot that remains to be resolved about
the appropriate role of the schools in delivering medically related
services.

New, just one final comment, Congressmen, and I will stop. On a
personal note, let me say that I, and I suspect a number of others
who are less than spiritually perfect here in the group, were deeply
offended by the remarks of Eileen Gardner and what they repre-
sent. Regardless of the fate of Mrs. Gardner, I think her comments
are the tip of the iceberg.

I began to think that maybe I had chosen the wrong aspects of
our study to focus on in our testimony this morning because we
also have ample evidence, both quantitative and from systematic,
key-informant interviews, that the new special education programs
are received very positively by parents and teachers, and that
within the districts we studied, there really is no zero-sum mentali-
ty about special education draining do "ars from other areas of
public education.

We looked for and did not find any significant perception of com-
petition between special and regular education programs. The spe-
cial programs were widely accepted and perceived as cost-effective.
Also, whatever the cutbacks which have been sustained in recent
yearsand they have been significantthey have applied ti) all
realms of education, special and regular. Most recently, any new
dollars have tended to go toward basic skill and other priorities in
general education recommended by recent commission reports,
rather than to special education.

In sum, then, the notion of a backlash toward special education
just is not evident to any appreciable degree in the districts we
have studied, and I would just like to diffuse that shibboleth, if we
can do it this morning.

Let me stop there.
[Prepared statement of John Butler follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN A. BUTLER, CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, BOSTON, MA

I am grateful for the opurtunity to present to the Select Committee some of the
findings from the Collaborctive Study of Children with Special Needs.

The Collaborative Study conducted a survey in spring of 1983 on a stratified
random sample of 1750 children from the elementary school special education pro-
grams of five of the nation's largest school systems: Charlotte, NC; Houston, TX;
Milwaukee, WI; Rochester, NY; and Santa Clara County, CA. The purpose of the
Study, which involved parent, teacher and physician interviews as well as reviews of
school records, was to characterize the children's use of health services, their func-
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tional status, and the perceptions of parents and teachers about their progress in
school.

I will focus this morning on our findings regarding serious child and family risk
factors and several issues at. the intersection of the heatlh care system and the
schools. Further detail on these and other aspects of the study is provided in 3
papers which have been submitted as addenda to our testimony.

FAMILY BACKGROUND AND SOURCES OF STRESS

The first thing to understand about children with disabilities in the five school
systems we studied is that many of their fannies, as well as the children them-
selves, are socioeconomically deprived (Table l'

Proportions of children below the federal poverty line varied from 43 percent in
Rochester to 8 percent in Santa Clara County. Near-poor children constituted a very
significant element of the special education population.

Those students whose mothers had not graduated from high school comprised
over 50 percent in 2 of the districts (Houston and Rochester), and over one-third in
two others (Charlotte and Milwaukee).

There were high levels of unemployment in 4 of the sites almost half of all the
students in Milwaukee and Rochester lived in a family with an unemployed head of
household. The .ate of unemployment for Charlotte and Houston was approximately
25 percent.

Many children-25 to 60 percentlived in single-parent households.
The pattern we found does not depart much from the 1983 pattern for theentire

school-age population in each of the five urban areas, but in the case of families
with a handicapped child the impact of poverty, lnw ',parent education, and single
parent status was likely to be especially acute, compounding other sources of family
stress. Santa Clara County was the only site without a substantial population of
families at socioeconomic risk.

We asked parents in our sample whether, because of their child's condition or
problem, they ever had to make major changes in their family choices, including
where they lived, their job situation, vacation plans, child care arrangements, their
marriage, and choice of friends. In the aggregate, 40 percent of the sample reported
one or more of these effects. Problems were most prevalent for families with a phys-
ically or multiple handicapped child (64 percent), those with an emotionally or be-
haviorally disturbed child (46 percent), and those with a mentally handicapped
youngster (42 percent).

Despite the stress experienced by families with a handicapped child, we were sur-
prised to discover that only 9 percent participated in any form of parent group, only
three-fifths said they had an adequate familiarity with community services for their
children, and only 11 percent received any kind of family counseling. Contrary to
the frequent stereotype of the well-informed, vociferous parent, we discovered par-
ents who were by and large socially isolated, not well-informed, and without ade-
quate supplemental family services.

I also want to emphasize that by investigating only elementary school students we
were lookin at the best case. The complexities and stresses introduced by having a
handicapped adolescent in the family are usually much greater, as are the problems
associated with schooling for older students.

HEALTH CARE ACCESS AND USE

Another element of risk for the children in our sample was limited access to
health care, especially in several of the school systems, and especially among minor-ity-group students.

There were major differences among the school systems in the percent if children
with a regular source of care and regular physician. Those without a regular source
varied from 2 percent in Santa Clara County and Rochester to 12 percent in Char-
lotte and 15 percent in Houston. Those without a regular physician varied from 14
percent in Santa Clara County and Rochester to 37 percent in Charlotte and Hous-
ton.

Health insurance coveragefrom both private and public sourcesalso varied
dramatically by district (Table 2). Our findings concerning health insurance paral-
leled those on regular sources of care and regular physicians. Only 7 percent of chil-
dren in Santa Clara County and Rochester had no insurance, but 12 percent in
Charlotte and fully 27 percent in Houston had none. The differences in rates of
public insurance coverage were largely explained by variations in state Medicaid eli-
gibility criteria.
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Given the findings on structural and financial access to care, it is not surpri.ting
that use of health services also varied greatly among sites. There was a two-fold dif-
ference between Santa Clara Cour and Houston in the percent of children visiting
a physician within the past year.

Across all sites, minority-group children went to the doctor far lees fruently
than othersonly 48 percent of Hispanc children and 51 percent of Black children
had aphysician visit within the last year as compared to '79 percent of white chil-
dren (Figure A).

Our health care findings boil down to a sad comment on differences among states
and localities in access to services. Where you live determines in large measure
what you get. We also found, consistent with other national data on the entire child
population, that minority-group children continue to fare more poorly than others
even at a time when Medicaid and other public programs have mitigated economic
inequities of access.

PHYSICIAN INWILVDEINT AND SZLATIM =VICO

Because our study focused expressly on the interface between health and educa-
tion, let me comment briefly on what we found cone the involvement of
health care providers in the implementation of P.L. 94-142. ch of the five school
systems had a somewhat different story, but several generalizations are consistent
across the sites, reinforcing the view that powerful institutional and professional
boundaries still must be overcome if coordination of services is to be improved.

In general, physicians have been only .ninimeUy involved with the implementa-
tion of the new school-based programs for the handicapped (Figure B). Although in
each of the districts there have been a limited number of highly active and involved
pediatricians and other doctors, we found that the dominant pattern among physi-
cians remained one of ignorance about the intent and procedural guarantees of P.L.
94-142 and related state law. Only 30 percent of physicians interviewed wets famil-
iar with the child's educational program, and 16 percent were completely unaware
that the child had an educational handicap.

Given the severe demands on physician time and the economic disincentives to
participation in school-based activities such as IEP conferences, it remains unclear
how and to what degree physicians should increase the time they spend in schools.
But in two regards things clearly could be better. Physicians themselves should
know more about the school related disabilities of children and school programs for
the disabled. Likewise, teachers should know more about the medical consequences
of their students' disabilities.

Much of the responsibility for the coordination of services has fallen on public
health agencies and the schools themselves, especially as regards delivery of and
payment for related services such as OP /PT, medical diagnosis, school nursing, and
counseling. Schools and health departments are actually paying for approximately
92 percent of all speech therapy, 78 percent of all OT/PT, and 65 percent of child
counseling. By contrast, the role of private health insurance sources in paying for
these related services was found to be minimal in an of the five sites.

Among public sector programs, the main problem is that "boundary" issues arise
because public health mandates often conflict with public education mandates con-
cerning child eligibility, scope of services, fee schedules and locus of administrative
Control.

A particuiarly disturbing shell game has resulted for children requiring catherter-
ization, tracheal suctioning, and various other medical procedures or forms of medi-
cation at school. State laws, regulations and agency guidelines sometimes have re-
sulted in a catch-22 by which no one is empowered or willing to perform certain
routine medical services in the school setting. This issue is only partially addressed
by the recent Tatro decision.

Another aspect or related service which we believe may be inadequate is counsel-
ing and mental health serivces for children identified as being emotionally or behav-
iorally disturbed Only 50 percent of these children were receiving child counseling,
and their parents perceived counseling as a major unmet need. These also were the
children whose families experienced greatest socioeconomic stress and family disor-
ganization according to a number of the other indicators included in our study.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

What are some potential federal policy implicatinns of our findings? We would
vents re the following ideas aware of the critically important role that the Select
Committee can play in coordinating legislative activities on behalf of children across
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the e^tire House of Representatives, and the leadership it can exert in the Congressas whole:
(1) *Assistance to the families of children with disabilities requires shared effort

across the domains of welfare, social service, mental health, health care, develop-
mental disabilities, rehabilitation services, education and other policy domains. We
are bumping up against the limit to which the schools alone can be expected to ful-
fill the commit* of Public Law 94-142 in the absence of parallel efforts from other
sectors, agencies and programs, both private and public. We do not offer this conclu-
sion as an aplogia for the schools, who can still do much to improve their services,
but as a realistic comment on how difficult it is to improve the lives of families with
a unitary strategy based in the schools alone.

(2) The Medicaid program and the Title V Crippled Children's Program, in par-ticular, need to be better coordinated with Public Law 94-142 in their eligibility re-
airements and implementation. It seems ateurd, for *sample, that a low-income

Hispar *c child in Houston should receive adequate attention from the schools forhis or her educational needs but be cast adrift without adequate access to even themost basic health services. Ir reviewing our data, one cannot help but be struck by
the relative consistency of educational eligibility standards and the relative lack of
such standards in the health sector. We sit today within a stone's throw of Henry
Waxman's district, and all of you are in even closer proximity to his Committee
when you return to Washington. Yet surprisingly little is known by his staff about
Public Law 94-142, and conversely, little is know about Medicaid by the staff of
Select Education and the other Congressional committees with oversight and budg-etary

brir, between these Congressional jurisdictions.
etary responsibility in education. The Select Committee is uniquely positioned to

(3) The health care community still does not know with sufficient clarity how to
be involved in implementing Public Law 94-142 and parallel state laws. There re-mains a reservoir of enthusiasm and good will among many physicians and other
health care professionals, with frequent calls for more active involvement, but prac-
tical and economically feasible mechanisms for physician participation and physi-cian education still are insufficient.

CONCLUSION

It would be wrong to conclude without also mentioning the very positive ratingsgiven to the new special education programs by parents in all of the five school sys-
tems studied. Eighty-five percent of the parents in our sample expressed satisfaction
with the overall educational program of their child. Likewise, most teachers had a
very positive estimation of the progress their handicapped students were making inschool. For 75 percent of special needs children, teachers reported improved academ-
ic performance during the school year. These facts suggest that, although we stillhave a lung way to go in providing adequate care for disabled children and theirfamilies, we also are performing a great service through Public Law 94-142. This
legislation ramains among the most important national commitments to children,end deserves to be further strengthened and reinforced in coming years.

TABLE 1.CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPECIAL EDUCATION POPULATION OF THE FIVE STUDY SITES,

1982-83 SCHOOL YEAR

Characteristics

Soh sites

Charlotte, PC Houstco, TX MOvatakee, IS Rochester, NY Santa a,

CA

Clar

Ethnicity

Percent white 42 8 22.6 38 / 38 2 59.5
Percent black . . 56 / 441 52.9 513 5 0
Percent hispanic 01 32 6 5 6 9 6 29 5
Percent other 0.4 0 7 2 8 0.9 6.1

Gender, percent male .., 69 2 66.7 69 1. 15 4 64.3
Income- percent students vnth family income below

130 percent of the poverty line . , . 38 37 45 52 18
Mother's education.

Percent with less than high school diploma , 35.1 52 7 39 3 52 7 23 6
Percent high school graduate. 391 32.9 415 34 2 36 4
Percent above high school diploma . . 25 8 14 5 19.2 131 40 0
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TABLE 1.CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPECIAL EDUCATION POPULATION OF THE FIVE STUDY SITES,

1982-83 SCHOOL YEARContinued

Cheractenstros

Study sites

Nettle, NC Hcetsted, IX %Waukee, WI Itcchester, NY SinttAaar4

Employment percent of head of households work-
ing fug a parttime 77 2 769 521 52.5 88.3

tonng arrangement. percent duldmn with two
parents 56 7 64.2 45 6 42.9 76.0

TABLE 2.HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE BY STUDY SITE, CHILD AND FAMILY BACKGROUND

CHARACTERISTICS

ties

Charactenshe

All speaal education students ...

Study site

Santa Clara County

Rochester .

Charlotte ...... .

Houston .

Race/ethriaty

Hoparuc

Poverty status

N.
low ..... .

Not pcor

Mother's education.

tionfugh school graduate

High school ginduate

More than high school

Student handicap

High prevalence condition. .

low prevalence condition

12 32 56

7 14 79

7 52 44

8 52 41

12 25 62

27 18 56

8 19 74

12 50 40

26 20 55

16 67 19

16 35 51

18 21 63

4 7 89

20 44 37

8 26 68

4 18 78

12 31 57

11 37 55

i Pecans may add xlvss to we than 100 percent because 1 student may have both txrate xnd public Meth mance comp
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Figure A

RELATIONSHIP OF RACE/ETHNICITY
TO PHYSICIAN VISITS IN THE PAST YEAR

100

White Black Hispanic
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Figure B

PHYSICIAN INVOLVEMENT WITH THE SCHOOLS

El Cluster 1

EN Cluster 2

0 -
Physician Contcc Physician Helped School Referred

with School Family Find Services Chiid to Physician Art=111 P

Physician hvolvernent wfthSchools

Note: Cluster 1 includes children whose primary handicWas
reported by parents is speech, learning or other developmental
problems, attention deficit disorder or emotional difficulties.

Cluster 2 includes children whose primary handicap as reported
by parents is Down Syndrome, hearing or vision problems,
cerebral palsy, other neurological problems or general medical

conditions.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you, and let me thank all members of
the panel for your testimony. I think you have just been outstand-
ing across the entire panel.

I would like to now begin questioning by members of the congres-
sional panel, Congressman Lehman, do you have questions?

Mr. LERMAN. Yes. You are the most articulate panel that I can
ever remember being before this committee and most other com-
mittees that I have served on. You can really tell it like it is.

I do not want you to answer me now, because of the time limit,
but, hopefully, those that want to answer these questions can do so
by letter or by memorandum to me or to the staff.

For some of the questions I ask, I will be calling on the staff to
get me certain information. What I want to deal with is stress and
respite, and I think I have an analogy.

I have been involved in South Florida with the hospice program.
Now, terminal illness is not a real good subject to relate to, but the
hospice program works. I have been out there, and I have seen it,
and the people involved in it are a God-send.

Not only do they have an institution that 10 percent of the ill
can go to. but in the institution, they have the kinds of visitation
privileges and volunteerism that you need for your handicapped
children.

But, 90 percent of hospice care is home visitations, and the hos-
pice worker becomes part of the family, but you have to be able to
qualify for Medicare to get on the hospice program. Why should we
use this good type of an institution just for those that are over 65
and abandon the children that are in a similar type of situation,
especially as it relates to the stress on the family and the need of
the family for respite.

I guess what I want you to do is to seeto make some kind of a
proposal, perhaps, for the committee that would be similar to the
kind of programs provided for the terminally ill elderly under the
hospice program in regard to the stress of the family and the relief
of the stress by the respite services provided by the hospice pro-
gram. Even in home care, you have emergencies, I am sure, and
can always get someone, either a nurse's aide or a type of profes-
sional, to come out there and bale them out of their unendurable,
temporary situation.

I would like to ask the staff to find out for me, if you can, how
this hospice service, in relation to the elderlyhow much respite
service they get in every hospice program. I think we can push this
along those lines.

The other thing I would like to mention is that with the disrup-
tive children in one of our junior high schools in our district,
Amelia Earhardt, .re assigned to assist handicapped students. This
practice not only helps with the handicapped children, but it great-
ly helps the behaviorial attitudes of disruptive students.

So, I would like to, instead of putting all these disruptive kids in
special classes or special schools, why not let them deal with people
with other kinds of problems? I would like to have some response
on that.

I would like for the staff or you to give us some indication about
the diversity of support between the states. I understand California
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probably has one of the better support systems, but not every
State, by far, is like California.

Then, I would like for you or the staff to find out what countries
in the world are doing a better job on this kind of a problem than
we are doing here, and the one country that I have heard about,
and I have not visited, that has the best educational system and
the best care for the exceptional child, is one you would not
thinkit was Yugoslavia.

Now, I do not know whether that is still true or whether the gen-
tleman was telling me the truth or not, but ifgood deeds are
where you find them, and good systems are where you find them,
and it may be in Scandinavia, it may be in West Germany, it may
be in Ireland, I do not know, but I do not think that this country
should have the second best support system for the parents and the
children, the parents that are handicapped or the children that are
handicapped. I would like to know if either the staff or yourselves
can find a model in some other country that we can hold up as a
goal that we should imitate.

I want to thank the chairman for calling this session together,
and this hearing, and I think it has been very worthwhile, and I
hope it can lead to some solutions for your problems.

. TURNBULL. Would you allow us to return the compliment
and say these are some of the most articulate suggestions that we
have heard, too?

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you. I am not as articulate as I used to be. I
had an operation a couple of years ago for a tumor on the side of
my jaw here, and they cut all the nerves in one side. Everything is
dead on one side of my tongue and my jaw. So, I always say I am
now theby the way, I am all right, and I do not have any recur-
rence, but I always say I am the only politician to even if he
wanted to could only talk out of one side of his mouth. [Laughter.]

Chairman MILLER Barbara?
Ms. VUCANOVICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I do have one

housekeeping chore. I would like to ask that the record be kept
open for 3 days in order to receive the testimony of Maesline Will,
who is assistant secretary for special education and for Margaret
Burley, if I may.

Chairman MILLER. Yes. We will hold it open until May 3.
Ms. VUCANOVICH. Thank you. I have a couple of questions for

some of the panelists, and, by the way, I congratulate all of you. It
was just a very special thing to ell of us because we have heard lots
of stories, but I do not think we have heard anything of more com-
passionate people and more caring people.

But, I would like to mention to Mr. Butler, and I am sure that he
is aware that both Mrs. Gardner ald Mr. Uzzell have resigned this
morning

Mr. BUTLER. Yes.
Ms. VUCANOVICH [continuing]. And their names were withdrawn,

and I think that is a very positive thing, and I think that we ought
to applaud that happening. [Applause.]

I particularly would like to comment to Mrs. Turnbull. Imy
husband was married before and has a retarded son, who is now 23
or 24 years old, and most of the things that you have talked about,
I have faced, too, having been married now about 19 years, and
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have had to deal with the young man who is now 23, and it is a
problem.

I really think my question to you, we have had the same experi-
ence about a home being provided and done through private indus-
try and donations and had not only the city councils turn the home
down, but also people in communities, and object to the fact that
retarded people would be in the community or handicapped people.

I just wonder if you do have any suggestions. How do you c
public attitudes so that people are really less afraid, and more I-
mg to reach out to families? And, I think It is the family situation.

Ms. Tuitrisum. I am glad you asked that.
I think that there are several ways we can do it. I think the first

thing we can do is to stop always raying on professionals and fami-
lies to be the ones who are involved with people with disabilities.
What you and I know as mothers is that our children have taught
us that there is value in difference, and that they have made us
lea; selfish and more sensitive to human need because we have
lived with them and we have interacted with them.

That is ore of their gifts to us. Now, they can share that gift
with us and they can share it with their teachers, but if they are
not around other people in the community, they cannot teach that
lesson to others.

I think when we use social support, when we rely on friends and
neighbors and civic groups and people in the community, they have
an opportunity to learn that people with disabilities are valuable
and have many assets.

Also, when we dismantle our institutions and bring these citizens
back to the community, they become visible, and we know that
people who are out of sight are often out of mind. We need to have
that community presence.

When we get churches and synagogues involved, that is where
many people are. Not everyone is there, and certainly that does not
mean that everyone should be religious. But, the fact remains that
there is a great public awareness contribution that churches and
synagogues can make, but, so often, we pay respite care providers
and we do not encourage the church to be respite care providers, to
get sensitive to this issue, to teach them about their congregation.

But, let me share with you one other thing because I think this
is the direction I want to go for the next couple of years. My
daughter, who is 9-years-old and in fourth grade, chose this year
for a science project to test the effectiveness of whether she could
increase the positive attitudes of second graders toward children
who are retarded.

Now, Amy would not choose to do a science project by choice. I
mean to do one on energy or the weather--

Ms. VUCANOVICH. Remarkable.
Ms. TURNBULL. [continuing]. Would just bore her to tears, you

know. So, there was a selfish motive in this, too. But, she is very
concerned about this because of her brother.

Now, again, that is a contribution that Jay has made to her, and
it is, again, that point about sensitivity.

She took two second grade classes, she tested them both with the
test on attitudes. She herself developed a 50-minute lesson on
mental retardation, told them the point of the view of the kid, and
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taught the one class, and then she went back and tested both class-
es, and she found a highly significant increase, a highly significant
increase in positive attitudes of the children she taught. Fifty min-
utes, a highly significant increaseit could have been a master's
thesis. Why did she not give it to me 15 years ago?

But, this is the point. In her conclusions section, she said she
thought the reason that this happens was because kids look up to
older kids: Second graders look up to fourth graders, but they do
not necessarily look up to their teachers.

Ms. VUCANOVICH. Oh, that is amazing.
Ms. TURNBULL. And, that she could influence second graders

about how to think, because they know her and they respect her,
and she is an upper clansman.

And, second, she said that she used the words of a child and she
said adults complicate things. Now, let me give you a quick exam-
ple.

When she explained mental retardation, she used the Michael
Jackson "Thriller" record, and she put Michael Jackson "Thriller"
on the slow speed, and she said some people have brains that work
slowly. She put Michael Jackson "Thriller" on the fast speed, and
she said and other people have brains that work fast. She said,
"But kids, the important thing for you to learn today is that it
plays "Thriller" on both speeds."

Then, she said to us, "You know, maybe if kids could take more
responsibility from an earlier age and talk to other children in the
language that is in the heart of a child, maybe the group home
zoning would pass the next time around."

Ms. VUCANOVICH. That is beautiful.
Ms. Tintrainz. So, I really think that there is power in that we

need to start from the earliest age. We need to involve children
having interpersonal relationships with other children. We need to
have a presence of these people in the community, and things will
change. They are already so much better than they were 10 years
ago.

Ms. VUCANOVICH. Thank you very much, and I know other mem-
bers of the panel have questions to ask. So, thank you all very
much.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Evans.
Mr. EVANS. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to address two problems I saw in the first two wit-

nesses' testimony. The attitudes of professionals or alleged profes-
sionals, is, Mary, my problem with the D.A.'s opinion. Instead of
telling you that $87.50 a week is too high, the county should have
been telling her husband to bring his toothbrush because he is
going to end up in the county jail, if he does not want to pay. That
is a problem that was prevalent 2 years ago, when I was a legal aid
attorney.

And, it is a problem, I think, we continue to see. Not only for the
families of handicapped children, but families of other children as
well. It is something we have tried to address in terms of a few
bills that we had just in the child support area, but I also think it
is a problem of the legal profession, particularly the people in
charge of carrying out the law, enforcing the law.
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If they have that attitude, you cannot even get your case before ajudge.
Ms. SHORT. One of the most bizarre things about him being onprobation is we have not spoken to one another since March of1982. Occasionally, I see his truck, he sees my car, you luitpw, so wepass each other.
I asked the probation department for his address so that I coalserve him, take him back to court on an OSC, to reduce the childsupport. They cannot give me his address. But, when he goes offprobation, they will send a letter to him telling him to send hismoney to Ille at my address and they will send me a copy of thatletter, with his address on it. Fine.
Chairman Miura. That is Orange County.
Ms. SHORT. Stress. I am supposed to deal with that kind of sup-port from the system. Anyway, so I am waiting for December 17,till I get his address. It is fine. The system.
Mr. EVANS. We have always had this notion in American juris-prudence, that justice delayed is justice denied. And, for a child togetto wait 2 years of due process hearing . . . particularly, inthe case of a person with handicaps, that need the help at an earlyage seems to me to be a delay of justice that leads to a denial ofJustice.
Beverly, why did that happen?
Ms. BERTAINA. Well, it did not take that long for the due processhearing; it was the whole process.
Mr. EVANS. I see.
Ms. BERTAINA. Starting out getting assessments, fighting throughthe IEP, convincing them that they really did have to obey the law,and then finally for them to start the program.
My son was in the first integrated SH class in Sonoma County,and because we dragged six other kids out with him, out from thedevelopment center, due process hearing, you know, the whole pro-cedure was only a piece of the 2 years, and it is a long process foranygetting any kind of services for these kids.
Complaints to the office of civil rights. Parents have given upeven trying that anymore because of a very poor response.Mr. EVANS. What is the availability of legal services? Do youhave legal aid clinics that assist?
Ms. BERTAINA. No; we had, at that time, that we were doing this,there was an advocate working at Berkeley, at the Center for Inde-pendent Living. I used to work at that parent advocacy unit there,and we provided a lot of advocacy.
We lost our grant. Grants have ben cut all over the place. Thereis very little advocacy. in Sonoma County now, UCP, United Cere-bral Palsy, is the only organization providing any kind of consist-ent advocacy for parents, and they cannot do it all.No, there are very few legal services there.
Mr. EVANS. Do you have a central place?
Ms. SHORT. Yes; the whole IEP system is very difficult to dealwith, and when you get to the fair hearing level, unless you doqualify for legal aid, or one of the agencies that has some sort oflegal advocate decides to help you, the parent ends up attemptingto pay for it on their own or trying to go through it without any
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training. and you need an attorney. I work for an attorney. He will
not help me.

EvAxs. The school board is going to have- -
Ms. SHORT. An attorney.
Mr. EvAxs. If it goes higher, they are going to have an attorney

in the appeal process. I know that from my own experience. There
have been delays as well. We had a problem in the State of Illinois
where they did not have the regulation on the State basis for a
year after they were mandated to have the regulations.

So, this was 3 years ago, and I think it is a problem that we need
to look into to make sure that the State is following through

Ms. BERTAINA. This happened about 4 years ago. Started about 4
years ago.

Mr. EvAxs. All right.
Ms. BERTAINA. But, in California, I think, they recently passed a

law that said, if I am remembering correctly, that parents may not
bring an attorney to an IEP meeting unlessno, excuse me. The
district will not pay for the attorney unless they use one them-
selves.

There is someI cannot remember exactly how it goes, but it
limits the parents' right to legal assistance, you know, within IEP
and within fair hearing procedures. It is a real problem.

Mr. EVANS. Is there any other panelyou will have to move the
microphone down so we can get it in the record.

Ms. VINCENT. I really want to comment on the due process and
IEP system from the perspective of the changing American fami-
lies.

We have two very articulate parents over here and another one
over here, and Ann will tell you, she probably has written the best
book there is on how to write an IF? as a professional. It has 17
chapters and checklists, and we all used it with our students, and
she will tell you, when she goes into Jay's IEP meeting, she forgets
all of her questions, she cannot get the information asked.

And, what I want to point out about due process and was very
I about that is that many, many of the families that I work with

are very dissatisfied with their children's services, but they do not
have the self-confidence, the educational background, the tenacity,
the willingness to have everybody in the public school not like
them in order to take the process on. They really need ...ivc,:ates
and the systems out there need to have advocate people available,
other parents who have gone through the process, because it is
very few parents that can rea".y takc the system on. Many of the
parents who most need the services are the very people that don't
take the system on. I talked with a father the other day on the
phone, and he saidI said, well, you did not sign the IEP, and he
said, I justI cannot deal with them anymore. I just signed it and I
will work on what needs to be worked on at home, you know, and I
think that is a very sad situation.

Mr. BUTLER. Just a really very quick comm,nt.
Mr. EVANS. Can you move the microphone down?
Mr. BUTLER. Yes; I have some evidence that supported the same

point. In our study, we asked parents -,Athether they had attended
the most recent IEP conference, and in Santa Clara County, which
was by far the most affluent of our sites, 90 percent had, in part
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because they had the disposable income and time to be able toattend, and in part because the school system had made special ar-rangements to hold the hearings at hours when they could attend.In the other districts, attendance was more like 50 percent, forall the opposite reasons plus the intimidation factor and so on. Youhave a law which, in its procedural guarantees, is about as compli-cated as anything you or I could understand, and then you haveparents 50 percent of whom have not graduated from high school
being asked to come in and fight for their rights.

I do not think we should back away from those procedural guar-antees. I think they are terribly important, but I think we shouldprovide the families sufficient support to be able to fulfill the
intent of those guarantees, and that may mean doing more than we
are currently doing for those families.

Mr. EVANS. I do not want to oveL do my time here, but if any ofyou could give me some studies or some things that have been done
on how we could, and what the cost would be, to shift the resourcesfrom an institutional to an individual level, I would like to have
some of those studies. Thank you.

Mr. MONSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have appreciated very much the testimony we have heard here

today, too, and I think it has helped us all recognize the value of asolid family support for these situations, and, yet, pointed out thatthere are other problems out there still that need to be dealt with.Dr. Vincent, you suggested that we need to mandate to state andlocal education agencies to assume responsibility for the handi-capped child's educational program from the point the child is di-agnosed.
You also indicated that you do not think we need to put moremoney into the solving the problems. Is this going to require put-

ting more money into solving the problems?
Ms. VINCENT. I think the issue, and it is one that several of ushave spoken to, is who gets to spend the money. We have a pro-

gram in Wisconsin called the Wisconsin Family Support Program,which is on a pilot basis, and through that program, families canapply for up to $200 a month t^ maintain their child at home,rather than institutionalizing them, and as part of that, what wehave done is work with community agencies to provide day careand full day programs for children under five, family supporting,and one of the things that we saw is that for every child we keepout of the institution in Wisconsin, because our institutions areabout $50,000 a year, we could pay for early intervention servicesfor 15 to 25 children in the community.
Now, it is not the same pot of money. We are talking about

taking money from health and social services and moving it intoeducation.
But, I think the reality is that most of our data said that when

early intervention is available from birth, communities do not ashighly institutionalize children.
Our school district has served children from birth for the last 10years, although we are not mandated to do so. Our district is doingit as local choice en local dollars. We have not institutionalized asingle child under 6 years of age from our city in the last 10 years.
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So, not a single child has been placed, and that is an enormous
cost savings, which then can go into education.

Mr. MorlsoN. Weil, I just wanted to clarify that point because
one of the cost concerns that we hear from local officials is that we
always are mandating them to do things without providing funding
for them to do it.

Ms. VINCENT. Right.
Mr. MONSON. And, I want to make sure that if we do that kind of

thing, that we provide a means to take
MS. VINCENT. We are going to have to take money from one pot

and put that money over and put it into the community, and into
families maintaining their children at home.

Mr. MONSON. There is a lot of other questions I think that should
be asked, but I think in the interests of time, I will have to save
them.

I just want to again compliment you all and appreciate the evi-
dence that has been presented here on some of the opportunities
that are available. I wish that everywhere had those same opportu-
nities, but at least it gives us some encouragement thgt maybe we
can find ways to get those started in every place.

Thank you very much.
Chairman Mum. Thank you.
Let me again compliment the panel. In response to the dialog

with Congressman Evans, let me say that the issue of attorney's
fees and representation is being fought hard right now in the Edu-
cation and Labor Committee. The decision about attorney's fees
will really determine whether there is a mismatch between parent
and schools in most hearings.

I speak from the experience of my own congressional district.
Had they provided attorneys and worked things out earlier, they
would not have lost a considerable amount of Federal moneys by
violating the law, and parents would have known that attorneys
could represent them. They went through a very disheartening ex-
perience, as the Federal dollars dried up for a considerable period
of time.

On the issue of deinstitutionalization and prevention, I think,
again, that both 94-142 and the foster care legislation have shown
that certain services, in fact, reduce costs. We now see the number
of children going into foster care dramatically reduced throughout
the country, even as demand for foster care has gone up. We see
the number of children in permanent placements through adop-
tion. We learned that we could trade the provision of services to
families to help children from being placed, and thereby save
moneys in the long term as well. I think that is the issue that is
now being raised here.

I do not know whether in this case, it will prove to require more
or less, or the same amount of funds. But, clearly, we have got to
ask ourselves what kind of system is it that is biased against a
family trying to take care of its own.

This committee was created to try to strengthen the fundamental
institution in America, the family. We have tried at each hearing
to see how we can spend whatever dollars we are spending in a dif-
ferent manner, so as to strengthen that institution.
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In Mr. Monson's State, Utah, they tried a child care experiment,to see if they could reduce AFDC payments, and they found, Ithink, even in the middle of the recession, that their AFDC pay-ments were dropping as they provided child care to single parentswho wanted to go out and get a job. Perhaps, we should revisit thissubject with the idea that, in many instances, intervention and pre-vention services will reduce the cost of what government ultimate-ly pays-
You have given us an awful lot of things to think about. I appre-ciate your testimony and your time, and all of your effort, and Iwould hope that you would continue to stay in touch with the com-mittee.
So, thank you very much.
Ms. ViNcEbrr. May I make one brief point.
Chairman MILLER. Somehow I thought maybe you would.
Ms. VINCENT. I am
Chairman MILLXR. I am supposed to be a powerful chairman of apowerful committee, you know, and
Ms. Vn Iczwr. What you heard from this panel is very consistentwith the priorities of Mrs. Madeline Will. Her priorities are earlyintervention, transition, family support and community integra-tion, and, so, I think as you work with her in that executiveagency, keep in mind that those priorities are what we have beentalking about this morning.
Chairman MILLER. We are going to match Ms. Will up with thePresident. When he was Governor, he wanted to start community-based mental health facilities, so we closed the other institutions.We then forgot about building community programn. So, we aregoing to revisit this a,.d maybe with Ms. Will's help, we will get itall straightened out here.
Ms. VINCENT. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
We will begin the next panel. Steven, you are already here.[Pause.]
Chairman MILLER. We need Trudy Latzko, who is the programdirector of Developmental Services Department for the city of SanFrancisco, and Florene Poyadue, who is a parent and executive di-rector of Parents Helping Parents, and Betsy Anderson's testimonywill be given by Martha Ziegler, who is the head of the Federationfor children with Special Needs. We will be ready to go here in amoment.
[Pause.]

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN BREES, CONSULTANT, FOUNTAIN
VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT, FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA

Mr. BREES. Thank you for giving me the honor
Chairman MILLER. Excuse me. We are going to have to ask thateveryone be especially quiet so that we can hear the witnesses. Goahead.
Mr. BREES. Thank you for giving me the honor of appearingbefore you, especially since I tried to just upstage you. I hope I canconvey useful information about specific aspects of my educational,economic and employment experiences.
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I am 32 years old. My disability is cerebral palsy. Shortly after
my disability was diagnosed, I began attending a special education
school located here in Orange County. I attended this school from
the age of 3 to 16, during which time I received physImal therapy,
assistance meeting my physical needs, recreational experiences,
and educe _tal training.

All of the pupils who attended this school were, h one way or
another, physically and/or learning disabled. With the i:ncourace-
ment and support of both my parents and the very special special
education teacher, I began to attend a regular high school at the
age of 16.

Although there was a home room in whi0 I received assistance
with such things as changing my clothes for 1E and meeting toilet
needs, for the most part., my experiences in high school centered
around interactions with nondisabled students, both academically
and socially.

It was during these challenging high school years that I became
interested in psychology, and I have stayed on the track because I
just received a master's degree in counseling last summer from
California State University at Fullerton.

I require physical assistance with my personal needs on a daily
basis. Some of the important and fundamental tasks I need help
with are transferring in and out of bed, transferring on and off the
toilet, personal hygiene, and dressing. These needs are fundamen-
tal and primary, because unless these needs are met, I cannot func-
tion very well, if at all, at school or on the job.

My first opportunity to live independently came when I attended
the University of California at Riverside, where I received my B.A.
in sociology. For approximately 4 years, I lived in the dormitories
there. I then lived in an apartment subsidized by Housing and
Urban Development, which was within walking distance of the uni-
versity.

The entire campus as well as the dorm had specific modifications
which made living there much easier, and that was funded by
Project Hope.

It was at UCR that I first learned how to locate, hire, and train
those persons who were to help me meet my physical needs. These
people I call attendants. Newspaper ads, disabled student services
offices at different colleges, community services, service agencies
serving the needs of the disabled, and word of mouth have been the
most effective methods that I have found in locating attendants.

However, I have often found that I have had an insufficient
number of rviponsible people from which to choose when hiring an
attendant. Part of the reason for this is economic iii nature. The
salary of my attendants, until just recently, has been provided
solely by a county/State program entitled "In-Home Supportive
Services."

While this program has been very helpful, it is averaged out to a
daily rate of from $15 to $17 per day, and at the very least, I re-
quire an average of 5 hours of physical assistance daily.

According to the rules of the program, if I earn money to supple-
ment this amount, the amount granted to me is reduced. I cannot
offer a potentially desirable employee an economically competitive
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remuneration. As a result, tho people I do tend to deal with areoften nonprofessional, untrained, and less than totally responsible.Until recently, I have been receiving supplemental securityincome from the Social Security Administration. This SSI has beengranted to me with the stipulation that I do not engage in signifi-cant gainful employment. As I have mentioned previously, I have amaster's degree in counseling.
My future long-term goal is to become a practicing marriage,family, and child counselor. In order to do this, I must do volunteerwork in the community in order to get the supervised hours neces-sary to get the license. In order to do my field work, I must rely onattendants.
In order to acquire the services of attendants, I must pay themmore than the amount allotted by the Government. In order to paymy attendants, adequately, therefore, I must find a job which paysmore than the sum total of Government assistance.While I believe that a disabled person who has had a successfulemployment history should make provisions for the expenses com-mensurate with his or her physical needs, I also believe that suc-cessful working habits are learned, and if you have not had an op-portunity to develop those habits, it is hard to act accordingly.
Positive work habits are developed, in part, from having a histo-ry of experiences in .7hich a child can learn how to gradually

assume responsibility for himself as he matures.
I am well aware that many people have limited capacities to takecare of themselves or to be employed, let alone to live independent-ly. However, must children, disabled people, and retired folks, beemployed in order to be of social benefit?I am convinced that whatever social benefits I may be to mycommunity is largely possible because of tho relationships I havehad and still have in educational and vocational settings.My current employment status is new and exciting. I am a con-sultant for the Fountain Valley School District here in California. Iam taking part in the development of curriculums to familiarizesecond and fifth grade children with other children in their schoolwho have disabilities.
My position will last, 3 months. It pays well enough for me tomeet my expenses and have enough left over to look for anotherjob. I needed a master's degree before I could afford to discontinue

supplemental .security income, and before I could afford to have myattendant care governmental allotment greatly reduced.I needed a master's degree before I could economically afford tobe gainfully employed.
In closing, I have the following general recommendations:
With respect to special education, it is important to educate asmuch of the child as possible. By that, I mean to plan for his intel-lectual and emotional development, however limited that may be,in addition to his physical development.
Second, establish or work in conjunction with already existingagencies which provide information for the disabled person and forparents of the disabled on attendant care, accessible housing, trans-portation options, health insurance, et cetera.
Third, provide grants to establish attendant care training pro-grams.
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Fourth, provide safe, reliable transportation for disabled people.
And, fifth, consider providing economic assistance to people with

disabilitiesbased more on their actual physical needs and less on
their employment histories.

I would like to thank you very much for your attention, and I
would like to make myself available to you tt, answer any questions
you may have in the future.

I really appreciate being able to come here.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Steve, very much.
[Prepared statement of Stephen Robert Brees follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN ROBERT BREES

Thank you for giving me the honor of appearing before you. I hope I can convey
useful information about specific aspects of my educational, economic and employ-
ment experiences.

I am 32 years old. My disability is cerebral
Shortly after my disability was diagnosed, began attending a Special Education

school located here in Orange County. I attended this school from the age of three
to sixteen, during which time I received physical therapy, assistance meeting my
physical needs, recreational experiences and educational training. All of the pupils
who attended this school were in one way or another physically and/or learning dis-
abled.

With the encouragement and support of both of my parents and a very special
Special Education teacher, I began to attend a "regular" high school at the age of
16. Although there was a home room in which I received assistance with such
things as changing for adaptive P.E., and meeting toilet needs, for the most part my
experiences in high school centered around interactions with non-disabled students
both academically and socially. it was during these challenging high school years
that I became interested in psychology. I received a Masters Degree in Psychology
last summer from California State University at Fullerton.

I require physical assistance with my personal needs on a daily basis. Some of the
important and fundamental tasks I need help with are transferring in and out of
bed, transferring on and off the toilet, personal hygiene and dressing. These needs
are fundamental and primary because unless these needs are met, I can not func-
tion very well, if at all, at school or on the job.

My first opportunity to live independently came when I attended the University
of California at Riverside. For approximately four years I lived in the dormitories
there. I then lived in an apartment, subsidized by H.U.D., which was within walking
distance of the university. The entire campus as well as the dorm had specific modi-
fications which made living there easier.

It was at UCR that I first learned how to locate, hire and train three persons who
were to help me meet my physical needs. Newspaper ads, disabled student services
offices at different colleges, community services serving the needs of the disabled,
and word of mouth have been the most effective methods that I have found of locat-
ing attendants. However, I have often found that I have had an insufficient number
of responale people from which to choose when hiring an attendant. Part of the
reason for this is economic in nature. The salary of my attendants until just recent-
ly has been provided solely by a county/state program entitled In Home Supportive
Services. While the program has been very helpful, it has averaged out to a daily
rate of from $15 to $17 per day. At the very least I require an average of five hours
of assistance daily. According to the rules of the program if I earn money to supple-
ment this amount, the amount granted to me is reduced. I cannot offer potentially
desireable employees an economically competitive remuneration. As a result, the
people I do tend to deal with are often non-professional, untrained, less than totally
responsible people.

Until recently I have been receiving Supplemental Security Income from the
Social Security Administration. This SSI has been granted to me with the e' ;pula-
tion that I do not engage in significant gainful employment. As I mention(' previ-
ously, I have a Masters degree in counseling. My future long term goal is to become
a practicing marriage, family and child counselor. In order to do this, I must do vol-
unteer field work in the community. In order to do my field work, I must rely on
attendants. In order to acquire the services of attendants, I must pay them more
than the amount allotted by the government. In order to pay my attendants ade-
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quately, I must find a job which pays more than the sum total of governmental as-sistance. I need to make enough money to make it worth being gainfully employed.
While I believe that a disabled person who has had a successful employment his-

tory should make provisions for the expenses commensurate with his or her physi-cal needs, I also believe that successful work habits are learned. Positive workhabits are developed in part from having a hiwary of experiences in which a childcan learn how to gradually assume responsibility for himself as he matures. I amwell aware that many people have limited capacities to take care of themselves orto be employed, let alone to live indei.endently, however, must children, disabledpeople and retired folk be employed in order to be of social benefit. I am convincedthat whatever social benefit I may be to my community is largely possible because
of the relationship I have had and still have in education and vocational settings.My current employment status is new and exciting. I am a consultant for the
Fountain Valley School District here in California. I am taking part in the develop-ment of curricula to familiarize second and fifth grade children with other childrenwho have disabilities. My position will last two months. It pays well enough for meto meet my expenses and have enough left over to look for another job. I needed aMasters degree before I could afford to discontinue Supplemental Security Incomeand before I could afford to :lave my attendant care greatly reduced. I needed aMasters degree before I could economically afford to be gainfully employed.In closing I have the following general recommendations:1. With respect to special education it is important to educate muct of thechild as possible. By that I mean to plan for his intellectual and emotional develop-
ment however limited that may be in addition to his physical development.2. Establish or work in conjunction with already existing agencies which provideinformation for the disabled on attendant care, accessible housing, transportation
options, health insurance, etc.

3. Provide grants to establish attendant care training programs.
4. Provide safe reliable public transportation for disabled people.5. Consider providing economic .sistance to people with disabilities based onmore on actual physical needs and less on their employment histories.I would like to thank you very much for your attention and I would like to offerto make myself available to anwer any questions you may have.

STATEMENT OF TRUDY LATZKO, PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF DE-
VELOPMENTAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT, FAMILY SERVICE
AGENCY OF SAN FRANCISCO, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
Ms. LATzxo. Chairman Miller and other committee members, I,too, appreciate your giving me this opportunity to give my presen-tation today.
As the program director of the developmental services depart-ment of the Family Service Agency in San Francisco, I have beenasked to describe the services that we offer to children from 2weeks to 3 years old. I understand that I am probably going to bethe only one who will be talking about these earliest interventionprograms.
Before t do that, I would like to express my professional and per-sonal opinion, based on 25 years of experience as a nurse and as aprogram administrator, that parents of young disabled children, aswe have heard so articulately this morning, need to have optionsopen to them. The programs directed toward these children need tobe individualized as the options given to parents need to be individ-ualized.
One cannot think about the child in isolation. Many infant pro-grams, even here in California where there are many good pro-grams. plan for the child's needs without thinking of the child inrelationship to his family. My presentation will be directed towardthe needs of the family.
Most programs for children under 3 years old have traditionally

been designed to offer assistance to families through home visits or
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center sessions, during which the families observe with and work
with professionals in order to learn to implement thffapeutic ac-
tivities with their children. They observe these activities and im-
plement them at home. These sessions last 1 to 2 hours at a time, 1
to 3 days a week. This type of program is ideal for families in
which one parent does not work, and he or she is able to carry out
these activities at home. But the reality of life today is that women
do need to work. We know from statistics that half of the women
with children under 6 years old work. They work because most of
them need to earn the money to support their families.

Other families may not be highly functioning, especially in
today's society. We cannot depend upon these families being able to
carry out professional suggestions. Even though the programs that
are available may offer excellent services, they do not meet the
needs of these families. I would like to give you a few examples
taken directly from the families that we serve.

A 14-year-old mother, whose child has a severe metabolic disor-
dermaple syrup urine disease. This mother needs to finish school.
She has to finish junior high, and to go on to high school. Her
family speaks only Spanish.

A family in which the father is periodically unemployed. He has
just recently had a stroke. The mother's job is essential to support
three children, the youngest of whom is severely disabled.

A single parent who drank heavily before she knew she was
pregnant. She is receiving therapy for alcoholism, and the natural
kind of guilt that she feels toward her child who has fetal alcohol
syndrome.

These are just three examples. I could give you examples of
every single family that we serve because our services are designed
for the highest risk families. None of these families would benefit
from a traditional program.

Now, I am going to describe a little bit about our progrim.
Family Developmental Center is located in the Mission District of
San Francisco, on the ground floor of the Sunshine School. The
second floor, which is the Sunshine School, houses an alternative
high school. The center offers a full day program, from 7:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m., 5 days a week, for 72 children, 18 of whom have special
needs.

This is mainstreaming at the very youngest age, 2 weeks at
times. All of our families, those with both disabled and nondisabled
children, could he considered high risk. Thirty of the seventy-two
parents are teens who attend high schools. Two of those teens have
disabled children, a double whammy. All of the families are low
income and are either working, in training programs or going to
school.

Of the 18 parents of disabled children who are presently en-
rolled, 14 have been able to continue working, continue their
schooling, or return to the work force. Without this help, most of
these parents would have had to resort to welfare assistance. I
have submitted some written material documenting the value and
the economic feasibility of early intervention.

The four remaining parents are essentially unemployable at the
present time. One has a brand new baby. One is under outpatient
treatment for schizophrenia, one is a recent Spanish-speaking im-
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migrant, and the fourth parent is in a depressed state. The latter
two parents are being helped to acquire skills and improve their
mental outlook by volunteering in the center and receiving satis-
faction from this work.

It is difficult to present statistics regarding the rate of children's
continued mainstreaming after graduation. Two-thirds of our chil-
dren are moderately to severely disabled. Here in California, we do
mandate programs for children who are 3 years old and over butfew programs are mainstreamed.

We talked earlier about the need for advocacy during the IEP
process. If you have a good program for children under 3, that proc-ess can start very early. We are the advocates for the parentsduring the IEP process when their children first experience this
very crucial transition into a school district program. They go from
a very protective environment, either in hospitals or in an infant
program, and are Cnen faced with a segregated program in which
their child is "different" and is not included in the ordinary main-
stream of the schools. Sixty-seven percent of these children would
not ordinarily go into a mainstream program, but what about thoseother 33 percent? These are the children that we expect and hope
will be mainstreamed. A very recent wonderful success story at ourcenter involved a child who came to us at 18 months old, who was
barely sitting, and who had severe anomalies, Vater syndrome.
Through very concentrated work and therapy with him and liaisonwith the medical community, at age 3, he received a scholarship togo into a Montessori school as an ordinary mainstreamed child.
Many of his disabilities were resolved, and his parent, as she aptly
put it, remained out of mental institutions. It is this kind of early
intervention that is crucial for both child and family. It is this kindof intensive full day, 5-day program which could accomplish thisresult.

The children with special needs are completely integrated into
our seven classrooms. The program was developed in 1975 to 1978,
as a model under a Federal grant from HCEEP fHandicappeci .f hil-drens Early Education Program). We have a tr sdisciplinary teamof physical therapist nurse, speech therapist, and special education
teacher as staff and consultants. These professionals work withboth parents and teachers in the classrooms and in the child's
home. The flexibility of the program adapts to the needs of families
by recognizing that economic issues may take precedence overother needs and by giving families the respite which will allow
them to deal with their child's disability more effectively.

We see some parents daily, some seek us out for counseling,advice and help, others may spend time only with their child's
therapist. We serve many families who are maybe immigrants.
Many of our families are Spanish-speaking only, because we are inthe Mission District of the city and accessible to this population.
Our special education consultant is herself disabled. She is blind
and Spanish-speaking. These qualities lend credibility to our pro-gram and we are also able to serve families who need to relate to aperson who knows and understands their culture.

Our funding comes from several sources and I would like to talk
a little bit about our difficulties. We have had to fight very hard tobe recognized as a truly therapeutic program. Mainstreamed day
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care is not yet differentiated from child care. We are partially
funded under the regional center system, but the regional center
usually approves and purchases only 2 days a week for program
services since that is usually what the traditional program offers.
The children from most of our families would not benefit from 2
days a week; they need to be in the center 5 days. The weekly cost
of therapeutic day care is almost identical to that of the traditional
infant program. The guidelines determined by funding agencies
need to be broadened so that barrier to limitation or prevention of
service delivery to these neediest families are not created and per-
petuated.

Services for children who have diagnoses of developmental
delays, cerebral palsy, or a neurological disorder are purchased by
the Regional Center, but there are many other children who are
severely disabled who do not come under those categories. We have
a grant from a private foundation, the first grant of this type they
have given for services outside of a medical institution, for children
who are medically disabled. We have children who have leukemia,
end stage renal disease and other medical disabilities. The program
enables those children to live in a normal nonmedical environment
on a day-to-day basis. We provide medical monitoring, liaison with
the medical community, and we give assistance to our families in
dealing with very confusing medical information. When your child
is first diagnosed, you do not hear what the physicians are telling
you; we help interpret and explain medical information. We also
administer some medical treatments.

The obvious conclusion to my presentation is that we need more
of this kind of program which serves the highest risk families.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Fl orene?
[Prepared statement of Trudy Latzko follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TRUDY LATZKO, PROGRAM DIRECTOR OP THE DEVELOPMENTAL
SERVICES DEPARTMF''T OF FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF SAN FRANCISCO

Chairman Miller and Committee Members, I appreciate your giving me the oppor-
tunity to serve on this panel.

As Program Director of the Developmental Services Department of Family Serv-
ice Agency of San Francisco, I have been asked to describe the services our Agency
provides for young disalAed children, ages 2 weeks to 3 years, and their families.
But before I do that I would like to express my professional and personal opinion,
based on 25 years of experience as a nurse and program administrator, that parents
of disabled young children need to have program options available to them so that
they can choose a program which best meets not only their child's needs but takes
into consideration their family's needs as well.

Most programs for children under three years of age have traditionally been de-
signed to offer assistance to families through home visit and/or center sessions
during which parents observe and work with professionals in order to Icarn to im-
plement demonstrated therapeutic activities with their child. These sessions usually
last one to three hours and may take place one to three times a week. This type of
program is ideal for families in which one parent does not work and he or she is
able to carry out these suggestions at home.

The reality of life today, however, is that women. must work, families may not be
highly functioning in our society and although these infant programs may offer ex-
cellent services, they simply do not meet the needs of a large percentage of families.

Consider a few examples:
A fourteen year old mother whose child has a severe metabolic disorder, This

young mother needs to attend school. Her family speaks only Spanish.
A family in which the father is periodically unemployed. The mother's job is es-

sential to sL.pport three children, one of whom is severely disabled.
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A single parent who drank heavily before she knew she was pregnant. She is re-ceiving therapy for alcoholism and the guilt she feels toward her child who hasFetal Alcohol Syndrome.
None of these families would be able to benefit from a traditional program.The Family Developmental Center is located in the Mission District of San Fran-cisco on the ground floor of the Sunshine School. The second floor houses an alter-native high school. The Center offers a full, day program, five days a week to 72children, 18 of whom have special needs.
All of our families could be considered "high risk". Thirty of the 72 parents areteens who attend high school, two of whom have disabled children. All of the fami-lies are low income and are either working, in training programs or attendingschool.
Of the eighteen parents presently enrolled, fourteen have been able to continueworking, continue their schooling or return to the workforce. The four remainingnts are essentially unemployable at the present time: One has a brand newy, one is under outpatient treatment for schizophrenia, one is a recent Spanishspeaking immigrant and the fourth parent is in a depressed state. The latter twoparents are being helped to acquire skills and improve their mental outlooksthrough receiving satisfaction from their volunteer work in the Center.It is difficult to present statistics regarding the rate of the children's continuedmainstreaming after graduation from our program. Sixty seven percent of our chil-dren are moderately to severely disabled: they would not be expected to remain inmainstreamed programs. The other 6 children are receiving the kind of therapy andhelp which we hope and expect will result in their continuing into regular preschoolsettings. We recently had a child who has severe multiple anomalies receive a schol-arship into a Montessori preschool after being in the Family Developmental Centerfor 18 months.

The children with special needs are completely integrated into the seven nursery/classrooms. The program was developed between 1975 and 1978 as a model under afederal grant under the Handicapped Children's Early Education Program. A trans-disciplinary team provides speech therapy, physical therapy, feeding consultation,behavior management and special education consultation. These consultants workwith both parents and teachers. Parents are encouraged to spend as much time asthey can in the nurseries. We see some parents dailysome seek us out for counsel-ing, advice and help. Others may only spend time with their child's therapists. Weserve many families who speak only Spanish and who may be recent immigrants;our special education consultant is both disabled herself (bliud) and Spanish speak-ing.
Our funding comes from several sources. The children without special needs arefunded through the Child Development Division of the California State Departmentof Education. Services for children who have diagnoses of developmental delay, cere-bral palsy or a neurological disorder are purchased by our local Regional Center.We also have a grant from a private foundation to serve 7 children with medicaldisabilities, many of v,hom would not qualify for services from any other source. Weprovide medical monitoring, liaison with the medical community, assistance to fami-lies in dealing with confusing medics: information and difficult medical issues andwe administer some medical treatments.
The obvious conclusion to this presentation is that more programs of this typeand scope ere needed to serve this very needy population.

STATEMENT OF FLORENE M. POYADUE, PARENT AND EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, PARENTS HELPING PARENTS, INC., SAN JOSE,CA

Ms. POYADUE. Yes. Thank you.
Thank you for inviting me. As Minnie Pearl would say, I ampleased to be here.
I would like to address several issues regarding parents, needs,and I will center my comments around behaviors and attitudesthat start at the very beginning, in the hospital setting, for thesefamilies. And, also I would like to describe to you our unique andinexpensive programs that I think could be an answer, at least alarge part of an answer, for some of the problems that we are talk-ing about here today.
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As executive director of a mutual self-help parent support group,
I listen to many parents of disabled, chronic, or terminally ill chil-
dren. I have concluded that the issues for the 1980's center around
three main areas, ESP,-education, support, and professionals.

Taking these three in reverse order, because I do want to go all
the way back to the hospital setting when the baby is born. Let me
start with professional issues.

Trying to coordinate your child's care, and sometimes just en-
countering some professionals changes the challenging drama of
raising a child with a handicap into a frustrating, agonizing night-
mare. It takes some families months to recover from the negative
attitude and approach with which some doctors disclose the diagno-
sis to new parents.

For instance, approximately 25 percent of physicians still recom-
mend immediate institutionalization, although that has long since
been proven not to be the method of choice.

Many are not aware of resources, services, and agencies to which
they can and should refer families. When my child was born, they
told me to take him home and love him. Thank God, I ran into a
parent who said, "Florene, there is more to do than that. Let us get
this kid into a program."

Professionals will often not tell you the ranges of the child's po-
tential, but concentrate on the lowest possible range that the
child's ability might meet. Many professionals will not listen to
parents' concerns, acting as if the mom's brain exited the uterus
with the baby.

Too many are hesitant, or are not willing to call in peer or
parent support groups. They fail to use a comprehensive team ap-
proach and that has been mentioned here earlier. The linkages of
the health care system and the educational system, the physicians
and nurses and social workers in the hospital must begin to work
with the school districts.

The day before yesterday, our parent support group put on a hos-
pitalization and discharge planning symposium. It was the first
countywide symposium on this issue. It is going to be the first of an
annual symposium on the needs of special needs kids in Santa
Clara County. We got all of these different groups together to work
on this issue. There were doctors, nurses, social workers, principals,
teachers, et cetera, and it was a parent support group that accom-
plished this.

We had a very exciting day from 8:30 in the norning till 5 in the
evening. I was very pleased that one physician came up to me, very
emotional, and said "I learned something. I came here. I thought I
would just share, but I learned something, and I also had tears in
my eyes twice;" and where do you get your funding? I said, "We do
fund raisers. We are putting on one June 23." He said send me 50
tickets. I will sell them. So, not only did he get educated, but he got
'nvolved.

Besides the failure of many professionals to use the comprehen-
sive team approach, there is a tremendous stress on these families
from the many professionals who suddenly impact on them, and no
one of these professionals totally coordinates the child's case.
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Parents must become the child's case manager; making all finaldecisions. Who helps the parents with that? The parents are will-ing to do that, but we do need a resource and some help.
Many professionals fail to realize that taking care of a handi-

capped or chronically ill child means taking care of a family, notjust that child. There is a failure to use the collaborative shared
management approach that is mandated in Public Law 94-142. Theparents are to be included and too often we find ourselves fighting
for that inclusion. We talked LI little bit earlier about having attor-
neys at meetings and parents trying to get a proper IEP process,and it seems to me the system is spending more money fighting theparents instead of giving them the rights they need. Then, wewould not have to pay attorneys.

Sometimes, what they are calling an attorney in for is probably a$25 program cost. Instead of getting the child the program, theywould rather fight the parents, and cause frustration. That iswhere a lot of the problem lies.

SUPPORT ISSUES

As far as support is concerned, parents need financial assistance.As has been said previously, government agencies are willing tospend $1,000 a day while a child is in an institution, with three
shifts of nurses taking care of the child. Then the child is dis-
charged home to one mom to do the same job 24 hours a day, 7days a week.

Surely, a government agency that is caring enough to interveneat the time of birth, to ensure each child's right to life and propercare, does not intend to abandon that same child because he ex-changed his hospital bed for a home bed.
Asking parents to sell their home and possessions until theybecome welfare patrons before offering help does not help the childeither.
Parents need peer support. I cannot say that often enough. Wehave talked about many professionals who impact a family, andhelp. We do need that professional care. But, we also need eachother. Parents need contact and information from other experi-enced parents.
I asked all of the agencies at the symposium the other day toplease begin to include parents on their planning committees inhospitals and in other organizations. They are overlooking a vastwealth of information, experience, and knowledge when they donot include experienced parents.
A little example. An 11-year-old boy had :. skateboarding acci-dent. He is now multiply handicapped, and was about to be dis-rharged from the hospital. The nurses, first of all, were very upsetbecause the mom was in denial. She would not accept the fact thatthis child was in a coma, was not going to do better, and they said,Florene, what are we going to do with her. I said, well, right away,you are not going to try to change her attitude. She is where sheshould be, in denial. When your kid is skateboarding one minute,

you cannot accept the fact the next minute, the next 6 weeks orthe next 6 months, that he is not going to be doing anything but
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sitting there in a coma the rest of his life. Nature protects us by
providing "denial" in the grief cycle.

Thank God, the mom persisted. And, thank God, they had the
good sense to call Parents Helping Parents, and ask what can be
done. We sent over an experienced parent who had taken care of
such a child in his home. He talked with the new parent. The hos-
pital allowed that experienced parent to also sit in on the discharge
planning for the child. They said that the experienced parent was
the most valuable person on that discharge planning team. The
child is out of a coma now, and beginning to do well. That parent
needed support from another parent; someone to say that it is OK
to hang in there, even if "they" say your kid is not going to make
it. Sometimes, "they" are wrong.

There are parent support groups in many communities. The
problem here lies in gettmg professionals to understand the bene-
fits of self-help or mutual help thoroughly enough so that they
become committed to taking the responsibility to see that their pa-
tients or clients have access to this vital therapeutic mode.

Handing a flyer or a brochure to devastated parents; or worse,
just posting one in the lobby, is not commitment enough. As a
nurse, they nor I, and I am a nurse, would ever dream of handing a
post-op patient a flyer on the benefits of coughing. We would insist
that they do it, and we would call in experts, respiratory thera-
pists, if we did not have time to do it.

The experts on recovering from the shock of the news and the
experts on rearing a child with handicaps or illnesses are experi-
enced parents. They should be called in.

Through contact with other parents, the family's isolation is
broken, thus preventing child abuse and many of the other things
that have been talked about here today. Parents are helped to
maintain some similance of baler e and sanity for themselves. But
most importantly, the child is gi. -.tn the greatest chance for reach-
ing her or his fullest potential.

A helped parent is truly a helped child. If Easter Seals gives a
child a brace and mom and dad are too depressed to put it on, what
good is that brace?

Parents Helping Parents gives to special needs kids the one thing
they need most; we give them special parents. Special parents are
not people who are dropped from heaven, or made by God and all
these different things. Special parents are knowledgeable about the
laws protecting their child. People who are well informed about
their childs disability and ability. Parents who are assertive. Par-
ents who are directed. Parents who are involved in chnd's care.
Parents who are caring and competent, and advocating for their
child's rights.

Our organization, Parents Helping Parents, tends to make that
kind of a parent of a new parent when they come to us. We have a
poignant, touching letter from a mom who wrote to PHP.

She said "PHP, thanks to your help and support, we brought Ve-
ronica home." She had been in an institution since birth.

We did not offer her any money, we just offered her enough sup-
port so that she felt she could bring the child home.

Educational issues. Last but not least. The issues around obtain-
ing a free, appropriate and in the least restrictive environment
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education promised by Public Law 94-142 often becomes a constant
war between parents and educational systems.

On the one side, the school staff is engaged in protecting their
budgets, changing criteria for eligibility, and quoting quotas; while
the parent is, first of all, getting over the trauma of their dashed
expectations that the school would be working with them, helping
them to get the best program for their child, instead of working
against them.

An example, not more than 10 percent of student populations
can be considered special needs. If so, we up the criteria. If you
have more than 10 percent students, you have to up the criteria so
that only 10 percent will fall in that range.

A child, at this time, because we have kept upping the criteria,
must now show a 50-percent deficit before adapted physical educa-
tion is begun. That means an 8-year-old must be functioning like a
4-year-old before he can get help.

By the time we intervene, remediation takes twice as long or has
much less of a chance of helping and cost is probably doubled.
Other problems include: (a) parents cannot get the program the
child needs. (b) There is an inappropriate mix of ages in the class-
room-6-year-olds with 12-year-olds. (c) The program plan for an 8-
to-1 pupil/teacher ratio, when visited there were 16 handicapped
kids to 1 teacher. (d) Kids being punished for symptoms. Example:

A mother was told if her child with Tourette's Syndrome, as you
know, those kids will often jerk themselves or yell out. They
cannot control it. And, the mother was told that if her child yelled
out in class one more time, she would be punished for that. So, the
kid is going to be punished for a symptom that she cannot control.

(e) Learning disabled childrenWe have not touched on that
very much today. his is a large, large group. We just started a di-
vision in our organization called P.O.L.D. [Parents of Learning Dis-
abled Children]. We had 20 parents 1 month, and in 2 months, we
had 132, and we did not even advertise in the newspaper.

Learning disabled children and their problems are misunder-
stood, mislabeled, and they are misplaced. Parents must often con-
vince the schools that something is wrong with their child, and
that he does need assistance. (f) The IEP process, I will not go intoit very much because many problems surround it and have been
touched on by others here. Placements or assignments being made
before assessment is done. I do not know how that can be, but par-
ents complain about this.

Plans are completed before getting the parents' input is another
problem in this area. They are not clearly written. A lot of educa-
tional jargon might be used that parents do not understand. Par-
ents are intimidated, rather than consulted and trusted and re-
spected. Sometimes they are written and not done. Just to name a
few things, that I hear parents complaining about.

I see a parent support organization as one of the vital missing
links that can be used to bridge the gap in solving many of these
issues. Parent support groups need assistance to develop financial
and technical assistance.

Thank God, we are now beginning to get some financial assist-
ance from the Federal Government and through the TAPP Pro-
gram, Technical Assistance to Parent Program. We are getting
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some technical assistance. That is a beginning, and we need more
of it.

We_ perform an invaluable unique service. Our organization, Par-
ents Helpinig Parents, to just tell you about a few of the things that
we do: We have a Visiting Parent Program, where we match up an
old parent with a new parent who has a child with the same dis-
ability; one who can speak their language, et cetera.

That old parent becomes a friend; breaks the isolation, gives the
new parents emotional support and direction; and will help with
the IEP. Sometimes we even have the old, or I should not say
"old," people do not like that, the experienced parent, don a suit,
take a briefcase, and go along with the new parent to the school.
Perhaps the IEP team thinks this is an attorney, but is not, it is a
parent. It is very effective, the new parent feels supported, and the
school district is just a little less intimidating.

Family Rap or Guidance Sessions, which we call [FROGS]. Some-
times handicapped people are kind of looked at as ugly, but if you
really get to know them, they are like that frog, they are a beauti-
ful prince once you get to know them.

In the FROG sessions, we have counselling by peers and educa-
tion by professionals. We have parent training. We train our par-
ents in peer counselling skills so that we can give them assertive-
ness ekills, communication skills, at the same time, we are prepar-
ing them to help each other.

We have information packets on disabilities in layman's lan-
guage so they can understand it; also, AWS services, rights infor-
mation. Our package started out being this thin, it is now this
thick. We also put information in those packets about normal par
enting so that the parents know they have a kid who is a child as
well as a child with a handicap.

We have a quarterly newsletter full of education and inspiration
and legislation. We have public and professional training, and that
is one area that I feel is often remiss. We often talk about training
parents. Professionals need training also. Like doctors need train-
ing in better ways of telling the parents about the diagnosis. They
need training in what resources and things are in a community.

Parents Helping Parents has developed a program called Better
Ways for Physicians, and we do go in and train. We have also writ-
ten it up in a training manual so that it can be replicated around
the country, and I am pleased to say that people are writing for it,
and it is also in four foreign countries, Israel, Canada, Mexico, and
Australia. They are using our model for training physicians. We
also have a workshop for nurses, and they can get continuing edu-
cation with it. It is called "When Baby Isn't All Right," where we
train nurses in better ways.

We do things with educators. So, at our parent support group, we
are doing a lot of things with and for parents, but half of our pro-
gram is for professionals.

Chairman MILLER. I am going to have to ask you to conclude the
list. We are- -

Ms. POYADUE. OK. Right. Will do. Real fast.
Siblings of disabled chldren need help, and we are planning pro-

grams for the siblings. Siblings, I think, are the gifts of handi-
capped children to the world. When you heard Ann talk about her
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daughter this morning, and some of you probably felt that that was
a lot for a fourth grader to do. Siblings of handicapped kids are
more mature than their peers; more tolerant of differences and alot of other things.

So, siblings are a great asset that handicapped kids give to us.
We are helping siblings with this program. Vt e have a gift to new-
born, to say that is a human being you have there. We do this to
foster acceptance by the parents. We have school outreach pro-
grams, where we help a child with epilepsy to go in and talk to the
class, to sensitize the other children to her needs and how they can
help her and what it is all about.

We need funds like everybody else, but to give us $150,000 to run
our group is very cost effective, because if we help two families to
keep their children out of institutions for just 1 year each, that
would more than take care of the $150,000 that it takes to run our
budget. It costs $60,000 to institutionalize one autistic child for just1 year.

Right now, we have no help from anyone except the corporations
and foundations in Santa Clara County, and the parents that sup-port us.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Florene Poyadue follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FLORENE M. POYADUE, RN MA (PARENT) EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, PARENTS HELPING PARENTS, INC.

As Executive Director of a mutual, self-help paren support group, I listen to
many parents of disabled, chronic or terminally ill children. I have concluded thattheir issues for the 80's center around three (3) main areasESPEducation, Sup.port, and Profesionals.

Taking these three in reverse orderProfessional issues. Trying to coordinatechild's care and sometimes, just encountering some professionals changes the chal-lenging drama of raising a child with a handicap into a frustrating, agonizing night-mare.
It takes some families months to recover from the negative attitude and approach

with which some doctors disclose the diagnosis to new parents.
25% still recommend immediate institutionalization, although that has long sincebeen proven not be the method of choice.
Many are not aware of resources, services and agencies to which they can andshould refer families.
Ranges of child's potential abilities are not discussed, most often only the lowestrange is focused on.
Many won't listen to parents concernsacting as if mom's brain exited her uteruswith the birth of the baby.
Hesitant or not willing to call in peer, parent support group.
Failure to use comprehensive team approachThere ur a tremendous stress from

the many professionals who suddenly impact one family; no one of these profession-als actually coordinates child's caseParents must become the child's case manag-er, making all final decisions.
Failure to realize that taking care of a handicapped or chronically ill child means

taking care of a whole family.
Failure to use collaborative, shared-management approach with parents.
SupportParents need financial assistance. Gravrnment agencies are willing topay ;700/day for Intensive Care Nursery bill, wi.1 three nurses changing shifts.But, the child is discharged home to one mom to do the Jame job 24 hours a day, 7days a week. Surely a government that is caring enough to intervene at the time ofbirth to assure each child's right to life and proper care, does not intend to abandon

that same child because he or she exchanged the hospital bed for one in the home.
Asking parents to sell their homes, etc. and become welfare patrons &fore helpingdoes not help the child.

Parents also need peer support, contact with and information from other experi-enced parents. There are parent support groups in many communities. The problem
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here lies in getting professicnals to understand the benefits of self--help or mutual
help thoroughly enough so that they become committed (emotionaly and intellectu-
ally bound to act) to taking the responsibility to see that their patients or clients
have access to this vital therapeutic mode.

Handing a flyer or brochure to devastated parents (or worse, just parfing one in
the lobby) is not commitment enough. As a nurse, they, nor I would ever draw of
handing a post-op patient a flyer on the benefits of coughing. We'd insist that they
do it, or we would call in experts, Respiratory Therapists. The experts on recovering
from the shock, or the news and on rearing a ild with handicaps or illness are
other, experienced parents.

roThugh contact with other parents, not only is isolation broken, and parents are
helped to maintain some semblance of balance and sanity for themselves, but the
child is given the .grentaet chance for reaching her or his fullest potential. A helped
parent truly equals a help el child. If Faster Seals gives the child a brace and mom
and dad are too depresses put it on, what good does it do? When asked what Par-
ents Helping Parents gives to special kids, I quickly reply, "We give special kids
what they need mostspecial parents (knowledgeable, well-informed, assertive, di-
rected, involved, caring, competent parents).

We have a poignant, touching letter from a mom who wrote "7-r1P, thanks to your
help and support, we brought Veronica home!" (in institutiv since birth).

Ed," etion issues.Last, not least, the issues around obtaining that free, approt
ate, the least restrictive environment education romised by PL 94-142 often
comes a constant or intermittent struggle, a war between parents and the educa-
tional system. On the one side, the school staff is engaged in protecting their budget,
changing criteria for eligibility, quoting quotas, while the parent is ftrst of all
ting over the trauma of their dashed expectations that the school would be
with them, helping them to get the best program for that child.

Example: Not more than 10% of student population can be considered special
needs, if so, up the criteria. Now, a child must show a 50% deficit before Adaptive
Physical Education 1:3 t4em. This means an 8 year old must be functioning like a 4
year old. By the time we intervene, reriediation takes twice as long as or his much
less of a chance of helping, and coat is probably doubled.

Other problems include:
Parents can't get program child needs,
Inappropriate age mix in classes (6 and 12 years old),
Program planned for 8 to 1 pupil-teacher ratio, now has 16-1, and

Kids being punished for symptoms
Learning Disabled children and their problems are misunderstood, mislabeled

and misplaced. Parents ir _st often convince school that "something is wrong".
IEP (Individual Education Plans) Many problems surround it: placement as- .
signed before assessment done; plan completed before meeting and parent's
input; not clearly written; educational jargon used that parents don't under-
stand; parents intimidated rather than consulted and trusted and respected;
written, not done.

I see parent support organizations as the vital missing link that can be used ill
bridge the gap in solving many of these issues. Parent support groups need assist-
ance to develop and financial assistance to stay afloat. We perform an invaluable,
unique service.

Our organization Parents Helping Parents, Inc. tries to address the aformentioned
issues by offering the following programs:

Visiting Parents.Matching old and new parents. This offers emotional sup-
port, information, direction, help with IEP.

Family Rap or Guidance Sessions (Frogs).Counseling by peers; education by
professionals

Parent Training.In peer counseling skills, I&R usage; etc.
Inforrnaticn Packets.On disability, services, rights, etc.

Newsletter:Quarterly education and inspiration.
Public and Fer........onal Training.Workshops and Symposiums for doctors,
nurses, social workers and other professionals.
Helping Professional Students Practicum.

Siblings of Disabled Children.Fu:, Days and Diaries.
Booklets and Training Manuals.(Communicating with Disabled and families;

How to Start a Self Help Group; How to conduct professionals' training ses-
sions; Peer Counsel-training manual.)

Gift to Newborn P .Welcome to the human family.
School Outreach. 1.°.#drfante and sensitization of classmates; help special needs

student self-disclose disability.
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We need funds to start classes for parents in IEP, PL94-142; and to train parentsas case managers.

Chairman. MILLER. Thank you. Thank you very much.
Ms. POYADUE. While I am passing this, I'll share with you a pic-

ture that shows the difference in two attitudes. Last year, he had a
teacher that did not believe he could learn, etc. This year, and this
is one year later, he has a teacher who does believe he can learn.
You would not think it is the same kid. That is my little boy, Dean
Archibald Poyadue. He has Down Syndrome. Some people look atthis picture and say "Does he have Down Syndrome?" but when
they look at this picture, they pretty much know he has Down Syn-
drome. If you want to take a look, and I think a lot of that differ-
ence is just an attitude of the professionals dealing with him.
STATEMENT OF MARTHA ZTEGLER, PARENT AND EXECUTIVE DI-

RECTOR, FEDERATION FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS,
BOSTON, MA

Ms. ZIEGLER. It takes years of assertiveness training to be able tobe lost on this panel today.
First of all, I do want to say it is a privilege for me to be appear-

ing before this committee, whose reputation as an advocate on
behalf of families and youth is well known on the east coast as well
as California, and everywhere in between.

It is a privilege to be a participant in this panel of very moving
and expert witnesses today, and, finally, it is also a privilege for meto be delivering testimony prepared by my colle*.gue, Betsy Ander-
son, who, like Florene, is one of the leading parent advocates inthis Nation, in the area of health issues for children with disabil-
ities and children who are chronically ill.

Betsy would have been here herself today, but she had to fly
back to Boston last night to attend the funeral of her closest friend,
who was a very well known advocate in the State of Massachusetts.

Betsy herself is director of health services at the Federation for
Children with Special Needs in Massachusetts. She is the parent of
three children, the oldest of whom, her son Michael, is now 20 and
was born with spina bifida.

Today, I want to describe some of the broad range areas of need for
parents in meeting the health care needs of their children. I also
want to touch on a few of the urgent issues that parents areexperiencing and, finally, I want to tell you briefly about some of theactivities and approaches that are being initiated in this area. I willnot talk in detail about the final area because we have enclosed
packets with sample material for the committee.

First, broadly, the expectations foi. children-with disabling conditions have changed dramatically in recent years, and as a conse-quence of those changes in expectations, families need to be pre-pared for very different roles.
At the time Betsy's son Michael was born, the recommendation

for withholding treatment was a common one. Early death was an-ticipated for babies born with spina bifida or several other disabil-ities. Arid, at best, his life was expected to be that of a severely
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compromised person, who would, of course, live in some kind of in-
stitution.

Expectations have changed so dramatically that, today, even
those children with substantial disabilities, will live lives very simi-
lar to those of their nondisabled siblings and peers. Michael is a
college student, living in his own apartment, up the freeway hereI
forget which town in California, driving a caressentially he is,
managing his own life.

He had his first experience admitting himself to the hospital on
his own 2 weeks ago. 'Yesterday, Betsy and I urged him to come de-
liver this testimony. He should be here instead of me, but he re-
sponded, "Is it not enough that I pick up my mother at the airport
and drive her around? Do I have to do her work, too?"

Parents typically begin with very little knowledge of their child's
disability or of the treatment or procedures being recommended.
Yet, today, they usually become the primary care givers and deci-
sionmakers. Families spend more time than anyone else with their
children. They provide the usual day-to-day care, which, for chil-
dren with medical complications, may include giving medications,
handling seizures, giving injections, changing dressings, giving oc-
cupational and physical therapy, monitoring sophisticated special
equipment, and many other tasks associated with the particular
child's needs.

The decisions parents must make are necessarily wide-r
and they must assume active roles in the many settings in w c
their child receives services. These include hospitals, clinics,
schools, recreational settings, home. Furthermore, these services are
provided by a wide variety of professional persons: nurses, doctors,
therapists, school personnel, recreational specialists, for just some
examples.

Parents are the link among all these specialists, and the only
people who see the child in all these settings. And, over time, the
parent must be prepared to provide the overall management to co-
ordinate the effort of these many specialists and the needs of the
child within the context of the family_

The cooaination that all of these activities requires is immense,
and, of course, these tasks must be performed within the context of
a family, whose other members have varying needs of their own.

Parents, thus, need to be informed, active partners with profes-
sionals, to ensure the best management for the care of their chil-
dren. There is an urgent need for a system similar to the one that
we have in special education, that would provide parents with the
information, training, guidance, and support that they need to per-
form this crucial role.

If you think about it, hospitals do not have anything even like a
PTA. There is no structure or systemati, way for parents to commu-
nicate and exchange information with health care professionals.

Second, the new role just described for families must be carried
out with the understanding and support of health professionals.
Collaboration is critical to developing an integrated approach to
children's care. While a carefully designed structure exists, as I
mentioned, in special education, we do not have that in health care
settings.
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Hospitals tend not to have the same sort of opportunities for dis-
cussion, among parents, patients, and staff, which are common,even informally, in schools and in social service settings.

Instead, families struggle with an unwieldy, fragmented health
care delivery system. In order to involve parents in these healthsettings as active team members, preparation is necessary for pro-fessionals to help them overcome their customary ways of viewing
parents and children as passive recipients of care.

While many professionals, of course, are receptive, and even en-
courage and initiate such activities, others have not had the neces-
sary training themselves, and, sometimes, they are not aware ofthe challenges families face.

These are the two underlying issues which confront our familieswith children with special health problems need.
Now, third, I would like to listjust simply list some of the current

pressing issues that such families face, and I will select one of theseto discuss in a little bit of detail.
There are three large areas of need: The first is information.

This includes information about the child's disability, related cur-rent medical issues, new medical information that becomes avail-able, as time goes on. Information about the child's medicalrecords. Information appropriate for the children themselves atvarious ages.
Financial information. Information specific to particular hospi-tals and clinics. Information concerning rights and entitlements.Parents need information on both short and long-term issues

around their child's health problems.
The second large area is training. It is very clear that parents

need training to perform this new role as case manager and as col-laborator with health care professionals.
The third area of need is support. As Florene so eloquently indi-

cated, parents need connections to other families of similar chil-
dren. They need connections to organizations and groups concerned
with problems similar to theirs, and they need to have input intohealth care policies and practices.

The fourth area is communication and "ollaboration with healthcare professionals. Parents need an opportunity to participate as
an equal member of the health care team in a way similar to theequal role that parents play in special education. They need an un-derstanding of the needs and views of specific health care providersand access to information which can provide understanding of thelarger issues faced by health care systems.

There are many immediate and pressing needs for families whohaze children with health care needs and with chronic illnesses and
medical disabilities. But, one of the most pressing is the area ofhealth insurance, and I would like to go into that one in just a bitmore detail.

Chairman MILLER. Let me just say that we are going to have to
be out of here at 1 o'clock. So, we want to leave a little bit of timefor questioning.

Ms. ZIEGLER. OK. There is a problem of access. There is often dis-
crimination against disabled people for commercial health insur-ance. The information about what is covered, and to what extent, isnot readily understandable.
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There is a whole system of exclusions. Our children have exactly
those illnaves and those disabilities, that require the precise
procedures that are most likely to be excluded in health insurance
plans. Health insurance plans frequently have lifetime limitations.

You may look at a policy that says $250,000 as a lifetime limit; that
may look terrific, but if you have a child requiring surgery every few
months oreveryfew years, that amount can disappear fast. We know
of a family in which the policy will not cover the same procedures
and the same care if it is delivered at home instead of in a hospital.

I just want to make three summary statements as Martha Zie-
gler, and these are that the earlier stories you heard on the earlier
panel are not unique to California. The Supreme Court now is at-
tempting to deal with the zoning problem. If the Clayburgh deci-
sion comes down the wrong way, we will be appealing to you to
enact legislation that will enable 94-142 graduates to remain in the
community.

Finally, two more items. Florene referred to a Federal grant pro-
gram for training parents in many of the areas discussed today. As
one might expect, the administration has suggested a cut in that
program. We will look to you for help in that area.

And, finally, we hope that you will sign on to support the commu-
nity and Family Living Amendments when they are introduced in
the House. That piece of legislation in the new version contains a
long laundry list that would be of great value in solving many of the
problems that you heard today.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Betsy Anderson follows:]

FEDERATION FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS,
Boston, MA, April is, 1985.

Select Committee on Childen, Youth and Families,
Anahiem, California.

Good mornirk.. My name is Betsy Anderson and I am the parent of three children.
My oldest son, Michael, who is nearly twenty, was born with multiple, handicapping
conditions which have necessitated continuous involvement with health care sys-
tems and which were the reason I first became involved in the issues I want to
speak to you about today.

I work at the Federation for Children with Special Needs which is a coalition of
parent-run organizations in Massachusetts concerned with a variety of disabling
conditions. The Federation also coordinates a national network of 62 parent ceniers
across the United States.

For the past four years, I have directed a project which presents parent perspec-
tives on caring for children with disabilities and chronic illnesses to health profes-
sionals, policy makers, as well as to other parents.

Today I rant to describe some of the broad areas of need with some of the impli-
cations for parents. I also want to touch on some of the current, urgent issues to
give you a sense of what parents are experiencing. Finally, I want to tell you briefly
about some of the activities and approaches being initiated in my area. (If I have
misjudged the time, all of this is in the written material I have given you.)

First, broadly, the expectations for children with disabling conditions has changed
dramatically and as a consequence, families need to be prepared for very different
roles. At the time my son was born, the recommendation for no treatment was a
common oneearly death was anticipated and at best, his life was expected to be
that of a severely compromised individual in an institutional setting.

Now the expectation is that children, even with substantial disabilities, will live
lives very similar to those of their nondisabled siblings and peers. Michael is a stu-
dent, living his own apartment, driving a car . . . essentially managing his own
life. In fact, two weeks ago he had his first experience admitting himself to the hos-
pital on his own.
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Parents typically begin with very little knowledge of their child's disability or of
the treatment or procedures being recommended, yet today they usually become the
primary care-givers and decision-makers. Families spend more time than anyone
else with their children. They provide the usual day-to-day care, which for children
with specuti needs may include: giving medications, handling seizures, giving injec-tions, changing dressings, giving occupational and/or physical therapy, monitoring
special equipment and any of the other tasks associated with their own child's par-ticular special needs.

The decisions parents must make are necessarily wide-ranging and they must
assume active roles in the many settings in which a child receives services. Caremay be given in a number of different settingshospital, outpatient clinic, school,recreational setting or home, and by a wide variety of individualsnurses, doctors,
therapists, school personnel, recreation specialists and parents. Parents are the link
among all these specialists and the only people who see the child in all these eet-tings. And over time, the parents must be prepared to provide the overall manage-ment to coordinate the efforts of these many specialists and the needs of the childwithin the context of the family.

The coordination that all of these activities requires is immense. (And, of course,these tasks must be performed within the context of a family whose other members
have varying needs of their own!) This responsibility gars well beyond whiii is ex-pected of even the most dedicated social workers, pediatricians or other helpers.

Parents need to be informed, active partners with professionals to insure the bestmanagement for the care of their children and a system is needed to provide infor-
mation, training, guidance and support.

Secondly, the new roles previously described for families must be carried out with
the understanding and support of health professionals. Collaboration and communi-cation are critical to developing an integrated approach to children's care.

While a carefully designed structure exists within s education to ensure andprotect the participation of parents of handicap children, no such structureexists within the medical and health care arena. us, each new parent is left tosearch out information, support, and a definition of the parental role.
Hospitals tend not to have the same sort of opportunities for discussion among

parents, pati-mts and staff which are so common in education and other social serv-
ice settings. This lack means that there is no way for people in different roles to get
to know each other, no way to know that concerns are shared and no way to discuss
how cooperation toward common goals might proceed.

Instead, families struggle with an unwieldy, fragmented health care delivery
system. In order to involve parents in these health settings as active team members,
preparation is necessary for professionals to help them overcome "customary" waysof viewing parents and children as passive recipients of care. While many are recep-
tive and even encourage and initiate such activities, others have not had the neces-

training themselves, and sometimes are not aware of the issues families face.
ese are the two underlying issues which affect families of children with specialhealth needs. The appendix contains listings of more specific need.

APPENDIX

INFORMATION

The following is a listing of some of the kinds of information which families need
access to in order to carry out their roles in an informed way.

A. Child's disability or diagnosis. This is one of the first things parents request
and moet say they still do not get enough (or somedmes even any). Needed is easy
access to a variety of levels of information from short overview brochures intendedfor parents to current, technical medical material.

B. Related current medical issues as a particuiar child's situation indicates. For
any child these will vary but some examples might be information on spinal fusionsfor a child with spina bifida, arti&es on seizures for a child with cerebral palsy, etc.

C. New information that becomes available about the disability or new interpreta-
tions of old information (especially important for families of older children).

D. Child's medical records. Families and older children should be encouraged to
read and review the medical records from time to time. While it may be helpful for
staff to be available to respond to questions, such assistance should not be a stipula-tion for such viewing.

E. Information appropriate for children. A range of material in varying formats,
with pictures, diagrams, etc. This is one way t4 begin to prepare children for theirown future roles.
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F. Non-medical resource information. For example, community services, special
education entitlements, day care, respite care, etc., the kinds of information that
would give people important links to the larger world.

G. Financial information. (Before an actual need arises) hospital/physician bill-
ingcosts and procedures, understanding of insurance coverage, public assistance,
Hill-Burton and any other sources of funds.

H. Information specific to the hospital:
1. Hospital structure and functioning information that would help families under-

stand the organization and the ways they can proceed.
2. Hospital policies, particularly those that affect families.
I. Information concerning rights and entitlements in health care.
J. Finally, parents need information on both short and long term issues. Short

term issues should reflect situations as parents and children will be likely to experi-
ence them. Material written by other parents is particularly important.

TRAINING

A related and increasingly important area is that of training. Parents are most
often the people who carry out day to day care at home, supervise other caregivers,
and help children who are learning to manage their own care.

Needed
A. Preparation and instruction to meet our children's particular needs. In many

cases this is appropriately "individualized" and "on-the-job" but in other cases this
could occur prior to the child's actual needs. This might happen as children are
being seen on an out-patient basis or as part of in-patient care. (Since discharge
occurs 30 quickly now it would in fact be helpful if anticipated needs could be pre-
pared hr ahead of time.) Each condition or situation has its own special procedures
but examples might be: cast care, lifting and turning, suctioning, giving injections,
to name a few. Much training material, a -eady available for other health profes-
sionals, could be utilized with appropriate adaptations. Families also need the
chance to practice these skills, whether with their own children or in other ways.

B. Families also need to develop skills that are more general in nature in such
r.das as decision-making, planning, management, supervision and advocacy.

C. Information about instructional programs being offered within hospital or
health settingcourses, conferences, etc. There also should be provision for parents
and older children to attend seminars, in-service trainings, etc. being sponsored by
the health center. (Since space and cost are often .-eal considerations, a certain
number of slots for consumers could be reserved.)

D. It is also important for parents, children, and adults with disabilities to present
information and perspectives to health care staff on a regular basis.

BUPPORf

Families need to be able to mobilize their already existing support systems of ex-
tended family and freinds and in addition, most will want the special support which
can be offered by other parents who have had similar experiences.

A. Connections to other individual families whose children have the same or simi-
lar disabilities.

B. Connections to organizations and groups concerned with their own child's dis-
ability or problem (national if not local).

C. Health care policies and practices which encourage the presence and active
participation of families in the care of their children. Policies should include grand-
parents, siblings, friends and others important to the child and family.

COMMUNICATIO?I AND COLLABORATION

Families need opportunities for discussion and collaboration with professionals.
These should be available on both an individual level as well es on system and
policy-making levels.

A. The opportunity to participate as an equal member of the health care team,
similar to that provided under P.L. 94-142, with the chance to present observations,
opinions, hopes, wisheb, and the chance to hear the same from others. The same op-
portunity is needed for older children.

B. An understanding of the needs and views of specific health care providersand
the chance to work with them to develop solutions.
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C. Access to information which can provide understanding of the larger issuesfaced by health care systems and the opportunity to contribute whether in terms ofmoney, time, effort, ideas, etc.

EXAMPLES or CURRENT bill= AM:CMG FAMILIES
1. While most children with handicapping conditions have received clear benefitsfrom P.L. 94-142, the same cannot be said for children with chronic illnesses. Al-though the language in the definitions appears to include them, the reality is thatin most school systems children with asthma, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, cysticfibrosis, and other health impairments are inadequately served. Families and healthproviders across the country are beginning to ask for services to meet the needs ofthis population of children.
2. There are major issues occurring in the area of homecare for children with seri-

ous medical needs, for example, children who dependupon either special equipmentor specially trained caregivers, (children on ventilators, on home IV or parenteral
nutrition systems, those on home kidney dialysis and those with tacheostomies andgastrostomies).

Many families are learning the necessary skills in order to tIlte their children
home from hospitals. Among the issues: discharge planting, including training andpreparation for families; funding mechanisms to support children at home; adequate
preparation and availability of community support personnel, especially nurses.
Health insurance

3. The first problem, one you are probably familiar with, is access. Although it ispopular for health insurance companies to use the term "cafeteria style" to describethe available packages, individual families have no such choice. We are bound pri-marily by the plan selected by our employerif we are lucky enough to have one.In addition, the information about what is covered, and to what extent, is notreadily understandable by even reasonably curious individuals. Of course, the factis, most people sign up for coverage without any knowledge that they may have spe-cial needs to use it later on and in any case would probably wish to avoid serious
consideration of future disability.

Secon0, exclusions. Our children have exactly the illnesses and disabilities andare likely to require the procedures most apt to be excluded.
Thirdly, related to the previous issue of homecare, families who sincerely want totake their children with serious medical needs home from the hospital are very aptto find that a) their insurance policy cont.-tins no provisions for homecare coverage,even though they may be fully covered while in the hospital, and b) that even whenmedical staff present diagnostic and prognostic reports and detailed plans for home-care requirements, many companies refuse to specify what they will coverand toindeed disallow after the fact. The stress on families that this causes is really un-conscionable.
Fourth, while many groups, not the least of which is the government, study waysto shorten expensive hospital stays and the possible applicability of DRG's for pedi-atrics, some insurance companies are already deciding the number of days they willpay for coverage for certain procedures. This has been do" ?. with no notification topolicyholders and without advice or input from organized ':cal groups.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Congressman Lehman?
Mr. LEHMAN. Just a question. Ms. Poyadue, I mentioned the hos-pice program for the elderly. You mentioned about terminally ill aswell as the handicapped. I do know that disabled children aresometimes also terminally ill. There are hospice programs for ter-minally ill children as well as those for the elderly terminally ill. I

would like for you to provide that for me, especially if you know ofany in and around Washington or in and around South Florida,where I can visit.
And, I just want to mention, there is a book out just within thelast few years, I have not read it, written by a person named Stan-ley Elkins, a well known writer. I do not know the name of thebook. It is one of the books that is what you call nonfiction novels,

which is half-true and half-novel, but it is a story about a man that
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lives in the United States and takes 12 terminally ill children to
Disneyland, right where we are now. He describes the experiences
and the wisdom he got from these children and the conditions that
they had. I am trying to get the book. If I do find it, I will try to
share it with some of you, probably.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Evans?
Mr. Ev Arts. Mr. Chairman, just a quick question or two.
I take it that the Federation for Children with Special Needs

Program is a State program.
Ms. ZIEGLER. It is a statewide program, but we also have a con-

tract with the Federal Government to deliver technical assistance
to similar coalitions of parents across the country. That is called
the TAPP project.

Mr. Eva Ns. All right. And, I know Trudy and Florene are also
trying to do things in that regard.

Now, what is the response of the medical society and the AMA's
as a nationwide organization?

Ms. ZIEGLER. We have some proposals pending that we hope will
enable us to impact at the national level. However, Betsy Ander-
son, and some of our colleagues in Boston have facilitated inclusion of
parents on some advisory committees in hospitals in the Boston
area. I do not mean to say that this is unique to Boston, but this is
what I know about.

For instance, when Boston Children's Hospital decided to expand
their physical plant, they included parents on the planning com-
mittee and parents had input and changes were made in the design
of the new addition to meet the needs of families.

That is one little example.
Ms. POYADUE. Could I give another one?
Mr. EVANS. Sure.
Ms. POYADUE. Another little example is that I had a call from

Stanford University Hospital just yesterday, after some of their
members attended our symposium, and they are planning a new
children's hospital there, and want me to act as a consultant to
form a parent advisory board for the new hospital. Parents and
professionals working together can change things; parent support
groups can make that link between parents and professionals.

Mr. EVANS. All right.
Ms. ZIEGLER. Betsy also has a team of parents and professionals

who actually give seminars in medical school settings in the Boston
area.

Ms. Una°. We found it was difficult to reach doctors, that they
did not recognize, they had a lot of resistance about even d
with the problem, and the only way we did that is through act
in-services at their own hospitals. We did that with a local Kaiser
Hospital in San Francisco, and whereas we have not gotten one re-
ferral in the previous 3 years, we now have a very good relation-
ship with those doctors at Kaiser, and we have been receiving re-
ferrals.

So, that is one way that people really have to know that they can
deal with it by flyers or telephone calls or even - -I do not even
think that they would deal with it through the AMA. They have to
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deal very personally with these doctors, so they can see their own
patients being helped.

Mr. EVA.NS. Well, my questien is, though, what is happening in
San Francisco, Florene, I do not

Ms. POYADUE. San Jose.
Mr. EVANS. San Jose, and in Boston. Does it nappen in RockIsland, IL, or
Ms. ZIEGLER. We are trying.
Mr. EVANS. I am sure there are professionals here also that aretrying to do it in their own locality, and it is probably an agenda

item of the Council for Exceptional Children, but does the AMA give
this the same level of attention? That is one of our big concerns.
How do we get them involved at a national level, so that it is not a
piecemeal local concern done on a local basis.

Ms. ZIEGIZR. What parents have done for years in education and
every other area, you know, we circle the wagons. We come in from
every direction. One of the things that Betsy succeeded in accom-plishing this spring was cooperating with the regional office of Ma-ternal and Child Health in the New England region, and sponsor-
ing a day-long conference for parents and professionals who are
dealing with families of children who are on ventilators or respire.
tors. You are probably familiar with the problems with Medicaidand a whole lot of things that interfere with getting those children
out of hospitals and into their homes and developing quality carewithin the home; that conference was attended by, I believe, 140
health care professionals, including pediatricians, orthopedic spe-cialists, nurses, social workers, from throughout the New Englandregion.

It was a very important first step. It was cosponsored by the fed-
eration, which is a parent organization, and the regional office of
maternal and child health. That is another way of

Ms. POYADUE. I would like to add that California is holding its
first parent professional collaboration conference May 8, 9, and 10,
and we have included the health professionals in that.

Mr. EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Steve, how many attendants have you had?
Mr. BREES I have no idea. Literally. Ilet me see. I have lived

independently since 1972. It is now 1985. Imy guesstimate would
be somewhere between 30 and 40.

Chairman MILLER. And, that is not unusual?
Mr. BREES. That is not unusual. Sometimes people will work with

me for 3 or 4 months only. But, what often happens is that, youknow, I will put an ad in the paper and the nonprofessional person
will want to work for a week and then leave.

Chairman MILLER. That is the biggest barrier to stable care?
Mr. BREES. To what?
Chairman MILLER. To stable attendant care. Can you achieve it?
Mr. BREES. The biggest barrier for me. Well, for me, personally, I

have experience training people. So, training is not the problem for
me, the problem for me is money.

Chairman MILLER. Money?
Mr. BREES. The problem for me isagain, to make enough work-

' ig in order to pay people to get me to work.
Chairman MILLER. I want to lank all the members of this panel.
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In my 10 years, these two panels have delivered and described
about as good a cross section of the problems that families encoun-
ter that I can recall. I think that it provides a wonderful opportuni-
ty to start thinking about how we go the rest of the way after 94-
142, now that we have extended partial services to families and
families now understand the difference in life with and without
services. We should learn from the many cost trade-offs that can be
accomplished, such as in your program, Florene.

I would like to know what percentage of those parents would
have turned to out of home placement for their children had they
not had some kind of support network? That is the kind of evidence
we put together before writing the foster care bill. Maybe it is the
kind of evidence we ought to start thinking about again, so that we
can use resources in the most efficient manner, whether for attend-
ant care or day care. We have got to do this kind of analysis with
respect to the handicapped community.

Thank you very much for your time. We have had a great experi-
ence here this morning. I want to thank the Council for Exception-
al Children for helping us. For those of you who stayed the whole
boat, a special thanks.

The record will remain open. I am sure there are some parents
and some educators and professionals and others out here in other
fields who would like to contribute to this body of knowledge.

We would invite you to do so. We will hold the record open until
May 3, and, again, thank you very much.

With that, the committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CATHY COOK CHILDERS, PARENT OF A CHILD WITH
DISABILITIES, NORTH CAROLINA

I appreciate this opportunity to share information regarding the stresses and chal-
lenges facing parents of children with disabilities.

Prenatal oxygen deprivation resulted in my son's profound mental retardation,
cerebral palsy, uncontrollable seizure disorder and blindness. Christopher, now
three years old, is a very valued, loved member of our family.

A most difficult experience for parents is receiving the news that their awaitrd
child has a serious disability. This situation is even more unbearable when present-
ed by medical personnel who lack training and sensitivity. While we were fortunate
in having a pediatrician who informed us of Christopher's disabilities and abilities
in a caring, supportive manner, I have met many parents who were devastated by
this experience.

Medical professionals need a greater awareness of the impact of a child's disabil-
ity upon the family. A program at the University of North CarolinaChapel Hill
Medical School, coordinated by Claire Larch, requires pediatric residents to have
hands-on experiences with children with disabilities and to role play situations such
as informing parents of their child's disability. Mandatory training of a comparable
nature for all medical professionals would enable them to better understand parent
needs.

In addition to the emotional stress, new parents suffer frustration and a feeling of
overwhelming inadequacy due to a lack of vital information. I sought resources and
information from the very beginning, but did not learn of many available services
and organizations until months later. Other parents have related that years passed
before they received appropriate information or services.

Effective, expedient sharing of information could be improved by the development
of a standard packet, readily available to medical professionals for prompt distribu-
tion to parents. This pack should include fact sheets about specific disabilities,
lists of resource organizations and available services, and simple explanations of the
disrbled child's rights.
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I am personally involved with The I. toning Parent Program, a service whichlinks new parents to experienced and trained parents of children with disabilities in
order to provide emotional support and practical information. New parents quickly
establish rapport with another parent who says "1 know what you're going through"
and means it. Volunteer Listening Parents also aid new parents in seeking servicesand training opportunities.

Additional support services desperately needed by families of young children with
disabilities include early intervention and respite care programs. An in-home inter-
vention service, initiated when Christopher was two months old, provided therapists
to assess his needs, develop a stimulation and physical therapy program, and trainus to implement the program. The Respite Care Program offered our family relief
from the constant 24-hour a day responsibilities of Christopher's care. Without theassistance of respite providers, we would have been unable to leave our home to per-form even the most basic household errands.

For the past year Christopher has resided at Piedmont Residential DevelopmentCenter (PRDC), an intermediate care facility for ten non-ambulatory children with
severe disabilities. Despite our knowledge that this facilarcisotuold better provide theclose medical supervision and therapeutic services that Christopher needed, the de-cision to seek placement was indeed difficult. PRDC is a unique facility offering the
children total community involvement in everything from scouts to church servicesto athletic teams, while allowing them to reside within twenty miles of their par-ents' homes. Christopher can receive the medical care that his physical disabilities
require, and yet experience as normal a childhood as possible including daily paren-tal contact.

Community-based residences such as PRDC can in no way be rivaled by larger
institutional settings apart from the child's family and community. Though ourplacement decision was difficult, it can not compare with the agony of parents who
have no residential alternative but the mammoth facility hours away. I stronglyurge your support of the Community and Family Living Amendments which willenable other children to remain near their parents while receiving needed servicesin the most normalized setting.

As I prepare for Christopher's immediate future, I face a fight for his basic rightto receive an education in the least restrictive environment. Despite a decade's ex-istence of Public Law 94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, our localschool system maintains a totally segregated school for children with moderate,
severe or profound mental retardation. All children with disabilities have the rightto an appropriate education with their non-disabled peers and the right to related
services to enable them to benefit from this education, such as physical therapy,
transportation or counseling. Yet parents across the nation face insurmountable ob-
stacles daily in accessing and understanding these rights for their children.

The assurance of these basic rights will only follow government and citizen in-
volvement. Compliance with PL 94-142 and Section 504 must be more strictly moni-tored and enforced. Parent training regarding these laws and advocacy techniques
enable parents to more effectively seek the maximum educational opportunities.Also, courts should reinstate school system reimbursement of attorney fees to par-ents with meritorious court cases.

In conclusion, I feel that the following can diminish or alleviate much of thestress faced by families of young children with disabilities:
(1) Improved medical professional training.
(2) Timely availability of information.
(3) Linkage to other parents.
(4) Early intervention services.
(5) Respite Co.-e.
(6) Community-based residential facilities.
(7) Passage of the Community and Family Living Amendments.
(8) Enforcement of PL 94-142, Section 503 and 504.
I and other parents in North Carolina stand ready to assist your committee in

any manner in achieving our mutual goals.
Again, thank you for allowing me the opportunity to express these concerns andfor your attention to these issues.
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TEAM OF ADVOCATES
FOR SPECIAL Hine,

Orange, CA, April 28, 1985.
Congressman GEORGE MILLER,
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families,
385 House Office Building Annex 2, Washington, DC

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MILLER: Thank you for your letter dated April 15th asking
for written comments regarding "Families with Disabled Children." We are encoun-
tering a drastic decrease in the provision of services to families who are trying to
keep their children at home. Although facts substantiate this is the most cost
tive method, in reality the service systems which are suppose to be providing sup-
port services to enablb this concept, are not providing the needed support.

Regional Center of Orange County's major portion of their budget is spent in the
areas of our home placement and related services. Respite services for in home cli-
ents have been neglected and money has been reduced in this category, in relation
to clients served in home. To my dismay, we encounter this agency's priority is pro-
viding out of home placement and related services. In home clients are not a priori-
ty.

California Childrens Services has been reducing the amount and time of physical
and occupational therapy services provided to in home clients for the past several
years. This is placing a tremendous burden on families who are trying to secure
these services privately. Therapy services are now $40/hour in our area.
people cannot afford the premiums on insurance policies for a pre existing disabil-
ity.

AB 3632 was recently passed in California "mandating" local Mental Health
Agencies to provide necessary psychological services to children in public education
p . This bill also "mandates" COS to provide all children with an evaluation
and provision of physical and occupational therapy services. In reality, this bill will
allow for less children to be served. Prior to passage of AB 3632, education was re-
sponsible to vendor out services they did not provide. Each of these agencies have
stated through° it the years, "We do not have ne ary funding".

Please be advised necessary sup :t services must be provided in order for par-
ents to maintain their disabled children at home. The rate of out of home placement
in Orange County has increased drastically (statistics provided by Department of
Developmental Services). I believe this is directly related to the lack of necessary
support services being provided by public agencies. I also feel another look should be
taken at the financial responsibility portion of parents for utilization of public agen-
cies. The rearing of a disabled child is much more costly than that of a normal
child.

Thank you for this opportunity to address this important issue. If t can be of any
further assistance please let me know.

Sincerely,
CATHERINE LAMARCHE, TASK Director.

STOCKTON, CA, May 1, 1985.

Hon. GEORGE MILLER,
2422 Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, DC.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MILLER: It was a unique and warming experience to hear you
address the Council of Exceptional Children plenary session in Anaheim last month.
I enjoyed hearing a congressmen rail for family values and warming to the intellect
to know there are counter forces in this country to the squeeze, rut, and trim men-
tality for all domestic progra-ns as evidenced by the present administration. There
must be a counter force to those who would write blank checks to General Dynam-
ics and General Electric charging for household pets to take airplane jaunts with
their owners.

I am writing because I hope to have this added as testimony to the Select Commit-
tee on Children, Youth, and Families of the United States House of Representatives.
I bring a unique perspective to your deliberations. I am minimally involved with
Cerebral Palsy. I worked for ten years at Central Valley Regional Center for the
Developmentally Disabled in Visalia, CA. I am presently a doctoral student in Coun-
seling Psychology at the University of the Pacific in Stockton, CA.

My testimony to you comes from Prtmeone who has felt the sting of discrimination
at work for not being able to motorically stay on top of paper shuffling responsibil-
ities. I speak to you as someone with an awkward gait who knows what it is to feel
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the sting of peer rejection, and I know what a patchwork, or mine field of social
agencies exist for frantic parents to keep "special children" at home. This to main-tain a semblance of mainstreamed activities while input from different professional
groups about your "special child" has a parent going five different directions at thesame time. I have been a professional giving advice to many sets of distressed par-
ents about not likable alternatives in those circumstances.

Rather that continue with these generalties and establishing my credentials,
permit me to get specific about the testimony ofmany of the individuals making up
the two panels: As a professional, I need to warn you about the objectivity of par-ents' testimony. My heart and gut rend and wrench for some of the circumstancesof the parents, but depending on the severity of the handicapping condition, many
times agencies serving a spastic, quadriplegic, severely retarded child with a heart
anomaly have had no other choice in the community other than state hospitaliza-tion because of the special care needed by that child.

In Mrs. Beverly Bertaina's case, the issue needs to be addressed as to how manyservices can exist in Sebastopol, CA, Tie Siding, WY, or in Cooperstown, N.Y. whena child needs so much servicing. Doesn't it make more sense to have small facilities,
(bed capacities of six to ten) in Santa Rosa, CA, Laramie, WY, or/and Albany, N.Y.
That way school and support personnel are not tripping over each other making 25
mile, 40 mile, or 100 mile trips to service someone. The parents, school districts, and
other responsible agencies can make accommodations each giving somewhat to meetthe child's needs.

In terms of Ms. Mary Short's issues, it seems that financial responsibilities of that
absent parent were of a permanent eventuality. Possibly something could be done
with the Internal Revenue Service tax code to permit credits for parents whose chil-dren need day care, or specialized services. This might at least assuage some of the
sting for Ms. Short.

The testimony of Prof. Ann Turnbull was indicative of the giving or attractiveness
of living in a town of 30,000 like Lawrence, KA, but how do you mandate that in
Chicago or Atlanta, where the next door neighbor may not care what you do or howyou do it.

I found myself ponderously engaged in the situation of Stephen Brees, where soci-
ety gives mixed messages to the physically handicapped. The overriding one I feel,have felt, is that handicapped should not compete for jobs with "able bodied, John
Wayne sterotypes of the human condition." All apologies to the deceased, but the
appearance of health, stealth, stamina, and youth are very operative in this coun-try. So, how attractive as a policy maker, do you make it for the Stephen Brees' ofthe country? It is not a rhetorical question. The support systeiu, financial and emo-tional, is not in place for him. Do you want it to be? Does it make sense firanciallyfor it be in place? Maybe, the thing to do for Stephen is to permit him to struggle
for his place as a professional. If he doesn't make it economically, he should not be
penalized with his loss of Supplemental Security Income and his Medi-Caid should
cover for his emotional adventure and cost for putting himself on the line in tryingto work.

Lastly, in speaking to the issues developed by Mrs. Florene Poyadue, I say bravo
for organizing parents in the community, state, and country to address her vested
concern. But, to the extent parents can be objective in speaking to the concerns oftheir "special children", don't necessarily assume all of the heat applied equals
light. The handicapped don't need false prophets. For those communities who set upprograms for their handicapped, provide them grants and start-up moneys for pro-
grams. But, what will happen to the needs of her constituents when Florene burnsout, retires, or the movement reaches a plateau? When the superstructure of the
organization, set up to take care of the constituency meets the needs of an organiza-
tion, who is left to meet the needs of the disenfranchized?

I guess my message is, organizations have a purpose and CEC certainly har1 pro-vided noble servii e. How many splinters from parent groups end up speaking to the
needs of the children or do they serve more the needs of the parents?

This has perhaps, become more of a rambling discourse, than a response to theissues raised by the presented testimony. Nevertheless, I believe it sufficiently fo-cused to assist you in deliberations, before writing any bills to eventuate from thishearing.
Thank you for considering this input.

Sincerely yours,
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GARDEN GROVE, CA, April 23, 1985.

Re: written input for hearings.
Hon. GEORGE MILLER,
Chairman, Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Familia; House Office Build-

ing Annex No. 2, Washington, DC
DrAa Ma. Miura: I am the parent of two daughters and two sons who range in

age from 27 years to 10 years, our youngest being a son who has severe brain
damage resulting from cytomegalovirus causing profound mental retardation and
multiple physical disabilities. Robert is nonverbal, nonambulatory and requires total
care in all areas, including self-help skills.

Robert is small for his chronological age which makes it pYssible for us to contin-
ue to care for him in our family home. As he continues to grow and become more
difficult for us to physically handle, it would be beneficial if we could depend on
having available to Ilan. easing his father and myself, some in home support serv-
ices such as a person who could assist with some of the lifting at !-..a:htime, and also
give us an occasional break from the bathroom routine as well as the 3-times -a-day
feeding responsibility. A person who could come in for, perhaps, four hours a day,
five days a week from 4:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. A break from the daily home program
of physical therapy would be helpful. This type of assistance, funded by or resources
developed by Regional Center of Orange County, would make it possible for Robert
to remain in our home for many more years at much lees cost than if we found it
necessary to place him in an alternate living situation.

Respite comes in many forms other than having a person come into a home to
allow the parents to leave the home, or taking the disabled child to a careprovider
for a certain number of hours. Respite could mean having available many facilities
throughout the County which could provide integrated meaningful day care which
would allow both parents to work if so desired.

Respite could mean havirr available through the County integrated and appropri-
ate extended day care facilities which, again, would allow some other parent to
work full time jobs and be taxpayers.

Respite could mean the availability of multi-level social/recreational activity pro-
grams for those persons looking for activities in which to participate in evenings
and/or on week-ends, thus allowing more variety and normalization in the lives of
handicapable persons and also giving the parents some "free" time.

There needs to be a variety of options of types of respite available to each family
inasmuch as each family's needs are individual, as are the needs of each atypical
person. Because a child does not have severe raedical needs is not to say the stresses
of caring for that child are any less. Disabilities come in many variations and varie-
ties and so the needs of the family for a "break" are myriad, thus making itcritical
that there is a great deal of flexibility in the types and amounts of "respite" avail-
able in the community.

In some instances, if only a certain amount of respite is to be allowed to a family,
this needs to be of a cumulative nature as some families can readily handle the day-
to-day scheduling of activities a id care but do feel the need for a total break from
the respowibility for several days at a time. In the working world one is given a
vacation mom work responsibilities for a number of days in each calendar year to
allow the employee to rest, recuperate and rejuvenate, and the same theory is plau-
sible when considering the ongoing responsibility of parents caring for an atypical
person.

Since caring for a disabled person is a 24-hour a day, 7-day a week commitment, it
is, of necessity, mandatory to build some "for me" time into the person's life to min-
imize the "burr-out" factor.

AP you are well aware, I am sure, the cost of maintaining a special child at home
is about one-sixth the cost of maintaining that same child in a State-operated facili-
ty. The quality of life can, in no way, be as great in a care facility as it is at home
where the daily activities of a family are more normal and there is greater opportu-
nity for interaction with typical peers as well ES persons of varying ages.

Thank you for receiving my input to your Blue Ribbon Committee.
Sincerely,

CAROLYN V. DOWNES.
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SERVING ASIAN AND HISPANIC PARENTS:

CALIFORNIA INITIATIVES

Sam Chan, Ph.D.

University Affiliated Program

Childrens Hospital of Los Angeles

Paper presented as part of a panel on "Reaching Special Parent
Populations" at the National Conference on Parent /Professional
Partnerships, Washington, D.C., August i984.
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Introduction

Within the State of California, ethnic "minorities" currently

comprise well over one third of the population and by 1990 will

collectively represent a majority of the Statels citizens (1).

Thousands of new immigrants, particularly Asians and Hispanics,

have contributed to this dramatic growth. Moreover, these recent

!migrants are characterised by predominantly non- or limited -

English speaking families with young children, including significant

numbers of children with handicapping eondit: 2ns.

Such population trends and characteristics have exacerbated the

10;4-standing problem of multiple barriers which inhibit access to

needed services and information. Language is predictably one of the

most significant barriers. The lack of language-appropriate infor-

mational materials for non-English speaking indi7iduals is compounded

by the lack of bilingual, bicultural personnel among provider agencies.

Another major barrier is the lack of culturally responsive service

models which address relevant cultural orientation, and behaviors

affecting service utilization. Non-English sneaking individuals are

also in groat need of specific information concerning resources,

rights, and responsibilities; such information is often inaccessible

because of earlier noted language barriers as well as inadequate

outman!) methods employed by provider agencies (2).

The barriers identified above have obviously contributed to the

underrepresentation of Asian and Hispanic clients within an array of

programs providing services to handicapped individuals and their families

Thus, corresponding priority efforts to address cultural/linguistio

barriers have been generated among the major State agencies serving

special needs populations. The California Stets Council on Develop-

mental Disabilities, for example, has designated "Services to Ethnio/

Cultural Minorities" as one of its major planning and program develop-

ment priority areas. i.t'sntion to ethnic minority concerns is also

reflected in the Comprehensive System cf Personnel Development (CSPD)

implemented by the California State Department of Education (as

required by PL 94-142 regulations). Among the "critical areas"

designated in relation to priority pre-service and in-service training

needs are "limited -English -speaking and non-English-speaking

and instruction" and "bilingual/multicultural special education" (3).
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The 'critical" nature of such concerns if obvious
given the fact that

well over 400,000 (or more than 10%) of the
approximately four million

students in California's public school system are considered "limited
English profiolenty (LEP) (4). Thus, among the nearly 960,000 children
(birth to 21 years) utilising special

education services are a signif-
icant n her of LEP students (5). Furthermore, there is evidence to
indicate that additional numbers of handioapped non- or limited-English
speaking children are either not participating or may be misplaced in
various special education programs (particulatly

those for the specific)
learning disabled, speech impaired,

and mentally retarded) as a result
of usderidentification and misdiagnosis (6).

Among the previously described service barriers, the lack of
qualified bilingual, bicultural personnel is particularly evident
in the special educatim system.

In fact, the acute shortage of creden-
tialed bilingual teachers and other school personnel has reinforced the
significance of original Pt 94-142 mandates dictating parent involve-
ment in the process of planning, implementing, and evaluating the
child's education at home, et school, and in the community. Moreover,
the recent PL 98 -i94 amendments support

seuninpful involvement through
the provision of appropriate training

and information to parents of
handicapped children.

While including provisions for the training and sensitization of
school personnel in relation to cultural/linguistic factors and special
populations, the California CSPD further specifies the State legislntion
which calls for coordinated efforts in the delivery of ongoing personnel
development programs to educational personnel, volunteers and parents.
Corresponding information dleseminetion And technical assistance activ-
ities include: disseminating state, local, regional, and nationally
recognised projects; distributing

in-service training opportunities to
educational and service agencies involved with handicapped children;
sharing trainers and training materiali among school districts and
regions; conducting special training; developing training materials
for statewide use; training of trainers; and linkage to other resources(;

Information and training programs for ethnic minority parents have
thus been viewed as an essential means of promoting access to needed
services as well as increased parent involvement in the development
of policy and programs for children with handicapping conditions.
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The critical need for corresponding culturally/linguistically appropri

parent training models and materials bar resulted in the establislannt

of federal and state supported special projeots within California during

the past four years. These projects have evolved in a syetematioally

coordinated and sequential manner through statewide planning efforts

and ongoing reciprocal support networks consisting of key agencies

and organisations. The manner in which such model projects have been

developed and their respective findings and products thus merit

national recognition.

Minority Nitres% Project

Proteot1on and Advocacy, Inc. (PAZ) was established In 1978 and

designated to advocate for and protect the rights of developmentally

disabled Californians. PAZ services Include provision of information,

referral, training/technical assistance, and legal research and repre-

sentation. In 1980, PAZ was marled a demonstration grant from the

Office of Human Development Services for pilot project to provide

out h services to ethnic minority developmentally disabled persons

in the greater Los Angeles area. The resulting "Minority Outreach

Project" was ic;t141:y Oiroctcrtocard tomprehenstve outreach eetIvitict

targeting the Korean population. Correspbudini strategies and methods

which were developed later served as outreach models for other Asian

ethnic, communities in Los Angeles as well as selected urban populations

throughout the State. Project efforts then focused on identifying

consumer needs and service barriers and means of enhancing the avail-

ability of relevant resources. training was subsequently provided

for both consumers and service providers in order to promote knowledge

of legal rights and responsibilities and to improve consumer self-

advocacy shills. Outreach and training activities were complemented

by direct advoodoy services rendered to individual clients.

The Minority Outreach Projsot received continuation funding from

the Administration on Developmental Disabilities through December, 1983.

Project target groups were expanded to inolude Hispanics and Vietnamese

residing in Loy Angeles County. Sine, its Inception, the project has

provided training for approximately 80C developmentally disabled person.

and their families. C ponding written materials have been devel-

oped and extensively used in these training activities as well as dis-

seminated at the local, state, and national levels; among such
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materials is a trainint manual entitled "Service Rights and Entitle-
ment Programs Affecting Developmentally Disabled

Californians" Which
has been translated into Spanish, Korean, and Vietnamese.

PAI has maintained a commitment to continue providing specialized
advocacy services to Asian and Hispanic communities. The original
Minority Outreach Project has since been "institutionalized" through
integration of project objectives into PAI'* three-year plan and the
hiring of project staff as permanent members of the organisation.
Moreover, PAI has succeeded in obtaining

additional funding from the
Los Angeles County Developmental Disabilities

Area Board to support
continued training of local Asian, Hispanic, as well as Block popula-
tions. PAI is also the recipient of a recent Department of Education,
OURS grant ward which will support a two-year " training-of- trainers"
project to be described later.

Asian and Hispanic Parent Education/Training Project
Since its establishment in 1966, the University Affiliated Program

(CAP) at Children* Hospital of Los Angeles has continued to function as
a major community -based interdisciplinary training program, characterized
by a primary emphasis on prevention,

detection, early intervention, and
provision of exemplary care to children with handicapping conditions and
their families. Throughout the past tea years, selected CAP staff had
pioneered the development of special parent education pr.grems for
various Asian populations and served in an advisory capacity to the
PAI Minority Outreach Project. CAP staff then designed a model of
comprehensive parent education for Asian and Hispanic families with
young developmentally disabled children. The resulting "Asian and
Hispanic Parent Education/Training (PET) Project" was initiated in
October, 198; through a one-year Program Development Fund grant
award from the California Department of Developmental Services.

As the first statewide program of its kind, the PET Project has
tergeted non- and limited-English speaking

Chinese parents (in the
Sar Francisco and East Bay areas) and Korean and Spanish-speaking
parents (in the Los Angeles area) to form distinct ethnic parent
groups. Primary participants in the program are parents of develop-
mentally disabled children ranging ,1 age from birth to five years;
however, parents of older children (6-12 years) have also been served
at selected sites. Once recruited into the program, parent participants
are eacil interviewed by bilingual/bicultural

training coordinators.
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The parents' individual needs are d in relation to information

concerning the child's specific handicapping condition(s), methods of

promoting the child's growth and development, parenting skills, and

relevant community resources. Corresponding ten -reek parent education

programs are then developed and conducted in the parents' respective

native languages. For each ethnic parent group, these programs include

supplementary written materials in appropriate languages and culturally

relevant educational formats designed to involve parents as active

participants as well as train selected parents in the implementation

of similar parent education programs.

Approximately SO parents will have participated in the PET

program by the end of the second ten-week training series to be

completed in September at each site. Among these participants are

the "parent facilitators" who have assisted the training coordinators

in developing and implementing each session. The parent facilitator

role is derived from the "Connections" model of parent training

which was originally developed and field tested for English-speaking

parents served through the San Diego Unified School District (7).

The PET Project parent facilitators have each experienced a

mutually rewarding and productive relztionobtp with the professIGual

training coordinators. While acquiring increasingly sophisticated

group facilitation and leadership skills, the parent faoilitators

have been instrumental in stimulating participant discussion, sus-

taining parent interest, motivating follow-through on various recom-

mendations, and creating group cohesiveness which engenders collective

problem-solving, personalized sharing of experiences/conflicts, and

emotional support. No , the parent facilitators have demon-

strated initiative in providing guidance and support for parents who

"graduated" from the initial training series and who have independently

decided to continue meeting on a regular basis. While developing

organizational structures and plans for securing resources needed to

maintain their educational activities, the original parent participants

have, in turn, joined the second-series parent groups for selected

session, in order to share expertise, experiences, and provide addi-

tional support to the new participants.

Evaluation of individual participants outcomes has yielded

similarly positive findings. Significant emotional, attitudinal,

educational, and behavioral changes were reported and/or observed

among nearly all of the participants. While acquiring improved
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personal coping, parenting, and advocacy skills, any participants
succeeded in overcoming varying levels of stigma, shame, :rd isolation
which they have previously experienced as parents of disables children.

In evaluating the program, participants have Consistently
pre-

sented positive feedback in relation to both curriculum format and
content. They have generally found the information received to be,
relevant and practical in meeting their needs. More specific partic-
ipant input has been incorporated in the refinement of project train-
ing emthodologies and materials for each ethnic group. The final,
detailed project report will be completed in November, 1984. A
training guide and curriculum materials will also be published for
statewide dissemination at that time.

The project will further offer continued support and technical
assistance to parents and selected bilingual/bicultural providers
who have participated in the program and received training as
parent trainers. Such training will have been conducted throughout
the program and supplemented by an intensive two-day training
experience provided through "Project TOT".

project TOT

In 1976, a committee of parents and professionals from Los Angeles
County Regional Centers for the Developmentally Disabled sponsored
the first "Fiesta Educative ", an educational conference for Hispanic.
Spanish-speaking parents of developmentally disabled children. The
Fiesta subsequently evolved into an increasingly popular annual
event and, in 1980, served as the foundation for the incorporation
of the State Hispanic Council on Developmental Disabilities - an
organisation referred to throughout Hispanic °normalities as the
"Conoilio ". The Conoilio now serves as a statewide network of
autonomous Hispanic parent advocacy groups dedicated to education and
trainlis activities designed to stimulate leadership, professionalism,
and participation in the developmental disabl.ities service delivery
system.

In continuing to sponsor the Fiesta Educative, the Conoilio
presented a training-of-trainers model for Hispanic parents during
the nationally recognized "Fiesta Educative '82". This model served
as the prototype for the proposed Project TOT

(Training-of-Trainers)
which was funded by the Organization of Area Boards in California
for the period of November, 1985 through September, 1984. Project
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TO? was designed to establish local training-of-trainers programs in

six distinct geographic coamunities with high concentrations of

Hispanics and selected Asian ethnic populations.

Each local TO? program is initially directed toward the ident-

ification and recruitment of a team consisting of primary and second-

ary consumers as well as providers of developmental services. These

team members then receive group training in community resource identi-

fication, accessing the service delivery system, advocacy issues,

networking, and group organisation techniques. Upon completion of

the initial team training, each team member is then expected to begin

training other small groups of parents and consumer advocates in

their home communities.

Project TOT has received considerable technical assistance and

consultative support from the Special Education Resource Network of

the Personnel Development Unit (Office of Special Education, Cali-

fornia State Department of Education) in addition to support from

other state av well as federal agencies, regional centers for the

developmentally disabled, local area boards, public schools, and

numerous programs serving developmentally disabled children and

their families. The enlistment and coordination of such support as

well as the formation of adv'sory committees is each community served,

illustrates the Concilto's and project staff's significant capability

in the area of systems access, resource utilization, and interagency

networking. However, termination of project funding in September,

1984 will require individual trainers and participating agencies to

demonetrate initiative is training other parents and consumer advocates.

The lack of ongoing project support and systematic coordination of such

efforts may contribute to varying levels of successful follow through

and possible fragmentation or isolation among original team members.

The newly developed "Multicultural Training-of-Trainers Projects was

designed, in part, to reduce such problems by means of formally

establishing and maintaining parent-professional partnerships in the

implementation of a mo -year statewide training-of-trainers program.

Multicultural Training-of-Trainers Project

The Multicultural Training-of-Trainers (MT) Project represents

the culmination of 1 years of 2ndeavor which has contributed to

the development of collective expertise and specialized resources by

Protection and Advocacy, the University Affiliated Program, and the
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State Hispanic Council. The previously described special projects
have enabled PAI, SAP, and the Canonic to establish mechanisms for
pooling resources and systematic planning tamed toward building
continuity among the various training efforts which target ethnic
minority populations.

PA/ served as the applicant for a federal grant through the
Department of Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabllitative
Services in response to the announcement of funds for new projects
under the "Training Personnel for the Education of the Handicapped
Program: Trainers of Volunteers, Including

Parents" (authorised by
PL 94-142, as amended by PL 98-199). The corresponding proposal to
implement the "MUlticultural Training -of- Trainers Project" was
approved for funding and has since been initiated as of July, 1984.

The primary goal of this two-year project is to refine and
implement culturally and linguistically

appropriate education/training
programs for urderserved Asian, Black and 31spanio parents which will
enable them to participate more effectively with professionals in
meeting the educational needs of their handicapped children. During
the first year of the project, PAI

in primary collaboration with SAP
and the Concillo, will establish

training-of-trainers programs for
non- or limited-English speaking Arian (Chinese, Korean) and Hispanic
parents in communities within the San Franoisco/East Bay and Los
Angeles areas. These programs are designed to provide teams of parent
and service-provider rep tatty.s with group organisation and lead-
ership training as well as education in a curriculum which will assist
parents int acquiring information about their child's specific handi-
capping oondition, improving parenting skills, securing needed services,
understanding legal rights and

responsibilities, participating in
decision-making processes, and developing self-advocacy skills. These
parent-provider teams will subsequently serve as parent trainers who
will organise, develop, and conduct related parent training programs
in their respective communities and

special education service settings.
The local programs will incorporate previously developed written
materials in various languages and culturally appropriate educational
formats designed to involve parents as active participants. Project
staff will provide continued

support and technical assistance to the
parent trainers and further

facilitate the establishment of local and
statewide parent communication,

information dissemination, resource
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sharing, specialized training, and advocacy networks. During the

second project year, these training and resource development meth-

odologies will be extended to selected Slack populations in Los

Angeles as well as Indochinese communities in Orange and San Diego

counties. Throughout snit of the above endeavors, project staff

will be guided by a governing committee on which a majority are

parents of handicapped children and youth who represent various

parent groups and coalitions within the States committee *embers

will also inane appropriate agency representatives and professionals

in the fields of special education and related cervices.

Conclusion
Despite their history and relative success, the California initi-

atives have only begun to address the needs of selected ethnic 'minority

populations. Short-term demonstration projects have served to focus

attention on these populations and to generate a collective nomentun

among participating agencies and organisations as well as coalition

building among ethnic minority groups - particularly Asians and

with distinct language needs. However, enpanded and sustained

commitment of resources to effective outreach, training, and service

models must occur among major institutions mandated to serve handi-

capped children and their families.

In the meantime, ethnic minority parents and community advocates

should be supported in their efforts to develop formal/informal

support networks and organisations. Moreover, opportunities for

linkages with other major parent croups are necessary. Ultimately,

the goals of "parent involvement ", "parent pone and "parent/pro-

fessional partnerships" will emerge as either less threatening or

more than idealistic, but poorly operationalised legal mandates.

constructive, dynamic process of communication and collaboration

among the diverse individual who parent and serve handicapped

children is challenging, yet well worth struggling for.
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GOAL

The Multicultural Traininaof-Treinere (MTOT) Project is funded by the U.S. Department of Education and admin-
jenny] through Protection and Advomey, Inc. The primary goal of the MTOT Project Is to provide training and Info,.motion to ethnic minority parents of handicapped children to enable them to participate more effecthrely with pro.fissional in meeting the educational needs of their children.

PROJECT FOCUS

MTOT is specifically directed toward the establishment of culturally and linguistically ecPrOPriste trsining-oftrainenprograms for selected Asian, Ma* and Hispanic parent populations in theSan Francisco-East Bay and Southern Calif.omis woes. These programs are designed to provide teams of parent and serviceprovider representatives with grouporganization and lesdershis training es well as information which will must parents tc
(a) better understand the nature and needs of their child's handicapping conditions;

lb) provide followup support for their child's educational programs;

Id communicate more effectively with related professionals and service providers,

(d) participate in educational decision-making processes;

(a) obtain information about available prognme, services, and resources and their relative appropriateness:an/2
If) understand relevant lead rights and remonsizilIties corresponding to provisi,ins for the education of handicappedchildren.

Upon completing prelreirmy training. MTOT parent-prodder
teams will subsequently ewe le Went Indium who willorganize, develop, and conduct parent training prognms in their respective conveunitiee and agency settings.

,ECTATIONS_

Each participating is expected to designate a staff member who will nerve as a member of the parent-providerteam. In the capacity, the agency representative will be required to attend an Initial three-day training program andsubsequent half -day follow-up training unions lone per month) fore six-month period. The provider teem member
and/or appropriate nutty stiff should also be available to provide limited (up to one hour per week) administrative
coneultabon end suisunce to the parent teem member as they develop monthly parent training workshops.

BENEFITS.

MTOT will enable parents and providers to slope in mutually beneficial collaborative training activities. Participatingapemen, in particular, will benefit from'

Improved staff-parson communication and cooperation

Enhanced stiff leadership training skills

Opportunities to better understand and Ildatfle the ne.of limited or nonEnglish smoking ethnic minorityfunnies

Increased information umbers," resource shining, and networking with professionalsand agencies having speceltyextol** and bilingusUbiculturel Device capability
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KAY LAMBERT, ADVOCACY, INC., AUSTIN, TX

Thank you for the invitation to discuss with your Committee stresses facing fami-
lies with handicapped children. The issues you are examining are important to us
and se face them every day. Advocacy, Incorporated provides a variety of services
both for people with disabilities and their families. We are a non-profit corporation,
created in response to Federal legislation, to protect and advocate for the legal
rights of Texans with disabilities.

Though we serve all ages and handle a variety of problems, the majority of per-
sons who come to us for help are families of school-age children who are having
problems with their child's education. To respond to this need, we have a separately
funded parent training program that trains parents statewide to be more effective
advocates for their disabled child. It is this perspective, from several thousand re-
quests for help, that we bring to your Committee.

As you can imagine, parenting a child with a disability is stressful in itself. We
see parents experience a great deal of additional stress because of having to fight
with their local school district just to get services to which they are legally entitled.
Ten years and numerors court cases after the passage of PL 94-142, disabled chil-
dren are still being denied many services specified in the law. Parents with older
children will tell us of years of battling with local school officials. Even parents who
are finally victorious feel worn-down by the process. A word we hear frequently
from them is "tired."

Parents who want to be active participants in their child's programming still
often find their input unwelcome. They tell us of preparing for an IEP meeting and
taking in a wealth of information and ideas about their child, only to be told they
are "only parents" and not educators and to see their suggestions ignored. In a prac-
tice required by our state education agency, there is actually a "vote" taken at the
IEP meeting on whether what the school proposes is appropriate. Parents have only
one vote. Even if both parents attend, they still have only one Note. Even if the stu-
dent is there, the family gets only one vote. But each representative of the school
has a vote. And we are often told by school personnel that they are ordered before
the IEP meeting to vete with the school person chairing the WP meeting. You can
imagine how frustrating that is for a parent and how hard it is to convince a parent
it is worth even going to an IEP meeting when the deck is so clearly stacked against
them before they begin.

In Texas, we are noticing an unmistakable trend toward re-segregation ofpersons
with handicaps, even the re-opening of segregated campuses. Our state as a whole is
experiencing a financial crunch as a result of declining oil and gas revenues. Funds
for education, as for all other services, are being reduced. Unfortunately, the re-
segregation of handicapped students onto one campus is seen by some administra-
tors as a way to save money. An increasing number of parents are calling us for
help in fighting this pure discrimination which seeks to repeal the very basis of PL
94-142.

We see a refusal by schools to individualize services. Some youth, with only a few
years of public school eligibility remaining, could make great strides toward inde-
pendence if the program concentrated on their specific news. But schools will not
individually tailor a program, as PL 94-142 requires, and precious time slim away
with youth in predetermined programs irrelevant to their future.

In Texas there is dill little support for summer programming. Schools simply say
they cannot afford it. You can imagine the frustration of a parent who knows how
far their handicapped child could go if only the program contirued tc build month
after month, but instead they see their child slip back with skills lost during a
three-month gap in service. Similarly frustrating, Texas has a few early childhood
Programs, which make an enormous difference in the life of handicapped infants.
These services stop when the child turns 3 and Congress intended for PL 94-142 to
pick up at that point. But in Texas, the state education agency keepa PL 94-142
from being .available at age 3 unless the child was 3 on September 1 of the current
school year. Literally thousands of children get an invaluable head start then stag-
nate for up to 12 months at the age of 3 waiting for services to start again.

Texas is growing in population and we see terribly frustrated parents move in
from other states where their children were making progress and find the local
school unable to provide a program for their child. Instructional personnel often
simply claim that they do not know how to teach certain skills to certain types of
children. The comprehensive system of personnel development ordered by Congress
so that promising educational practices would be acquired and disseminated to the
local level cannot be found in our state. How frustrating to know from experience
that your child can be taught effectively in one state, but not in another.
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The understandable reaction of many parents facing services that are less than
they know their child needs is to offer to help and ask to be trained in mutt they
can do at home to supplement the school program. In our experience, most of these
requests are refused by schools.

Some parents who know services can be better, and will not settle for inadequate
local efforts, send their children away from home to programs that they know will
make a difference. Yet we see the terrible stress that puts the family under when
the "price" for an effective program is to separate parents and child. Often parents
cannot afford these private programs for long and then face the stress of economic
hardship or of bringing their child back to the inadequate public program and
watching the child regress.

Parents of older children are extremely concerned about the lack of transitional
services from school into community. In fact, quality community programs are
scarce and poorly funded. Texas still has an amazing 9,000 persons in state
"schools" for the retarded. This includes 2,341 school-age children and youth. Par-
ents who have worked hard to make PL 94-142 work for their child often find them-
selves the parents of a 22-year old with no place to go. Worse, some schools try to
discharge handicapped students at age 18 and tell parents they have to find services
elsewhere. In fact, transitional and other services often require the involvement of
agencies in addition to the education agency; yet our state education agency still
refuses to negotiate the interagency agreement mandated in PL 94-142 and parents
have to o on their own, agency by agency, trying to piece tethe:- appropriate
services. Fearing that the future after school age may offer nothing, and that you
will be alone looking for services, is very stressful and discouraging to a parent of
even a very young child currently in a quality program.

In summary, we do not see the partnership between parent and school that Con-
gress intended. We see families of disabled children still having to fight for services
that Congress has said they are entitled to. We see them burning out trying to con-
stantly monitor those services that they do get. We see parents who receive a little
training and support make significant gains for their children; but we would rather
see more school districts willingly providing services and the state education agency
aggressively pursuing those who don't. We see parents heartbroken because their
child is not getting enough programming to make a difference. We see even those
parents who get a strong education program developed for their child afraid that
when he grows up the community in which he has been trained to live will have no
services or will even pass zoning laws to keep him out. We still see state "schools"
for the retarded totally segregated with no contact with the nrnhandicapped.

We know the solutions are not easy, but Congress' entry into this area 10 years
ago has given us laws we can work with. We hope this information and perspective
will be useful to you as you make your recommendations.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELAINE HIRSCH, CHIEF, DISABLED PERSONS ADVOCAC.

DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE ILLINOIS ATTORNEY GENERAL NEIL F. HARTIGAN

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee: On behalf of Illinois Attorney General
Neil F. Hartigan, I appreciate the opportunity to offer some responses to the topic of
today's hearing. Two years ago the General Assembly of the State of Illinois charged
the office of Attorney General with the responsibility of providing advocacy services
to disabled citizens of Illinois. To implement this responslbility, Mr. Hartigan estab-
lished a Disabled Persons Advoc-..cy Division. The Division is the only one of its kind
to raise the issue of disability rights to the status of a full-fledged division in any
Attorney General's office.

Advising the Divison are a Consumers Task Force comprised of 40 persons who
are recognized experts in their fields of disability and a Lawyers Advisory Council
comprised of 40 attorneys who have recognized expertise in one or more areas of
disability law. The advisory group members each belong to one of the following sub-
committees:

Accessibility, Transportation and Voters Rights
Education
Employment and Vocational Rights

Health, Mental Health and Insurance Benefits
Housing, Zoning and Deinstitutionalizatioi.
Legislative and Regulatory Development, Legal Services for the Poor and Con-
flicts of Interest.

Issues for the 1980's for families with disabled children are many and diverse. In
the area of education, we have seen great rrgress due primarily to the passage of
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the Education for All Handicapped Children's Act (PL 94-142). Nevertheless, some
problematic areas continue to exist. Of great importance is preparing the disabled
student who is leaving school for other endeavors. There are few programs for the
profoundly disabled student who is not read/ for an activity or sheltered work pro-
gram. In addition to the idleness and lack of purpose this imposes on the student,
additional burdens are placed on the family when they are responsible for 24 hour
per day, seven days a week care of their child. In addition to day programs for these
young adults, other forms of respite care need to be made available to families who
wish to maintain their children in their homes rather than in an institution.

I think you can appreciate how your own life would be affected if you could not
take a vacation or even go out for an evening because there is no suitable care
available for your child.

Preparing for work, whether in a sheltered environment or the open labor market
needs to begin at a much earlier age.

In addition to better curriculum, institutions who should and could provide serv-
ices with some modifications in their delivery of services, must be required to do so.
Parents must be aware of these options and brought into the process at the junior
and senior high school level. Let me give you an example, one parent asked her
local school district about enrolling her child in tl.e area vocational center. She was
told the area vocational center does not have programs that are suitable for her
child. When she asked the area vocational center about the lack of programs, she
was told they haven't developed them because the districts have not referred any
disabled students.

With the variety of needs and abirties of students who are disabled, parents are
put on a merry-go-round which may or may not stop at the right service providing
agency.

It is quite common for many parents of disabled students to be left on their own
to find the proper program for their child when they leave the public school special
education program.

As students approach the age when they leave school, parents are faced with an-
other series of problems. Housing in the community is extremely limited. Knowl-
edge of guardianship laws and whether guardianship is appropriate for their child is
another area of concern. Health insurance becomes extremely difficult or impossible
to obtain. Employment discrimination still exists at a disgustingly f ;11 level as ex-
hibited b- the percent number of disabled adults who are unempl ed. Obtaining
public benefits which might rightfully belong to an individual can L -come a night-
mare. The Illinois State Bar Association in a public service program stated that per-
sons applying for Social Security disability benefits can expect, as routine proce-
dure, to have their initial application and their request for reconsideration denied.
They then must request a hearing to be conducted by an administrative law judge.

Such a system denies persons who may have legitimately been eligible for benefits
from receiving them because they assume that after being denied twice there is no
point in requesting the hearing. For persons who do request a hearing, their
chances of being successful increase substantially if they are represented by a
trained paralegal or an attorney. Persons who do not know this often find them-
selves unprepared for the hearing and ultimately are denied benefits.

Finally, we must remember that the problems confronting families with disabled
children often extend beyond the time when the child reaches the age of 18 or 21.
There are many elderly parents of middle-aged children whose needs and problems
we have barely touched upon but who we cannot forget as we plan for the future.

Attorney General Hartigan appreciates the initiative taken by this Committee in
addressing the issues of families with disabled children and offers his support to
your efforts.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JACK HAILEY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, CHILD DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS ADVISORY COMMITTEE, SACRAMENTO, CA

The current status of child care services for disabled children requires action. The
Child Development Programs Advisory Committee has reviewed both the need for
child care and the current level of service. Few families with disabled children have
child care resources which allow both parents or a single parent to work full time;
few have access to respite care.

To mitigate these needs and to increase child care services to exceptional chil-
dren, several actions should be taken to

Establish placement priorities
Identify and specify the responsibilities of government agencies
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Delineate the responsibilities of private agencies
Establish rates and fees for services
Assure equity of access
Provide staff training to assure the successful integration of exceptional chil-

dren in proportion to their presence in the eligible population
Federal actions needed:

Insist on equal access in use of federal funds, especially Title XX Social Services
Block Grants: e.g., any funds spent on child care must serve exceptional chil-
dren in proportion to their presense in the eligible population

Use HHS discretionary grants to fund model mainstreaming and special child
care programs; collect data and build a dissemination effort

Use Department of Education Handicapped Children's Early Education Pro-
gram funds to target child care programs
Tie HHS child care training funds to equal access requirements for both subsi-
dized care and state licensing

Extend the 504 regulations to cover children in child care settings
Strengthen and increase child care support services available to job trainees in

the Job Training Partnership Program; insist that exceptional children be
served by child care services

In addition to these federal actions, state and local government must also make
changes to assure access of these children and their families to child care services.
The following testimony makes recommendations to government in general.

The Congress, the Select Committee, and the federal administration can provide
leadership in part by calling for state and local governments to make appropriate
changes in their licensing and social service programs.

Persons interested in these issues are encouraged to contact the California Child
Development Programs Advisory Committee, 915 Capitol Mall, Room 250, Sacra-
mento, California 95814; 916-322-8181.

1.IrationucrioN

Currently no government policy directs, shapes, or assists a parent's search for
child care for an exceptional child. None guides the staff development of child care
programs that enroll exceptional children. Reimbursement rates for care are frag-
mentarily addressed in some state's codes.

Federal and state governments should develop policies to address the child care
needs of exceptional children and their families. This policy should include the iden-
tification and development of resources to provide care; the policy should define a
placement process; and, the policy should establish a reimbursement system.

A coherent policy in this human service area would increase the availability of
care, would delineate and promote working relationships among government agen-
cies as well as among community agencies, and would assure that parents of excep-
tional and of non-handicapped children have equal access to child care.

If one approaches this area by looking at one state's numbers and by listening to
parents' testimony, one appreciates the need for a policy here and for an increase in
child care provided to exceptional children. The numbers, while incomplete, provide
an initial needs assessment.

325,000 California pupils, kindergarten through twelfth grade, receive special
education services. They comprise nearly 8% of the State's K-12 enrollment.

18,850 children under five years of age receive special education services
through Department of Education programs.

18,736 Developmental Services clients are of school age.
6,988 Developmental Services clients are under age five. It is likely that all

school-aged clients and many clients under five receire some form of special
education services.

Parallel data from the State Office of Child Development show that 2,769 in-
dividuals in subsidized child care were repotted as handicapped, in March 1979.
These children comprise 4% of the children in subsidized child care.

While conclusions must Le qualified, it appears clear that exceptional children are
prop.rtionately underserved by California's subsidized child care programs. While
8% of the K-12 student population receives special education services, only 4% of
the child care recipients are identified as handicapped. These comparative discrep-
ancies worsen when one looks at services to severely handicapped children: while
1.4% f the K-12 population are identified as severely handicapped, only 0.4% of the
recipients of subsidized child care are so identified.
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The California Department of Education recognized the same discrepancies in its
1980 Annual Report on Publicly Subsidized Child Care Services. The Department
wrote to the Legislature:

the proportion of handicapped children enrolled in publicly funded child
care centers and homes (4 percent) was less than half of those enrolled in
the regular school population (10 percent). This finding reveals a serious
deficit in the child care services available to these children . . . extensive
research has shown that the sooner handicapped children are enrolled in
remediation programs, the sooner their chances to realize their potential is
increased. The expansion of Child Development Programs could, therefore,
be a real benefit to these children and their families. (p. 57)

One can estimate parents' needs by looking at employment figures and by recog-
nizing the importance of respite, particularly for parents of severely handicapped
children. Currently, more than half of California's women are in the workforce. If
the mothers of young handicapped children are to have equal access to employment,
then child care spaces must increase. Again, extrapolations give an estimation of
need: if 1.5 percent of the populatior. is severely handicapped and an additional 4 to
7 percent are handicapped, then parents of exceptional infants and preschoolers will
need up to 55,000 spaces for child care. Of these children, about 10,000 would be
severely handicapped.'

If parents of exceptional school-aged children, 5 through 14 years of age, partici-
pate in the labor force in the same proportion as parents of non-handicapped chil-
dren, then up to 130,000 sch000l-age exceptional children would need care and su-
pervision for part of the day. Nearly 25,000 of them would be severely handicapped.
Further if we assume that severely handicapped teenagers require care up to age 18
or 21, then an additional 18,000 severely handicapped older adolescents would have
working parents and could well need continuing child care.

The numbers are, of course, gross estimates. Not all school children receiving spe-
cial education services were diagnosed as exceptional when they were younger then
five years of age. Some handicapping conditions only impair children's academic
progress and are not evident before children attend school. The identification of spe-
cial needs may come when a child is in school.

Also, for protective reasons some mothers of exceptional children choose to
remain out of the labor force, thus reducing the number of child care spaces neces-
sary. This however, is presently not a matter of choice; rather, staying at home with
their child is a necessity forced upon them because no child care is available. Public
policy should offer this choice.

The numbers cited above suggest sketchily the amount of child care needed for
exceptional children in order to give equal access to care to all parents who choose
to work. In addition, parents of handicapped children, especially severely handi-
capped children, need respite, even if they are not in the workforce Again, about
1.5% of the population of children and youth have severe handicaps. (Here we in-
clude children who are severely mentally retarded, severely emotionally disturbed,
deaf, blind, orthopedically impaired, multiple handicapped, and chronically ill.) Ap-
proximately 100,000 children, birth through twenty-one years of age, are severely
handicapped. Their parents needs for respite care include simple sitter services for
afternoons or evenings, care for occasional weekends, ac.d provision for week long or
two-week long respite to prevent burnout. These respite options serve to support
parents who choose to care for their children at home instead of utilizing twenty-
four hour placement services for continuous care.

To assess the need for care one must also turn from statistics to parental opinion.
While at work on this testimony, we listened to parents who described their needs
for care and the positive difference in their lives that child care brings. A parent
from San Jose spoke with eloquence at a hearing:

To what extent is a defacto isolation of parents and their handicapped
children occurring?

Are women being denied the opportunity to use and celebrate their tal-
ents, to enter the labor force, to contribute to their families' financial re-
sources, or otherwise to find a daily respite from what may be a lifelong
responsibility? Are children with more than minimal handicaps being

' These extrapolations call for explanation California's population of 0-4 year olds is about
1,730,000 If 8% of these children have handicaps and 40% have working mothers, then 55,000
will need child care. And so forth with other populations.
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denied the opportunity to experience life outside home and the usual clini-
cal settings?

From this parent and others who spoke to the Committee, one get a sense of ur-
gency. It is time for a governmental policy which gives direction to agencies and
promotes the development of resources.

n. VALuss

We have identified three major values to guide public policy in this arena:
1. Family unity is a primary value to society, and government policies must sup-

port the retention of the family as a unit. Enabling a family to maintain a disabled
family member at home is part of the government's rsponsibility. In the field of
social services, for example, the family reunification provisions of PL 96-272 pro-
mote similar valmee.

2. The desirable deinstitutionalization of our disabled citizens requires the provi-
sicn of community services to realize its public policy implications.

3. We must provide equal access to both exceptional and non-handicapped chil-
dren. Whenever we provide subsidized child care to the children of low-income
working families, it must be open to children with disabilities as well as to children
without handicaps.

The Committee has several goals in addition to our broad goal of establishing
public policy for child care for exceptional children. These goals include:

more nearly meeting parents' child care needs expanding the number and
kinds of resources available to parents

assuring n systematic response once a family's need is identified
assuring that the quality of care provided is sufficient to maintain or enhance

each child's development
assuring that the care is affordable to the family through the establishment

of a free structure designed specifically for the populations to be served.

RECOMMSNDATIONS

To arrive at its recommendations, the Committee used the following definition of
child care:

Child care for exceptional children equates with child care for any child: su-
pervision which substitutes for that given by the child's primary care provider
and which meets the child's needs for a safe, secure, and stimulating environ
merit which is developmentally appropriate.

Child care settings include the child's own home, a foster home, a family care
home, a child care center, a day nursery, or the respite facility of another cure
provider.

The need for care is time-limited and is usually in increments of fewer than
24 hour per day. Exceptions to this time limit are important: child care may be
needed in full day increments for a limited period when the primary care pro-
vider is away from home in training, seeking work or hospitalized, or because of
the respite need of the primary care provider or of the child.

The need is for substitute care rather than for other types of special educa-
tion services or therapies which are normally provided in other settings.

The definition indicates that the Committee's attention is on the need for respite
care as well as for care while parents work. It also indicates that the Committee is
not, in this testimony, addressing the need to extend special education services to
young children with exceptional needs.

LICENSING

In its review of child care, the Committee found that the current state child care
licensing regulations may well restrict the amount of child care available to excep-
tional children. Child care centers and family day care homes which want to enroll
an exceptional child must seek permission to do so from a licensing worker, and the
program must demonstrate that the child can be included without danger to self or
others.

The Committee recommends that federal recrlations or guidelines be revised to
allow programs to enroll axceptionai children Lt the licensed program's discretion.
This national directive is needed both for centers and fcr family day care homes.

With all programs allowed to include exceptional children, the Committee also
recommends that all child care programs open themselves to including exceptional
children: there should be no discrimination against. a child who has a disability.
Some communities currently have programs which provide care exclusively to a
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high percentage of exceptional children. More such care is needed, particularly for
older exceptional children. We should assure places for those children who cannot
be integrated with their peers.
Children's Ages, Severity of Handicap, and Native Language

The following general principles were supported by public testimony to us:
Many exceptional children will fit into integrated child care settings without

assistance.
Others can be mainstreamed with help.
A minority will be served best in child care programs designed exclusively for

individuals with special needs.
The Committee recognizes four groups of children whose needs d3fine the four

major care arrangements required if we are to provide care to exceptional chili; en
in an appropriate and coordinated setting.

1. Six to twelve year old children.These children are in school programs
and need child care before and after school. These child care programs need not
be staffed by specialists. Special education services should be provided during
the school day. Most exceptional children in this age group can be served well
in regular programs. Child care in integrated settings can offer things to these
children that their special classes can:iot: every day activities, work and self-
help skills, and social interactions are of great value to the children themselves.

2. Twelve to twenty-one year ells. These children and youth, whose parents
work, need care, but cannot be integrated into most regular child care settings
because of their ages. They will need programs designed for exceptional per-
sons, but again, because they receive special services during the school day,
their day care programs should be typical. Socialization and recreation neees
may well be paramount for children in these programs.

3. Three to five year old children with intensive needs.These children qual-
ify for public school special education services. Again, as with the first two
groups, their principal need is for safe and supportive child care before and
after their special education programs. Again, as with the first two groups,
their principal need is for safe and supportive child care before and after their
special education programs. (Before some public schools and private agencies
offer special services to children younger than three, there will be a few infants
and toddlers in this group as well.)

4. Infants to five year olds unserved by special programs.These exceptional
children need full day care. Because there may be no special services available
to them from public schoolsaside from assessment and referralchild care
providers may need to plan and carry out unique programs for these children.

For each group, staff training will be important. And within each group, some
children will need care in programs separate from their ran- handicapped peers.

In each of these situations, a child and parents whose t...; iguage is other than Eng-
lish will need to work with staff who speak the child and family's language and who
are sensitive to cultural differences. The linguistic and cultural knowledge of aff is
required to plan a child's program well--with an understanding of disabilities
within a child's cultureto include parent; and other family members appropriate-
ly, and to assist parents to understand the local special educationsyetem into which
the child may go.
Respite

Almost all parents of exceptional children, particularly of severely handicappedchildren, share the need for respite careinclurling parents outside the workforce
as well as parents employed outside their homes.

The needed respite takes several forms: time to shop, time for evenings of enter-
tainment, time fcr an occasional weekend away, and time for rare vacations. Those
who need respite are, primarily, the parents of exceptional children; but included inthis group are other primary care giversgrandparents or aunts, foster parents and
group-home operators. These needs suggest a range of child care resources:

Regular child care program hours
Drop-in care
Care provided in a child's own home, and
Residential arrangements, including temporary foster homes, which are in

keeping with the concept of the least restrict've environment which meets a
child's needs.

To develop this range of resources, government as well as churches and other
community-service organizations must undertake several actions:

The Developmental Disabilities system should address the need for respite
care for their clients by providing it on a priority equal to all other s' rvices.
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Such a policy makes good fiscal sense at the same time that it realizes e hu-
manitarian goal.

In addition, the State Councils for Developmental Disabilities should commit
themselves publicly on the need for respite care.

Planners within Health and Human Services and the State departments of
Mental Health as well as others working with the Department should recognize
the need for respite care and should examine thoroughly the best ways for
funds to provide respite care for mental health clients and their families.

Similarly, participants in Health and Human Services and the State depart-
ments of Health Services programs should incorporate respite care into Medi-
Cal services and other maternal and child health program& Among the children
who need respite care are the chronically and terminally ill.

Children in school p whose parents are not working but who need oc-
casional respite beyond e length of the school day should be able to use exist-
ing child care centers on a fee for service basis. Government offices administer-
ing subsidized child care can, where Bpi ce permits, include children for a few
hours on an irregular basis. Parent fees charged should not be more than the
marketplace's cost of care. In addition, private unsubsidised programs should
open their doors on a fee for service bags to children 7,hoose. parents need res-
pite. Child care resource and referral agencies can provicio parents with lists of
willing programs.

Churches and other community service agencies should consider adding well-
publicized evening care programs for exceptional children and their sibling&
Such programs can take place at a central location, include the provision of in-
house care, or a combination of these. These programs could also charge fees.
Parents who testified to the Committee indicated a willingness to pay for such
care which does not now .txist in their communities.

Assuring the provision of daily child care
In making its recommendations on the best ways to meet the ongoing child care

needs of working parents of exceptional children, the Committee holds that the
principle responsibility for assisting parents to locate and/or to pay part or all of
the cost of care rests with the service systems most directly concerned with the
child's presenting handicap. Children who are clients of the developmental disabil-
ity system should receive child care assistance through their case managers as part
of their Individual Program Plans (IPP). Children in the mental health system
should be able to turn to their county mental health agencies. Children receiving
public school special education services should have child care considered as part of
their individual Education Plans (IEP). Likewise, children served by health services
programs should have their child care needs identified and located or purchased
through these programs.

To realize these responsibilities, the Committee makes several recommendations:
1. The developmental disability system must assist families to secure child

care.
They must recognize child care as a "basic and essentiai service ."
Each developmental disability client, birth through twenty-one years of

age, who needs child care must have that need identified in his or her IPP.
Client case managers must assist parents in locating the most appropri-

ate child care arrangements.
All developmental disability case managers shculd be aware of the serv-

ices available from child care resource and referral programs.
Where necessary the developmental disabilities system must pay for

these child care services.
In making these recommendations, the Committee recognizes that child care is

equally a service to children and to their parents. Child care promotes a child's de-
velopment. In some cases it permits a family to remain intact rather than seek 24-
hour placement for their child. In sum, child care must be an integral part of the
IPP of any child whose parents are employed, in training, or in need of respite from
the excessive demands of raising a substantially handicapped offspring.

2. The mental health system must assist families to secure child care.
In planning a child's program; the menta' health worker and the child's

parents must consider child care needs as an integral part of the child and
family's service needs.

Where necessary, funding must be available to pay some or all of the
costs of child care for these clients.

The mental health system should provide mental health consultation and
support to staff members of centers serving exceptional children.
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3. Subsidized child care (Title XX) must increase its support of child care for
exceptional children. Special efforts to expand subsidized child services for ex
ceptional children must occur until the percentage of subsidized children who
are handicapped equals the percentage of the K-12 enrollment who receive ape-
cial education services. To accomplish this goal, as well as to in4itase and im-
prove child care services to exceptional children, the Committee r..--mmends
several legislative, administrative, and programmatic actions.

Exceptional children must become a priority for child care services.
The state agency administering Title XX funds must provide technical as-

sistance to its contracting agencies to assist them to enroll additional excep-
tional children and to serve well those who are enrolled.

This technical assistance should be provided via contracts with capable T.
A. agencies. Government has several resources for such a contract or set of
contracts: a special training program developed to meet the service needs of
family day care providers, Heralr litlIrt's Resource Access Project, and child
care agencies which provide technical assistance to other subidized child
care programs.

Preschool Incentive Grant funds from PL 94-142 could be used for these
purposes if necessary.

4. The federal and state offices of Special Education can help meet the child
care needs of exceptional children.

With technical assistance from federal and state government, local districts
can identify child care as a child's need or Individual Education Plans (IEPs),
can assist parents to find child care by working closely with the local child care
information and referral agency, can assist local child care agencies to enroll
exceptional children, and can work with school district child development pro-
grams to include additional exceptional children.

The Committee recommends that programs such as Berkeley, CA Unified
Schools' joint children's center/special educatic i program, be a national model.
In this program, special education teachers, aides, and pupils are integrated
fully with the teachers, aides, and children of the district's largest child care
center. Similar integration can take place within Head Start, Title I Pre-Kin-
dergarten, and other child development programs.'

Funding, Fees, end Rates
A middle ground between no fees and full cost seems most appropriate for parents

whose exceptional children require child care. Parents who testified at the Commit-
tee's hearings eecomrnended a fee schedule which includes:

A means test;
No charges to families below the poverty level;
A sliding scale for families between the poverty level and the State median

income level; and
A maximum fee no greater than the "marketplace cost" of child care for a

non-handicapped child.
This last figure would make this fee scale unique. For example, in most California

communities, child care currently costs about $50/week for preschool aged child
who is not handicapped. If an exceptional child's program cost $75 /weer, the par-
ents would still pay no more than $50 and the difference would be met through
public resources.

The Committee recommends the adoption of such a scale.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Committee focused mainly on children who are substantially handicapped.
This report gives attention to the needs of those children and their parents. Among
the recommendations which address these needs most directly, are:

1. recognition of the necessity for communities to establish and to support
afterschool programs for older exceptional children and youth;

2. attention to family's respite needs; and,
3. school districts pursuit of a model which integrates children's centers and

special day programs which are part of the special education program.
However, children with substantial handicaps were not the Committee's sole con-

cern, and the need to serve those children in child care programs was not the only
need identified. AhJut five out of every six exceptional children are either mildly or

a The Berkeley program is a model of integration during regular school hours. However, funds
are insufficient to provide extended day care to the program's disabled children.
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moderately delayed or disabled. These children should have immediate access to all
child care and development programs, subsidized and nonsubsidized.

If our nation is to meet the Committee's goals and recommendations, leadership
from the professional associations, the college campuses, the State Departments of
Education, the State Councils on Developmental Disabilities, Legislatures, Gover-
nors, Congress and the President will be needed.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEONARD D. BORMAN, PH.D., PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER OF
THE SELF-HELP CENTER, EVANSTON, IL

My name is Leonard D. Borman, Ph.D., and I am President and Founder of the
Self-Help Center located in Evanston, Illinois. It was established in 1974 at North-
western University as the first such clearinghouse in the nation, and we spun off in
1980 to become an independent non-for-profit agency. We have become a model for
the establishment of similar clearinghouses in two dozen places around the United
States, three of which are statewide in scope. A bill has been introduced in the cur-
rent session of the Illinois Assembly to establish a statewide clearinghouse in Illi-
nois.

These self-help centers or clearinghouses have become "new social instruments"
to help in the formation of self-help support groups for persons and their families
facing a variety of conditions and afflictions. In a recent handbook which we are
publishing focusing on resources for the developmentally disabled and handicapped
in the state of Illinois, we identified over 400 groups for nearly 134 distinct develop-
mental disability conditions in the state of Illinois. The experience of the Self-Help
Center, as well as dint of other centers, has demonstrated three major strategies for
strengthening, linking, and sustaining self-help/mutual aid groups. The first is an
information and referral strategy that provides professionals, the public, and the
media with information on gaining access to self-help groups. This is accomplished
primarily through the publication of an updated directory and provision of a 24-
hour telephone service.

The second strategy used by self-help centers is to provide consultation and train-
ing in the formation of new groups. This is training directed toward both profession-
als and laymen, and is designed to convey an understanding of the unique nature of
the selfhelp process and its application to specific populations.

The third strategy is to provide assistance to groups already formed. Self-help cen-
ters can help existing groups to expand their networks, increase recruitment,
strengthen organizational capacity, or produce new educational materials.

In recent years, an impressive array of research findings has indicated that these
self-help support groups provide enormous benefits to the participants and the mem-
bers of their families. Not only de thous groups provide important up-to-date infor-
mation, but they provide a network of emotional and social support to persons
coping with a variety of conditions. They serve to link members to an active ex-
change network that enhances functioning and mitigates distress. Not only do they
operate through meetings that are held at regular times, but they provide access to
their members and others through telephones, newsletters, friendly visits, special
gatherings, or conventions. Unlike most forms of help and support offered through
neighborhoods, agencies, or families, self-help/mutual aid groups represent dis-
persed networks that have the potential of developing affiliations nationwide.

Since the development of Al-anon in 1954, it has become clear that self-help,
mutual aid groups have the potential to aid family members who are "one step re-
moved" from an individual who suffers from a particular condition or affliction.
Over the past 30 years, a great range of groups has been formed to help parents,
children, and other family members to cope with the special problems presented by
a family member. Research of such groups indicates that participants are better in-
formed and more involved in relevant communication networks than non partici-
pants.

Research on self-help groups also reveals that these groups supplement and do not
supplant professional services. At the same time, professionals and agencies can be
helpful in encouragim,, the formation of groups, making information available to
their constituents, and helping to publicize the value and presence of such groups in
their communities.

Basic financial support for self-help clearinghouses and self-help groups has come
primarily from the members themselves, local, and private sources. At the same
time, it appears clear that there is a role for public support at various levels includ-
ing the federal government. As in Canada, federal support could provide help in the
publication of information on groups, the development of directories, the utilization
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of computerized resources, and providing access to 800 telephones lines on the loca-
tion of groups. In addition, opportunities for workshops and conferences could be
supported through federal agency funds so as to enhance the dissemination or utili-
zation of self -help groups throughout the land. Research and the publication of find-
ings could also be supported.

In summary, the findings on self-help groups are impressive. They reprosent low-
cost or no-cost resources for vast segments of our population coping with develop-
mental disabilities, chronic conditions, and other afflications. They strengthen the
voluntary component of our society while providing new resources to be utilized by
professionals and agencies.

I would hope that the Senate Select Committee would give special attention to
this new and vital resource that could be strengthened across the country.

NATIONAL CHILD ABUSI COALITION,
Washington, DC March 81, 1985.

ANN ROSEWATRR,
Select Ccmmittee on Children, Youth and Families, 885 House Annex 2, U.S. House

of Representatives, Washington, DC.
DaAR ANN: In talking to Judy Weiss this week she mentioned that you were inter-

esto-ri in information about abuse of disabled chili/en. While I do not haveany ma-
terial on the incidence of abuse among families with a disabled child, other than an
accepted recognition that those children are highly at risk of abuse, I do want to
pass along some information on programs to prevent abure of handicapped children.

First is a copy of relevant pages from a new publication of the National Commit-
tee called Child Care and the Family. Second is a colle-tion of articles about a ter-
rific program in San Antonio called Project Any Baby Can that has had greit suc-
cess in helping parents with disabled children.

I wish I could go to Anaheim for the hearing. I'm leaving for vacation in Califor-
nia on Tuesday and coming home just before then.

It was wonderful to see you at the Hexagon show. Thank you very much for
coming. We had quite a success this year end you helped!

Best regards,
THOMAS L. BIRCH, Legislative Counsel.
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Child Care
and the Family
David B. Friedman, June S. Sale, and Vivian Weinstein

National Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse
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the United States there are undoubtedly many 12- .. 41 13-year-
olds who are capable of baby-sitting. In general, however, school-
aged children do not have the knowledge or mature adjustment to
be given the full responsibility for child care. Also, shouldering
this burden in some cases robs children of important childhood
experiences.

The danger of using untrained and inappropriate baby-sitters
because of the potential for aclidents and child abuse has been
recognized only recently. Many pediatricians and other health
professionals working with families place this issue high on their
list of subjects to be discussed with parents. In some com-
munities the Red Cross, the schools, and youth-serving agencies
such as the Girl Scouts, the Boy Scouts, and the Camp Fire Girls
have organized classes to improve the quality of baby-sitting
amoig teenagers.

Parents should exercise care in choosing ba.bv-sitters. Once
selected, the sitter should be given instructions regarding ac
tivities with the child and disciplining the child. The sitter's
behavior should also be clearly circumscribed. Drinking, smoking,
using drugs, using the telephone to talk to friends, entertaining,
and other potentially dangerous activities should be forbidden. It
is also important for the sitter to have in writing the telephone
number where the parents or some other responsible adult can be
reached as well as emergency numbers for the police,
paramedics, and fire department.

It would be wonderful if all patents knew where to obtain baby-
siiing services. This would minimize the possibility that children
would be left alone or left in the care of inappropriate or incompe-
tent adults or children. Every community and neighborhood
should have a pool of reliable, experienced baby-sitters. Alter-
natively, friends or neighbors could band together to exchange
baby-sitting services. Helping to develop such an arrangement or
pool or hot line cuuld be an exciting and worhwhile project for a
group of community volunteers.

Handicapped Children3

There are many working families tha require before and after
school care, night care, weekend care, and respite care. Similarly,
there are families that require care for children who have needs
different from the needs of their contempo.....ries. Day care should
be structured to meet the needs of all families, including those
with children who have special needs. These children are at
higher risk for abuse, and child care can be important to the
prevention of such abuse. An example of a program that meets
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the needs of such parents is Project ABC (Any Baby Can), which
links children with special needs to appropriate services at the
earliest age possible.'

Services for children with developmental and physical han
dicaps are rapidly changing as educational, health, therapeutic,
and social agencies adopt programs to meet the mandates of
Public Law 94.142 (Education for All Handicapped Children Act)
and other federal and state laws. These laws promote the !reclu-
sion of all children in programs that meet their developmental
needs regardless of their handicaps or medical records.

Parents can be helped greatly to accept their child's disability
in a supportive setting where concerns and common problems
can be shared among parents during visits, conferences, and
parent get-togethers. No one can argue against the positive ef
fects of providing a warm, loving, communicating environment for
children experiencing mental, sensory, motor, or emotional han-
dicaps or children with health impairments. Day care can provide
for the majority of needs for the handicapped child under 24
months of age, although some children, such as the deaf child,
may require special activities to meet specific needs, and ap-
propriate consultation should be sought.

As the handicapped child grows older, specific interventions
beyond the capability of conventional child care programs may be
required. The child care staff, working with appropriate con
sultants, can devise mechanisms to ensure that all children are
appropriately assessed to detect delays in communication and in
social, motor, and affective skills. If atypical patterns are
detected or suspected, consultation should be sought with health
and educational professionals skilled not only in diagnosis but
also in assessing functional abilities and developing appropriate
intervention plans and services.

As the child increases in age, the specialized needs of the child
often become more pronounced. Day care programs must
establish a policy in consultation with parents and health and
educational personnel regarding the program's ability to meet in-
dividual needs. For schoolage children the educational and
therapeutic needs of the child most frequently are met tl. the
public schools, and the child care center provides the before and
after school supervision required by working parents. Most
schools are implementing mainstreaming programs, and
mainstreamed handicapped children may function very well in
day care programs along with nonhandicapped children.

Further inlormatron about Protect ABC can be obtained from the San Anton., Chapter of
NCPCA 1011 W Woodrawn San Antonio, TX 78201 15121 732 1051
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The majority of children with mild handicaps are not identified
by age 24 or 36 months. These include children with mild mental ,
retardation, mild-tomoderate speech and language disorders,
and learning disabilities. These children are best served in set-
tings that enhance their total development; day care programs of
high quality provide such settings. Severely handicapped
children, on the other hand, may require more specialized day
care that can be provided only by a trained family day care pro-
vider or in a special day care center.

An often neglected aspect of day care is respite carethe ser-
vice provided a family on a short-term basis to allow a parent a
few hours of relief from the care of a severely handicapped child.
A very young child generally poses few problems during such
respite care periods, but the older, ambulatory child may need
more specialized care and supervision. Each program must
carefully evaluate its ability to provide high quality care for these
children with special needs.

It is universally recognized that handicapped children of all
ages are at greater risk for abuse. Caring for a child with special
needs creates great stress in families, and child care, both respite
and ongoing, has been shown to be one of the best approaches to
preventing such child abuse and neglect.

Crisis Child Care

Another form of child care is the crisis nursery or the crisis child
care center. These are centers to which parents who feel over-
whelming err...,tional stress or pressure can bring their children
until they are able to cope. This gives parents the opportunity to
express their anger and frustration appropriately and to pull
themselves together rather than exploding and taking their feel-
ings out on their children.

The first crisis center was established in Denver, Colorado, in
1973 as part of an overall child abuse prevention package. The
center has remained an integral part of this pioneer program.
Since 1973 many crisis centers have sprung up across the coun-
try, such as the El Paso Crisis Nursery in Texas. Some centers
provide minimal services, their main purpose being to provide
time away from their children for harried parents. Others provide
broader services for both parent and child. All can be truly effec-
tive only if they are open around the clock and if they establish ap
propriate ties with other community services. For these reasons,
an established child care facility, especially one associated with
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(From the San Antonio Express News, Tuesday, May 29, 1984)

Pacoiser ABC Assiars FAMILIES

By Edna Mc Gaffey)

Nicole and Nick Anthony Almendarez will be four years old in July but unlike
other youngsters their age, they are not talking and running about.

The twins, born three months premature to Jackie and Nick Almendarez, spent
the early months of their life in a respirator. When they were about a year old, they
developed cerebral palsy and other severe complications. In the meantime, the Al-
mendarezes decided to have another child which is 10 months old.

Before the twins could be released from the hospital, Jackie had to learn to drain
the fluid from Nicole's head (she has water on the brain and is mentally retarded)
and to feed Nick Anthony through a tube in his stomach and to clean and change
the breathing tube in his trachea.

Monumental problems like the ones the Almendarezes have are being faced by
many families, Dr. Marian Sokol, director of Project Any Baby Can (ABC), says.

"Programs exist in the community to help these handicapped children, but par-
ents often don't know how to 6-ad the needed service. For this reason the San Anto-
nio Coalition for Children, Youth and Families established Project ABC to identify
and secure help for the many handicapped and high risk babies in the community."

Sokol says medical advances have made it possible to save the lives of more pre-
mature babies. Unfortunately, these infants often develop long-term disabilities
from early lack of oxygen to the brain.

Respiratory disease is prevalent in premature infants, and they are susceptible to
cerebral palsy. Auditory impairment and delayed language development also are
common.

"Project ABC serves as a central clearing house that refers families to 150 agen-
cies, clinics and support groups," Sokol says. "We 'case manage' clients until they
receive needed help.

Project ABC is assisting the Almendarez family obtain respite care on a sliding
fee basis. As a temporary measure, the project paid for a nurse so the parents could
go out together for an eveningsomething they had not been able to do for a long
time.

"Initially, we concentrated on serving preschool children, but we are beginning to
focus on early childhood," Sokol says.

Pre-teens sometimes develop disorders that are difficult to diagnose and require
long-term specialized care. For example, Tony Sollars, 9, son of Steve and Candy
Sollars, began grimacing, arm jerking and making strange throat noises about three
years ago.

Initially, teachers and physicians thought Tony was a behavioral problem. Final-
ly, after much effort, the Sollars found a doctor who recognized that Tony had Tour-
ette Syndrome, a rare neurological disorder which can be disabling.

Candy says this a.sability manifests itself by multiple transitory tics, such as
those mentioned above, that change from one area of the body to another after sev-
eral days or weeks. in advanced stages the disorder may cause the loss of the ability
to control languag. et resulting in repeating and the use of obscenities. The condition
can be controlled fairly well with medication.

Tourette Syndrome shows up in children around age 6 or 7, Candy explained. Re-
cently, her other child. a daughter, age 7, was diagnosed as having the disorder.

After reading, studying and coping with Tourette Syndrome for three years, Steve
and Candy organized a local support group in April. It is the Central Texas Area
Chapter of the National Tourette Syndrome Association. Already 150 people are on
the mailing list.

Candy says, "We are working through Project ABC to let families know about our
group. We can put families in touch with local physicians familiar with the disor-
der, and help parents learn to live with children who have it."

Project ABC was established as a model effort two years ago because educators,
therapists and social workers were convinced a need existed for the service.

"At that time we were not aware of the intensity of the problems faced by fami-
lies of multiple handicapped children," Sokol says.

intensity
than SOO babies have been

provided help, and we receive 50 new cases each month.
"Parents don't expect their children to be less than physically and mentally per-

fect. When their child is medically impaired, it's a shock. They need to become ex-
perts in an unfamiliar area.

"Hopefully, we can make the parents job easier by taking the frustration out of
applying for financial aid and securing help from social service agencies."
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Project LLBC offices are located in the Santa Rosa Children's Hospital. The SanAntonio Coalition for Children, Youth and Families is the non-profit umbrellaagency through which the federal grant was received for the model project.

[From the San Antonio Light, Sept 21, 1984)

PROJECT ABC RECOGNIZED FOR SERVICE

By Kiri Guten)
It was supposed to be a surprise. The engraver blew it, however, by calling theProject ABC office to see how they wanted to be listed on the plaque they would begetting from the United States Department of Health and Human Services."What award?" they asked in unison from their office in the Children's HospitalAmbulatory Care Center at Santa Rosa Hospital.
Presented by John Daeley before Mayor Henry Cisneros at City Hall yesterday,the award is the DHHS' Regional Director's Award from the Administration on De-velopmental Disabilities. It is the top award for excellence within the five-stateregion.
"Project ABC was chosen because of activities that provide assistance to childrenneeding referral service, but they were chosen mostly because they involve volun-teers and the private sector. There is a push from the federal government to getvolunteers involved because of planned cutbacks in funding," says Lauro Guerra,program specialist with the Administration on Developmental Disabilities.Project ABC began threeyears ago as a model project under the auspices of theSan Antonio Coalition for Children, Youth and Families. Its purpose is to act as aclearinghouse for parents with children age 0 to 3 experiencing development prob-lems.
Because of the diversity of agencies and also because of overlapping of some serv-ices, parents were often unsure of where to turn to proper assistance with problems.By gathering all agencies under the umbrella of Project ABC, parents now have onecentral office which deals with referrals and guides parents to the proper agency forthe best service possible.
The service is free. Support comes from the Texas Developmental Disabilities Pro-gram, the City of San Antonio, the Hogg Foundation in Austin, private donors and,as of this year, from the United Way. However, funding from the TDDH and theHogg Foundation ends this year and other sources will need to be round to augmentabout $60,000 of the 1984 budget of $167,000.
"It will be beneficial for those who give contributions to see the kind of recogni-tion we've received," says Esther Lares, fiscal manager, of the regional award.Awards aside, the figures supplied by the staff's sixth full-time memberthe com-puterspeaks well for the success of the project.Since the program began in June of 1982, 977 cases have been handled, resultingin 1,400 referrals to more than 197 agencies. The success rate runs around 63 per-cent of those referred receivingdirect help.

[From This Week, Sept 12, 19841

KNOW A BABY WHO NEEDS HELP? CALL PROJECT ABCDIAL 228-2ABC

(By Marjorie George)
Imagine the anguish of having your baby born withor developa debilitatinghandicap.
Now imagine the technology to help your baby exists, the medical breakthroughshave been made and programs have been implemented, but your baby isn't benefit-ting because you don't know how to get into the system.Imagine the frustration of not being in contact with special schools, state pro-grams or more than 140 agencies in San Antonio who might be able to help yourchild, only because you don t know who to call or what questions to ask.This was the nightmare that used to exist for many parents in San Antonin. It isthe reason Project ABC was founded.
Project ABCAny Baby Canis a clearinghouse, a networking organiz, tion thatputs families in touch with those who can help. It concentrates on physically handi-capped, developmentally delayed, mentally retarded and high risk infants an 4-1-dren of preschool age.
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To fully understand Project ABC you must know how it came into being. In 1981,

Marian Sokol, Ph.D., was teaching in the early childhood and special education pro-

grams at San Antonio College. She was also involved with the San Antonio Coali-

tion for Children, Youth and Families. That year, a task force of the Coalition

wanted to do something for parents of special children. "We decided the best way to

find out what we should do, what these parents really needed, was to ask them,"

says Sokol. "We were not prepared for what we heard.'
What they heard was that at a time when parents were faced with the most criti-

cal decisions regarding their special children, they didn't know where to go or what

questions to ask. "Because our society has become so sophisticated, instead of deal-

ing with one doctor, they were dealing with several specialists, and nobody was look-

ing at the total situation," says Sokol. "We talked to one mother who made 22

phone calls to find out where to go for help for her child."
Agencies who couldn't help a child might not know other agencies who could

help. Or a child would get into a special program, only to find transportation was

not provided and parents had no way of getting the child to the p
While all school districts must serve handicapped children agersortomil, each dis-

trict has its variances. In some districts you go to the central office, in others you go

to the nearest elementary school, in others you go to a pupil appraisal center. And,

if the child is blind or deaf, it can be served starting from birth.
"This sort of thing caused a lot of frustration, confusion and anger on the part of

parents," says Sokol.
Being primarily educators, the task force decided to publish an information book-

let. For the next eight months, the 12 volunteers looked for every program for spe-

cial children that existed in San Antonio. The task was monumental, and frustrat-

ing. When it was decided to include which day care centers will take handicapped

children, for instance, they went to the Texas Department of Human Resources who

licenses day care centers. That agency said it would love to tell the group what day

centers took handicapped children, but it didn't know, instead of information,

TDHR gave the group 400 stamps.
Eventually the task was completed, and the book printed. But instead of he job

being completed, it was just beginning. "The San Antonio Light ran a story on the

book," recalls Sokol, "and we were just deluged. In two days I got 37 phone calls

from parents who needed this type of information and more.
The temporary project became a permanent one, to be called Project ABCAny

Baby Canbecause Marian Sokol believes any baby can reach his maximum poten-
tial with the right help. Sokol left her teaching job to become project director.

Since Project ABC opened its doors in early 1982, the organization has referred

over 1,000 babies in a thousand different ways.
There are the twins, Jason and Jacob Herrera who were born premature and de-

veloped respiratory _problems. When Jason went through a six-week battle with a
bacterial infection, Pmject ABC was in touch with the young mother almost daily.

There is Juan Jose Pena who was identified at birth as having periods of apnea,
cessation of breathing known commonly as sudden infant death syndrome. Being on
an infant monitor would identify those periods so that his mother could revive
himliterally save his life. The monitors are readily available, but his mother
didn't have the $200 to $300 a month to rent the machine. ABC loaned the monitor

(they own four of them) and Abbey Medical graciously maintains them at no charge

to parents or ABC.
There is the child whose family called last week because he has a speech problem.

He'll be four in November. His parents didn't know how to contact the school dis-

trict or what services the district could provide. They didn't know that at age three

the child was eligible for speech therapy. ABC set up an appointment for the child

with the district; he'll be seen next week.
There is the family with seven children, the youngest of whom has been born

with Downs Syndrome. ABC will try to get the child into an early intervention pro-

gram, will place a dozen or more phone calls, will find out where the waiting lists
are shortest, will look at transportation needs.

There is the father of a young child who was develc;ing right on schedule until,
suddenly, at 18 months of age the child began having seizures and convulsions,

eventually regressing to a developmental level of five months. Not only did Project

ABC find the agencies that would help the child, they dealt, very lovingly, with the

denial the parents were experiencing.
The father said it all when he wrote, If prospective parents were given one wish,

most would wish for a child who is healthy and whole. When a child is born with a

disability or suffers an impairment at an early age, the impact on the entire family

is devastating. Parents are simply not prepared for it. There are few answers, major
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new responsibilities, and a general feeling of helplessness; parents don't know whereto turn, or whai to do next . . ."
The Project ABC staff consists of six, including a degreed social worker with 22years experience and an assistant who has personally experienced being a handi-capped child.

e staff "case manages" each of the 45 to 50 referrals each month. That meansafter being in daily contact with parents until the child's needs are met or he isplaced in an appropriate program. If they set up an appointment for Johnny to seean orthopedic doctor on Tuesday, on Wednesday ABC will call to see if the appoint-ment was kept and what the results were. If Johnny then needs special shoes andthe family can't afford them. Project ABC will go about trying to find some at littleor no cost. When Johnny's problems have all been adequately solved, the case is"closed." Of the 1,000 referrals so far, about 600 are closed cases.In addition to these cases, another 45 to 60 calls for information only come ineach month. Perhaps it is a mother looking for a summer camp for a handicappedchild, or a parent wanting to find a day care center on the northwest side of town.These calls are documented, but not case
Because the agency is there to funnel thnroanugara lot of other things also have hap-pened. Last December they were asked if they could use some shoes for handicappedchildren. When they said of course they could, 400 pair of shoes were deliiered. Onanother occasion, three pedodontists wanted to donate their time during dentalhealth month. "So we had a whole morning of dental screening of handicapped chil-dren at no charge," says Sokol.
Parent support groups also have been spawned through ABC. The parents of achild with Tourette Syndromea disability that manifests itself by multiple tics,grimacing, arm jerking and throat noisesstarted a support group of parents ofchildren who have to live with this rare disease. In April, the Central Texas AreaChapter of the National Tourette Syndrome Association was formed; it already has150 people on its mailing list. Another mother is currently starting a support groupfor mothers of infants on apnea monitors.
Other needs also have been identified. One of the real needs of parents of disba-bled children, says Sokol, and one that is often overlooked, is respite care, just get-ting out of the house occasionally. So Project ABC has trained a group of Lee HighSchool juniors and seniors as babysitters. The students had already taken child careand development courses, but they spent additional long hours learning how to carefor the handicapped child. Their services are not free, but they are available.A crisis fund was developed when parents who lost a baby requested donations besent to ABC in lieu of flowers. It has been added to and is used very judiciously."When we find parents who are in severe financial difficulty we go to the crisisfund," says Sokol. It might be to provide formula, which for special babies can run$6 to $8 per can. It might pay for insulin and syringes for a diabetic baby. Recentlythe crisis fund was dipped into to help provide cleft palate surgery for a three-yearold girl. Other help came from area Kiwanis clubs and a surgeon who donated histime.
The Project ABC offices are housed at Santa Rosa Children's Hospital, but are notfunded by the hospital. At 'fa inception, the model project received a grant from theTexas Developmental Disabilities Program. But because it was funded as a uniquemodel, the funds had a three-year time limit, and the three years end in 1984.Since its beginning, other sources have been found, but they are never enough.Some money comes from the Hogg Foundation for Mental Health in Austin, butthat money also terminates in 1984. The city of San Antonio supports the project,and after a long battle it was recognized as a United Way Agency."But," bays Sokol, "what we need more than anything right now is money onwhich to operate." She is not above doing whatever she can in that effort. Lastspring she called Rabbi Harold Kishner, author of "When Bad Things Happen toGood People," and asked him to come to San Antonio to speak. Proceeds from thebenefit went to enhance the crisis fund. "I can't believe I had the nerve to do thatjust call him up," chuckles Sokol.
And, also recently, Humana Women's Hospital asked Project ABC to run its giftshop and funnel profits into the Project's budget. Humana donated the space andsave the project an interest-free loan to purchase inventory for the shop.In Sokol's word, Project ABC has simply "mushroomed." "None of us knew theneed was so great in the beginning," says Sokol. "And I worry about how we willkeep goingbut I know we can't stop." So she continues to pass out literature andmake phone calls and hope that people will hear and respond. Because Project ABCbelieves that Any Baby Can, and every baby deserves the chance to be the best thathe can be.
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Sibs of Children With Chrome Conditions:
Counseling Considerations'

Mary C. Carrot°, Ine

Child Development Division, Department of Pediatrics, University of

Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX 77550

The families of handicapped and chronically ill children are receiving

increased attention from health professionals. The benefits of treating the

child within a family context go hand in hand with a recognitionof the family

as the child's primary interaction environment a.td the crucial social institu-

tion for child development. It is generally recognized that the child is best

served by working With the family and that parental involvement is critical to

therapeutic effectiveness. Reports and studies of the "handicapped fartily,"

however, have been limited primarily to considerations of the parent and

affectal child in a variety of areas: informing the parents of diagnosis (I, 2);

counseling concerns [3-7); characteristics of the parents (8-10j; impart of the

child on the parents (11-15]; and educating the parents about handicaps (16,

17).
The h- thers and sisters of handicapped and chronically ill children have

been sorely neglected. Even those studies that address the impact of a

handicapped child on the family make scant reference to the effects on normal

sibs (18-22).
With the growing interest in the effects of a handicapped child on the

family, a series of anecdotal and clinical reports have been published

indicating that the normally developing brothers and sisters in these families

may be at high risk for a variety of disorders. There now exists a small body of

empirical literature addressing the impact of a handicapped child on the

normally developing child and noting both the positive and negative effects of

this impact. As a whole, these studies delineate the concerns of sibs and

provide direction for counseling and other therapeutic intervention.

IMPACT ON SIBS

That the effects of having a handicapped sib are long-lasting and far-

ranging is underscored by Cleveland and Miller (23), who studied the life

commitments of adult normal sibs. A questionnaire was mailed to 194 adult

Tkts work was partially supported by grants 90-C.1772 anu 90-CW-646 from the Department

of Health and Human Services, Office of Human Development, Administration for Children,

Youth and Families.

Cerrvto MC: Sibs of children with chronic conditions: Counseling considerations. In

Fine BA, Paul NW (eds): "Strategies in Genetic Counseling: Chr.ical Investige.tion

Studies." White Plains, NY: March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation, BD:OAS
20(6)31-43,1984.
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older sib:. of adult mentally retarded persons; 109 were returned and 90
analyzed. The oldest female sibs reported significantlymore responsibility for
the affected child while growing up and seeking significantly more profes-
sional counseling as adults than older blethers. Many more females reported
entering careers in the helping professions of teaching, social work, and
nursing. Only females reported lack of sufficient attention from parents and
influences on their decisions to have children. Brothers reported significantly
lesi knowledge than sisters of family discussions about placing the child
outside the home, and less knowledge about mental retardation. More
frequently they also reported being told nothing by parents and seeking
genetic counseling before having children of their own. While other studies
have looked at the adult sibs of handicapped persons (Grossman [24)), none
has so clearly depicted the major adult life decisions made on the basis of
growing up with a sib who had mental or physical problems. The Cleveland
and Miller study [23) noted the impact upon major life areas of career and
family planning. It also noted that effects may be very different depending
upon the sex of the normal sib.

If we have some indication that the impact of having a handicapped sib lasts
into adulthood and affixta nyjor areas of life, what do we know about the
range and prevalence of the impact on the normal sibs during childhood and
adolescence? Reports are varied, and few compare sibs of handicapped
children with sibs of normally developing children. In a survey of sibs of
children with congenital heart disease, Apley, Iarbour, and Westmacott (25)
report that 27% of the sibs had behavior problems, 13% had somatic disorders,
and 24% displayed both types of problems. A sttAdy of the sibs of children with
leukemia [26) found evidence of headaches, anxiety, school phobia, poor
achievement, depression, and recurrent abdominal pain in approximately 50%
of the children. Similar problems have been noted in the sibs of children with
spina bifida [27), cystic fibrosis (281, mental retardation [29, 301, Down
syndrome, and cleft palate [311.

The literature, however, is cy no means uniform in reporting a higher
number of adjustment problems in the sibs of handicapped children. Gath
[311 found no significant differences in teachers' and parents' behavior
problem checklist ratings of sibs e' children with Down syndrome, cleft palate,
and normally developing children ages 8 to 12. Other investigators have
reporttJ similar findings (ie, Gayton et al [32); McHale et al [33)). In fact,
McHale and her colleagues [33) found that children with handicapped sibs
were perceived as more supportive and accepting and less hostile toward the
handicapped child than sibs of nonhandicapped children. The children
themselves also expressed similar feelings about their brothers and sisters. The
integrative effect that a retarded child may have on the family has been noted
by Robinson and Robinson 1341.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING ADJUSTMENT

The investigation of factors that influence the psychosocial adjustment of

the sibs of children with chronic illnesses and handicaps has led to a search for

those variables that may be manipulated toenhance the coping abilities of the

children. For a complete review of these factors, the leader is referred to

Simeonsson and Mc Hale (35). A large number of variables have been

investigated and it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions. Additionally, for

the most part, the variables that arc reported repeatedly in the literature are

stable characteristics of the sib, family, or handicapped child, characteristics

such as age, sex, and socioeconomic status. While it will be important for
counselors to be aware of the differential effects of such characteristics, these

variables are not expected to change through intervention. Simeonsson and

Mc Hale 1351 note several variables which have been shown to be consistently

related to sib adjustment acmes a wide range of investigative situations and

methodologies: socioeconomic status (SES), gender, birth order and family

size, severity of handicap, and parental attitudes.
The relationship of SES to the adjustment of the normally developing sibs

in the family has been noted even in the earliest of studies (eg, Farber (201).

Farber 1201 investigated the effects of a severely retarded child on family
integration and noted the differential effects dependent on the family's SES.

He describes these effects in terms of the daily living patterns and value
systems assumed to be associated with SES. Other investigators proceeded to

study how the differential due to SES impacted in turn on sibs. Grossman (241

interviewed the college-age sibs of retarded children and noted that the
problems of middle-class sibs appeared to be primarily those of the psychologic

acceptance of t:,:. affected child; the adjustment of lower class sibs was more

closely associated with objective characteristics of the handicapped child,

especially in relation te the degree of daily care required. A major factor

involved in the reactions of upper- and middle-class sibs is stigma and of
lower-class sibs is "burden of tare" for the affected child and is a recurrent

theme in studies of the families of handicapped children (301.
These studies were uniform in noting that the female sibs were more

strongly affected by the burdens of caretaking than were male sibs. More

recent studies raise the question of an interaction effect between the sex of the

sib and birth order. Both Breslau (361 and Lavigne and Ryan (371 in studies of

sibs of children with congenital disabilities, leukemia, cardiac problems, and

physical problems requiring plastic surgery reported significantly more
adjustment problems in younger male sibs. That older sibs appear to be less

affected by the presence of a handicapped child has also been reported by

other investigators (24, 381.
I t is clear that the relationship between age and birth order is a complex one
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that merits further investigation. The relationship may be very dependent onthe developmental processes of both the children and the family. Since there issome indication that handicapped individuals increasingly disrupt family lifeas they grow older (38a, 39], the family stage at which the sibs are assessed
may be an important intervening variable.

The severity of the child's handicap also can be expected to affect how wellthe sib adjusts to daily livingwith a child having a chronic condition. Althoughthe body of the evidence indicates that sibs are more adversely affected bymore severely handicapped brothers and sisters, such findings are confoundedby otha variables such as SES, family size, sex of sib and handicapped child,and parental attitudes. Systematic study of these variables and their relativecontribution to the adjustment of sibs is warranted.
The literature on the psychosocial adjustment of sibs notes the influence

that parental attitudes haveon the sibs' acceptance of the handicapped child.Open communication about the child's handicap and the ability and/orwillingness of the parents to convey positive attitudes about the handicappedchild appear to be imporant variables in sib understanding and adjustment(29, 40 -43J. The importance of the variables of parental attitudes is under-scored because, as opposed to variables such as age, sex, and SES, it has thepotential for change.

CONCERNS OF SASS

Knowledge of those factors influencing sib adjustment is important to theplanning of counseling support andjor intervention with the sibs of childrenwith chronic conditions. Of equal import to the counselors are the concernsexpressed by the sibs themselves. What are the issues that sibs see as mostrelevant to living with a handicapped child? While much of the information
we have about sibs' concerns as derived from anecdotal clinical reports, thesearc consistent in the types of issues and problems expressed by sibs. Posed inthe form of the questions sibs ask, theseconcerns are listed below:I) "How do we deal with parents who do not or will not discuss thehandicapping condition (eg, mental retardation, muscular dystrophy,.pins bifida) in the family?" (43).

2) "What can my handicapped sibling do and what can't he do?" (44).3' "How did chromosomes cause my sister to be handicapped?" (44).4) "What is the future going to be like for my brother?" (44).5) *glow does my retarded sister understand what she has? How does sheunderstand the world she lives in? What kinds of feelings does shehave?" (45).
6) "Does my brother know right from wrong? Does he mean what hedoes?" (45).
7) "What will happen to my brother if my parents die?" (43).
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8) "Why does my sister go to the doctor's so often?"

9) "What does the psychologist do with my brother when she takes him

into that little room? What's in the box she carries?"

10) "My sister has the same parents and grandparents as I do. We have a

lot of things in common. Does that mean i am going to have the same

problems she does?" 123,14.45-47j.
A primary need that sibs express is one for knowledge and Information. The

most common clinic procedure allows for conveying the diagnosis to parents.

Under the most optimal of conditionsconveying the diagnosis, and clearly and

understandably conveying the etiology and ramifications of the condition are

extremely difficult tasks even between adults. The assumption that parents

can or will, at this very emotionally laden stage of their lives, go home and

convey the information to brothers and sisters may be unfounded. Some

parents may be embarrassed if their child has a condition such as mental

retardation and may prefer only to tell the sibs that the child is "sick." Other

parents may have a difficult time explaining complex disorders such as

Duchenne muscular dystrophy in words that a child can understand.

The e4pressed need for information and knowledge has implications for

clinic procedures and for the role of the counselor in working with thefamilies

of handicapped children. During the period when the diagnosis is conveyed to

the parents and when initial questions are answered, clinic proc...dures should

allow for time to be spent with the sibs, alone, or with the parents. The period

directly before the diagnosis may have been a very busy time for the parents

and the affected chid, or filled with many diagnostic tests and appointments

with a wide variety of professionals. The sib may be wondering already about

what is going on rid may be feeling neglected. Some "special time" with the

health staff in the elrly stages of working with the family may prevent

problems la er.
The health staff may also need to help the parents convey information about

the affected child's specific condition to the sibs. Few books have been written

specifically to fill this need. Notable exceptions are Becky's Story by 13aznik

148) and The Sib Book: A Book abut Facts and Feelings for Brother: and

Sisters of atild.en with Special Needs that is being developed by the

SEA FAM Project at the University of Washington 149). For the most part.

however, the boons and materials that are appropriate in the health education

of the affected child are equally appropriate for the sibs. Many of these

materials are available from associations formed in conjunction with specific

conditions (eg, Epilepsy Foundation of America, Juvenile Diabetes Associa-

tion, March uf Dimes). The Association for the Care of Children's Health

(3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016) distributes a

listing of materials for children that cover a wide variety of chronic illnesses

and handicapping conditions.
I he same pi that clivcr conveying information to parrittx gown
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conveying information to sibs. Counselors need to be concerned about the
accuracy of information conveyed, the amount of information conveyed at any
given time, and the conceptual level of the information. For young children,
the explanation may need to be very basic, giving only one or two points. Older
children may want to know everything, including the genetics of the condition.
At no age is it appropriate to give incorrect information. Care is also takennot
to place blame on the child or any other person.

Another series of concerns of sibs revolves around their difficulties in
interacting with their handicapped brotheror sister:

1) "Bow do I manage my brother?" 143].
2) "Am 1 supposed to discipline my sister? How? How do I get her to do

what I want her to do?" [45].
It is not surprising that sibs have questions about how to interact with their

handicapped brothers and sisters. How to interact effectively with their
handicapped children and how to enhance the performance of good behaviors
and decrease the frequency of maladaptive behaviors are common concerns
expressed by parents. Feelings of sadness, pity, or overprotectiveness often
prevent parents from setting the limits their handicapped children need to
differentiate acccptabk from nonacceptable behavior. Yet parents, as par-
ents, have clear responsibility for the discipline of their children. With sibs this
responsibility is far less clear. Soule of the immature or deviant behaviorsof
the affected child may make it even more difficult to develop effective
methods of interaction with the child.

It is important for parents to convey to sibs their clear guidelines for
child-child interactions in the family. While it can be assumed that praiseandignoring the handicapped child are interactions that most parents would
permit between their children, the guidelines for punishment are less clear.
The sibs must know for what behaviors, when, and under what conditions it is
permissible for them to punish the affected child. The counselor can help both
the parents and sibs to learn that physical punishment, like hitting, Is notusually effective in teaching the child to stop or change the maladaptive
behavior. They can be taught techniques like sitting the child in a chair orputting the child in ,:is/her room for a short period of time.

The largest number of expressed concerns of sibs, however, appear to
revolve around their ability to deal witn their feelings and how to act in social
situations involving their handicapped brother or sister.

I) "Why did this have to k'tppen to me?" [43].
2) "How do 1 handle my hurt feelings when my friends show off all the

things that their brothers and sisters can do, like play baseball, sing inthe choir, or compete in math clubthat mine can't?" [43].
3) "How do 1 convey to otherpeople that I think living with my sister really

has made me different in very positive ways?" (increased idealism and
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humanitarianism [23, 29], more altruism and tolerance [24. 50-52],

increased feelings of family cohesiveness, more shared empathy with

peoplewith problems, a greater understanding of the problems faced

by handicapped people i53)).
4) "I keep feeling that I have to do extra things to 'make up for' what my

brother can't do. like get better grades, or make the first string on the

team" [23. 54].
5) "How do I explain to my friends about my sister's condition?" "How do

I tell a date?" [43].
6) "How do I let my parents know that I really resent the amount of time

tt ....y spend with him?" [37, 55].

7) "How do I let my parents know that I think it's unfair that I always have

to babysit her?" [53].
8) "What do I do when other kids tease my brother?" [43].

Counselors can make parents aware that sibs of children with chronic

conditions do have a wide variety of feelings. It is important for parents to

know that their range of feelings is indeed widethat some feelings are

indeed very positive, and that others have negative ramifications for the

development of the child and for family integration. In many situations,

simply conveyin this type of information is sufficient to elicit parents'

behavior change. Parents may then find themselves listening to what the sibs

say from the vantage point of new understanding. They may also make a

concerted effort to enhance the child development of the normal sib by taking

new look at the distribution of Husehold responsibilities and/or the sibs'

extracurricular activities.
The sibs, too, can be helped to learn to more effectively approach parents,

friends, and others in situations that involve their handicapped sib. Such an

approach is described in the following section.

MODEL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

In response to those sibs' concerns that have been noted both in the

literature and in clinical observation, the Department of Pediatrics at the

University of Texas Medical Branch developed and implemented an orga-

nized program for the school-age (ages 8-12) sibs of children with handicaps

[561 called Skills for Special Sibs. The following description provides a

framework for similar sibs' programs in both educational and clinical

settings.

Initiation Phase

It is wise to remember that sibs' programs are for the most part preventive

measures. They are designed to help children better understand their own
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concerns about living with a handicapped child, and to develop a better set of
emotional and social coping skills. Sibs' programs are often introduced tofamilies without clear linkages between sib problems of life with a handi-
capped child. It has been noted that the verbal linkages arc often not expressed
by children themselves until the sibs reach adolescence and the stage of formal
operational thought. On the whole, people appear to be more inclined to take
action around problem situations rather than preventive ones; therefore,
parents may be reticent to have the normally developing sibs participate in agroup focused on the handicapped child. If parents see that things are
proceeding smoothly in the family, they may be worried' that a sibs' group will
"create problems that are not there."They may express a desire to "let well
enough alone." Life with a handicapped child, as life with any child, has its
normal number of "ups" and "downs" and parents are also concerned thattheir normal sibs may be indiscrete about what they reveal concerning thefamily's private life. "kids say the darndest things" is funny untilone of thosethings is a personalizedstatement that may be wrongly interpreted by personsoutside of the family. Other parents attempt to treat all their children equallyand Hay, and are concerned that a sibs' group will only enhance thedifferences the sib sees between him/herself and the handicapped child.Parents are also concerned that their normal sibs may come home withquestions that they are unprepared to answer. Questions such as "Why doesmy brother have slanted eyes?" "Does my sister know right from wrong?"

"What is he going to be like when he grows up?" and "Who is going to takecare of her when you get old?" are very difficult to answer when asked "out ofthe blue."
The initial stage in the preparation of a sibs' group is therefore the sensitive,

considerate preparation of the parents. This includes an open and honest
information exchange about what the sibs' group can be expected to do. Theprocedure utilized at the University of Texas Medical Branch involves aninitial phone call to the parents and an initial family session for parents, sibs
and handicapped children together. The family session has two goals.The first is to convey information about the sibs' groupits purpose,
techniques. expectations, etc. The second is to engage the normal sibs inresponse to questions about life with a child who has mental or physical
problems. The tone established is one of the "specialness" of the sibs of specialchildren ... with the understanding that sometimes it's "special

good" and atother times it's "special not-so-good." Questions begin to set a positive tom
"What is the thing you like best about your brother?" They also set the stagefor the future discussion of problems and concerns: "What's one thing thgyour sister does that you really don't like?" Other questions are aimed if
interfamily relationships: "What's the most important thing you would lacc
your parents to know about you?" "What would you like to know about y4
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brother a sister?" The discussion that evolves from the initial family session is

usually sufficient to alleviate many parental anxieties about their children's

participation in .ne sibs' groups.
Parents are told that one of the purposes is to help the sib become a more

informed and skilled person in relation to their handicapped brother or sister.

Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that they will go home with questions that

the parents may now know how to answer comfortably. In this event, the

UTMB staff note that they are available to help the parents productively

respond to their children's questions.

Program Davotopment

The University of Texas Medical Branch siblings program, "Skills for

Special Sibs: Learning to Live With Your Handicapped Brother or Sister," is

theoretically based in the principles of the Social Learning Theory. It was

designed to address the perceived needs of sibs to develop better behavioral

skills, to interact with the handicapped child in the family, and to develop the

recognition of their own feelings and the social skills that will enable them to

most productively interact with friends, parents, and other persons in situa-

tions involving their handicapped brother or sister.

The sib-sib interaction component draws on the work of H. Miller 157) in

systematic parent training. His parent training model was adapted to the

cognitive level of 8 to I2- year -old children. Units in this section teach the

children basic rules of Social Learning Theory (ie, that behavior is learned,

that you can change people's behavior by the way you act), how to praise their

sib, how to effectively ignore, and how to sit down and talk to someone about a

problem.
The feelings and social skills component of the program draws on the work

of A. Goldstein [58J in the teaching of social skills through Structured
Learning Therapy. First, a short videotaped vignette is presented. The

children in the taped situation model the learning points for that particular

session. The sibs in the group then role play situations on the tape and are

tonally reinforced for the performance of the correct behaviors and illustra-

tion of the learning points. Th.!, counselor and the sibs suggest other similar

situations to rote play to enhance the generalization of learning from the

group session to the natural environment. Situations in the second component

of the program involve labeling and identifying emotions, preparing for a

conversation. preparing for a stressful conversation, and handling anger.

Each vignette session incorporates children's statements that may be used

as stimuli for further discussion. For example, in one vignette flans, who is in a

wheelchair, looks at her sister and says, "Sometimes mom and dad don't

think I can do many things because of this," as she hits the arm of her
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wheelchair. Counselors use such statements to help the sibs relate to similar
issues in their own family. The variety ofhandicaps illustrated in the vignettes
also form the basis for teaching facts about different chronic conditions of
childhood including "visible" handicaps (eg, being in a wheelchair) and
"invisible" handicaps (eg, having a learning disability).

A homework sheet provided at the end of each session provides a behavioral
assignment to be done at home. It gives the child an opportunity to practice at
home those skills learned in each session. Discussion of the homework
assignment at the beginning of the following session provides the group leaderwith a task around which to review the learning points of the previous session
and to lead into the topic for the current session.

A Children's Workbook contains a short introduction to each session and
the learning points of the taped vignette. It contains activities for thechildren
to complete during the session and the homework sheets. A Teacher's Manual
contains the transcripts of each session's vignette, detailed instructions for
conducting the sessions, and additional ideas for role play and discussion.
Sessions can be conducted with individual sibs during clinic visits or with
groups of four to eight in a variety of settings.

CONCLUSION

Being the sibling of a child with special needs has a very special meaning.
Sometimes, this "specialness" is very positive and includes pride in such
events as the child's performance in the Special Olympics. a week of good
behavior in school, learning to drink from a cup independently, a family outing
in the community. Those events that may be common to other families and
often taken for granted are seen as joyous milestones in families who have achild with a handicap. Sibs express a greater understanding of people with awide range of problems and see their own growth and development enhanced
through the experiences of daily living with a child with problems.

There are other times, however, when this "specialness" may indeed have
negative ramifications on the growth and development of the normal childrenin the family. The necessary time that is devoted to the care of a handicapped
child may breed feelings of resentment, jeahusy, and anger. Their own
opportunities for peer socialization may be curtailed because of responsibili-
ties of caring for the handicapped child at home.

Pare, ts, counselors, and other health providers need to be acutely aware ofthe dual nature of children's experiences in daily living with a child who has
mental or physical problems. Changes in clinic procedures can help the sibs to
gain knowledge and understanding of the nature of the child's condition andhelp them feel they are an important part in planning for the child's future.
Open, frank discussions and the skills training approach to helping sibs, deal
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with their emotions and situations with peers or adults involving the handi-

capped child will enhance their abilities to cope with their special circum-

stances. Onlywhen we include the sibs in our therapeutic endeavors will we be

able to say that we take a truly integrated "family approach" to fostering

optimal development in the lives of children with handicaps.
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AUTtlACT

We studied the health care access and utilisation patterns for a

stratified random sample of 1726 special education students In five large

metropolitan school systems. Overall, 7 percent of the special education

students had no regular source of care, 26 percent had no regular physician

and 3$ percent had not visited a physician in the previous year; 13 percent

had no health insurance. Each of these measures was worse for non-white and

poorer children as All as for those whose mothers who had less formal

education. Insurance coverage was associated with the location of a regular

source of care and physician visits, with 45 percent of the uninsured

children visiting a physician, as capered to 63 percent of those with

public insurance and 66 percent of those with private insurance. Odds

ratios for all health care access and use measures showed striking

geographic variations. *thus, even for children identified as handicapped by

their communities, barriers to health care are evident and are significantly

greater for groups traditionally at risk.
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II(TROOUCTION

Currently, 4.3 million children are receiving special services within
the nation's schools because of physical, developmental or educational
handicaps.' This group of children eomprists approximately 11 percent of
the elementary and secondary school population, 1 and is itself very
heterogeneous, composed of youngsters mho are "mentally retarded, hard of
hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally
disturbed, orthopedically impaired, other health impaired and (those aho)
have a specific learning disability.'2

The health care needs of special education students are likewise
diverse.3 For many, the or';' actor requirement Is a periodic physical exam
to assure both the parents and the school that no significant sensory,
neurodevelopmental or metabolic problem entirely explains the child's
difficulties. For others, however, including many of the mentstly retarded
and those with serious physicist or chronic health disorders, more extensive
medical involvement is required for the prescription, implementation and
monitoring of therapies.

Health services for the entire group of special needs children have
taken on particular saliency since 1975, with the enactment of the Education
for All Handicapped Children Act (.1.. 94442), which mandates that each
child be educated in the 'least restrictive envirorsent" consistent with his
or her needs." Seriously handicapped and chronically ill children who
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wculd have been at home or in institutions fifteen years ago are now

receiving educational service through public school auspices and many

children with significant handicaps who wzuld hove been in specfal schools

are now attending regular schools and classes alongside mom-handicapped

peers.5

.L. p4-142 contains no explicit language about the provision of health

can services to special needs children.1'3 Set numerous educational and

medical groups, recognizing that adequate health can access and use can be

prerequisite to school attendance end successful school perfmnsence, have

joined forces to establish local, state and federal interagency SertesOntS

to coordinate and deliver services." Anecdotal reports and individual

project sumearies point to the success of specific efforts." To date,

however, few investigations have provided basic descriptive information on

the medical co -e of handicapped school-age children.

To examine the patterns of medical care access and use among

handicapped children, the Collaborative Study of Children with Special Needs

investigated the experiences of a probability sample of over 1700 children

in five of the nation's largest school ',stems. This paper presents oats on

access to and use of health care according to study site, and child and

family background characteristics.

METM3DS

The Collaborative Study was conducted in five large urban school

systems, selected for geographic, socioeconomic and ethnic diversity:

Charlotte-Mecklenburg, North Carolina; Houston, Texas; Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Rochester, New York; and Santa Clara COunty, California. The
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community -based design was chosen over a national probability sample because

such a design afforded the opportunity
to obtain both nationally relevant

information and detailed data on local health care and special education

policies.

1E01. The sample as drawn using a stratified random selection

technique to ensue adequate numbers of
children with more severe but less

canon problems.10 This method of sampling permits
generalizations bath for

subgroups of children and for the special education population as a shale.

In each site. the special education
population of children in kindergarten

through sixth grade was divided into throe strata based upon the school's

designation of primary handicapping condition:
(1) thosc with speech

impairments or learning disabilities; (2) those with emotional and

behavioral problems or mental tmpainients; and (3) those with physical,

sensory or health Impairments. M initial sample of 3100 children was

selected. divided approximately equally across the three strata and five

sites.

From the initial sample, 273 children (9 percent) were ineligible to

participate because they had moved out of the district. were no longer in

special education, were siblings of others in the sample, or had died.

Consent was granted for 2048 (72 percent of the eligible sample). from which

a random simple of 1726 was selected for study. A caparison of the

ineligible students with the remainder of the initial sample revealed that

they were more likely to be speech Impaired
or learning disabled, but they

did not differ significantly with regard to age, grade, sex, race, or

ethnicity. A comparison of the refusing and consenting cases on tnese some

measures revealed only one significant
difference in one stratum and site,
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for which adjustment was made when sample weights were constructed.

Measurement. In the spring of 1983, parents were interviewed for 40

minutes over the telephone in either English or Spanish by personnel from

the University of Illinois Survey Research laboratory. Questions about

health care access and use were based upon those esti in the National Health

Interview Survey" and the Notional Savoy of Access to Medical Cae."

Access was wowed using four indicators: (1) whether the children tad a

regular source of care; (2) the location of this regular source; (3) whether

they had a regular physician; and
(4) Whether they were covered by a

private or public health insurance plan. Use of medical care was classified

into two types: (1) primary care, composed of services provided by general

practitioners, pediatricians, internists and family practitioners; and, (2)

specialty care, composed of services provided by all specialists not listed

above, except psychiatrists.

The child's primary handicap was derived from 04. parent report of the

child's Imajor handicapping condition or problem' for presentation, the

population was divided into two clusters: those with 'high prevalence.

conditions including speech, learning, other developmental, hyperactivity,

or emotional problems; and those with 'low prevalence' cobditions, including

mental retardation, Down Syndrome,
deafness, cerebral palsy, other

neurological problems, or general medical problems. The child's race or

ethnicity was derived from school records;
folly size, family income, and

mother's education were asked during the parent interview. based upon a

family's size and income, its standing relative to the 1982 poverty line was

ccmputed.13
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Statistical Analysis. Estimates presented in this piw are based on a

weighting procedure which compensates statistically for the oversampling of

low-prevalence disability groups in the simple. Within each site, weights

were carputed to generalize the results to the special education population

of that site. These weights were then calibrated to total the actual number

of respondents in that site, so that estimates across school systems reflect

an approximate average of the individual site results. Estimated standard

errors of percentages, presented in the Appendix, also were computed taking

the sapling design into account.

The total sample size of 1726 is large enough to provide ample

statistical power (greater than .80) to detect small effects." Within

subgroups power does diminish, but as shown in the Appendix, estimated

standard errors remain relatively small.

Constraints on Inference. Although each of the five simples is a

representative probability sample of that district, their combined results

.cannot be expected to generalize to all school districts across the country.

In particular, the focus on major metropolitan areas means that, at best,

the findings may be reflective of national urban experience, but not

small-city o' rural experience. Also, because the data in the study are

cross-sectional, direct causal inferences are not warranted. However,

various statistically significant associations are described and considered

from both statistical and practical points of view.

RESULTS

Table I shows selected background characteristics of the study sites
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with comparable national data if available. Taken together, the five

communities encompassed a broad range of economic circumstances: ...Rochester

and Milwaukee were relatively poor communities spending higher than average

amounts on education while Charlotte and Houston had the converse pattern of

being somestat more affluent and spending lower than average amounts on

education. Santa Clara County. representing a third pattern, was the most

affluent district, spending average mounts on schools. The percentage of

elementary school students in special education likewise spanned a wide

spectrum from 8 percent in Charlotte and Houston to 13 percent in Rochester.

Each site had a substantial minority population, comprising at least 40

percent of all elementary school students. In all sites but Santa Clara,

Black, were the predominant minority; Houston and Santa Clara had large

numbers of hisanics as well.

Regular Source of Care, Location of Care and Regular Physican.

ninety-three percent of all special education students had a regular source

of care (Table 2). This percentage was identical to the national average of

93 percent for all 6 to 17 year olds as reported in the 1982 National Survey

of Access to Medical Care.
15 As previous surveys have found, however,

health care access differed by geographic location and child and family

background characteristics.
12.16,17

The'proportion of children without a regular source of care varied

seven-fold, from 2 to 15 percent, across the five communities studied.

Houston and Charlotte reported the lowest percentages of children without a

regular care source (15 and 12 percent respectively), while both Santa Clara

and Rochester had almost total access, with 98 percent of each site's

population reporting such a source.
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Slack and hispanic children were two and three times as likely as white

children not to have a regular source of care. Poverty status and mother's

education also were strong predictors. While the trend for mother's

education was linear, with higher maternal education associated with an

increased likelihood of the child's having a regular care source, the trend

for poverty status reflected the *U-shaped`
distribution that has come to be

associated with children's access to health care since the implementation of

Medicaid:18'19 Those living between 100% and 2008 of the poverty line were

less likely to have a regular source than either
those living above 200% of

poverty or those living in poverty. In addition, children with high

prevalence handicaps were over twice PS likely as those with low prevalence

handicaps not to have a regular care source.

The comparability between the special education population and the

general urban school-age population ends when the configuration of cart

ziources is considered: Only 63 percent of the special education students

received their care in private offices as compared with $4 percent in the

general population as reported in the 1982 Access Survey.1S The balance of

care for special education students was provided in hospital clinics and

outpatient departments (19 percent), other clinics and neighborhood health

centers (8 percent), and emergency rotas (3 percent). Sociodsmographic

variations similar to those for regular care source also were found: those

chile...en who were white, not poor, or who had better educated ..!hers were

more likely to use private offices than those who were black, hispanic, less

affluent, or whose mothers had less education. Rochester displayed a

configuration of care sources significantly
different than the other four

sites, having the lowest percentage of children using private offices (48

percent) and the highest percentage of children using other clinics (22
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percent).

When parents of the special education students were asked whether their

child had a regular physician, approxinately one-quarter said 'no.' The

proportion was significantly higher--often In excess of one - third - -among the

same groups with a higher likelihood of not having a regular source of care:

blacks, hispanics, the poor, those with high prevalence handicaps, those

with mothers who were not high school graduates, and those living in

Charlotte and Mauston. No °U-shaped' distribution by the futile: standing

relative to the poverty line was found the poorer the child's family, the

lass likely it was that the child had a regular physician.

Because study site is such a strong predictor of health care access and

is associated with different socioeconomic, racial and ethnic distributions,

the question arises whether differential access to health care persists

within the individual communities. Table 3 permits a closer look at this

issue, using the availability of a regular physician as the illustrative

measure of access. Adjusting for study site, sociodemographic differences

remain: non-whites, poor, near poor and low Income children, and those with

high prevalence conditions or poorly educated mothers were all at least

twice as unlikely as their relevant caparison group to have had a regular

physician. The nne site where this pattern was broken was Rochester, in

which the general sociodesographic differences observed across the sample

were not statistically significant predictors. While individual sites say

have more or less selmre inequities, the general pattern of differential

access to health care remains.

Health Insurance Coverage. Table 4 displays data on health insurance

coverage by study site and child and folly background characteristics. In
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the aggregiti, :4 parzent of the students were covered by a private plan, 32

percent by a public plan, and 12
percent had no health insurance at all. As

with the other access
measures, however, significant differences in both the

likelihood of coverage and the type of plan were found by sociodemographic

characteristics.

Across the flit communities, the
percentage of students without any

health insurance varied four-fold, from 7 percent in Santa Clara and

Rochester to 27 percent in Huston.
The sites elso varied in the type of

insurance available to the majority of its children: public insurance was

the modal coverage in Rochester and Milwaukee while private coverage

predominated in the remaining three sites.

Racial and ethnic differences also
were found- -only 8 percent of white

children were uninsured as compared to 12 percent of blacks and 26 percent

of hispanic'. The relative narrowness of the gap between black and white

children is due in large poet to public coverage - -SO percent of the black

special education students were covered by Medicaid, Title V, Crippled

Children's or some other public insurance plan. Hispanics, in contrast,

were far less likely than whites to have had private coverage, yet were

equally likely to have had public
coverage, thus producing the three-fold

difference in likelihood of any coverage.

Caparison by poverty status showed roughly similar proportions of

uninsured children among all but the not poor, who were at least four times

less likely to be without coverage than those at other income levels. The

relatively equal likelihood of coverage among less affluent groups can be

attributed to a large extent to Medicaid, and a lesser extent to Title V,

Crippled Children's and other public plans. Taken together, public sources

insured 67 percent of the - or, 35 percent of the near poor and 21 percent
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of the low income children.

Was insurance coverage associated with having a regular source of care,

a particular care setting, and a regular physician? Data presented in Table

5 show that among students with no health insurance, 20 percent had no

regular source of care and 44 percent had no regular physician. Among those

who were insured, those with public coverage were as likely as those with

private coverage to have had a regular source of 3re (96 versus 98

percent), but were more likely to use hospital or other clinics (45 versus

20 percent) and less likely to use private doctor's offices (48 versus 73

percent).

Ph sician Visits. Identification of a rwgular care aource, a regular

physician and an insurance source does not necessarily guarantee that a

child will visit the doctor. Table 6 presents the proportions of students

with primary and specialty care visits in the last year as well as the

proportions with no physician visit at all. Overall, 56 percent of the

students had seen a primary care provider and 15 percent had seen a

specialist, while 38 percent had not seen any type of physician. As with

the access measures, however, sOgroup differences were large.

Ihe proportion of children not seeing a physician in the last year

varied almost three-fold across the five communities studied, from .20

percent in Santa Clara to 56 percent in Houston, with the bulk of the

difference found in the use of primary care. Only 36 percent of the special

education students in Houston had been to see a primary care provider in the

last year, as compared to 76 percent of the students in Santa Clara County.

P!nority children were less likely than white children to have seen

either a primarror specialty care physician. Corsidering both types of
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visits, only 48 percent of
hispanic children and SI percent of black

children had seen any physician
as capered to 79 percent of white children.

Poverty status and mother's education also were strong predictors; in

general, higher Incomes and more education were associated with increased

use. With respect to income, however, a °U-sherec distribution was once

again found, revealing that near poor and low Income children were less

likely to have seen a primary core provider in tnu last year than were their

poorer armor, affluent peers.

Differences rang children according to their primary handicapping

londiticm were found for both measures, with the gap far more pronounced for

specialty care than fir primary care. Those with low prevalence conditions

were almost three times as likely as those with high prevalence conditions

to have seen a specialist in the last year (30 versus 11 percent). Even

among those with the low prevalence conditions,
however, 25 cercent had not

seen any physician during the year.

Controlling for study site, sociodemographic
differences and health

cart access persisted in all but one of the communities studied. Table 7

displays similar information for health care use - -the percentage of children

without a primary care visit In the last year by child and family background

characteristics in each of the five sites. Adjusting for study site,

sociodmmographic differences not only remained, but in some cases were

further highlighted:
non - whites. poor, near poor and low income children

and those with poorly educated mothers
were two to three times as likely as

their relevant comparison groups not to have seen a primary care provider in

the last year. Moreover, subgroup differences, *spatially those by race and

ethnicity, persisted in all five sites- -even those that had made great

strides towards equalizing access across groups.
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Sociodomographic differences in utilization were found in si sites

regardless of the degree of access. However, the data of Table $ show that

for individual children, access was a strong predictor of use. Among those

using doctor's offices, 71 percent of the children had been to see

physician, as compared to 51 percent of those using hospital clinics, S7

percent of those using other clinics, and only 2S percent of those without a

regular source of cart. Children who had a regular physician were twice as

likely as those who did not to use both primary care and specialty care.

Similarly, children Mw were insured under either a private or a public plan

were twice as likely as those who were uninsured to visit either type of

physician.

DISCUSSION

This study examined health care access and use among children

identified by the public schools as handicapped and in need of special

education. Although the special education mandates do not regulate health

care delivery procedures, there has been a presumption that children with

educational disabilities deserve those ifealth services that nay enhance

their &Willy to receive a free appropriate public education. The data

from this study suggest that the health care pattern for children in special

education is greatly influenced by the city and state in which they live,

their race or ethnicity, and their socioeconomic background. Participation

in special education does not necessarily guarantee improved access tr ur

use of health care.

The overriding factor associated with the children's health care access

was largely beyond their control. -the city in which they lived. Across the
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five communities 'studied, the availability of a regular source of care

varied seven-fold, insurance
coverage varied four-fold and the availabilit_

of a regular physician varied over two-fold. Study sites with the poorest

access--Houston and Charlotte- -were those with the most stringent

eligibility requirements for Medicaid and the weakest infrastructure of

public clinics and
neighborhood health centers. As evidence of a service

model that is working in the face of tremendous obstacles, Rochester, NY,

the poorest community studied,
attained a proportion of children with a

regular source of care, a regular physician and a source of insurance

coverage equal to that of Santa Clara County, CA, the most aff.uent

community studied. As evidence of what remains to be done, Houston, TX, a

community with an above average
per-capita income, had 15 percent of its

special eiucation students without a regular source of care, 27 percent

uninsured, 37 percent without
a regular source of care and 56 percent not

having seen a physician in the past year. In contrast to the uniform

national st4ndards for the educational
rights of children with disabilities,

there are no uniform standards for their or their non-handicapped peers'

health care rights.

Differential health care patterns for white and non-white children in

all communities were clear. Black children were at least twice, and

sometimes three times, as likely as whit/ children not to have a regular

source of cam, not to use a private physician's
office, not to have a

regular physician and not to see a physician during the year. Due in large

part to Medicaid, the gap in insurance coverage between these two groups has

narrowed -- blacks were uninsured only slightly more often than whites.

Hispanic children, however, are even further removed trim the health care

system. In comparison to white children,
they were over three times as
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likely not tc have a regular source of care, not to have a regular physician

and not to have insurance coverage; in addition, they were over twice as

likely not to have seen a physician in the last year. Equality of access by

racial or ethnic background has yet to be achieved, even for handicapped

children.

Poverty also differentiated the special education population, with the

more affluent children generally having an ongoing relationship with a

particular physician, usually office-based, whom they were very likely to

see at least once during the year. Poor, near poor and low income children,

in contrast, were less likely to have or use a regular physician, and often

relied on hospital outritient clinics or neighborhood health centers.

Medicaid has changed the relationship between poverty and health care for

children, however. Children living below national poverty levels were more

likely to have a regular source of cart and use a physician than were their

peers living between 100% and 200% of poverty.

Less striking than the racial, ethnic and income differences, a child's

handicap was nevertheless a significant predictor of access to and use of

health care. Children with the high prevalence handicaps - -those with

speech, learning, other developmental, hype.activity or notional

problems--were only half as likely as those with the less prevalent

conditions to have a regular source of care, to identify a regular physician

and to visit a physician during the year. Children with high prevalence

conditions represent the bulk of those recrivirg special education (over 70

percent of the group bS a whole); thus, the dffferential in access and use

affects large !webers of cnildren. Although there is still some controrem

among physicians and educato:s about the &fleet of fwvolvament that health

providers should hove with these children, wary developeentalists argue that
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those with speech and language
problems should have periodic hearing and ear

exams and that those with learning problems (particularly those with
attentional or activity level problems) should have routine physical

assessments including thorough history, sneurological assessment and
sensory exam. Even for those children whose need of regular health care is

less controversial- -those with the low prevalence conditions including

mental retardation, Down Syndrome, cerebral palsy, other neurological

problems and general medical
conditions --use Is less than perfect, with 25

percent not seeing a physician during the year.

The present study also
demonstrates an association between insurance

coverage and the availability of
a regular source of care and a regular

physician, as well as a relationship between all three of these access

factors and the use of care. Although causal link cannot be established

with cross-sectional data, this does suggest that lack of insurance may be a

major obstacle interfering with the use of health services for those not

linked to the system or wko are unable to pay.

How important are the findings on whether children have a regular

physician? Having a regular physician and visiting him periodically may not

be particularly valued by some families. Remembering the name of a

physician and requesting a return
appointment to that person may take second

place to obtaining a visit at a time which can be managed within a demanding

home and work schedule.
Moreover, distrust of professionals may lead some

families to desire anonymity. The small number of physicians from minority

backgrounds also may be a factor, as may the traditional hospital

out-patient or dispensary model with long waits and dependence on trainees.

If these factors do contribute to the inequities, policy implications are

clear: better education of pativn4
about the importance of continuity of
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care, attention to designing clinics that can meet the needs of narking

parents, recruitment of minority health professionals, and the establishment

of longitudinal training experiences %filch encourage residents'and fellows

to follow their patients over the entire two or three years of their

training and to identify for their patients a staff member Mw will be

available to them over the longer term.

Continued attention to the health care needs of special education

students should probably take place in the context of %promd access and

use for all children. But the patterns found in this study suggest that even

for the children society considers disabled, inequities continue in the

provision of insurance coverage, availability of a health care facility and

establishment of a continuing care relationship.
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Table 1: Sociudemographic Characteristics of the Study Sites

Study Site

Characteristic

1979 1982 S Elementary Race /Ethnicity'Per Capita Per Pupil School Students
Income Expenditure in Special Education White Black Hispanic

Rochester, NY $ 6.492 $ 4,228 13 37 49 1:

Milwaukee, WI 7,104 4,242 11 38 51 8

Charlotte. NC 7.814 2,570 8 57 41 0

Houston, TX :.857 2,696 8 19 43 35

Santa Clara County, CA 9,545 3,080 9 58 4 26

NATIONAL AVERAGE 7,330 2.913 11 b b b

a. Totals may not add to 100% because of students of other races or ethnic backgrounds.

b. No comparable data available.
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roySCin oy atuoy site and Lnid and haaily Background Characteristics.

Characteristic

Regular Source
of Care Location of Reouic.EggL;e

Regular
Physician,

No Yes

Doctor's Hospital Other
Office Clinic Clinic ER No Yes

AU. SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS 7 93 63 19 G 3 26 74

Study Site
Santa Clare CpwritY 2 98 85 9 5 G 14 86

Rochester 2 98 48 25 22 2 14 86

Milwaukee 5 95 59 29 3 3 27 73

Charlotte 12 88 63 16 6 4 37 63

Houston 15 85 58 17 6 3 37 63

Race/Ethnicity
White 4 96 81 11 3 0 12 88

Black 8 92 47 29 12 5 36 64

Hispanic 13 87 59 13 13 1 35 65

Poverty Status
Poor 7 93 42 32 15 3 34 66

Near Poor 9 91 55 24 9 3 27 73

Low Income 10 90 65 17 6 2 26 74

Not Poor 4 96 84 8 4 1 14 86

Mother's Education
Non-High School Graduate 9 91 48 27 13 3 32 68

High School Graduate 6 94 68 16 7 2 23 77

More than High School 3 97 83 10 2 1 11 89

Student Handicap
High Prevalence Condition 8 92 61 19 9 3 28 72

Low Prevalence Condition 3 97 70 19 7 2 ii 36
IL 5 0



Table 3: Odds of Not Identifying a Regular Physician by Selected Demographic
Characteristics within Study Sites

STUDY SITE

Demographic Characteristic Adjusted Odds Ratio
(95% Confidence Interval

Santa Clara, Rochester,
CA NY

.Rilwaukee, Charlotte,
WI NC

Houston.
TX

(percent with no regular physician)

Race/Ethnicity
Non-White 22 . 16 36 49 43 3.6***White 9 10 13 17 15

_

(2.7, 418)
Simple Odds Ratio 3.0°** 1.7 3.6*** 4.6*** 4.4***

Poverty Status
Poor, Near Poor, Low Income 19 13 27 46 44 2.7***Not Poor '1 16 15 17 14 (2.0, 3.7)
Simple Odds Ratio 1.9 0.8 2.0* 4.2*** 4.6***

Mother's Education

Non-High School Graduate 24 13 33 47 46 2.3***High School Graduata 11 10 19 27 28 (1.8, 2.9)
Simple Odds Ratio 2.5** 1.3 2.1** 2.5*** 2.2***

Student Handicap
High Prevalence Conditions 16 15 28 39 43 2,3 * **
Lcw Prevalence Conditions 8 9 19 25 13 (1.8, 3.0)

Simple Odds Ratio 2.2 1.9 1.6 1.9 4.8***

* p 4..05
** p c .01

*** p < .001
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Table 4: Health Insurance Coverage by Study Site, Child and Family Background

Characteristics.

Type of Insurance Warne'

Characteristic
None Public Private

ALL SPECIAL. EDUCATION STUDENTS 12 32 56

Study Site
Santa Clara County 7 14 79

Rochester 7 52 44

Milwaukee 8 52 41

Charlotte 12 25 62

Houston 27 18 56

Race/Ethnicity
White

8 19 74

Black 12 50 40

Hispanic 26 20 55

Poverty Status
Poor 116 67 19

Near Poor 16 35 51

Low Income 18 21 63

Not Poor 4 7 89

Mother's Education
NonNigh School Graduate 20 44 37

High School Graduate 8 26 68

More than High School 4 18 78

Student Handicap
High Prevalence Condition
Low Prevalence Condition

12

11

31

37

57

-55

a. Percents may add across to more than 1005 because a student may have both private

and public health insurance coverage.
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Table 5: Location of Regular Source
of Care and Availability of a RegularPhysician by Health Insurance

Location of Regular Source of Care Percent
Insurance Coverage Doctor's Hospital Other Emergen

t'
cy a Regthoutula.Office Clinic Clinic Room FaciNolity Physician

(percent reporting care location)

None 52 18 5 5 20 44
Public 48 32 13 3 4 27
Private 73 13 7 2 6 21
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Table 6: Use of Primary and Epecialty Care Physicians by Study Site and

Child and Family Background Characteristics.

Characteristics
Primary

Care'

Specialty

Ca re b

No
Physician
Visit

ALL SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS
56 15 38

Study Site
Santa Clara County

76 19 20

Rochester
63 9 34

Milwaukee
60 15 35

Charlotte
45 17 45

Houston
36 13 56

Race/Ethnicity
White

74 21 21

Black
46 9 49

Hispanic
41 13 52

Poverty Status
Poor

51 9 45

Near Poor
45 10 50

Low Income
49 16 43

Not Poor
72 21 21

Mother's Education
Non-High School Graduate

45 9 50

High School Graduate
59 17 34

More than High School
73 21 21

Student Handicap
High Prevalence Conditions

54 11 41

tom Prevalence Conditions
66 30 25

NOTE: Percents may add across to more
than 100% because a student may have seen both a

primary care providrr and a specialist in the last year.

a. Includes general practitioners,
pediatricians, internists and family practitioners.

b.
Includes all specialists not listed in (a), except psychiatrists.
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Study Site

Depographic Charactemstic Santa Clara,
CA

'Rochester,
NY

Milwaukee,
WI

Charlotte,
NC

Houston.
TX

Adjusted Odds Ratio
(95% Confidence

Interval)

Race/Ethnicity

(percent with nc primary care visit in last year)

White 16 28 28 36 32 3.0***
Non-White 37 42 48 67 72 (2.4, 3.7)

Simple Odds Ratio 3.2*** 1.9** 2.3*** 3.7*** 5.2***

Poverty Status
Poor, Near Poor, low Imam 37 39 42 65 73 2.6***
Not Poor 15 25 30 33 47 (2.0, 3.3)
Simple Odds Ratio 3.2*** 1.9* 1.7 3.9*** 34***

Mother's Education

Non-High School Graduate 44 44 41 69 73 2.3***
High School Graduate 19 26 39 45 57 (1.8, 2.8)
Simple Odds.Ratio 3.4*** 2.3*** 1.1 2.7*** R.0**

Student Handicap

High Prevalence Conditions 24 38 42 59 66 1.7***
low Prevalence Conditions 26 32 30 32 51 (1.4, 2.1)
Simple Odds Ratio 0.8 1.3 1.7 3.1*** 2.0**

* p 4:.OS

** p <.01
*** p < . 001
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Table 8: Use of Primary and Specialty Care Physicians ty Location of Regular
Source of Care, Availability of a Regular Phy.iiian and Health
Insurance Coverage

Access Measure Primary Care Specialty Care
No

Physician
Visit

Location of Regular Source of Care

Doctor's Office 65 18 29

Hospital Clinic 44 11 49

Othtr Clinic 55 3 43

Emargency Room 26 3 73

No Facility 15 9 75

Regular Physician
No 30 9 63

Yes 65 17 30

Health Insurance Coverage

None 35 10 58

Public 58 12 37

Private 60 18 34

,..41111.11Palwrsumes,
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APPENDIX

The stratified random selection technique necessitates the

use of a specialized formula for calculating standard'errors
of

estimates. 10
Estimated errors for the percentages 10. 30, 50, 70,

and 90 are presented in Table A for estimates based upon the full

sample of 1726 and selected subgroups.

Table A: Estimated Standard Errors of Percents.

Characteristic
Sample
Size

Percent

10 or 30 or
90 70 50

(estimated standard error)

ALL SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS 1726 1.0 1.5 1.6

STUDY SITE

Santa Clara County 347 2.7 4.1 4.4
Rochester 333 1.8 2.8 3.1
Milwaukee 356 2.0 3.1 3.3
Charlotte 351 1.9 3.0 3.2
Houston 340 2.4 3.6 3.9

Race/Ethnicity
White 755 1.7 2.6 2.8
Black 678 3.2 5.0 5.4
Hispanic 251 2.6 4.0 4.4

Poverty Status
Poor 397 2.9 4.4 4.8
Near Poor 315 2.3 3.5 3.8-
Low Income 268 2.8 4.2 4.6
Not Poor 586 1.8 2.7 3.0

Mother's Education
Non-High School Graduate 614 1.8 2.7 3.0
High School Graduate 585 1.7 2.5 2.8
More than High School 419 2.3 3.5 3.9

Student Handicap

High Prevalence Condition 931 1.1 , / 1.8
Low Prevalence Condition 792 3.0 4.6 5.0
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0 COANREARLYOLI N A

EDUCATION
INSTITUTE EFOR RESEARCH

HANDICAPPED

Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center
301 NCHIll Plaza 3224
Chapel Hill, N.C. 2'514 (919) 962.2001

April ID, 1985

Select Committee on Children,

Youth arkl Families

Room 385, House Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Enclosed are some materials that may be of interest to you. The Marital

Dissolution data enclosed (separation and divorce in families of young (birth
to 5) handicapped children) are for 399 autistic children, but I have similar

data on 1050 children with a variety of other handicaps. The stress of having

a handicapped child is real. The need for early services is also real.

The green pages marked indicate the results of a survey done of state
departments of Health, Education, Mental Health, Mental Retardation/DD, and
Social Services in eight randomly selected states. Our results indicate

that present social policies are better at substituting for families of
handicapped children than at supporting them. This results in needless insti-
tutionalization of handicapped children at tremendous emotional and economic

cost to families and taxpayers.

The need f-r respite care and other services is highlighted in A Family
Focus for Intervention (p. 151), as is the comparison of high stress/low stress

?'amilles. This chapter also includes informa' Jn on fathers and siblings. The

)evelopmental Perspective shows family servi: needs as the children grow older

(pp. 113, ;29) ana also tells about the rech. rate of institutionalization

found for a family-centered program (p. 132 The Support for Families paper

identifies the most important sources of supA tor 15U parents. Hope some of

this is helpful to you.

I've also enclosed a list of some recent publications from our project.
It you'd like any reprints, just let me krni.

Thank you for your efforts on behalf of families of handicapped children.
Let me knob. if there is anything else I can do to help.

Sincere y.

Marie M. B6stol, Ph.D.
Senior Investigator
Research Assistant Professor
Division TEACCH, Department of Psychi,itry

Enclosures
mM8/Jrc

The frank Porter GfahaTChrld Development (Mi. II r elimron o' the Chad Development Institute
The UntversItt, of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt
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Mhrtal Dissolution in Families of

Young Eandicappcd and Nonhandicapped Children

M. M. Bristol, R. icConnaughey, E. Schopler

Handicapped Children's Early Education Program Conference

Washington, D.C.

December, 1984
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Paper presented at the International Conference of the National Society for
Autistic Children. June, 1982. Boston, MA.

Work With Families

SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES

OF AUTISTIC AND AUTISTIC-LIKE CHILDREN

BY

Marie N. Bristol

Division TEACCH
Department of Psychiatry

University of Worth Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

As part or the TEACCH program (Treatment and
Education of Autistic and re-

lated Communication handicapped CHildren), Eric Schopler and I are looking at

the impact of autistic children on their families, trying to come up with ans-

wers ro two questions. First, what information could we collect when we first

meet a family that would help us predict which families
are really hurting,

which may be most in need of assistance? No matter how skilled and dedicated

you are, if you're in a service program, the bodies
are piling up at the door.

There are 24 hours in a day and 36 hours' worth of work. There's the phone call

you didn't make, the home visit you didn't get around to today, the letter that

you're going to write tomorrow. We're trying to see if we can identify the fam-

ilies most at risk. The people that, no matter how busy we are, we've got to

reach now.

The second question that we're asking is in which fami,ies are making it

and why? For example, some studies show that in families of retarded children

the divorce rate may be three times the national average and the suicide rate

twice as high ap average. But other families report that their marriages are

stronger because of the handicapped child, that they feel there is a shared pur-

pose in life that wasn't there before. I don't mean that these people are never

defeated, never overwhelmed, never feel like giving up, but somehow they spring

back while other families are simply overwhelmed by the stress. We want to know
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what differentiates these two groups of families.

Our initial study assessed 110 mothers of autistic children. Of these *0,

we compared the highest stress voup, (top quartile, 10 mothers) and the lowest

stress group (bottom quartile, 10 mothers). Both groups were comparable in

terms of family income, mother's age, number of children in the family, and

number of mothers working outside the home. All children in both groups of fam-

ilies had been diagnosed as autistic and both groups had comparable percentages

of severely and mildly autistic children. Yet one of these groups was really

*tressed and the other group was doing quite well. Why were some of theme fam-

ilies making it this others appeared to be going under?

One factor that distinguished the highest stress group from the lowest was

the characteristics of the children and their environments. Although older chile

dren tended to be more stressful than younger children, Cie child characteristics

that separated the high stress from low stress groups of families were generally

not fixed or immutable, but rather those that, ,ithin limits, could be changed.

Parents in the high stress group had children with more difficult personality

problems (often behavior management problems), fewer self-help skills and a greater

degree of dependency, a lack of activities, and fewer services and prospects for

independent living.

Another factor separating the highest from the lowest stress groups was the

adequacy of the support that these people received from what we call the in-

formal support network of spouse, parents, families, close friends, and other

parents of handicapped children.

In problems of inadequate support from relatives, I thought at first that

this reflected the loss of the extended family because of geographic mobility,

i.e., families moving away from kin. On closer study, however, we found that

in the highest stress group which rated relatives as much less helpful than

relatives of the low stress group, eight out of ten families had relatives who
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were, in fact, available; they just weren't helpful.

Parents described some such relatives. First there is the "poor baby"

group. The mother would say, "I can't bring Johnny over to my mother's - all

she does is say 'Oh, poor baby. If he wants a cookie, give him a cookie.'"

Basically, such relatives baby the child, never making any demands on him. They

simply refuse to think that he is capable of anything.

The second group is worse. They are the relatives who imply "There's ,othing

wrong with your child - there's probably a great deal wrong with you." There

wis a mother-in-law who said, and this is quote, "If I had that kid for two

weeks, he could talk." I suggested, "Well, give him to her for two weeks -

you've got a winner here no matter what: You get a two-week break and it will

shut her up for years." Then there's line: "There's never been any of that

sort of thing on my aide of the family." You've heard that one. The third group

of moAt helpful relatives is made up of grandparents who pretend that the child

is absolutely normal. They say, "You're just too worried about it - he's a

beautiful child and I don't want to hear any more about it."

The last group of stress-producing relatives
consists of those who, if you

say, "Ohl I had a terrible day," say, "I told you to institutionalize that kid -

I told you there's no sense beating your head against the wall."

The data show pretty clearly that the informal support network is very im-

portant and is significantly related to stress in the family so what can we do

about it? I think we had better begin to talk about network therapy. We need

to get better at creating responsive environments
for parents so that they have

sources of reinforcement and support out there.

Let me give you an example. There was a mother who had a young son who

threw things - he would throw everything - cups, balls, books, furniture. She

told me that if he didn't stop throwing things their house would be destroyed.
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I developed a super program that got the child to atop throwing - except on

Wednesday° and Saturday°. Then his throwing would reach all-time highs. The

program was clearly falling apart. I asked his mother, "What happens on

Wednesday° and Saturdays." She answered, "Well, those are the days that hi°

father is home." I brought the father in and told him that we were working on

the throwing and the child seemed to be doing well except on the dart that the

father wao home. I asked if he had any idea why. He answered, "You're damn

right I do. You know what? We the only normal boy thing that this boy can do."

I was extinguishing the only behavior that this man valued in his son. Can you

imagine the support his wife was getting? You can't just think about who's

going to reinforce the child; you also have to ask who's going to reinforce and

support the child's mother. You have to be thinking of the other people around -

do they understand what it is that yau're trying to help the parent do?

With a larger group of 150 parents of autistic and communication impaired

children, we decided to find out where people were getting their support. The

parents we asked, identified as most helpful to them as the parents of a special

chile, parent-training and special education programs, their spouses, their own

children, parent groups, the mother's relatives, and summer camp. Not such help

was reported from public social or health services or from churches, although in

our other studies parents have consistently identified their personal religious

beliefs as important in coping. This study was conducted in North Carolina and

parents ranked the TEACCH program as being significantly more supportive than

other parent training or education programs. The ratings of helpfulness were

not correlated with a measure of social desir.bility which suggests that parents

were not Just telling us what we wanted to hear.

Respite care was listed 83 nonexistent for two-thirds of the families. Another

problem was that although every child had some sort of educational program, 58%
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had no recreational program. We are trying to incorporate into our state-wide

programs proviaions for a supportive environment for parents.that would include

respite care and recreational programs. It's so easy to think only in terms of

the child, even if you've got what's called a parent program. The focus of

intervention often tends to be on getting parents to help in changing the behavior

of the child. This is very important but is only one aspect of a good parent

program. Equally important, we have to give parents the kinds of services and

support that will enable them to maintain their self-respect as persons and

have time for themselves and their other family members. Soottimee what parents

need from professionals is more "peredasion" not to feel guilty for not spending

their whole life on their child, and more encouragement to do things independently

of the child.

What we can provide professionally 13 network
therapy, in which we reach

out and strengthen the informal reinforcing network a parent is part of. We can

help parents identify another network they can belong to, and that is MAC.

Parents can provide support 'or each other that cannot come from a professional.

Professionals must acknowledge that they are but a moment in these children's

lives. Only if a parent has an adequate continuing support network, can he

or she hope to cope with the ongoing stress of caring for an autistic child.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DISABILITY RIGHTS EDUCATION AND DEFENSE FUND

The Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund (DREDF)' is pleased to submit
testimony in this historic hearing. We commend the Select Committee and its Chair-
mu', Representative Miller, for the concern and interest for disabled children and
their families which is demonstrated by this hearing. DREDF shares the commit-
ment of this Committee to make families with disabled members visible and to
make their needs a matter of top national priority. Too often the rhetoric of the
1980's about families and family values presumes that all members are white,
middle class, and able-bodied. This Committee's effort to solicit the concerns and
views of families of disabled children demonstrates a true commitment to all chil-
dren and their families.

DREDF, an organization run by disabled adults, works closely with parents of dis-
abled children. Initially our work involved individual and group advocacy toattain
educational rights under the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EHA).
Our involvement in the educational rights of disabled children stems from our fun-
damental commitment to the full integration of all disabled people into the Ameri-
can mainstream. For this reason, our work in the area of education has focused on
attaining integrated placements for children who have historically been educated in
segregated facilities. The purpose of education is preparation for future adult roles.
Segregated education is based on the view of disabled people as dependent. A child
who is segregated from his/her peers is deprived of the critical preparation in social
development necessary to interact as an adult in the mainstream of American life.
Segregated education is tied historically and philosophically to institutionalization.
Integrated education is the foundation of the goals of the disability rights movement
of independence, autonomy, dignity, and productivity.

Our work on educational integration has been with families who have made the
decision to keep their severely disabled children at home. This is the most funda-
mental "integration" for the child and for the family. These families claim the right
to be part of their communities. They have rejected recommendations by doctors
and social workers to institutionalize their children. They want to function as a
family. Unfortunately, the service delivery system is designed to penalize them for
their choice. Services which would be available for their children in out-of-home
placements are unavailable at home. This is so despite the fact that providing serv-
ices in the home is significantly less expensive.

Currently, California is serving about 64,000 people with severe disabilities via 21
regional centers, at a cost of approximately $206 million per year. About 8,000 per-
sons are in eight state hospitals at a cost of $904 million per year.' The average
service costs for each of the 1,300 children living in California's state hospitals is
about $38,000 per year.2 Those children living in group or family care homes cost
about $2,500 per year.3 Families receiving respite (in- and out-of-home) services cost
about $237 per year. Hence, the State of California spends about $59 million per
year to support placement of children out of their homes. Only about $5 million
spent to assist families in keeping children at home with their families.3

The studies confirm that provision of respite services for families with severely
disabled children is a major factor in preventing institutionalization.6

Nevertheless, California instituted massive respite care cuts in 1984. DREDF rep-
resented many parents in their appeals. Through this process we became intimately
familiar with the daily lives of families with severely disabled children. Each family
that we represented had an undying commitment and a willingness to endure unbe-
lievable hardship to succeed in keeping their severely disabled child at home. Par-
ents who make this decision should not be constantly testedoften to the point of
family and personal dysfunction. These parents should be rewardednot penalized.

DREDF a national disability civil rights organization dedicated to securing equal citizen-
ship for 36 disabled Americans DREDF accomplishes its mission through education and
advocacy. DREDF has ii,..ndouarters in Berkeley. California and a governmental affairs office in
Washington, DC.

'State Council on Developmental Duk.bilit;es. California Developmen'al Disabilities Plan-
1984-86, part 1, p. 35 (Sept. 23, 1983)

2 Id., part III, p. 36.
3 Id.

Id.
5 Id
6 See, State Council on Developmental Disabilities, Respite Services for Californians with Spe-

cial Developmental Needs California Institute on Human Services, Sonoma State University
(May 1982)
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A brief desc-iption of one of our cases illustrates the problems with public policyin this area. In one case, a single mother with two sons had recently started a train-ing program in dental technology after many years on welfare. She had someone to
care for her disabled son between the time he came home from school and she camehome from work. The state threatened to take away this service. The only option forthis mother was to return to the welfare rolls or to place her well- adjusted, activechild in an institution.

All of the cases involved children (often teenagers) who require constant care forall daily activitieseating, dressing, toileting, etc. Many children must be lifted tento twenty times a day. The emotional and physical strain on parents (often mothers)is tremendous. This is exacerbated by the fact that every serviceeducation, res-pite, equipment, recreation, transportationrequires a fight. Nothing comes tothose who sit and wait for it. Not only are disabled children viewed as second-classcitizens, but their parents are treated as such as well. Parents who fight for servicesare characterized as "pushy", "aggressive", or simply "crazy". The pressures arealways present. The child brings joythe fights bring anguish.
DREDF is pleased that this Committee took the opportunity to hear from parentsthemselves. They are not asking for pitythey are asking for support. Day careserviceslacking as they are for all childrenare unavailable for severely disabledchildren. Respite care services are essential to keep families together and childrenat home. These families deserve our respect. This hearing gives them your respect.We are hopeful that your exploration of these issues will form the foundation of acomprehensive support-services policy for disabled children and their families.Thank you for your interest and your action on this important issue.
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IgoUNITED CEREBRAL PALSY°
ASSOCIATIONS, INC.

66 East 34th Street, New York, N.Y..10016 (212)481-0300

April 30, 1985

Nr. (Norge Killer
Chairman
Select Committee on Children,
Youth and ?mollies
U.S. Souse of Representatives
385 Blouse Office Building Annex 2
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Willer:

I appreciate your latter of April 15 which addressed the area of "Families with

Disabled Children: Issues for the Eighties."

ra glad our materiels were helpful; and we win, indeed, forward to you our
latest data on child abuse, disabilities, and respite care when finalised. At
this point, questionnaires are still being received, and Dr. Shirley Cohen and I

hesitate to release our information ntil we have cmapleted our preliminary

survey.

I have, however, enclosed for you our National UCTA, Inc. Policy Statement on
Child Abuse as well as our Statements on Respite Care and Family Life Skills

Lastly, is copy of our most recent UOTA News which includes an article on child

abuse which details our current sockertair
Please let Dr. Cohen and I know if we can be helpful to you in the future, and we
will forward our report to you as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Va4/101/

Rachel Warren
Program Consultant
UOTA, Inc.

RDW/gh
Enclosures

cc: James Introne

01,u.thi LO SInu2u/

Shirley Cohen, Ph.D.
Banter College

John Siepp Mike Norris
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UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY,"
ASSOCIATIONS. INC.

OS East 34th Street New York. N.Y. 10018 (212) 481-6300

Racily Life Skills

WIDDRIAS tCPA, Inc. and its affiliates were establihed by Mollies and

WORM it is the goal of Imatily Life Skills to eulance all individuals'ability toot:intro.). their owu distimY through the
t000hxzE of skills solowsoorito deal effectively with the environment, sod

W1BMEAS lawny Life Skills enhances the phyaica, social, sod psychological
growth and development of the individual as &progression towards interdepen-
dence or inlependtst living, and

WHEREAS Emily Life Skills encourages the
evolution in life - style, appropriate

to his/her develcgmental level, for the individual and his/her family

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT CCM, Inc. end its affiliates sake a consciouseffort to promote opportunities for families to develop these skills at all
stages of life.

BE IT PIM= RESOLVED THAT 00PA, Inc. and its
affi-qatas provide access to com-munity re:on:yes MI identify and seek to alter public policies that discouragesupport to faxilies.

Approved: Executive 0omeittee - 9/25/62

lf ONO* II 00.0:04504 JACK mm.44tArt NOCA UMW HOWARD C MUIR, JR 000000 I DOOM WIL1LW ItIRDIUMO AA 0 CAM. n CONICROL«AIANAN or fir( VW° Vitt CouAWN 0100 C.0000 not C.WIWN t'AtttOtql Vitt 'Att.!, 1%1Cul iv* 0010101%
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UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY*
ASSCKNATIONS. INC.

es East 34th Street, NOW York. N Y 10318 (212)481-8300

FAMILY LIFE SKILLS

Definition

There is en increasing evenness that it is a human right for all
to control their own destiny to the extent that each is able. it

is the goal of Featly Life Skills to enhance all individuals'

ability to control their own destiny through the teaching of skills

necessary to dial effectively with the environment: featly rela-

tionships, interpersonal relationships; stress & crisis coping

skills; utilising community resources; money mensgemeut; selecting

and adapting a dwelling Once; time management; constructive use
of leisure time; personal hygiene end grooming; clothing selection

and adaptation; nutrition, meal planning and dining.

Gools/PhilosoPhr

It is the overall goal of Family Life Skills to enhance the physical,
socielond psychological growth and development of the individual as
a progression towards interdependence or independent living.

Other goals are:

- To foster positive aelf-imege.

- To encourage the evolution in life-style, eppro-
priste to his/her develctuentel level, for the
individual and his/her family

Frorren Aspects

Foxily Life Skills represent zomplement of many skills which will

enhance the quality of life for the family unit. Planned Life Skills

training can strengthen toe life of individual family members as well
es that of the person with a disability. The skills should be offer-

ed in the context of services for the total family, as a system of

family supports. For example, mother's time-menepement concerns

may be alleviated when her son achieves goals of clothing care.

Fondly Life Skills are crucial vehicle through which s person with

s disability can be assisted to meet human requirements for

fulfilling life and sound mantel health; directly in some areas
(housing, money management, clothing, etc.) and indirectly in other

areas (social interaction, self -worth, belongingness). Featly

Life Skills thanes* preventive tool which supports good mental

health through positive interpersonal relation...lips end management

skills.

,A.VN CC+ 01,40. JACK r ACV/. NINA IATC.I C Mitle IN YAW. 14411+OCKI N <WM
WooedOPINION,,,,, .1 +C* .,swoo W .RIVOMI

PC IJr
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?wily Life hells are pplio-social
and developmental in mature.

Medical, therepeutio, amd
rehabilitation eaginewimg linkages arenecessitated 'sten special adaptation

of the environment arerequired.

Aridly Life Skills ore
dpesic and change throughout

the life cycle.Opportunitieo furthering skill
development should Di' available topromote interdependence within
the family unit Awl within the commu-nity.

The tailoring are examples of program implications
of the life-cyclesyproeth:

Parents of en infant
may require assistance in use of comoonityresources, time management,

gooney mensgement.
Adult coosumersin a

vocational program may benefit from tutor-ing in use of leisure
time, kdsey management, or volunteerdevelopment.

Staff of a Living Arrangements
pro's:hammy elect consultationin interpersonal relationships
or budget/DS.

Older parents whose
son or daughter has moved out to his/herown apartment may need assistance in restructuring

their owntime.

No one organisation, school,
or agency should assume total respon-sibility for Flail,' Lite Skills. Instead, a shared responsibilityis indicated. Programs within UCP affiliates

should support tireto the !laity and encourege
use of other oommnnity resources. iher -ever possible, the community
should be the teeching/laarning

labor*.tory.
Cooperetive programs sight occur with other agonies provid-ing services to the

develcgmentally disabled County 4-H endExtension Programs, Public
Schools, Infant Development Programs,Adult Education Programs,
Visiting Horses and Homemaker/Home

HealthAide Agencies, Planned
Parenthood, Vocational

Rehabilitation, Con-sumer Credit Counseling, etc.

Methods of teaching
may be through informal tutoring

or in plannedclassroom activities.
family Life Skills must be planned for andintegrated into all /aspects of the program continuum.

Public Policy

This will include involvement
in:

Increased access to community resources.
A policy which support, the

concept that funding follows theindividual.

UCP should identify sod seek to
change /alter public policies that dis-courage support to families.

Approved: Executive committee - 9/25/82
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UNITEDTERF_BRAL PALSY,
ASSOCIATIONS. INC.

Oa East 34th Street. New York. NY. 10316
(212) 4614300

CHILD ANSE AND NEGLECT

WHEREAS UCPA, Inc. has clearly recognized the rights of people with
disabilities by developing and adopting the till of Rights

for the Disabled end

WHEREAS UCPA, Inc. promotes research that may lead to the elimination

of causes of cerebral patsy by the year two tnousand, and

WHEREAS significant progress has been mode In decreasing the incidence

of cerebral palsy, and

WHEREAS each year many children below the age of S years acbuire cerebral
palsy largely as the result of traumatic head injuries due to

confirmed cases of child abuse, and

WHEREAS research has clearly shown that children born with disabilities

are at a higher risk for child abuse, end

WHEREAS the Surgeon Senora! of :he United States hes recently Indicated

that the abuse e' children and other forms of family violence

now represent a 'dor health crisis In this country,

NOV THEREFORE SE it RESOLVED that UCPA, Inc. promote research regarding

the incidence, Intervention and prevention of child abuse and

neglect.

IN IT FURTHER RESOLVED that UCPA. Inc. utilize some of Its resources to
collect. review and disseminate materiel on the Incidence.
prevalence. Ident:ficatIon, and strategies of Intervention In

child abuse and neglect for UCP affiliates.

SE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that UCPA, Inc. encourage other organizations such

as the American Academy for Cerebral Palsy and Developmmtal

Medicine to develop a similar policy regard.hg child abuse and
neglect and explore MOMS whereby organizations can work together

to address this major health problem.

1Cddp7;* 77- -QaTiFilif the Corporation - 5/5/84
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UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY°
ASSOCIATIONS, INC.

88 East 34th Street, New York. N Y 10016
(212) 481-6300

Respite Care

MEMO Respite care is a service providing
temporary relief for the primary

caregiver vh-ch is necessary to maintain
or strengthen the bonds of the familyunit and

$M2REAS This support to faW.lies can also reduce or prevent unnecessary dis-
ruption of fird14 life and possible institutionnlisation and

MBAR Respite Care promotes positive
changes of life style for the family andconsumer since it frequently fosters movement bsvards

a living arrangsamnt in the
least restrictive envircoment

INDY= RE IT MOWED that affiliates should
ensure the availability of a

variety of modals of respite care for families.

RE IT !PURISM R2S0LVE0 that 0CPS sat its
affiliates advocate for adequate funding

for Respite Can from government and private sauces

iSproved: Dvcutive Cemnittoe - 9/25/82
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UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY,'

ASSOCIATIONS, INC.

ea East 34th ;West, New York. N.Y. 10016 (212) 481.6300

lama CART

Definition

Regite.Cars is a service which provides temporery
relief for the

rimery caregiver.

Ooels/Philoo_qat(

Respite Core is o service for families
which is necessary to main-

tain or strengthen the bonds
oft,* family unit. This support to

families can also reduce or prevent unnecessvy
disruption of fam-

ily life end possible institutionellsetion.
Respite Care pron..tes

changes of life style for the fesiiy
end consoler since it fre-

quently fosters movement towels a living errengement in the least

restrictive environment.

Program Aspects

21.ery affiliate should ensure
the evoilebility of respite care for

families, since it is a priority of the nations' organisation. Consumers

should be intimately involved in planning
and implementing the

mulles and should be given the opportunity to choose fres variety

of flexible models. Ouch e continuos can be assured through close

collaborstion with other generic oosemnity concise.

Close sescciotico with the family will lord to
identificetian of needs

within the family unit. Therefore, s Respite Care service must relate

toe case management gates that wen wogs other supportive services.

While the recipient of Respite Care is the primary caregiver, the

service also offers enriching experiences
for the consumer.

lublic Policy

For the first time, Respite Care has
been promoted by the federal

government through the Title lay, (Medicaid) Home end Calamity

Egg Services Waiver. Since such a service is e state option,

affiliates should work for its inclusion 5.3 the senior continuum

end than assist state* in opereting this progrts.

L(ONARON GOLDEMEON JACI, HAUSMAN NINA EATON HOWARD( MILLER JR <X00011 MOM WILLIAM atIIINOEIM, YD EARL N WWI°
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All levels of UCP should advocate adequate funding for Sespite
Cart particularly fry non-medical sources such as the Title 1:14
Social Services Program.

improved: Ccecutive Ctimotittee - 9/25/2
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AProw'Problem Professionals Can't Ignore
The Surgeon General has publicly

stated that' . family violence remains
mankind's Utny little secret' ." Its victims
are its most vulnerable membersthe
quote young and quite old Homicide is
the fifth major caused' death among chit.
&en, ages one to eighteen. Within that
figure are the number of infants under a
week old. 4,500 per year. TVA, thirds
the killers are parents In addition about
1,000 children ranging in age from one
week to one year are lolled each year.
Three of' every four killers are parents of
the murdered child. The National Center
for Child Abuse believes that a minimum
of two million children suffer physical
and mental abuse each year The Center
as receiving 800000 reports of child
abuse each year, and the triajonty of
abusers are parents

Family violence tends to escalate dui,
mg periods of economic stress Present
figures are probably low, and a truer
statistical picture would make the present
problem larger Thirty nine states have
reported an ricrease in the incidences of
child abuse, according to the Children
Protective Services

To the willful infliction of pain of in-
jury must be added the withholding of
food, medicine, and clothingthe use of
restraints for discipline. unreasonable
confinement, and sexual abuse. the last
of which may be inflicted (incredibly)
even on infants

Neglected and battered children, often
victims of maloutntion and infections,
well as physical violence. may suffer per-
manem physical and mental Impairment.
These children are also panic:deny prone
to neurological damage.

The United Cerebral Palsy Govern.

mental Activities Office reported an 1977
that of the 124830 new cases of cerebral
palsy occurring each year approximately
1,500 were the direct result of child
abuse. By 1982 the total number of cases
ass reduced to /0,000 a year Of these
2.000 are acquired impairment. The

causes of the acquired cerebral palsy ere
predominustly proven child atm. falls
and automobile accidents. It it, of
course, a moot pow how many of the
'accidents' were the result of child neg.
lest or unproven child abuse.

' PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ACTIVITIES

Is 1914, a Paicy Snittmeet re-
$110$ 0114 MON IRO appeoved
60010021101i of La*. i.e.

ladeiriparialai a
711r;leinawit am-

ateristandatellistl pews= eked
le kw* . we: hie*" Pin.
rempal Pala by Cohen aid
Warm (Again: Pro-E4 Pub-
lishers. 19115).

lobs km Mother of Pnars-
skid Sonless harem Depart-
ment; Rachel Warren, Program
Conniltatt; and Dc Shirley Co-

ilea. leeks% City University of
New*atw1llbspeasestomina
ma en And sibraeat the Annual
Meeting rides Council for Esxrt-
tired Children is April, 1945.

Cana tied %farms 610 presently
ecodkctias a Prsikaltary Survey
on Child Abner. Some 71 alba s
with prw:heel mod tap* care
programs wen mailed questithi-
mires in February. Results will be
available to all affiliates. Direet any
communication to Rachel Warren,
PSPD.
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Spesifte Cannes of hieing%
Children can be physically as well as

psychologically MalMe" through sexual
abuse Sexual abuse of duldren is often
discovered because the child has con-
tracied ventral disease resulting in sick.
liners, hospitalization and permanent
damage. Pregnancy and high risk progeny
are the frequent end of sexual abuse.

Incestuous relationships result in preg-
nancies with high incidence dna to the
health of very young mothers. The babies
arc at high risk, due to the immaturity
the mother and high probability of here-
ditary birth defects.

Burn injury is a major cause of death
and &thinly in childhood. The burning
of children is deliberate abuse and often
the consequence of a dctutbed home sit-
uation. Children who have physical hand-
icaps already, or any other feature that
marks the child as different from other
children (even precocity) are more prone
to abuse Mentally handicapped children
appear to be more vulnerable for abuse cr
esskreament than normal children. Chil
dren with casein temperaments areal high
risk for abuse. Thus the child with birth
dekets or differences is apt to be in double

.001)014
The emotional trauma of the victutuza-

don, verbal, physical or sexual is mar-
1 mous. Most abusers were abused as chit.

dren. Disease is transmitted from
generation to generation emotionally
stunted parents. And these abused people
were more intact ones who made it to
adulthood, intact enough to form physi
cal relationships and procreate

Responsibility of
Human Service Providers

The social, psychological. and
dame problems associated with chile
maltreatment make this problem a cru-
cial one for health powders as well as
educators Ignoring the problem will not
make '4 go away Yet an examination
many texts in special education reveals
almost no address to this issue. This lack
in educational materials is surely a cause
and effect of the failure of teacher train-
ing programs to cover die subject

Ignoring the problem Is irresponsible
for health providers and special educe
tors It is particularly irresponsible be-
cause professionals can make a differ-
ence on alley 'Peg this national problem

This is excerpted from an article submit-
ted to 3CTA PaedolaPar by June R
Mullins. Ph D., Special Education De.
paranent, University of Pittsburgh
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HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA, April 15, 1985.
GEORGE MILLER,
Chair, House Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families, Room 885, HouseAnnex No. g Washington, DC.

Thank you for contacting me concerning the hearing scheduled on April 19, 1985in Anaheim. As I am unable to attend, I submit tilis letter.
I combine personal experience with a great deal of interface with families overtb' past thirteen years and also as a professional having acted as director of Devel-nits' Disabilities Area Board XI during the past 61/2 years.it, let me state that becoming a parent of an infant having developmental spe-needs is an unexpected dilemma for which no one can be prepared. If you sur-v we the grieving process, can now and again combat the systems and the emotionalupheaval, you may one day be fortunate enough to learn to accept and love theperson who will always be dependent on you. You'll spend a lifetime defending thedisabled family member's worth/value against spouse, family members, profession-als who practice their trade, a generally cruel and insensitive general public andpublic policy that is shortsighted and hypocratically inconsistent.
Attempts to provide early intervention to infants are encouraging and critical asare efforts to provide an opportunity whereby infants/children can be maintained athome. The major flaw, I fear, is that the majority of propose Ls place all familieshaving disabled members into a "welfare mentality" criteria. One day perhaps itwill be recognized that no correlation exists between having a disabled child andwelfare/low income.
I recall that when, for no apparent reason, my own daughter's rapid regression atten months old, caused us endless frustration in attempting to find answers andhelp. Instead, it was encouraged that permanent out of home residential placementbe found. During the past thirteen years placement is always the response to re-quests for supportive resources. Incidentally, the placement suggested averages$1,500 per month and the place is one where two severely handicapped childrenwere kidnapped and raped on two separate occasions.
Access to special education is the single most important available resource, at thistime, to families. Often it is not appropriate nor is it ever free if one calculates thetremendous t..mount of time parents must volunteer in order to advocate minimallyacceptable special education services.
We estimate the divorce rate among families having a disable1 child at 80%. Ifdad hasn't permanently retreated to the den, he has decided to abandon this trou-blesome kid and fanatic spouse to find fun elsewhere. Like most, he pays no childsupport.
Mom, if she's skilled, may find work but can't find child care. Or if she can finasomeone to come in, they charge twice as much because the child is disabled. Re-member, a disabled child, adolescent, or adult at no poi. t in time often becomesable to enjoy any degree of independence with unsupervised peers. Someone must beresponsible 24 hours each day, seven days a weekforever.
Attached is an example of a single mother who does not work and has attemptedto take care of her seventeen year old son. Professionally, I receive at least two callsper week from single parents who cannot find day care, respite, recreation, medicalor any degree of financial assistance support in order that they may survive the de-mands of taking care of their children at home. Instead, out of home residentialplacement is offered. This is shortsighted, at best.
Both development of resources and supplemental funding for supportive servicesto families having disabled family members must be made available within the ex-isting systems.
Please advise if I may provide additional information.Sincerely,

Enclosure RHYS BURCHILL
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Mrs. Teddy Thompson, Social Worker
IHSS Social Services
Costa kesa California

25141 Sea Vista

Dana Point.Ca 92629
April 10,85

Dear Mrs. Thompson:
I thought I would beable to call you from Santa

Ma Yesterday (no charge) because I had to have gum surgery up there.

But I was in too much pain and ditty to talk and they told Heidi to

take me home to rest. I had my face swell up like a baloon back in

February but could not take cars of it. I went for 3 opinions to

make sure I had to go txu this surgery again. Oh as :

Your letter was moat upsetting. If ycu put Herb on arrearages
I will loose the house, and then where will Horbie go?? McClaren

{19121
-

I am sending * of check but want you to realize oir situation

in csae I could wait until June t July to give the checks.
...........hta_mpPortmilla..terb was in Shrinors, I had no income and was

golIMLITL9119 NAPital 10h.rausadeerda Myonewho
/11..i.a going thru this spinalusThrThipts-naner surgery would

understand. The gasoline and4rood for Heidi and I was costing about

$25. minimum. So Iam behind in my hills
/a fact I owe the gas company 4380. for 4 months when Herb was in

cast here in L.R. we had to keep the house warm. I was going to ask if

you knew any agencies that would still have gas funds. I could have

gotten help when tne bill was only 2 months due instead of 4 but th gas

compeahstaly IsnWyDgeplue notice.
yesterday $300 * this mo and nextn .2

Ir January I had to give up alimony as I could not afford a 1.myor

to f:ght Harry again. I am still paying $50 a month from 2 yrs ago 5.
to Jane McQuaid. I ale o have had to take out a 3 mo in ad va ce

Major medical as I have not been covered under REDIcal since that a

time I could not get up there. Plus NO doctors around here wi.l take 4

medical. I have had lots of extra expenses for ry Barbie thru hthese

terrible 8 months. 6 prescriptions and medical only covered 1.
I saved the taxpaera about 450,000. having Herb's surgeries done a

with Shrinere and nl,o thousands of dollars by taking care of him at lj

home hero when both Shriners dr's and the "Regional center* recoxmonded"

skilled nursing hone.
Tho most difficult time of all has been tnese past weeks since

Herb got caat off as he c d hardly move and screamed in pain if we
toucned hin so I have been up with him about every hr. at night. ti

I am going to send a copy of thio letter to Protection and Advocacy

and Mrs. Churchill
Another thing I as concerned about, if I pay tnis $247 back by

CHECK how will it oho that wo did NOT receive this for Hoidi's financial

aid. TM I knew You will be nappy to hear Heidi was on Dean's List

and is now taking 24 units and will bo in /Immo Production next so. y.

Drop me a note if you can wait on this check but I as enclosing

$120. I will not beable to talk for a few days

Barbie Langefeld

1.41,e_ .!;:t
IX+ Sco6 (vs. liwt

Cu LPFncle,ert y'ur lett-r lnd chcck

le+. + he s 17 yrs. 061.04.. seal- se .rim% (C. P) C..c..4 Says it.iy co.4.
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Lit MA lie WO MILO., OrKtu OF a ri

°5 \ 3 SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCY:/ °LARRY Y M. LEAMAN. DIReCTOR

Mrs. Barbara Lanaefeld
25141 Sea Vista

Dana Point, CA 92629

0 rA....==/Nu. 1ll 0
....Var. t"........'

0 ....:.=
mu.

0 r...g,..4
° tSr:70

13 *"..1r=4;
0 me a.

=XL=
a :::.:.4

...NM.. O..
0 ...... _........=. t .4
0 =01:1.4ZEI0)

April 2, 1985

Dear Hrs. langdeld:

As of this date the September
1984 overpyanent of $247.79 remains un-collected, refer to letter enclosed.

Please contact me before 4/15/85,
in order that we might make a plan ofrepayment. If I do not hear from you by this

date, it will necessitateour having to put Herbie on arrears
payment, in order to collect the$247.70 amount via our IHSS computer.

SIgterely,

497

1-Lsi

Enclosures

Mrs. T. Thces5cn, Social Worker
834-5429

1 ,8, 7
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C>UNTY OF k, FRANGE
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333 SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCY
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LARRY IA LEAMAN. DIRECTOR

January 18, 1985

Mrs. Barbara Langefeld
25141 Sea Vista
Dana Point, CA 92629

Dear Hrs. Langefeld:

2
o

0

°

t17:111:"."'""I
me v.. Noee.1AI.
.0 00. *avg.oeume.

000 0040.001Ye. 0

°

tom ear AA'
0.0005. II*

0 ....qty.
000 00 000.0011

*V&

°

The DiSS hours authorizes, effective January '85 and continuing will be

254.4, as I have increased time authorized for skin rubs. The 254.4

hours authorized is after 8.7 hours of respite have been deducted from

Herbie's total need for services. You will receive a supplemental check

for 42.7 hours for January '85 (254.4 eligible to 211.7 received.)

You will also receive (1) additional checks fn .m the months of 7/84
(320.45). 8/84 (521.17), 9/84 (121.17), as the comPuter did not send

the retroactive wage increase from 53.45 to 53.55.

At this tire the September overpayment. of 69.8 hours can not be collected

as previously discuss. In order to reconcile the corouter a check should
be made out to DSS/DISS Program, in the amount of 5247.79. in the lower
left hand corner under memo please indicate September '84 overoryment.

It continues to be your responsibility to notify this ager-y when the
respite person assures more responsibility for Herbie's personal care,
and when Herbie's program of care changes.

Please call re regarding any questions.

Since

T. Thompson. Social rker

834-5429

TTsi
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CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY,
Cleveland, OH, April 4, 1985.

Select Committee on Children, Youth and Family, Room 885, House Annex 2, Wash-ington, DC.
Enclosed you will find a list of publications from my study and reprints (or pre-

prints) of pertinent papers.
A copy of the abstract, scheduled for presentation on May 22, 1985 at the Ameri-

can Psychiatric Association Annual Meeting, is also enclosed. The abstract focuses
narrowly on the finding that the chronic stress of mothering disabled children does
not cause Major Depression. In the paper I will report in addition that mothers of
disabled children had a significantly higher rate of non specific psychological dis-
tress compared to controls, 30% and 16% respectively. Non-specific psychological
distress, although it does not correspond to any specific peychiatric disorder, affects
the quality of life of individuals and their ability to respond effectively to life's prob-
lems.

I will report also that the adverse effect of chronic stress on families is reflected
in an increased rate of divorce. During a five year period, 12.2% 01 230 married
mothers of disabled children became separated or divorced, compared to 5.5% of 290
mothers of children free of physical disability. The difference is statistically signifi-cant.

Sincerely,

Enclosures.

NAOMI BRESLAU,
Ph.D., Associate P ofessor of Sociology.
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Women's Labor Force Activity and Responsibilities for Disabled
Dependents: A Study of Families with Disabled Children

NAOMI BRESLAU
Cate Western Reserve University School of

Afedirine

DAVID SALKEVER
The Johns Hopkins University

KATHLEEN S. STARUCH
Case Western Resene University

Journal of Health and Social Behavior 1982. Vol. 23 (June):169-183

Prelim's research de ttttt nitrated that the presence of young children in the home has a negative
impart on the writ., is ark of the mother. Houeser. the effects of nomen's responsibihties for
the t are of dliahkd f It members hare rarely been examined. This Raper reports the renihs
of a study of the impact of child disability on maternal luborforce activity. Data uvre gathered
frosts 360 families of children 8,0 cystic fibrosis. cerebral palsy. myelodynilasla or multiple
physical handicaps and from 4S6 randomly selected families with children free of disabilities
from the sante geographic area. Anion: nroparent families. child disability interacts with race
and family income: It exerts a greater negadve impact on materriallabonforce partkipation of
block and low-lncome families, as compared to white and high-income families. Labor market
°rinks. of single mothers doe, not appear to be significantly affected by child disability either
alone or is interns thin kith income and race.

Women's activities in the labor market have
been dominated by the events of motherhood.
Historically. the presence of young children in
the home has had a powerful negative impact
on the employment of the mother. Researchers
point out that the presence of a young child
plays a key role in the monetary consider ,ctions
that lead to a mother's der;ion not to work

This research was supported by grams from the
Cleveland Foundation and the C. S. Mutt Founda-
tion

Address communications to. Naomi Breslau.
Ph D . Department of Epidemiology and Community
Health. Case NVestem Reserve University School of
Medicine. Cleveland. OH 44106.
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outside the home. This is so because the cost of
acceptable substitute child care often out-
weighs the potential :ontribution to family in-
come from the mother's paid work (Cain. 1966:
Mincer. 19o2: Sweet. 1973). Public attitudes
regarding child development. women's roles.
and the satisfaction to be gained by women
from family as opposed to market activities
have also exerted a negative influence on their
employment (Smith -Lovin and Tirksmyer.
1978: Waite and Stolzenberig. 1976).

Although the presence of a small child in the
home continues to inhibit maternal employ-
ment. Waite (1976) found that its effect de-
creased sub 4antially between 1940 and 1960.
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lndeeu. recent labor statistics attest to major
changes in the maternal labor force. Labor
force participation rates for married women
with children under 6 years of age rose sharply
from 26.5% in 1970 to 41.6% in 1978. For mar-
ried women with older children (6-17 years
old), this rate increased from 45% to 57.2%.
and the increase for women who were house-
hold heads during this period was from 53% to
58.9% (U.S. Department of Labor, 1979).
Waite (1976: 74-75) speculates that the decline
of the negative effect of young children on em-
ployment -is probably due to increased wage
rates for women, which increased opportunity
costs of the withdraw! of the wife from the
labor force, and to more favorable attitudes
toward working mothers."

While the responsibilities of caring for small
children may have become a weaker deterrent
to women's market work, the effect of other
responsibilities may be increasing. Recent
statistics from the U.S. National Health Sur-
vey indicate a dramatic increase in the preva-
lence of childhood disabilities. The reported
percent A of children in the noninstitutional-
ized population having activity limitation due
to chronic conditions increased from 2.7% in
1970 to 3.9% in 1978. The corresponding rise in
the prevalence of limitation in major activity
(schooling) was from 1.3% to 2.0% (U.S. Na-
tional Center for Health Statistics, 1972, 1979).
Improvements in medical therapies, which in-
creased the survival rates and prolonged the
lives of children born with severe physical im-
pairments. have contributed to this trend. The
recent shift from institutional care to care in
the home is undoubtedly reflected in these
statistics, as well.

The research reported here focuses on the
effect of a disabled child in the home on the
mother's activity in the labor force. Disabled
children can be expected to increase inordi-
nately the child-care demands on families.
Tt . results from the children's greater depen-
dence on others for self-care and mobility. the
time parents must spend in obtaining medical
and related services and in-home therapy, and
the limited availability of substitute child care
for disabled children. (-uch increased child-
care demands would tend to inhibit maternal
employment because they constitute additional
nonrnarket work in the home, and because of
powerful cultural norms that assign to women

the principal responsibility for the care of sick
family members (Carpenter. 1980; Lewis and
Lewis. 1977). At the same time, however,
there are other consequences of child disability
that may have an opposite effect. Added de-
mands for purchased professional services in-
crease the family's financial needs and could
induce mothers to enter the labor force or re-
main in it. A similar erect may result from the
psychological strain of caring for a disabled
child and the associated increase in the psychic
benefits for the mother of work outside the
home.

Recently, Salkever (1982a, b) has examined
this question using data from national house-
hold surveys for 1972 and 1973. The results
indicate that children's disabilities do in fact
reduce labor force activity of mothers. These
studies also indicate that tl. effects are signifi-
cantly greater for lower incon.e, white families;
for non-whites, the effects are not statistically
significant. Although this research suggests a
potential income differential in the impact of
child disability on maternal employment, it has
not fully explicated the basis for this observa-
tion. Furthermore, the effect of the severity of
child disability on maternal labor force activity
was not analyzed. nor did the sample include
an adequate number of non-white families with
severely disabled children to test and estimate
effects on non-whites.

Our primary focus is on the following ques-
tions: Does child disability have a greater
negative effect on maternal labor force activity
in low-income families and black families than
on high-income and white families? Does it,
thereby, constitute a greater burden on the
earning potential of low-income and black
families, as compared to these other families?
Economic forces, cultural factors, and patterns
of family organization shape a different labor
market behavior among black in comparison to
white women. as previous research has con-
sistently demonstrated (Cain. 1966; Landry
and Jendrek. 1978: Sweet, 1973).

ibporheser

Our centr hypothesis is that childhood dis-
ability exe; ,s a more negative effecton mater-
nal employment of black and lower income
families than of white and higher income

191
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families. Such racial and income differences
can be expected to result from class-linked
variations in the employment opportunities for
women. Both income and race were used as
variables in this Analysis on the basis that each
may index a different aspect of these class-
linked variations.

Black and low-income mothers are more
likely to hold blue-collar, low-skilled jobs. and
therefore to be more affected by the presence
of a disabled child in the home for the following
reasons. First, conflicts between child-care
demands and demands of the workplace may
be treater for them because the types of jobs
they have access to do not accomodate easily
to flexible or part-time schedules or frequent
absences (Cook, 1978). Second, the monetary
benefits of hourly wage, low-paid work (part-
time or full-time), net of the high costs of
nonfamily care for disabled children., may be
too insubstantial to constitute an effect;-..e in-
centive for market work. Third, as the primary
motivation for maternal employment in low-
income and black families is more likely to be
financial need (Landry and Jendrek, 1978),
their decision to work for pay would more
likely be governed by these monetary consid-
erations. In contrast, mothers in higher income
and white families would have greater access
to stork in an office situation, which adapts
more readily than many other employment
situations to parttime work and is more toler-
ant toward absences. Furthermore, hise,,er
paying jobs are more likely to yield a surplus of
earnings over the extra costs of child care.
Finally, and perhaps most important, higher
status jobs may provide psychological rewards
even when they do not increase the family's net
income. A pleasant or interesting part time job
may be a welcome activity, providing stimula-
tion and relief from the routine chores of
homemaking and the demands of caring for a
disabled child.

A second consideration is the impact of child
disability on the employed mother's hours of
work. With respect to work hours, different
consequences can be expected. Black a sd
low.income mothers of disabled children are
unlikely to respond to the conflicting demands
of work and home by reducing their work
week. they are more likely to respond by drop-
ping out of the work force altogether. There-
fore. we would not expect to find a substantial
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difference between the average hours worked
by these women and those worked by compa-
rable mothers without disabled children. White
and high-income mothers, in contrast, are
more likely to respond to the extra burden of a
disabled child by takings part-time rather than
full-time job. These combined trends would re-
sult in greater reductions in hours of work for
white and high-income, as compared to black
and low-income, employed mothers, an oppo-
site interaction effect to that expected fa: labor
force p-..rticipation. The net negative impact on
the number of hours worked by white and
high-income women would be attertuat-.
however, by the fact thatin the ,..rseral
population of working women ;tam and
women with high incomes have :Jan.:: rates of
part-time employment, as compared to blacks
and those with low incomes (Landry and Jen-
drek, 1978). On balance, we would expect an
average, weak, negative effect on hours of
work of employed mothers.

Sample and Data

Families of children with cystic fibrosis,
cerebral palsy, myelodysplasia, and multiple
physical handicaps were selected from among
families attending four pediatric specialty din-
ics in two teaching hospitals in Cleveland,
Ohio. Most children with these severe condi-
tions are referred to tertiary medical institu-
tions. Since the participating hospitals are two
of the three tertiary hospitals in the Cleveland
area, their clinical populations provide rela-
tively representative samples of children in
these diagnostic categories residic, in the area.
AU Cleveland area families of patients in these

'agnostic categories who were 3 to 18 years of
age were asked to participate in the study.
From 460 eligible families, 369 (80%) complete
and usable interviews were obtained.

For a comparison group, a three-stage prob-
ability sample was designed to represent all
Cleveland area families with one or more chil-
dren 3 to 18 years old. From 530 eligible
families, 456 (86%) complete interviews were
obtained. In each family, a randomly selected
child between 3 and 18 was defined as the
Index Child. and was the focus of an extensive
inquiry, comparable to that concerning the dis-
abled child. Drta were gathered from mothers
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in which V labor force participation: c1 tot,
six predictors of labor force participation

us .'d here as covariates (AGE. AGE', EDU-
CP.TION , CHILDREN, YOUNGEST,
HEALTH): xi RACEtxt = O- INCOME:d,
DIS.BLED (see Table U. The interaction hy-
potheses would predict that: (I) Bo and 81, are
statistically significant, and (2) the size and
sign of the coefficients in dr: equation indicate
a greater negative effect for black and for
low-income families. In a second set of
analyses, weekly hours worked by employed

mothers wss the dependent variable, using the
same set of independent variables but without
interaction terms.'

Analysis of subjective da:a collected from
mothers, regarding the impact of child dis-
ability are presented to corroborate the regres-
sion results. An eigh:-Lem scale was used to
measure role restrictions attributed by mothers
to having a disabled child in the home.' The
items describe a mother's curtailed possibilities
for employment, going back to school, follow-
ing her own interests, and day-to-day activi-

TABLE t. Means and Standard Desiationii
fin parentheses) of Variables Included In the Model by MaritalStatus and Child Disability

Two-Parent Families SingleParent Families
With a

Disabled Child
In - 2711

Without a
Disabled Child

In - 361)

With a
Disabled Child

in 91)

Without a
Disabled Child

in 95)LFP .4'1 .48 .47 .58(.5) (.5) (.5! (.5)HOURSt .1 30.5 35.4
.1 I) (14.1) 02.8) (10.2)AGE' 36.7 38 3 37.2 35.7(3.0) 18.7) 192) (9.3)AGE" 1413.6 1546.6 1467.2 (361.8(633.2) (698.9) (800.2) (719.4)EDUCATION' 12.1 12.8 11.3 11.9(2.3) 12.(1 (2.5) (2.1)CHILDREN' 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.211.4) 111) (1.6) (1.3)YOUNGEST' 7.2 8.4 9.1 8.1(4.8) (5.2) (4.8) (5.2)HEALTH 1.9 1.8 2.3 2.0(.7) ( 6) (.81 (.7)RACE' .12 .20 .53 .67( 3) (.4) (.5) (.5)0-INCOME 19.5 22.5 4.7 4.2(10.1) (14.9) (4.8) (e 0)ADL" 3.6 08 4.2 U.S(6.2) (2.0) 0.4) (1.6)

LFP--la'aor force participation: the first dependent variable, a dummy variable scored I if the mother wasemployed at the time of the survey. 0 d she was not: the predicted value of this dichotomous variable in this
model may be interpreted as the probability that a mother was employed, given the values of the independentsariables.'

HOURS-number of hours per week an employed mother worked: the second dependent variable.AGE-the mother's age in years.
AGE,-Ihe mother's age in years squared.
EDUCATION -the number of rears of schooling the mother completed.
CHILDREN-the number of children under 18 living at home.
YOUNGEST-the age of youngest child.
HEALTH-mother's subjective health assessment, rated as I - excellent. 2 good. 3 fair. 4 poor.'RACE-a dummy variable scored I black. 0 . ether.
0-INCOME-other income. the total annual family income from sources other than mother's earnings rotthe rust )ear tin thousands of dollars).
DIS ABLED-a dummy variable scored I - a disabled child is present. 0 - no disabled child present.AD1.-actisities of daily living the level of disability of the Index Child
t For employed mothers only.

193
48-132 0-85--7
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in home interviews using a structured ques-
tionnaire including self-administered instru-

ments.'

Model and Method of Analysis

The effect of child disability on maternal
employment is examined in this study within
the framework of pnor research on labor
market activity of married women (Bowen and
Finegan, 1969: Cain. 1966: Heckman, 1974:
Landy and Jendrek. 1978; Sweet. 1973: Waite.
1976. 1980): most research on maternal em-
ployment has focused exclusively on married
women. The factors most frequently identified
as having an influence on wives' employment
can be classified in four categories: (I) domestic
demands, including number and age of chil-
dren, (2) mother's earning potential, including
her age and education, (3) socioeconomic fac-
tors. including husband's income and race, and
(4) labor market conditions, including area un-
employment rates for women. Of these, only
labor market conditions are not included in this
study because they are constant across the
sample. Mothers' health, a vanable rarely in-
cluded in previous research, is added to this
analysis, as there is some evidence that moth-
ers of disabled children may be in poorer health
than other mothers' a fact that may account
for differences in employment rates. Since the
focus of this analysis is on the differential im-
pact of childhood disability on the labor supply
of mothers by race and income levels, other
variables that influence mothers' employment
are included in the model as covariales. in
order to control for their effects. Data are ana-
lyzed separately for married and for single
mothers.

Means and standard deviations of the vari-
ables in this study, cited by marital status for
( -mikes with and without disabled children, are
presented in Table 1, The activities of daily
living (ADL). the level of disability of each
index child, were determined from a sixitem
Liken scale. which measures the extent to
which the child gets help in each of the follow-
ing activities: eating, dressing. washing.
toileting. going up or down stairs, and going
outdoors. Responses on each of the items
:Jive from "never' WI to "most of the time"
13). and sae scores, computed by summing
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over the six items, range from 0 (no disability)
to 18 (high disability). Internal consistency re-
liability (Cronbach's alpha) is .88.

Information on income from sources other
than mothers earnings (0INCOME) of
families with employed mothers was obtained
directly only for the randomly selected families
(i.e., those without a disabled child). For
families of disabled children with working
mothers, values on 0INCOME were esti-
mated as a function of other variables: marital
status. average earnings of hutband's occupa-
tion (using detailed three-digit occupational
codes), husband's employment data, educa-
tion. age. race. rent, number of children. and
alimony. A regression of reported family in-
come exclusive of mother's earnings (0
INCOME) in the random sample of families
was used to calculate weights for these pre-
dictors. This regression predictt d 50% of the
variance in the dependent We exam-
ined also the possibility that race and marital
status interact with other predictors of 0
INCOME. Such interactions would indicate
the desirability of estimating we'lits in sepa-
rate equations by race and marital status
groups. A hierarchical model with such in-
teractions was tested. The increment to ex-
plained variance in 0INCOME attributable to
the set of interactions was not statistically sig-
nificant (F = .802: df = 11,150). We concluded
that weights estimated on the total randoia
sample could not be improved upon by cal-
culating them separately on black and white,
married and unmarried sub-groups.

Missing data present little problem in this
analysis, since information on any of the inde-
pendent variables was missing in only a few
cases (no more than 0.5%). When values were
missing. the mean of that variable for the cases
in which values were available was substituted
(Cohen and Cohen. 1975).

To examine and estimate the effects of child
disability on maternal labor force participation
as conditioned by family income and race. an
ordinary least-squares linear model was used.
Differential effects of child disability were
tested as interactions between child disability
and moderator variables of interest (namely.
family income and race) in the following
hierarchical model:

+ . + B,x, + Bsx, +
+ B,d,x, + Bd,x, 4- a.
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tie.. Responses range from "strongly disagree"
(1) to "strongly Wee" (5); and scale scores
range from 8 (none) to 40 (many restrictions).
Internal consistency reliability of the scale
(Cronbach's alpha) is .86.

RESULTS

The Presence of a Disabled Cti ld in the Home

Table 2 shows the regressions of maternal
labor force participation for two-parent and
single-parent families: 1rdinary least squares
unstandardized partial regression coefficients
are presented. As can be seen in this table. the
results for two-parent families confirm our ex-
pectations. Coefficients for the two interaction
terms. DISABLED x O-INCOME and DIS-
ABLED x RACE. are statistically significant.

TABLE 2. Hierarchical Regressions of Maternal
Lebo Force Participation by Marital
Status (partial unstandardIsed regression
coefficients; standard errors in pars
enthesa)

Independent
Variable

TwoParent
Families

In iv 6391

SingleParent
Families

(n - 186)
AGE .0479 .0239

(.0191) ( 0244)
AGE: - .0007' -.0004

(.0007.1 ( 0003)
EDUCATION .0350' .0423'

(.00931 (.01621
CHILDREN -.0059 -.0091

(.0171) (.02711
YOUNGEST .0231' .0296'

'..00561 ( 00921
HEALTH -.0226 -.1762'

(.02941 (.0478)
RACE .1323' -.2354'

( 136571 (.10541
O-INCOME - 0085' -.0156

1.00181 ( 01211
DISABLED - .1302 -.1570

(.0838) (.13431
DISABLED x

O-INCOME .0068' -.0016
1 00341 I 0152)

DISABLED x
RACE - 2262' 1597

( 1111) (.13671
Corydon' -.732 .090
12, 105 .317

' Coefficient exceeds YAK, its standard error ip <
.051.

indicating that the labor force participation re-
aression slopes on DISABLED change with
the values of 0-INCOME and RACE.
Further, from the coefficents in the equation
we can conclude that child disabilty has a
stronger negat;ve effect on low-income and
black families than on high-income and white
families. The results leading to these conclu-
sions are presented in detail in the paragraphs
below.

The regression slope of labor force partici-
pation on 0-INCOME in the randomly
selected families, measured by the coefficient
of O-INCOME (from which is partialled DIS-
ABLED x 0-INCOME), indicates that a drop
of SI 000 in 0-INCOME irareases by almost
1% the likelihood that a mother is employed.
This estimate replicates closely the estimated
effect of husband's income on the employment
of married mothers reported recently by Waite
(1no) for a more homogeneous and younger
cohort. For a family with a disabled child, the
corresponding rise in labor force participation
with a unit decrease in 0-INCOME is by less
than 0.2%.

Frei these result the point of intersection
of the regressions o Libor force participation
on O-INCOME for Unifies with and without a
disabled child can be calculated, and it can be
determined whether the interaction is ordinal
or disordinal: i.e., whether the rank order of
the two samples with respect to labor force
participation is constant or whether it is re-
versed with changes in 0-INCOME (Kerlinger
and Pedhazur, 1973:255). Family income ex-
clusive of mother's earnings (0-INCOME) at
the point of intersection of the two regression
slopes is approximately 519,000. a value well
within the range of interest in this study. It is
also the median 0-INCOME of two-parent
families with disabled children. The interaction
is thus disordinal: at low levels of 0-INCOME
(<519,000) a mother of a disabled child is less
likely to be employed than is a mother of chil-
dren free of disabilities. whereas when 0-
INCOME is high (>S19,000) the probability
that the mother of a disabled child is employed
is greater.

To describe the nature of the interrction
more clearly, changes in labor force panicipa-
lion rates that are associated with having a
disabled child were estimated at several repre-
sentative income levels (Table 3). An estimated
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TABLE 3. Estimated Effects on Employment Proba-
bilities of Married Mothers of Ditsbkel
Children by Family Income &dusky* of
Mother's Earning

Estimated 9E of Sample
OINCOME Effects (cumulative)

5,000 10% 3

7.000 8% 8

10.000 6% 15

15.000 3% 33.3
19.000 0% 50

20.000 0.5% 65 5
23.000 3% 80

25.000 4% 86

30.000 7% 92

effect of a disabled child, given a certain level
of 0- INCOME, is the difference between the
predicted probabilities of employment of a
mother with a disabled child and one without
such a child at that level of 0-INCOME, using
the coefficients produced in the regression. For
example, in comparison with a mother of chil-
dren free of disabilities but with the same
0-INCOME, the probability of a mother of a
disabled child with 0- INCOME of $5,000
being employed is, on the average, 10% lower.
When 0-INCOME is 510,000, the negative
effect of a disabled child is smaller; specifi-
cally, the probability of maternal employment
is reduced by 6%. The presence of a disabled
child in families whose 0- INCOME is greater
than 519.000 has a postive impact on maternal
employment. For example, when O-INCOME
is S25,000, the probability that a mother of a
disabled child is employed is 4% higher than
when a disabled child is not present. An in-
spection of Table 3 reveals also that compared
to only one-fifth of the families with incomes
associated with increases of 3% or more,
one-third of the families are at income levels
associated with reductions of 3% or more in
employment probabilities. On the whole, how-
ever. the opposing effects cancel each other
out. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
main effect of i.tuld disability on maternal labor
force participation (as estimated in an equation
that does not include interaction terms) is weak
and statistically Insignficiant (8 ,r. -.0228;
S.E. - .0397).

As 0- INCOME values for working mothers
of disabled children were estimated as a func-
tion of other variables. it could be argued that
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the markedly attenuated regression of labor
force participation on 0-INCOME in two-
parent families with disabled children might, in
part. be an artifact of a greater measurement
error of 0-INCOME in this group. It might
also be argued that, in using weights calculated
on the random sample, we have overestimated
the actual 0-INCOME for employed mothers
of disabled childrenan error that would in-
deed result in a downward bias of the coeffi-
cient of maternal employment on O-INCOME
in this sample. Indeed, in applying weights es-
timated on the random sample to families with
disabled children, we make the assumption
that the same set of factors predict 0-
INCOME in the same manner in both popula-
tions. That is, we assume that (I) there are no
unique sources of O-INCOME in the disabled
sample, and (2) the principal predictors have
similar weights in both groups. With respect to
the first assumption, it should be noted that the
major assistance program .o families of dis-
abled children (i.e., Crippled Children Ser-
vices) supports the provision of medical ser-
vices, but does not transfer cash payments to
families. As to the potential differences in the
weights of predictors used to generate 0-
INCOME, it could be asked if husband's in-
come, the single most important predictor of
O-INCOME in two-parent families, might be
significantly reduced by the presence of a dis-
abled child in the home. However, previous
research by Salkever (1982b) shows that pater-
nal earnings are not significantly decreased by
the presence of a disabled child. It seems
doubtful, therefore, that nstr estimation proce-
dure has systematically overstated 0-
INCOME for families with disabled children.

There is other evidence to suggest that our
finding is not the result of statistical bias. First,
the same sort of income interaction observed
here was also reported by Salkever (1982a).
Second, information on 0- INCOME for
non-working mothers was obtained in the sam-
ple of disabled children directly from respon-
dents, just as it was in the random sample. A
comparison of O-INCOME distributions for
non-working mothers in the two samples
clearly shows a markedly greater proportion of
low O-INCOME among non-working mothers
with disabled children than among those with-
out disabled children. The respective propor-
tions of mothers with 0-INCOME less than
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S12.000 are 18% and 5%, of those with 0-
INCOME of S10.000419,000, 40.5% and
32.8%, and of those with O-INCOME of
$20.000 'id over, 41% and 62% (p < .0005).
Mean O-INCOME of non-employed married
mothers with disabled children is 519,052, and
of those without disabled children. $25,377 (t
4,074 (343):p < .0002). It is highly unlikely that
such a large difference in income distribution
could be explained by other factors, such as
class differences in prevalence rates of chil-
dren's disabilities. In this regard, it should be
ncted that income data from the United States
Census Bureau's Survey of Income and Edu-
cation, presented by Salkever (1982b). show
muck smaller differences between all families
with and without disabled children.

The negative effect of a disabled child on the
probability that a married mother is employed
is almost three times as strong among blacks as
among whites, 36% and 13%, respectively
(Table 2). The coefficient for whites is not
statistically significant, whereas the coefficient
that measures the difference between the effect
of disability on blacks and on whites is statisti-
cally significant.

The finding that child disability has a
stronger negative effect on the labor market
behavior of black and low-income wives than
on that of white and high-income wives is sup-
ported by the subjective reports we collected
from mothers regarding the extent to which
child disability restricts their nonfamilial roles.
On the scale measuring role restrictions, black
married mothers of disabled children scored
higher, on the average. than their white coun-
terparts. 18.03 and 15.90. respectively (t
1.945 1276). p .05). The difference between
low income (< 510.000) and high income ID,
510.000) If even greater. 18.86 and 15.78, re-
spec'..ei, it c. 2.926 (276), p = .003). On the
item most directly related to employment- I
cannot take a job outside the home because of
the child's condition--a higher proportion of
black than white wives expressed agreement.
27% and 19% respectively; and propor-
tionately more low-income than high-income
wives expressed agreement. 31% and 18.5%.
respectively. In sum. respondents' perceptions
of the extent to v. filch the care of a disabled
child confined them to a domestic role and
preempt-LI employment corroborate the re-
gression results on the labor market behavior

of married ionthtrs. Both sets of data indicate
that child disability is a stronger deterrent to
maternal employment in black and low-income
families tnan in white and high income
families.'

As Table 2 shows, results on other determi-
nants (It rreioyment of married mothers are in
accord with past research. Mother's age has a
curvilinear effect on employment, as indicated
by the signs and statistical significance of the
two age variables (see Landry and Jendrek.
1978, and Sweet, 1973, for similar results). With
respect to level of education, our results indi-
cate that an additional year of formal education
raises the probability that a mart ed mother is
employed by 3.5% (see Bowen and Finegan,
1969: Cain. 1066: and Sweet, 1973). Number of
children has no effect on the employment of
wives in our sample, which comprises families
with at least one child present in the home. In
i.ontrast, age of youngest child has a positive
effect on the employment probability of mar-
ried mothers: The likelihood that a married
mother is in the labor force increases by ap-
proximately 2% with each additional year of
age of her youngest child (see Cain, 1966:
Sweet, 1973; and Waite, 1980). The effect on
employment of a mother's rating of her general
health is not statistically significant.

Table 2 presents also the unstandardized re-
gression coefficients of labor force participa-
tion of mothers in single-parent families. This
category comprises widowed, divorced, sepa-
rated, and never-flurried mothers. In contrast
with the results fo two-parent families, in-
teraction terms between the presence of a dis-
abled child in the home and income or lace are
not statistically significant. The absolute value
of the coefficient for the product terra DIS-
ABLED x RACE. however, is greater than its
standard error. The sign of the coefficient is
positive, in contrast to the negative sign of the
corresponding coefficient for two-parent
families. This could mean that, whereas for
two-parent families the negative impact of
child disability is greater for blacks than for
whites. among single-parent families the effect
is the reverse. The negative effect of child dis-
ability among single mothers was found only
for whites. reducing the probability of their
employment by approximately 16%, whereas
the employment probability of comparable
blacks was unaffected.
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Aside from its possible interaction with race.
child disability does not emerge as a factor in
labor force participation of single mothers. The
model, however, does account fora substantial
part of the variance (i.e., 32%) and three fac-
tors are found to have substant:vely as well as
statistically significant effects. Mother's edu-
cation rnd age of youngest child have strong
positive impact on labor force participation of
single mothers. just as they have for married
mothers. In contrast, mother's health has a
positive and statistically significant effect on
the employment probability of single mothers
only. We speculate that their close financial
dependence on market work would induce
healthy single mothers to seek work, leaving
among the non-working single mothers a dis-
proportionate number of those who are in
poorer health. Conversely. since married
mothers have more discretion regarding
whether or not to work for pay (as their lower
labor force participation rates show), their
health is less likely to be a factor; and its re-
lationship with employment status is. there-
fore. likely to be weaker.

In a second set of hierarchical regressions.
we examine the effect of child disability on
hours of work for employed mothers. The by

as stated above, is not one of interac-
tion but rather of an average, weak, negative
effect. Table 4 r-esents the results for two-
parent and single-parent families. The coeffi-
cients of child disability are not statistically
significant for either two-parent or single-
parent families. The results, however. are con-
sistent with our expectation. in that the coeffi-
c.ents are negative and are larger than their
respective standard errors: for two-parent
families. B -2.3317 (s e. .. 1.6536). and for
singleparent families. B ... -2.9439 (S.E. -
2.4883). Furthermore, the regression coeffi-
cient of child disability calculated on the com-
bined sample of two-parent and single parent
families is almost twice as large as its standard
error: B .. -2.5795 (S.E. .. 1.3718: p < .10).

Three factors in the model affect hours of
work of married mothers: age of youngest
child. race and O.INCOME (Table 4). As her
youngest child groves older. an employed mar-
ried mother increases her hours of work ap-
proximately one-half houreach year. Employed
black mothers cork. on the average. more than
5 hours in excess of white working mothers.
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TABLE 4. Hierarchies, Regressions of Moues M
Work fir Employed Mothers by Marital
Status (partial sustanderend fermium
coefficients; standised error la par-
nabob)

Independent
VariaVe

Two-Parent
Families

In , 2901

One-Parent
Families
(s 98)

AGE -.1217 1.3059

1.9906) (1.1575)

AGE: -.0017 -.0180
(.0123) (.01431

EDUCATION .0694 -.3839
(.3629) (.5573)

CHILDREN -.1069 -1.0780
(.7759) (.99911

YOUNGEST .6172* .3568
(.2165) (.3652)

HEALTH .7141 .5981
(1.2636) (1.9037)

RACE 5.5000* 5.1904'
t2.1638) (2.4966)

0-INCOME -.2063' .3722

(.0832) (.2359)

DISABLED -2.331) -2.9439
(1.6535) 12.48831

CONSTANT 32.931 14.474

R: .100 .167

Coefficient exceeds twice its standard error.

Husband's income has a negative effect on
hours of employment of working wives; an in-
crease of 55,000 is associated with a reduction
of one hour of work. These effects may mea-
sure changes from part-time to full-time em-
ployment more than small increments in hours
of work. Thus, the racial difference probably
reflects the smaller proportion of part-time
workers among black than among white work-
ing wives. Our own data indicate such a trend,
as do data presented by Landry and Jendrek
(1978).

Of these three determinants of hours of work
in two-parent families. only race is statistically
significant in predicting hours of work of single
mothers. We tested also the interaction effects
of child disability with O-INCOME and race on
hours of work. but failed to find evidence for
such interactions for either two-parent or
single parent families.

The lutpot r 4 Severity of Child Disability.
Severity of child disability was hypothesized to
interact with family income (0-INCOME) and
race. reducing (as the seventy increases) the
labor force participation of mothers in low-
income and black families more than it reduced
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that of mothers in high-income and white
families. "Activities of daily living- (ADL)
measures the extent to which the child gets
help in self -care and mobility. We chose this
scale as an appropriate index of severity of
disability on the grounds that it probably mea-
sures the burden of care imposed on parents
more closely than other disability measures.
Table S presents the regression of maternal
labor force participation and hours of work on
ADL interactions with income and race. Al-
though these results are from analyses in which
the total set of six covariates are entered before
ADL and its product terms with O-INCOME
and RACE. the coefficients of these cova.iates
do not appear in Table 5. as they already ap-
pear in Tables 2 and 4.

Res-its on the effects of ADL on labor force
participation in two-parent fan.9ies are genet,
ally consistent with our expectations (see
Table 5). The interaction between ADL and
0-INCOME is statistically significant and with
the hypothesized sign. The negative (linear)
impact of severity of disability on maternal
employment decreases with increments in
family's income net of mother's earnings. The
negative slope measuring this impact is
steepest for those with the lowest incomes, and
is reduced by .0008 with an income increase of
51.000. In Table 6. we present regression esti-
mates for selected levels of 0-INCOME and
changes in employment probabilities associ-
ated with three levels of ADL at each of these
income levels, following the technique de-
scribed in Cohen and Cohen (1975:310-314).

TABLE 6. Estimated Regressions of Maternal UT
on ADL as..: Ealkaated Louts Is I.FP by
ADL at Representative Levels of 0-
INCOME for TmoParent Foils

Chanel in LFP at

O-INCOME Slope
ADL=

C

ADL-
12

AD1.
1$

S.000 -.020 -.12 -.24 -.36
10.400 -.016 -.10 -.19 -.29
/OA/ -.ON -.05 -.10 - 14
30.000 .000 .00 .00 .00
40.000 .00r .05 .10 .14

As Table 6 shows. the slope of ADL on labor
force participation for families with an annual
income of 55.000 is -.020. This can be
translated to a loss of 12% in the probability of
employment at :. level of disability that char-
acterizes the average disabled child in two-
parent families (i.e.. ADL = 6). FiOr mothers
with a more severely disabled child, i.e., at one
and two standard deviations above the mean.
the likelihood of employment is reduced by
24% and 36%, respectively. For families with
an annual income of $10.000, the slope is -.016
and the associated reductions in employment
probabilities are smaller. For families with an
annual income of S30.000, there is no linear
relationship between level of disability and
labor force participation, whereas for those
with an income over 530,000, the regression
slope is positive, indicating a positive impact
on labor force participation of severity of dis-
ability. However, the reversal of the regression

TABLE S. Hieranhkal Regressions of Labor Force Partkipation and Hours of Work on Severity of Child
Disablihy (ADL) by marital Status (partial unstandardbed regression

eneMelentn standard errorto parentheses)

ADL ADL x 0-Income ADL x Race
LFP
Two. Fare nt -.0236r .000S -.0136Families 1 0076i 1.0003) (.0107)OneNrent .0127 -.0325 .0065Families ( 0148) (.00161 (01551POURS
TssoParent -.59425

Families (.2036)
One Patent -.4091

Families ( 3030)

Controlin; for AGE. AGE'. EDUCATION. CHILDREN. YOUNGEST and HEALTH. For HOURS
regrmion. RACE and 0-INCOME are also controlled.

t Coefficient exceeds twice its standard error.
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sign is of little practical significance in this
study, since most two-parent families with dis-
abled children (92%) had an annual income of
S30.000 or less. looted, the coefficient for
ADL at entry into the regression (i.e., before
the interaction terms were introduced), is
statistically significant and negative, B a.
.0101 (S.E. ..00391. The size of this average
effect of ADL is approximately the same as
that found for families with 0-INCOME of
S19.000, the median 0-INCOME of two-
parent families with disabled children. Thus,
although severity of disability has a far greater
impact on those at low incomes, it has a nega-
tive impact on the probability of employment
of most married mothers.

The impact of severity of disability on the
labor force participation of mothers in white
two-parent families, as measured by the coeffi-
cient for ADL from which is partialles: the e6
feet of ADL x RACE, is statistically signifi-
cant end negative (see Table 5). The nept:ve
slope for blacks is even steeper, .0375. as
compared to .0236. The difference, rathough
consistent with our expectation. is not statisti-
cally significant.

For single-parent families we did not find
support for the interaction hypothesis: nor is
there evidence that severity of child disability
reduces maternal employment rate across in-
comes and racial groups.

In Table S appear also the regression of
hours of work for working mothers on ADL for
two-parent and single-parent families. With re-
spect to hours of work, we hypothesized a
weak negative main effect of disability mea-
sured either as a dichotomy or as a continuum
of severity. As expected, coefficients for both
groups are negative, and in two-parent
families. the coefficient is statistically signifi-
cant. as well. in single-parent families, the
coefficient is larger than its standard error, but
is not significant at a = .10. Adding interaction
terms, ADL x O-INCOME and ADL x
RACE. to the equation of hours of work of
either married or single mothers does not in-
crease significantly the variance accounted for.

we infer from these findings that, as le s el of
child disability increases. the number of ssork
hours of emplocd wives decreases: and that
this relationship is constant across income
lc% els and between blacks and whites. Among
tv.o.parent families, when level of severity
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equals the mean of our sample with disabled
children, a mother reduces her work week by
approximately 3 hours. When the disability is
at the maximum level of severity, she reduces
her work week by 10 hours. For single moth-
ers. corresponding reductions of hours of work
are attenuated, and the negative impact itself is
not statistically significant.

Summary of Results

The analysis presented in this paper provides
evidence that caring for a disabled child in the
home exerts a negative impact on the labor
market behavior of married mothers. With re-
spect to labor fore parezipation, child dis-
mAlity interacts with race and income: it exerts
a far greater negative impact on maternal labor
force participation in black, as compared to
white, families and reduces the probabilities of
maternal labor force partkipation in families
with income below the median, although in-
creasing such probabilities in families with in-
come above the median. The reduction in labor
force participation is in direct relationship with
severity of child disability. Although most
families with disabled children are subject to
the negative linear effect of severity, the
amount of change in labor force participation
associated with a unit change in severity is
greater for families with a low income than for
those with a high income. In contrast, the im-
pact of child disability and severity on weekly
hours worked by employed mothers is not
conditioned by either family income or race.
Family income has the same negative impact
on hours of work of those with and without a
disabled child, and employed black mothers
work longer hours. independently of their chil-
dren's health. Child disability 'as a weak
negative main effect, if any, a. I the linear
negative impact of severity of disability, while
atistically significant, is. on the whole, mod-

est.
These findings taken together confirm our

expectations regarding the impact of child dis-
ability on families. Low-income and black
wives, who must choose between the conflict-
ing demands of continued employment and
caring for a disabled child in the home, find
themselves in an either/or situation: they either
drop out of the labor market or continue to
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work longer hours, as compared to high-
income and white mothers. Conversely, moth-
ers in high income and white two parent
families do not respond to the demands of care
of a disabled child by leaving the labor force. In
fact, the maternal employment probability is
highincome families rises but, like employed
mothers from high income families and white
families who do not have a disabled child, they
are more likely to spend shorter hours at work.

Labor market activity of single mothers (i.e.,
widowed, divorced. separated or never mar-
ried). does not appear to be significanly af-
fected by child disability either alone or in in-
teraction with income and race. The data sup
gest. however. that there may be a negative
effect on labor force participation among
white. single mothers.

Discussion

Our data are incomplete with respect to an
important factor. Information on family in-
come exclusive of mother's earning was not
gathered from the simple of families of dis-
abled children. In its absence, we estimated the
value of this variable as a function of other
variables. Although we have argued (with the
support of empirical evidence) that the ob-
served interaction between child disability and
husband's income on maternal employment is
unlikely to be the result of statistical bias, we
could not rule this possibility out completely.
Despite this limitation, the results warrant
careful consideration. especially because the
area of investigation has received little atten-
tion and is likely to be of increasing importance
in the future.

An alternative explanation for the greater
negative impact of child disability in black and
low-income. twoparent families might be that
these families have greater access to publicly
supported medical care for tiv...r disabled chil-
dren. According to this aroment. mothers
might reduce their labor force activity in order
to qualify for these programs. or might feel less
of a need for maternal earnings to pay for such
services. The major public program supporting
these special services is Crippled Children
Services.' Forty4our percent of the two-
parent families in this study receive such ser-
s ices. However. the emplo)ment rate among

mothers of recipients is not different from that
of mothers of nonrecipients, 40% and 46%,
respectively. These data., anJ the fact that the
Crippled Children Services prop. -a does not
use a strict income-eligkality criterion, seem
to rule out this alternate explanation.

Before one can fully assess the significance
of our findings, it is necessary to take into
account the economic conditions that induce
black married women and wives of low-
income husbands Into the labor market us
higher rates, and for loftier hours. Low-
income families are more likely to depend on
wives' paid work for income needed for the
purchase of nondLcretionary market goods
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development. 1978). 'There Is, however, a
sharp contrast between the employment rates
of black wives and those of white wives, a
contrast that persists even when husband's in-
come and other compositional differences are
controlled. Several explanations have been
offered for this discrepancy, such as race dif-
ferences in marital instability. and in the avail-
ability of child care within the household and
from r. lashes and friends outside the house-
hold (Cain. 1966: Sweet, 1973). Landry end
Jendrtk (1978) present data incompatible with
these arguments. In their data, divorce rates
were not higher among blacks, nor did black
wives have a greater access to child care from
family or friends. They suggest instead that.
"black wives are not deterred from working by
their husband's income for the simple reason
that his income is not sufficiently high to allow
them not to work" (Landrey and Jendrek,
1978:795). Put another way, back husbands'
income is. on the average, below the thres-
hold level at which it can have a deterrent
effect upon the wives' labor force participa-
tion. In addition to these explanations, other
factors should be considered. In this and in
previous studies, husband's income was not
measured with respect to either long-term
earnings or tile expected stability of his em-
ployment. The difficulty of maintaining a mod-
est standard of living in unsettled economic
times and in insecure jobs is probably greater
for black than for white families. Such uncer-
tainties ma) motivate black wives to remain in
the labor market when white wives withdraw in
response to increases in husband's income.

Since loa income and black families depend
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more closely on wives' earnings for their
long-term standard of living, responsibilities
that deter wives employment are economically
far more damaging for them than for other
families. In high-income families, the with-
drawal of the wife from market work reduces
income. but the loss of this increment does not
threaten the family's capacity to meet its basic
needs. In low-income and black families.
however, such losses often thrzaten the foun-
dation of sstisistance.

Our findings that a disabled child has no
impact on the labor force activity of single
mothers suggest the need for further research.
as no one explanation could account for the
negative results. One possible reason is that
the sample of single mothers is less than one -
third as large as that of the married mothers. so
that rather small coefficients that would be
statistically significant for married mothers are
not so for single mothers. In addition. single
mothers fall *tilt hin a narrow income range, and
the restricted variability may account for the
insignificant condi,ional relationship betwees
employment and disability by income. It is
possible. however. that the uniformly low in.
come of single mothers is of a substantive rele-
vance as well: because single mothers and their
children critically depend on income from the
mothers' employment. they may be unable to
make the economic sacrifice (i.e., to redur :
their work week or dropout of the labor force)
required for the extra care needs of a disabled

. chiid.'
Child disability has, in addition, non-

economic effects on families. Previous re-
ports indicate that mothers respond with de-
pression and psychological distress (Breslau et
al.. 1980: Gayton et al., 1977. Tew and Law-
ente. 1973 ). and that some subgroups of nor-
mal siblings manifest behavior problems
(Breslau et al.. 1981: Lavigne and Ryan. 19791.
Recent sociological research would lead us to
expect, moreover, that these psychological re-
sponses may be more prevalent in lower class
families. Sociological explanations of the in-
sane relationship between social class and
psychiatric symptoms has focused chiefly on
the function of stressful lif- events in this re-
lationship. While research consistently indi-
cates a higher rate of distress among the lower
classes. it dues not support the hypothesis that
it is caused by the lower classes* greater expo-

s
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sure to stressful life events. Respondents in the
lower classes have been found to exhibit more
symptoms than do people in the higher classes
at any given level of exposure to stressful ex-
periences (Brown and Harris. 1978: Brown at
al., 197S: Langner and Michael. i963). Re-
searciters have consequently postulated a dif-
ferential emotional response to adverse life ex-
periences of people in different social classes
(Kessler. 1979: Kessler and Cleary, 1980).

It is unclear how intrapsychic and envi-
ronmental factors interact and contribute to
differential outcomes across social strata (Kes-
sler and Cleary, 1980). The duvet emotional
consequences of auverse experiences In
people in the lower classes is therefore prob-
lematic. The results of this study, emphasizing
the differential economic impact of child dis-
ability between blacks awl whites and across
income levels. suggest a link between social
class, psychological distress and the economic
consequences of at least one category of ad-
serse life experiences. They suggest that
people in differeet social classes are experi-
encing and therefore perceiving different cir-
cumstances under what may. in the abstract.
appear to be a single life event.

NOTES

I. With respect to several demographic charac-
tenstics (e.g.. age. sex. level of education).
Cuyahoga County resembles the Cleveland
Urban Area (as defined by the Census) and the
aggregate 24$ Urban Areas containing
118.446.556 people. according to the 1979 Cen-
sus. (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 197:1). aeve-
land is also similar to a number of other :arse
eastern and midwestern metropolitan areas in
terms of women's overau labor force participa-
tion rates. Data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (Geographic Profile of Employment
and Unemployment: Sates, 1978 and Met-
ropolitan Areas. 1977-78) show, for women of
ages 20 years and over. a rate of 45.2% in the
Cleveland Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area. Rates for Buffalo. Baltimore. Cincinnati.
Detroit, New York. Newark. Philadelphia. St.
Louis and Pittsburgh SMSA's range from 42.0 to
30 S.

2. Analysis of data from the t I.S. Census Bureau's
Survey of Income and Education conducted by
one of the authors M S 1 shots higher rues of
phy.ical limitation in mothers of children aith
health problems than in those of children %M-
out health proNems.

3. There are some statistical problems associated
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with the use of a dichotomous dependent vari-
able in ordinary kaztsquares (OLS) regression
analysis (Goldberger. 1964). However. as alter-
nate methods. such as probit analysis, have been
shown to ix- duce results that are not materially
different from OLS (Gunderson. 1974: Malta
and Thornton. 1978), this latter analytic tech-
nique is used herr. Note also that, as the final
spits of the dichotomous dependent variables
arc approximately at midpoint. violating the as.
sumptions in regression analysis may not have
material consequences (Gillespie. 1977: Good-
man. 1976).

4. On the basis of an extensive. critical review of
published research. Ware et al. (1978) concluded
that general health ratings. such as the one used
here. are valid measures of health status. There
is consistent evidence that these measures are
associated with physical and mental health. use
of medical services, and subsequere mortality.

5. Some researchers have suggested that a variable
correcting for selectivity bias be included in re
gressions based only on data for employed
women. (This variable is cakulated by estimat.
ing a multiple probit regression based on all
women with employment status as the depen-
dent variable.) Cogan has reported. however.
that results obtained by the procedure uses here
are quite similar to those obtained with a selec
lion bias variable included (Sec Cogan. 1977).

6. This scale was modeled after the Impact on Fun.
fly Scale developed by Stein and Riessman
(1980).

7. Further suppon for :his interpretation is pro-
vided by a crosstabulation of employment
status and occupation status of mothers in the
two samples. For those in whitecollar map
potions. there is no significant difference in cm
ploymcnt rate between the two samples.
whereas for those in blue-collar occupations.
mothers of disabled children are less lkely to be
employed (Chi square - 2.80. p < .10).

8 This program tuppons the provision of specific
medical services for children with particular
chronic conditions: however it does not provide
any cash payments directly to families.

9. The mean annual income exclusive of mother's
comings in singleparent families in this study
was less than S5.000. Government data cited by
Sawhill (19761 suggest that singleparent families
headed by a woman have become uniquely dip.
advantaged. In 1973. the aserage 'initial income
of such families was 56.000. as compared io
515.000 for two parent families. Other data indi
cage that shwa half of alt families headed by
women with children are poor, and that a major.
it of all Ivor families with children are now
headed by women.
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[From Lippincott/Harper & Row. Philadelphia, PA]

Use of Health Services by
Chronically Ill and Disabled Children

KATHLEEN SMYFH-STARUCH, MA,* NAOMI BRESLAU, PHD,f
MICHAEL WEITZMAN, MD,I AND STEVEN GORTMAKER, PHD§

Hospitalization and uso of outpatient health care services during a 1-ytar period
by 369 pediatric patients with cystic fibrosis, cerebral palsy, myelodysplasia, or
multiple physical handicaps and 436 randomly selected children without con-
genital conditions from the Cleveland area were examined. Use of hospitaliza-
tion and outpatient services by the average chronically ill or disabled child was
10 times that of the average comparison child. Physician specialists, occupa-
tinnal and physical therapist., and school 'nurses were the major outpatient
categories used disproportionately by children with chronic illnesses or dis-
abilities. The major share of health care used by ct.ildren with chronic condi-
tions was attributable to a small subset of children: MI hospital care was ac-
counted for by one third tithe children, and three quarters c.:' :: outpatient care
was accounted for by one guzater of that sample. Hospital care was used atsimilar rates by the four diagnosticgroups. However, amount and type of outpa-
tient care varied by diagnosis, level of functional impairment, race, and income.
Estimated average expenditure for health services used by the chronically ill or
disabled sample was 10 times that of the comparison sample. Relative distribu-tion of estimated expenditures across types of services differed for the two
samples as well as among diagnostic categories. Key words: childhood chronic
illness; utilization; health care; hospitalization. (Med Care 1984, 22:31 -328)

Children are the healthiest segment of
the American population. Although the
incidence of acute illness is high, few chil-
dren suffer from chronic illness or disabil-
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ity, and their overall mortality Is low. Be-
cause of their excellent health, children
use far less inpatient medical care than
adults. The average child spent only 29%
as many days in the hospital in 1975-76 as
an adult younger than 65 years of age and
only 8% as many days as an individual 65
years of age or older.' For most children
medical care consists of visits to office-
based physicians for routine preventive
care and for the treatment of acute illness.
Even with respect to ambulatory medical
care, children tr:e fewer services than
adults. In 1975.76, the average child
younger than 17 yews of age had 4.1 physi-
cian contacts, while on the average, adults
l8-P 1 years of age had 5.2 and those 65
years of age and older had 6.7.'

Although children with physicia! limita-
tions c(mstitute a small props emir of the
noninsti.. ioneltzed child population.
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theii- use of health care is markedly dispro-
portionate to their numbers. Recent statis-
tics from the United States National Health
Interview Survey (NHIS)2 indicate that in
1979 children with activity limitation due
to chronic illness constituted 3.9% of the
child population younger than 17 years of
age, but accounted for more than 30% of
hospital days used by the total cohort. The
average annual number of hospital days for
a child with activity limitation was 2.8,
compared with 0.3 fora child free of limita-
tion. Physician visits were also more fre-
quent among disabled children than the
general child population: The average an-
nual number of physician visits for a child
with activity limitation during 1979 was
9.5, compared with 3.9 for a child without
limitation. In spite of its importance for
health care policy and planning, informa-
tion on the use of rehabilitation, mental
health, and social services by chronically
ill or disabled children is not available
from the NHIS.

A survey of physicians in Genesee
County, New York, revealed that public
health nurses, social workers, mental
health workers, physiotherapists, and vo-
cational rehabilitation specialists were
rarely used for the six disabling conditions
(asthma, epilepsy, heart disease, arthritis,
diabetes, and cerebral palsy) covered in
that survey.' While the report emphasized
the overwhelming needs of children with
disabilities and the failure of existing
health programs to meet them, it did not
document the types and s olume of services
these children actually used. In a recent
assessment of the state of knowledge about
children a ith special needs. Ness and
Zvagulis concluded that most pertinent
epidennoli /go data me deficient with re-
gard to litilitain ill 01 out tlii al and related
services.'

Igule sit. kilou that ( hildren tc ith
chronic conditnms as a group .ire num.
likely than ( luldren ss ithuut such c midi-
pons to OM' health I are st fl It (' and to (10
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so more frequently, and that volume of us.:
varies within this group as well, our
knowledge is still incomplete. Whether
and to what extent elements intrinsic to a
particular disability, severity of functional
impairment, and socioeconomic factors in-
fluence this variation merit study' Type or
condition and severity might be concep-
tualized as indicators of need for various
medical and rehabilitative service The
extent to which these variables account for
variation in services used might be re-
garded as a measure of equity in health
care. In contrast, an association between
utilization and socioeconomic factors
might be an index of inequity.

In this paper, we report cn health ser-
vices used by children with chronic con-
genital conditions who receive care in spe-
cialty clinics in Cleveland, Ohio. We
examine the use of services by these chil-
dren as a group, as well as by four diagnos-
tic categoriescystic fibrosis, myelodys-
plasia (spina bifida), cerebral palsy, and
multiple physical handicaps (multiple
congenital disorders, all with physical
stigmata, some of which are identifiable as
specific syndromes). Although strictly
speaking the data are not generalizable
the entire population of children with
chronic illness or disability, the fourcondi-
tions represent a range of congenital physi-
cal abnormalities involving various organ
systems and different levels of severity. In
addition, cerebral palsy, myelodysplasia,
and cystic fibrosis constitute three of the
more common severe chronic conditions of
childhood. The prevalence of cystic fi-
brosis, cerebral palsy, and myelodysplasia
in the United States totals about 0.5%'
Prevalcace rates for multiple handicaps
are not available because it is a lietern.
gesteons group of sire physical conditions.
United States VMS data from P179 in
i an that lff: of childull 0- if, yt.a,Idage
ha% e limitation of activity due to chronic
c °minion." The national clata refer omit to
children itch c hrom« onditions oho are
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' limited in their activities, and thus exclude,
for example, those children with cystic fi-
brosis who function normally in school.
These estimates indicate, however, that
the diagnostic groups in the present study
constitute approximately one eighth of
children with serious chronic diseases and
conditions.

Our approach was comprehensive, and
an attempt was made to cover all health and
related services used on behalf of the af-
fected children. This report, therefore, is
not confined only to hospital care and
physician services, but describes also the
use of dentists, nurses, rehabilitation
workers, counselors, social workers and
mental health professionals, nutritionists,
and a variety of other providers. For com-
parison, we present utilization data from a
randomly selected sample of 456 children
free of chronic illness or disability.

The objectives of this research are: (1) to
describe the use of health services by these
children; and (2) to investigate empirically
whether and to what extent use of services
was related to type of condition, severity of
impairment, and socioeconomic factors.

_ c h service used we describe the
proportion of children using the service,
the mean use by children who received the
service, and the mean use across all
childrenthose who received the service
and those who did not. These data are
examined separately by diagnostic cate-
gory as well as for the total group of chroni-
cally ill and disabled children. The same
data are also reported for the comparison
sample. We then employ multivariate
statistical techniques to estimate the de-
gree to which socioeconomic variables
race, family income, and mother's educa-
tioninfluence the use of health services
by children with varying chronic condi-
tions and varying levels of severity.

Sample and Data

Families of children s, dh cystic fibrosis,
cerebral pals% , ins elocksplasia. and multi-

ple physical handicaps were selected from
the case loads of four pediatric specialty
clinics in two teaching hospitals in Cleve-
land, Ohio. The majority of children with
these severe conditions are referred to ter-
tiary medical institutions. The participat-
ing hospitals are two of the three tertiary
hospitals in the Cleveland area, and their
clinics' case loads provide relatively repre-
sentative samples of area children in these
diagnostic categories. A detailed descrip-
tion ofthese clinics and their populations is
available elsewhere." All Cleveland-area
families of patients 3-18 years cif age with
these diagnoses who had had a clinic visit
within the last 2 years were asked to par-
ticipate in the study. Interviews were ob-
tained from 369 (80%) of the 460 eligible
families. This sample included 77 families
with a child with cystic fibrosis (CF) re-
ceiving care from a clinic specializing in
the treatment of cystic fibrosis patients;
118 families with a child with cerebral
palsy (CP) who received care at either a
cerebral palsy-orthopedic clinic, or 3 com-
prehensive care clinic serving children
with physical handicaps of various types;
92 with myelodysplasia (MY) who were
patients at ei"ier the comprehensive care
clinic or myelodysplasia-hydrocephalus
clinic; and 82 with multiple physical hand-
icaps (MU) who were seen at the com-
prehensive care clinic.

To obtain a comparison group, we de-
signed a three-stage probability sample to
represent all Cleveland-area families
with children 3-18 years of age. (With
respect to several demographic char-
acteristicsage, sex, and ley.' of
educationthe Cleveland Urban Area (as
defined by the Census) resembles the
aggregate 248 urban areas containing
118,446.556 people, according to the 1970
Census (United States Bureau of the
Census).) The selection of a random sani-
ple of the general population avoids the
problems that characterise studies with
matt lied controls. in ss Inch many known as
ell as unknou n confoundings are Ile( es-
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soily left uncontrolled. Further, our sam-
pling scheme produced a representative
sample of the general population (i.e., a
normative sample), rather than an idiosyn-
cratic sample of indeterminate generaliza-
bility, as might be the case when controls
are matched. When a probability sample is
used, matching is accomplished statisti-
cally in the analysts. A detailed description
of the sampling scheme appears else-
where.' From 530 eligible families, 456
(86%) complete interviews w !re obtained.
In each family, a randomly selected child
3-18 years of age was defined as the index
child and was the focus of an extensive
inquiry comparable to that of the disabled
or chronically child.

Data were gathered from mothers in
face-to-face, home interviews conducted in
1978-79. Detailed information was
gathered on the index child's use of a vari-
ety of health care services during the year
prior to the interview. With regard to hos-
pitalization, mothers were asked to report
on the number of overnight hospitaliza-
tions the child had had and the length of
stay for each episode. Data on the use of
ambulatory services were gathered by
using a list of health care practitioners and
asking the respondents whether and how
often each had been seen by the child or on
the child's behalf in the year prior to the
Interview. The list of practitioners in-
cluded physician, dentist, nurse, social
worker, child and family counselor,
speech, occupational and physical
therapist, and cI lician or nutritionist.
(Mothers of chronically ill or disabled chil-
dren, but not of controls, were asked about
the use of residential and respite care,
genetic counselor, and homemaker and
legal services. Less than 2% of the children
In this sampie used any of these services.)

Research sponsors d by tilt National
Center for Health Statistn s indicates that
underreporting of hospitalizations in
household surveys increases ss ith the
length of time between iliterviess and hos-
pitalization. (I% of hospitalizations. for
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example, were found not reported given
21-30 weeks between the hospitalization
and the interview." A Canadian study
linked household survey data with reim-
bursement reports and found underreport-
ing of any doctor visits during the past year
to be about 16%." Thus, levels of utiliza-
tion described in the present report prob-
ably underestimate "true" utilization by
comparable amounts. Although some dif-
ferences in reputing accuracy have been
noted between respondents in good and
poor health," we expect that comparisons
between groups will not be substantially
affected by these generally small biases.
Comparing our results with children:.
medical records clearly would have en-
hanced our confidence in the reports we
recorded. Because our analysis Includes all
health care services used by the index
child, however, comparing our results to
the specialty clinic and hospital records to
which we had access would have provided
only a partial test of reliability and would
have focused on that portion of utilization
data in which we have the highest confi-
dence. Records of use of services by the
disabled children outside the hospital and
specialty clinic were not available to us.
Further, because our comparison sample
was not obtained from medical records, we
did not have access tc comparable medical
record data for these children.

Results

Hospitalization

Disabled or chronically ill children, re-
gardless of diagnosis, were far more likely
to he hospitalized during the year of the
study than controls (34% and 6%, respec-
tively) (P < 0.001) (Table 1). Differences
across diagnosis ere slight. Annual
number of hospital day s for those hos-
pdalized was. on the average, at least two
times greater for each diagnostic group
than for sontrols. The mean numberofd,ty s
for children is ith chronic conditions sshi,

%sere hospitalized is as 17 3. is !tetras fir
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TABLE 1. Hospitalization: Percent (n) Hospitalized in Last Year,
Means, and Standard Deviations

CF ('77) CP (118) MY (82) MH (92)
Patients Controls
(369) 1456)

% Hospitalized 31 2 29 7 365 380 339 6.1(24) (35) (30) (35) (124) (28)x' 2 4 X' " 104.3'Hospitalized
X 13.2 232 15.9 15.3 17.3 6.2SD 73 450 165 212 27.8 6.7

F 0.78 t .. 2.1"
All cases

42 69 58 58 58 04SD 74 26 5 12.5 150 180 2-2F 034 t 64'
CF. cystic fibrosis, CP, cerebral palsy, MY, myelodysplasia, MH, multiple physical handicapSD, standard deviation.
P < 0001.
P < 0.01.

the controls it was 6.2 (P < 0.01). Average
length of stay (per hospitalization) for dis-
abled or chronically ill children was 11.0
days, compared with 3.7 days for controls.
There were only small fluctuations in av-
erage length of stay across diagnostic cate-
gories (data not shown). Between 3% and
5% of children with CP, MY, and MH re-
ported 1 or more days in intensive care.
There were no such episodes among cil-
dren with CF, however, and less than 1% of
the controls had been in intensive care
(data not shown). Averaging over all cases,
those with and without hospitalizations, a
disabled or chronically ill child had 5.8
hospital days during the year, whereas a
control child had 0.4.

Physician Visits

Although most children saw a physician
during the year pnor to the interview, more
children with chronic conditions than con-
trols had physician visits (98% and E8%,
respectively) (P < 0 001) (Table 2). An
examination of the generalist/specialist
breakdcm n reveals a more complex pat-
tern The proportion of the total disabled or
( biome all% ill sample as ho sass a generalist

pediatric Lin. general practitioner.

internist, or emergency room doctor) was
virtually identical to that c.f controls (77%
and 76%, respectively). In contrast, the
proportion of the total sample with chronic
conditions who saw specialists was nearly
twice that of the controls (79% and 42%,
respectively) (P < 0.001).

The expected higher level of use of
physician services by children with
chronic conditions is far more evident
when volume of visits is examined. When
calculated over all children, Including
those with no visits during the year, the
average number of visits to all physicians
made by disabled or chronically ill chil-
dren was nearly three times that made by
controls (8.9 and 3.3, respectively) (P <
0.001). The disparity between the two
samples was far greater in visits to
specialists than generalists

Table 2 reveals striking differences in
the volume of physician visits across the
four conditions ac well. Children with CF
visited physicians more often than any
other diagnostic group. The it higher level
of physician visits % as because ofan exten-
sive use of specialists, m,hieh. at 9 8 visits
per sear, was significantly higher than the
use of spec ialists b) ,ins of the other three
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TABLE 2. Physician Visits: Percent (n) Who Visited a Physician in Last Year,
Means, and Standard Deviations

Pati"-ata

CF (77) CP (118) MY (82) MH (92) (369)
Controls

(456)

All physicians'
% with use

Users

So

All cases

SD

Genera lute'
% with use

;'secs

SD

All cases

SD

Specialists
% with use

Users

SD

All cases
X
SD

1000
(77)

99.2 98 8

(117) (81)
at 30 1'

113 66
4.2 61

11.3 65
4.2 6.1

351 839

105
105

F = 4.5'

104
105

F = 46"
915

(27) (99) (75)
x5 95 8'

39 41
47 5.2

13 34
33 50

935 831
(72) (98)

93 5 97.8 88.4
(86) (361) (403)

X5 26.66

93 91 38
14.9 98 55

t 9.1'

8.7 8 9 3.3
14.6 98 5.3

t 10.2'

89.1 76,7 76 5

(82) (283) (349)
x5 0.0

38 5.2 43 23
33 6.7 5.2 26

F = 11 = 5.46

35 4.6 3.3 2.0

33 65 49 2.5

F -66' t 5 0'

878
(72)

x5 -1508'

55 4 79 4 41.7

(51) (293) (190)
xs 119.7'

104 36 78 67 69 3.3

36 25 80 13.3 7.6 66
F = 13 16 t . 5 06

98 30 68
44 27 79

F = 18 6'

3 6 5.4 1.3

10.3 7.3 4.4
t .. 10.0'

CF, cystic fibrosis, CP, cerebral palsy, MY, myelodysplasia, MH, multiple Physical handicap.

SD, standard deviation
Includes generalists and specialist categones as well as physicians who could not be classified as gen

enlists or specialists
'P < 0 01.
P < 0 001
Includes general pediatric1,0111$, general practitioners, internists, and emergency TOM doctors

diagnostic groups (P < 0.05, using Schell
comparisons), This pattern was reversed
for generalists, with children with CF hav-
ing a significantly lower mean than eat h of

the other diagnostu gnaws.
More than 50q, of the c hronicaG ill or

disabled c bildren physicians at
both the 43141.1h% t 11111( and tither

tsoii For 32", ambulators meth( tare
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was provided exclusively by clinic physi-
cians, while 14% saw doctors only In set-
tings other than the specialty clinics. An
examination of the volume of physician
visits by site reveals that approximatelc
7(Y70 of .111 plic sician isits made by chil-
dren with c !ironic cinulitunis ere at the
specialty clinics III 'slush this 'sere era
tolled (data not shown).
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Dental Visits

The proportion of disabled or chroni-
cally ill children who saw a dentist in the
year prior to the interview was only slightly
lower than that of controls (61% and 69%,
respectively) (Table 3). The difference
was, however, statistically significant (P <
0.01). Important differences were ob-
served across conditions. Child:en with
CF were the most likely to see a dentist and
children with MY the least likely (83% and
44%, respectively). Mean annual visits did
not differ significantly between children
with chronic conditions and controls (I 8
and 2.5, respectively) (Table 3).

Rehabilitation Services: Occupational.
thysical, and Speech Therapy

The use of occupational, physical, and
speech therapist services by children with
chronic conditions as a group was mark-
edly higher than by controls (Table 4). For
each type of service, differences in the per-
cent of users and in the mean number of
services were statistically significant (P <
0.001).

The four diagnostic groups varied mark-
edly in the proportion who used reha-
bilitation services and in the amounts used

(Table 4). The major disparity was be-
tween children with CF, who rarely saw
these therapists, and children in the re-
maining three diagnostic groups, who saw
them more frequently.

A comparison of the diagnostic cate-
gories other than CF reveals that children
with CP and MY were quite similar in
their use of occupational and physical
therapists: in each group, nearly 40% used
occupational therapists, and over6O% used
physical therapists. Proportionally &we:
children with MH used occupational and
physical therapists (16% and 37%, respec-
tively). However, differences in the vol-
ume of use for those who used these ser-
vices across the three diagnostic groups
were not statistically significant.

Use of speech therapists was twice as
common among children with CP and MH
than among those with MY. Differences in
the mean numberof services for users were
not statistically significant, however.

Mental Health/Social Service

Disabled or chronically ill children were
nearly five times as likely as controls to use
mental health or social service during the
year (36% and 8%, respectively) (P <0.001)

TABLE 3. Dental Visits Percent (n) Who Had Dental Visits in Last Year,
Means, and Standard Deviations

CP (7/) CP (118) Patients ControlsMY (82) MH (92) (369) (456)
% with use 83 I

(64)

rs

57 6 43 9
(68) (36)

X' 26 5.

5( 32 30SD 29 45
All ANC)

26 I8SD 21) 37

F. (),0, fiIuosis. P
"P < 0001

P 001

F -00

62 0 61 0 69 3(57) (225) (316)
X' 6 2'

28 30 30 363I 50 40 70
I ,.. -1 1

12
25

I8 18 2542 35 60
( = -183

11., 11111 11.11171.11A. Slit multtplt ph% sic Al han,hl np
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TABLE 4. Rehabilitation Services: Percent (n) Who Used Services in
Last Year, Means, and Standard Deviations

CF (77) CP (118) MY (82) MH (92)
Patients Controls
(369) (456)

Occu Pelona)
therapist

% with use

Usets

(0)
390 37.8

(46) (31)
x' ,. 489'

183
(Is)

24.9
(92) (0)

x' s, 1280

3(
597 433 456 518

SD 661 52 3 650 61.1

F . 07

All cases
R 220 160 61 120

SD 49 2 37 9 27 8 366
F .. 7 0'

Physical therapist
% with use 78 661 610 37 0 45S 0.7

(6) (78) (50) (34) (168) (3)

xs . 750' e 249 9'

Users
X 62 2 543 .606 430 54 6 14.3

SD 1484 572 554 556 559 12.1

F 05 r 1.1

All uses
X 48 352 366 147 24 0 0 1

SD 41 6 528 523 38.1 48 8 1.4

F 95' r .. 10.5'

Speech therapist
with use 9 1 458 220 500 339 3.7

(7) (54) (18) (46) (125) (17)

' . 44 1" S' .. 130 1*

Users
5C 26 4 532 62 5 54 4 29.2

SD 27 3 547 456 63.7 612 354

F . 10 r 1.7

All (au,
r( 24 236 98 29 5 174 11

SD 108 44.9 280 536 405 86

F. 84' t 8 3'

CF. eystit Ithro51., CP, ter( itt.11p.11.) MY, ni)t luch.pl.ma. 111, multiply ph5 51,41 h.inditap

SD, ,t4m1.111) th 5 iati.o,
P < 0001

(Table .5), but volume of services used by
those who had at least one visit was, on the

average, similar in the tu0 samples (94
and 8.3, reimq ti( Is ). As a (onset/Hm I. 01

these trench.. t lid& ii ss ith i lironu t midi
twits as a group had a .ignilh milk Itiglivi

titian Ise than t ttittritis 4 3 )am) I) 6 rrspet -

Inch. ) (/' 00011 s.0 IA orkers t IllIstl
lutist tilt' lutist i 4111111101i ',Mtn t. tit sci, it es

of this snit it III,,thlr 11 OT , linnot all, ill
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children, but were rarel used by controls:

309, (11 children such hronit conditions
out only 19; of Controls rel tIV(1 seices
trout social u . 'risers \Viten t lithictti Iii the

( "iltrtil gimp sass prat ssionals in the
nu 'dal huallIc sot lel Mtn lit 110(111W% ,11%

pi 1 ititti 415 4 tuiloclurs (t g, st luull t I/1111-

st itirt, t II/111 .11/1i lallf111 t o(iliselors)
l's'( loatrists anti ilslt hologlsts .sere st 441

is sirs ll ll t 1111(11'1'11 (.:', ) 40111 either situ.
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TABLE 5. Mental Health/Social Service- Percent (n) Who Used Services in
Last Year. Means. and Standard Deviations

CE (77) CP (118) MY (82) MH (92)
Patients

(369)
Controls

(456)
Taal mental health' social

service
a ith use 104 364 476 478 363 7.7(8) (43) (39) (44) (134) (35)xi = 32.1' xi = 102 7.Users

R 2 6 13.8 7.2 8 1 9.4 8 3SD 15 31.4 106 143 205 17.8F 11 t - 0 3All cases
X 0.2 50 34 3.8 33 06SD 09 198 81 106 130 5.0F 2 1 t . 4.2PsOugnst,

Ps),chologlit 13 oa 3.7 33 2.2 15% with use (I) (1) (3) (3) (8) (7)xi = 2 6 xi = 0.4Users
R 3.0 120 123 16.3 126 2.0SD - - 17 0 17.9 13.9 1.4F . 0 1 t - 2 0All cases
R 0 N O1 04 05 0.27 003SD 03 11 35 39 0.26 03F . 0 8 t = 1 9'

Counselor`
% with use 26 136 85 141 103 57(2) (16) (7) (13) (38) (26)

= 8.0' = 6 0'Users
X 2 5 6 6 12 4 7.2 7.7 9 8SD 0.7 110 13.8 13.9 122 20.4F . 0 5 t . 0.5All cases
X 0.1 0 8 1.1 10 0.8 0.5SD 04 4.4 51 56 4.5 30F . 0 8 t = 0.8

Social worker
% with use 78 288 427 380 298 0,9(6) (34) (35) (35) (110) (4)e = 27.4 xi = 1434'Users

20 143 44 60 78 5.7SD 12 330 61 b8 19.8 55F . 1 8 t - 0.3All eases
01 40 19 22 23 ONSD 06 185 45 66 112 006F- 19 t=43

CF. cystic Fibrosis, CP. cerebral palss, 'melody splasta, MII. multiple plu,sical handicapSD. standard (lei/taboo
P < 0 001

'P < 0 05
Includes sand pst thnlogeas and school sotatiun.d, thdd, Clunk , and unspet died t onnselortP<O01
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ple. (Psychiatrists and psychologists did
not appear as separate categories on our list
of practitioners. When mothers reported
use of a physician or counselor, we asked
for-the specific type. This method might
result in an underestimation of use of these
services.)

The use of mental health and social ser-
vices varied by diagnostic category. Ap-
proximately 40% of children with CP, MY,
and MH, compared with 10% of children
with CF, used these services. Further, the
volume of mental health and social ser-
vices used by children with CF (when cal-
culated over all cases) was notsignificantly
different from controls: for both, it w'.s less
than one visit. For each of the remaining
conditions, average use was significantly
higher than for either the controls or the
CF group. It should be noted, however,
that when users of services are compared,
differences betee n the disabled or chron-
ically ill children and controls and across
diagnostic categories are aot statistically
significant. This is the case for total use of
mental hi:Jdt or social services a., a ell as
for each category of practitioner.

Other Health-Related Services

Between 42% and 59% of school chil-
dren in the four diagnostic groupsand con-
trols had some contact with a school nurse
in the year preceeding the interview (Ta-
bl.r ti). The proportion of children who saw
the school nurse did not vary significantly
between controls and disabled or chroni-
cally ell children as a group or by type of
condition. Amount of use, however, was
significantly higher for those with chronic
conditions: when users are compared, con-
trols averaged 2.1 visits, while chronically
ill or disabled children averaged 29.4 (P <
0.001). When calculated as means for all
cases, the figures are 04 and 13.1, respec-
tively (P < 0.001). Differences across the
means of the four diagnostic groups were
not significant.
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Disatled or chronically ill childre were
v, oe than five times as likely as controls
t have a contact with other nurses, includ-
ing cake burst, nurse practitioner, and
public health nurse (28% and 5%, respec-
tively) (P < 0.001). Differences by ding-
nods were also walked: 12% of CF pa-
tients compared wl i 55% of MY patients
reported contact with a nurse in this cate-
gory. The average number of nurse ser-
victs for disabled or chronically ill chll-
dren who used the services was only
slightly and not significantly higher than
for controls who were users (33 and 2.7,

respectively).
A very small proportion of children with

chronic conditions (4%) useu cbmician or
nutritionist services; this proportion is,
however, significantly higher than the 1%
of the controls who used these services (P

< 0.001).

Total Services

Nearly every child in both the disabled
or chronically ill and control samples used
health care re rvices during the year prior to
the interview (99% and 97%, respectively)
(Table 7). The slight difference in these
proportions is, however. statistically signif-
icant (P < OM).

With respect to volume cf services used
during the previous year, chronically ill or
disabled children surpassed the controls
approximately 10-fold: mean number of
services used by children with chronic
diseases was 78.8, compared with 7.8 for
controls (P < 0.001). There were also strik-

ing differences by diagnosis. Children
with CP and MY were the highest users.
with nearly identical means of approxi-
mately 100. These figures are significantly
higher than the means if children w CF
and MH (34.7 and 68.5, respectively) t <
0.01i. The difference between the latter
two groups is also statistically significant (P

< 0.01, kite& comparisons) (Table 7).
Thc.r. marked differences between chil-

dren wall and without chronic conditiot..
that emerged from the comparisons in Ta-
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TiotE 6. Other HealthRelated Services: Percent (a) Who Used Services in
Last Year. '..leans. and Standard Deviations

CE (77) CP (118) 541 (12) 51. H (921
Patients Controls
(369)

School nurse'
15 with use 41 5 49 0 49 3 58.8 437 43.9(27) (51) (35) (40) (163) (176)

then
4 6 -L8

X 34.6 35 6 391 12.2 894 LISD 68 0 38 3 76 0 39 4 63.2 2 3F - 1.6 4 w 5.2'MI cases
134 155 17.1 6.5 13 1 0.8SD 45 0 48 2 53 5 29 2 44.7 1.8F - 08 4 w 5.3'

Other nurses'
11 with use 11.7 169 549 315 27.9 5.3(9) (20) (45) (291 (103) (24)- 47.3' w 803'
Users

X 6.2 18 37 3F. 35 2.7SD 88 1.3 37 37 41 26F 2.5 t s. 09
MI cases

06 03 20 11 10 01SD 3.3 09 32 26 2.6 08F -74' t. 6.3'
Osencian'nutntionsst

% with use 26 68 24 152 39 13(2) (8) (F, (14) (321 (6/
,,,, - 144' x' w 180'

Users
20 26 2S 52 38 57SD 14 16 21 103 7.2 32F -02 f - 06MI cases
01 02 d1 06 0.2 01SD 04 06 04 39 2.0 07F.08 r - 1.6

CF (sits( fibros.s CP cerebral palss ms clods splasia %al multiple phs ma) handicapSD standard &station
For children in school ants tpanents n 325 controls n 401,P < 0 001
Includes office nurse nurse practitic clef and path( health nurseP < 0 01

bles I-7 remained unaltered when :,ocio-
demographic factors were controlled as

additional analysis showed When family
size. lacome mother's education. race. and
age of the child were used as cos anates.
adjusted means of disabled children and
controls vaned from the unadjusted means
depicted in Tables 1-7 b> no more than

one Analyses of covanance of each type of
service use by the four diagnostic groups.
using the same set of sociodemographic
variables as covanates, resulted in adjusted
means that did not differ substantially from
the unadjusted means. In no case did the
adjustment alter the rank order of the four
groups.

215
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TMILZ 7. Total Services: Percent (c) Who Used Any Service in
Last Year, Means, and Standard Deviations

Patients

CF (77) C? (1111) MY (1121 MH (98) (369)
C.ostrols

456)

%vii seed
coy ennoloss

that
SD

All eater

SD

(770
(77)

33.1
830

34.7
013

991
(117)

x' 6.1

1002
146.4

F . 4.8

SS 5
145 9

F . 4.8

1000 96 9 99 5 97.1

lit (91) (3671 (443)
** m 6.1

101.1 '1.2 79.3 $.1

136.7 1110 1481 13.2
r . 11.0

101 4 683 78.6 7.8

134.6 119 7 125.8 13 0
t - 11.16

CF. cystic fibrosis. CP. cerebra) palsy. MY. myelodysp:mm. MH. multiple physical handicap

SD. standard deviation
< 0.01.

P < 0.001.

The Distribution of kralth Care
Anson. Disabled Children

While chronically ill or disabled chil-
dren ass group are heavy %falters of medi-
cal and other health-related services. their
level of use is far from constant That this is
true can be seen from the preceding tables.
With respect to days of hospitalization and
every type of health practitioner studied,
there was a proportion of chronically ill
children with no use of services tt all.
Further. the standard deviations were
generally high, often exceeding their re-
spective means.

The distribution of Inpatient hospital
day s and ambulatory services and the ex-
tent to which they were concentrated
u (thin a fraction of disabled or chronically
ill children was examined by oidering the
sample according to frequency of each type
of use and dividing it into quartiles. Table 8
presents means. standard deviations, and
ranges for each quartile. It also presents the
utilization by the highest quartile. meas-
ured as a proportion of the total services
used by the entire sample Distributions
for controls are Included for comparison.

2164

Data are presented for those services used
by 25% or more of both samples.

Nearly all hospital days used by the
chronically ill or disabled children (96%)
were used by one quarter of that sample;
among controls, one quarter of the sample
accounted for all hospital days. Concentra-
tion of ambulatory services in a small pro-
portion of children is evident for both chil-
dren with chronic conditions and controls.
More than 5C1.(yfphysician visits made by

all of the chronically ill or disabled chil-
dren and more than 60% of those made by
controls were accounted for by one quar-
ter of the respective samples. Three quar-
ters of dentist visits of each of the samples
were likewise concentrated in one quarter
of the cases. For school nurse visits. one
quarter of each sample accounted for 98%
and 88% of the total use made by patient
and controls samples. respect:vely. . Over
all. 75% of outpatient health care used by
children with chronic conditions and 65%
used by controls were attributable to one
quarter of the respective samples. The
greater concentration of total services
among children with chronic conditions
compared with controls reflects that this



TABLE 8. Servitors heceived in Last Year by Chniniesilly HI And
Disabled Childs!, n and Contnds. Quartile Distribution.

St Mall'

Patients (359) (156)

lit Q 2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total 1.1 Q 2nd 9 3rd 9 4th 9 Total

II...pita
SU an alai), 00 00 094 22.4 65 00 00 00 1.5 0.4Bang. 0-0 0-0 n-5 5-238 0-238 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-34 0-34'; of total rt ,. Is. d It) 4th quartile 96 100

Phs,o tall
Sleall % bIt 2.1 5.2 90 19.3 89 05 )5 27 85 33Bang, 0-4 4-7 7-11 11-113 0-113 0-1 1-2 2-4 4-59 0-591 of total retlived by 4th quartile 54 64

Gallaf dist
S11,11% ISO% 0.1 1S 28 89 33 0.1 10 19 49 20Moon 0-1 1-2 2-4 4-42 0-42 0-I 1-1 1-3 3-24 0-24.X- of total retvn,..d by 4th quartile 67 61

tS3
SIN alallst

Itata%b an states 0.2 22 58 136 54 00 00 0.5 4.5 1.3Banat 0-1 1-4 4 -8 8-87 047 0-0 0-0 0-1 1-55 0-58% of total rot cord by 4th quartile 62 87

IN ottst
%1. an 00 0.4 1.4 55 1.8 00 0.8 16 76 2.5Bang 0-0 0-1 1-2 2-36 0-36 0-0 0-1 1-2 2-104 0404'1- of total r.. en( d by 4th arttle

s lb.ol Hama
%ban sisats 00 00 10

75

51.3 13.1 00 0,0 06

76

28 08Haunt 0-0 0-0 0-2 2-261 0-25, 0-0 0-0 0-1 1-15 0-IS'1 of total reallaed by 4th quartile 98 88

T. a al prat moaners
M. an %Pali% 65 17.2 52.2 239.0 788 1.4 35 60 202 7.8Moon 0-11 11-26 26-94 94432 0-832 0-3 3-4 4-8 8-119 0-119'; of total rot a toad by Ith quartile 76 65

rot .11.01 thIllitert only.
Q. quartile

2
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total includes rehabilitation and mental
health services, which were used more
often by them than by controls and were
characterized by markedly unequal use.

The Detenninants of Cse of
Heads Care Services

We examined next the determinants of
use of health services by children with
chronic conditions. To what extent does

use reflect need and to what extent does it
reflect differential access to services due to

socioeconomic factors?
To explore this question. we performed a

series of multiple regressions in which use

was regressed on diagnostic category and
seventy of disability (ADZ-) iassumed to be

indicators of need) and on mother's educa-

tion, family income, and race (assumed to

be indicators of socioeconomic status). Age
and sex of the child. mother's marital and
employment status, and number of chil-
dren in the household were also included
to control for their effects (See Table 9 for
the coding of each predictor and control

variable.)
If use of services is related to need inde-

pendent of socioeconomic status (SES), we
would expect the coefficients for diagnosis
and for ADL to be I ignific ant. To the extent
that secioeconomc factors are influential.
we would cape,- nother's education, fam-
ils income. rata race to have significant
coefficien: Results of this annlysis are
presented 11 Table 9.

F07 those services used by fewer than
three fourths of the total sample with
chronic conditions, anal) sis was in two
steps In the first regression probabili if
being a user ti a user,0 = nonuser) and in
the second regression volume of use by
users were the dependent variables. Be-
cause nearly all children saw a physician
during the year of the study, only one re-
gression was performed, with number of
visits as the dependent variable, for physi-
cian and total services.

Regarding hospitalization, the positive
and significant coefficient of ADL indi-
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cotes that those children whose conditions
were more severe, regardless of diagnosis,
were more likely to be hospitalized and to
have longer stays (b = 0.02 P < 0.001 and
1.22 P < 0.01, respectively) (P < 0.001).
Thus, need appears to influence likeli-
hood And length of hospitalization. Race
exerted an influence on initial access to
inpatient care: Black children with chronic
conditions, controlling for all other vari-
ables, were 13% less likely than white
children to be hospitalized. Once ad-
mitted, however, the length of stay of black
children was not significantly different
from that of white children.

Overall, severity did not influence the
volume of physician visits. Race, however,
exerted an effect: Black children made
about three fewer physician visits than
white children over the couese of a year.

Children with more severe disability
were more likely to use physical therapy
than those whose conditions were leas se-
vere (P c 0.001). No influence of socio-
economic factors on likel'hood of physical
therapy use was evident. in contrast, vol-
ume of use amor..-. those w ho saw a physi-
cal therapist at least once did not differ
significantly by diagnosis or severity, but
was positively related to family income;
with a family income rise of $1,000, a dis-
abled child made nearly one additional
visit to a physical therapist (P < 0.05).

Neither severity nor socioeconomic fac-
tors influenced proportion or volume of
mental health service use. The same was
true for use of dentists. In both cases, diag-

nosis exerted the only significant influence
on likelihood of use among users of these
sorvices, there were no significant differ-
ences in volume of use by diagnoses, sev-

erilY. or SES.
Total use of services was influenced by

both severity and SES Overall, children
with more severe conditions regardless of
diagnosis, used more services than those
whose conditions were less severe. Black
children used approximate]) 50 fewer ser-
vices than nonblack children, even when



TABLE 9. Regression of Use Of Services by Chronically III and
Disabled Chtidren on Diagnosis, Severity, and Socioceononde Status (Unstandarclized Coefficients)

Probability of Use Volume of Use

Hospital Dentist
Physical
Therapy

Mental
Health Hospital Dentist

Physical
Therapy

Mental
Health Physician

Total
Services

C1' -0.09 0.18* 0.44' 0.21d 0.31 0.70 -1558 16.16 -4.44' 5525
15,10. -004 0.33' 0.36' 0.31' -854 0.38 - 967 6.20 -1.09 44.34'

Mli 004 0.14 0.18' 0.32' -8.14 044 -2507 10.19 -1.63 35.50

A'); 002' -1..4'10 002' 0.00 1.22° -008 0 &5 -020 0.12 5.38'
I iliii Joon -001 -0.01 -0.01 -000 -1.43 0.11 1.04 0.67 0.28 - 1.99
lin oni" 000 -0.00 0.00 -000 -011 -0.02 0.98' 003 0.01 - 1.29
Has l' -013' -006 0.02 0.08 626 -1.27 -2309 -908 -306' -51.19d

10 007 0.09 028 0.10 0.16 008 0.10 0.06 007 0.15

ii 369 389 369 369 124 225 168 134 369 369

Si thald. age of child (years). marital stair. (nairriedinot married), mother's employment (employed/unemployed). and number of children in
tin hoiewhold were controlled for in the analysis.

Dimon) canahle I. service was used; 0. service not used.
P 005
P e 0 001

.1' e 0 01
Dt.ton..11, Atertory coded as set of three dummy variables with cystic fibrosis as a reference group.
tete stn of daily living (ADL). Severity of disability. siitem Liked stale that measures the extent to which the child gets help eating, dressing.

toileting. going up or dow airs, and going outside; scores range from 0 (no disability) to 18 (high disability).
Mother's education in years.

" Komi% imonn. in thousands of dollars.
' Unnnm %amble. I. black; 0, white
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diagnosis. severity. and the remainhig in-
dependent and control variables are taken
into account (b 51.19. P < 0.01).

Summary and Discussion

The use of eal& services by chronically
ill or disabled children in this study his
four outstanding features:

1. is se of hospital and outpatient areby
these children was markedly greater than
by children free of chronic conditions.
With respect to both hospital days and use
of outpatient services, the average chroni-
cally W child exceeded 10-fold the average
"normal- child. The major categories of
practitioners they used disproportionately
are physicians (particularly specialists).
rehabilitation workers (especially occupa-
tional therapists and physical therapists).
and school nurses In contrast. the amount
of dental care received by children with
chronic conditions was, on the average,
similar to that of other children. The use of
nutritionists or dieticians was almost
equally rare in the two groups. Although
the amount of mental health and social
services used by children with chronic
conditions exceeded that used by "nor-
mal- children, its contribution to the m
all difference between the two groups was
relatively minor?

' Support for the generalizabilin of findings from
the Clet eland Stud. is pronded bi a companson of
oilization data from our random!, selected control
simple with data from the 1976 National Health
InterYieu Surve, iNHIS.' Because the age range of
children is not identual 13-16 sears in ow studs
compared with 0-16 sears in the NH1S. some differ-
ences can be expected The NHIS reports that 5 19r of
children were hospitalized in 1975 while our control
sampk esornate is 6.17c Mean number of hospital
da Yr reported for cluldren with one hospital stn. or
TOM is 6 5 nationwide and 62 for the Cleveland ran-
&an sample The NHIS report that 894 of the chil-
dren ma physician in 1976 and that the average
number of visits was 1 The eirpenence of the Cleve-
land random sample was similar. with 88 4 reporttngs
ph Yric-ian visit in 1976 and an as erase number of slots
of 3.3 naafi), the pervent seeing a dentist ID 19785s
614 in the national sample and 69.3 in the Cleveland
sample
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L Amount and type of outpatient care
yelled extensively across the four condi-
tions. Hospital care. in contrast, was uaNd..
by Agar proportions and in sisailai
amosab across diagnostic groups. The
major disparity in outpatient we was be-
Peeve* children with CF and children with
the Gem remaining conditions (CF. MY
and MB). Toed outpatient services used by
damn with CF was. on the twenty. ire
lower than by children with other wadi-
dons; It was comprised almost each qtly
dare ism physicians. chiefly specialists.
who were seen by CF patients more Fre-
quently than by other chronically ill w dis-
abled children. The only nonphysician
health are professional used extensively
by children with CF (and in equal amount
to that of children with other conditions)
was the school nurse. It should be noted
that most schools require that a school
nurse dispense medications. This practice
may account for the high frequency of vis-
its to the school nurse.

3. Chronically ill or disabled children
were far from uniform in their use of health
care. The major share of health are used
by the total sample in the year of the study
is attributable to a small subset of children.
All hospital care was accounted for by one
third of the sample and three quarters of all
outpatient care by one quarter of the
sample.

4. Severity of functional impairment
and socioeconomic factors. in particular,
race. exerted independent effects on the
likelihood and frequent'. of use of outpa-
tient services Se. enty of impairment was
posinvek related as v ell to both the prob-
abibty of hospitalization and the length of
stay. While black children were less likely
to be hospitalized than their white coun-
terparts. once in the hospital. the lengths of
stay of the two groups were comparable.

Although accurate calculations of ex-
penditures associated with services used is
beyi,nd the scope of this study, we have
made some order-of-magnitude estimates
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for hospital, physician, and dentist on the
basis of national reports of medical expen-
ditures.# Because national data on other
services discussed in this paper are un-
available, physician visit expenditure %as
used as an estimate and the lower hourly
wage of nonphysicians is assumed to be
offset by the opposite trend in the average
length of visits.

By multiplying the estimated average
expenditures per unit of various services
by utilization means generated in this
study and summing these products, we
estimate that the total yearly expendi-
ture for health used by an "average" chron-
ically ill or disabled child was roughly
10 times greater than that of the average
child in the general Cleveland popula-
tion ($3,200 vs. $300 per child per year
in 1978 dollars). The magnitude of this
difference varied across diagnoses, from
six fold for the average CF patient to 12-
fold for the average child with cerebral
palsy!;

Hospitalization accounted for 50% or
more of the total expenditure for the dis-
abled and chmhically ill sample, but for
only 39% of the total expenditure for the

Si The estimated expenditure per hospital day in
1978 for children approximately 0-17 years of age is
$294, assuming an average per-child expenditure of
$101.75" and an average per-child hospital stay of
0 346 days." The estimated expenditure per rihrsi
elan visit for children is 818.31, assuming an annual
expenditure perchild of $75.66" and anaverage of 4.1
visits per child.' The estimated expenditure per
dentist visit in 1978 for children is 82500, assuming
an average per.dsild expenditure 0(840.01" and an
average number of visits of 1.6."

f The figures for 1978 per c apita expenditure are for
hildrn 0-18 sears of age. whereas those for utiliza-

tion rates are fort bairn 0-16 years of age. We there-
fore estimate that the per-unit figures are for children
0-17 years of Age The estimated excess expenditure
per child with these chronic conditions ($2,900) is
higher than another recent 81,000 estimate for c hal.
siren with limitation of activity due to c hrona condi-
talon "This than-pant s ma) result from the fast that
the national data upon aka h the 10Y.t figures are
bawd are hens di a as ighted by t hildren a ith has syn.

%nth as Asthma The luispitalhased
nature of the sample 5 nod ,n the present anal' sit
( Quid aho a .ontribut to ififft ri we III l'StIllbites

control sample. In contrast, estimated ex-
penditures associated with psychologic,
counseling, and social work services ac-
counted for about 5% of the total expendi-
tures for the average chronically ill or dis-
abled c }'ild.

The observed distribution pattern of ex-
penditures across the various categories of
health services might be attributable in
part to reimbursement rules of private as
well as public insurance programs. Coun-
seling and psychologic services are much
less likely than hospitalization to be cov-
ered by these programs. Although rehabili-
tation services are often excluded from
insurance coverage as well, they are pro-
vided to children with disabilities primar-
ily at school, as our data indicate. (During
the year of the study, 88% of the children in
the chronically ill or disabled sample who
used speech therapy, 56% of those using
physical therapy and 70% of those using
occupational therapy, received these ser-
vices in school. About 90% of the parents
whose children received these services
said they paid nothing out of pocket for
these services.) The cost-effectiveness of
this d;stribution of resources and their ap-
propriateness for children in various diag-
nostic categories are important pclicy is-
sues on which few data are available. More
research is needed on the contribution of
specific surgical, rehabilitative, or other
services to the functioning ofchronically ill
or disabled children.

Although previous reports have demon-
strated that marked variations in the use of
health services characterize the general
child population,"-" little has been known
previously about such heterogeneity
within the population of chronically ill or
disabled children. In the general popula-
tion of children, those classified as heavy
users in one year were found to be likely to
remain in this class in subsequent years."
Whether or not such continuity also is
reached among children with chrome ill-
ness or disability cannot he aceruuncd in
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this study, because data are available only
for a single year.

The data do provide some clues, in that
diagnostic category emerged as an impor-
tant factor. To the extent that there are dif-
ferences across conditions in the degree to
which some services (e.g., physical
therapists) are clinically indicated. we
might find consistency of use over time
associated with diagnosis.

Other factors suggest, however, that in
this population heavy use in one year
might not be followed by heavy use insub-
sequent yeas. Surgical procedures to rem-
edy congenital malformation require ex-
tensive use of hospital and follow-up care
during a limited period. Therefore. heavy

use of services associated with such proce-
dures within one year would not be repre-
sentative of a child's use of health care over
a longer period. Further. the natural his-
tory of some conditions may dictate a par-
ticular course of interventions requiring
varying amounts of services over time.

The actual relationship between need
(as indexed by severity) and use of hospital
and outpatient services might be even gre-
ater than our estimates show. Because sev-
erity was measured at the conclusion of the
year for which data on utilization were col-
lected, the relationship observed may have
been attenuated by the presumed ben-
eficial effect of utilization on health status.
This may also explain the lack of a signifi-
cant relationship between functional im-

pairment and some specific types of ser-
vices, such as physician use. Longitudinal
studies to clarify the relationship between
severity and utilization are clearly needed.

Our data on income support the prevail-
ing notion that there is a wide variation in
the amount and pattern of financsai
port available for children in different
economic circumstances, and that this di-
versity influences use of services. In our
sample of children with chronic condi-
tinns, all but 4.6% reported having private
insurance, Medicaid, andior Crippled
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Children* Services coverage. We'do not
have data on the comprehensiveness.of
that coverage, which may hirre influenced
use. In general, incomedid not emerge as a
barrier to access. With regard to physical
therapy use, however, those with higher
income had more visits. Additional
analysis showed that both the direction
and strength of the relationship between
income and use of physical therapy ser-
vices varied by diagnosis. The lack of in-
fluence of mother's education on utiliza-
tion is noteworthy in that this variable is con-

sidered an important indicator or use of ser-

vices by the general pediatric population.
Interpretation of the observed differ-

ences across diagnoses is limited by the
close tie between diagnosis and source of

care in this study. With minor exceptions.
children with different conditions were
enrolled in specialty clinics organized and
staffed differently. The striking differences
in use of outpatient services between chil-
dren with CF and children with other
conditions. for example. may well hive re-
sulted from a combination of condition-
specific needs, variation in clinic staffing

and orientation toward comprehensive-
ness of care, and !morrow historical fac-
tors. Some of the differences in frequency
of use may be due to variation in the
number of physician - initiated follow-up
visits. Clearly, more research is needed.
Longitudinal studies of use of services over
several years, in multiple settings and for a

variety of diseases, are needed.
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Growing Up With a Physical Difference
Ruth Stein

Although childhood is supposed to be a time of
well-being, many of our nation's children have
significant, continuing physical health problems
that make them distinctly different from their
healthy peers. As a result, these children face
special challenges as they grow up. This ankle
explores the implications of growing up with a
physical difference by focusing nn four issues:
Why are physical differences important? To
what extent can we appropriately generalize
across diagnoses? What are the deve
and familsal consequences of chronic health
impairments? What can be done to improve the
situation, The author discusses developments
contnbuting to a heightened concern for these
children and reviews objective data underlying
a noncategorial approach to childhood chronic
illness. Attention is paid to the consequences of
a chronic illness for the child, the family, and
the schooland how health are providers can
minimize the negative consequences. As a
whole, the evidence indicates that chronically
ill children and their families can be effectively
helped within the context of care normally
provided.

My topic is growing up with a difference
specifically with a physical difference. Child-
hood is supposed to be a time of well-being or
at worst a period of limited transient illness.
Nevertheless, there are literally thousands of
our nation's children who have significant on-
going physical health problems that make them
distinctly different from their healthy peers. In
fact, our best current estimates are that some-
where over 10% of our nation's children have
some form of chronic problem affecting their
physical health; some estimates place the num-
ber closer to 20% (Haggerty. Roghmann &
Pless, 1975; Pless & Pinkerton, 1975; Starfield

This research ties supported by the Department! of Health
and Human Sinners. Material and Child Health Crippled
Children's Semmes Grant MCR360402 (Social Smutty
Art, Title V).
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Einstein School of Methane, and the DIVISIOn of Ambulatory
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& Plea, 1980; Travis, 1976) and there may be
twice as many among the poor (Egbuonu &
Starfield, 1982; Gliedman & Roth, 1980). Of
these only a small fraction, perhaps 2 or 3% of
children, actually have !imitations in their nor-
mal range of daily activities. Many more have
periodic exacersaations and remitsions, and vir-
tually all recluire some special health services.
All these children with ongoing health condi-
tions face important issues in growing up. It is
these issues, and our role in helping with them,
that I will address. By increasing our awareness
of the central concerns. I believe that we may
improve our ability to understand and assist
both healthy and physically impaired children
and their families.

What do I mean by a physical difference? For
this article, I will ignore the large number of
personal characteristics that define the unique-
ness of each individual and that make an indi-
vidual stand out; instead I will concentrate on
physical deviance associated with a health prob-
lem or ongoing conditions that separates a child
from his or her healthy age-mates. One useful
definition is taken from Pless and Pinkerton
(1975), who define a chronic health condition
as one that lasts 3 months or more or requires
a period of hospitalization of at least one month
duration. This definition includes both visible
and nonvisible physical differenc-sa point
worth noting now and one that I will later
discuss at length.

Mutt are the characteristics of such physical
conditions? These health problems have many
common features; all are of long duration, many
will last for the child's whole life, and some will
result in shortened life ezpectancy. Often they
are associated with the need for specialized serv-
ices and in some instances for painful treatments
and hospitalizations. They are characterized by
the fact that they require our care, but most
often we cannot cure them. Such conditions
inherently threaten a child's potential for nor-
mal physical and emotional growth and devel-
opment. In addition, they may have severe po-
tential for disrupting family life. Further, in
contrast to many types of acute illness that can
be managed with only minimal knowledge about
the individual patient or his family, the care of
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children with ongoing physical illness requires
extensive knowledge about the patient's family
life. Ghedman and Roth (1980) note that 'unless
the child is to be permanently sequestered in a
hospital ward, management of a chronic disor-
der never takes pkce in a vacuum; it must be
carried out within the context of ongoing family
life, where management of the child's biological
condition is only one of many pressing de-
mands...." (p. i40). This requires us to keep a
focus on the whole child and his family and may
run counter to some current trends toward in-
creasing subspecializtion of services.

There are several major issues which need to
be addressed:

1. Why are physical differences in the grow-
ing child especially important now?

2. Is there any basis for talking about chil-
dren with physical problems as a group or
should each condition be considered sepa-
rately? To what extent can we generalize about
these differences?

3. Should we be concerned about children
growing up with physical differences? What do
we know about the consequences of chronic
health impairments for children and their fa m.
ilies?

1. What can we, as individuals concerned
with the care of children's health, do to im
prove the situation?

Let us consider each of these areas in turn.
First, why should we be concerned now with

physical problems of children? Although there
is little evidence of an overall incree in the
number of children with ongoing physical prob-
lems in the population, these children do con-
sume a larger share of our time as health profes-
sionals. This is a result partly of our success in
immunization programs and antibiotic therapy,
which have radically reduced the morbidity and
mortality of the whole pediatric population, and
partly due to tremendous advances in disease-
specific therapies that allow children with a wide
variety of problems to survive longer into ado-
lescence and adu !hood. Therefore, many more
health professionals will have contacts with chil-
dren who have chronic physical disorders, and
although each of us may see only a few in any
one disease category, our total number of inter-
actions with children with ongoing health prob-
lems is sizable and likely to continue to grow.
Moreover, children with physical differences are
no longer hidden in institutions or at home;
increasingly they are being mainstreamed in our
society, so that the daily issues of managing in
the community are of heightened concern.

Another reason to pay attention to the issue
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of physical conditions is that, as biomedical tech-
nology increases, it may outstrip both our ability
and willingness to pay for the full range of
sea vices that we know how to provide. Perhaps
even more importantly, this technical

Prmight surpass our ability to deal with therIteld
personal, social, and ethical issues entailed in
giving are to these children. We are aid aware
of escabting health are expenses, of the lack of
psychosocial supports and services aimed at im-
proving adjustment and adaptation in daily life,
and of difficult ethical issues in care. As we
concern ourselves with questions about the qual-
ity, as well as the quantity, of life we preserve,
we realize that, in order to make intelligent
assessments, we must take stock of what we
know about living with a physical impairment.
These issues are particularly critial for the
growth of children faced with life-long health
problems.

nut exactly who are these childs..n? Many
professionals might look for a diagnostic group-
ing or classification. After all, health profession-
als typially group children by diagnoses and
em ize that each disease is unique, has its
own problems, and is much more devastating
than any other. What is the evidence that chil-
dren with ongoing health conditions can be
considered as 2 group unto themselves?

Medical training, practice, and research are
traditionaly organized around body systems
and disease categories. This method of catego-
fixation is based on the assumption that clinical
diagnoses provide information important for
patient care and that children with a particular
diagnostic label exhibit great similarities. A di-
ease-specific approach has been the cornerstone
of research on both biomedical and psychosocial
aspects of illness to the point that there is great
reluctance to make generalizations or to study
issues across diseases. Much of the original re-
search describing the effects of chronic disor-
ders grew out of observations made by subspe-
cialists dealing with a large number of patients
with a particular diagnosis and led to the de-
scriptions of 'characteristic profiles' of patients
with a given condition (e.g., asthma, hemophilia,
cystic fibrosis, meningomyelocele).

Disease-specific research focused on biomed-
ical cures for individual disease entities must be
sustained. However, is it equally desirable to use
diagnostic labels when examining the broader
issues of the effects of illness on the child and
family unit, particularly the issues in growing
up? Jessop and I have argued (Stein Sc Jessop,
I982a) that it may now be useful to adopt a new
framework in viewing chronic conditions in
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childhood, because as children with physical
health problems survive into adolescence and
adulthood, they face problems of adjustment
for which a great many variables other than
diagnosis have importance. Our understanding
of these variables is often hampered by the
assumed supremacy or preeminence of the di-
agnosis as the single most important factor.

In a wonderful monograph entitled Chronic
Childhood Disorder, Mess and Pinkerton (1975)
review a large number of studies of adjustment

of children with different individual diagnoses.
From these studies of separate health condi-
tions. they show that all the groups of children
and their families face similar problems. They
come to the conclusion that many p.1:ysical dis-
orders have ider.tical consequences in tents of
development and adjustment and that issues in
rearing a child with a physical health problem
are parallel, regardless of the nature of the
child's condition. Based on the evidence, they
argue that from the point of view of the child
and family the specific health problem is not the
central issue in growing up; instead, the very
existence of a health condition causes families
to share a number of problems in raising the
child, whether the condition is diabetes, asthma,
or kidney disease. They propose a generic or
noncategorical approach, one that groups chil-
dren with chronic physical disorders across di-
agnostic boundaries.

This perspective is counterintuitive for many
in the hea'th field, and especially difficult for
physicians, who have been trained to focus on
differences among health conditions rather than
on their commonalities. From the pediatrician's
framework It may be extremely hard to find
much in common among distinct health condi-
tions and easy to find much that differs among
them. To those in other disciplines and to the
lay community. it may be no surprise that there
are many common themes among individual
families of a child with an ongoing health prob-
lem. Many who work with children with differ-
ent diagnoses know this well from clinical ex
perience in clinics. inpatient units. playrooms.
and classrooms.

In work that Jessop and I have done recently
at Einstein, we have examined children with
different chronic diagnoses and looked at a large
number of social and psychological areas to test
Pleas' and Pinkerton's theses and to see if in fact
there are measurable differences among groups
of children and their famiks that are deter-
mined by the diagnostic categories to which the
child belongs (Stein & Jessop, 19826). Our hy-
pothesis was that there would be more differ-

entices ammig children within ahy one individual
diagnostic grouping than there would be between
diagnostic categories. If this were true, it would
provide an objective basis for a noncategorical
or generic approach and would serve to under-
score the view that children with diverse medical
problems have great similarities in their life
experiences. Moreover, it would allow us to
group children with different physical health
conditions as a single class.

The data that we used in these analyses were
collected from mothers in home interviews at
enrollment in the Pediatric Ambulatory Care
Treatment Study (PACTS), a hrge- ran-
domized trial of two modes of service delivery
to chronically ill children at the Albert Einstein
College of Medicine-Bronx Municipal Hospital
Center. The sample included 209 children less
than I I years old with chronic conditions who
met eligibility requirements for our PACT
Study. The definition of chronic illness usedwas
the same as the one I mentioned earlier.

The 209 children had over 100 different con-
ditions. They included sickle cell anemia,
asth ma. diabetes. leukemia, juvenilerheumatoid
arthritis, and congenital conditions such as men-
ingomyelocek and biliary atresia. About one-
half of the children have more than one condi-
tionin some cases as many as nine. The fami-
lies were for the most part poor urban families,
largely from minority groups. We selected all
the diagnostic groups in our study which had 10
or more subjects, excluding cases that had more
than one of the conditions. 'There were four
diagnoses with sufficient numbers: meningo-
myelocele/hydrocephalus, seizure disorder,
hemoglobinopathies, and asthma. For each di-
agnostic group we determined the ranges,
means or averages, and standard deviations. Us-
ing statistical tests (analyses of variance), we
looked to see whether or not the four groups
differ.

We examined a range of measures satisfying
customary standards of reliability to see whether
the variation beturen diagnostic groups was large
or larg-r on these measures than the variation
within the groups. We found that while the
diagnostic labels are indispensable in managing
the physical and biomedical aspects of a child's
condition, they j.est do not tell very much about
many areas of concern in the lives of chronically
ill children and their families. When we moved
from the narrowly defined biomedical issues and
measures of health care delivery to a broader
view, the diagnosis gave little information about
the status of the child and family.

Those who are concerned with a broad range
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or health care issues may find a noncategorical
approach most helpful bemuse it allows us to
look at many small clusters of children as a
group. This perspective enlarges our opportuni-
ties to understand developmental and behav-
ioral issues and to learn about growing up with
a physical condition in children with a range or
health problems. It also encoura es us to work
with community or populat. on -based samples
and to develop programs targeted to meet the
needs of children with a range of difiering con-
ditions, rather than just one disease type. This
approach also permits the individual practi-
tioner, who sees only a small number of children
with any given disease, to use experiences
gained from the care of children with cystic
fibrosis or kidney disease to are for a child with
diabetes.

Having suggested that we are justified in
thinking about all children with a physical health
condition as a group. we face another important
question: Are there any features of the illness
or condition that differentiate some or these
children from others and that indicate who is at
more or less risk for the negative social a: I
psychological consequences of illness? In a sec-
ond set of analyses we examined whether certain
features or dimensions of conditions might to
helpful to linicians in thinking about the con-
sequences of the child's disorder. We used in.
formation from a Clinicians' Overall Burden
Index (Stein & Jessop. I982a) that was rated by
each child's physician and that defined 17 di.'
mensions or Illness We found (Stein & Jessop,
1983) that the consequences are more negative
where there is poor functioning and where the
condition is not visible. This finding had not
previously been emphasized, except perhaps in
a few references that suggest that marginal
ness may have a disproportionately more serious
effect on psychosocial adjustment than those
that are clearly debilitating (Barker. Wright,
Myerson & Conick, 1953; McAnamey, Pless,
Satterwhite. & Friedman. 1974).

How can we explain these results? These two
seemingly opposing findings and the importance
or needing to watch for changes can perhaps be
understood within the framework of the con.
cept of uncertainty. Lack or visible difference
between a chronically Unpaired child and well
peers may make it more difficult to recognize
that the child has a chronic condition. If the
physical difference is not obvious to the outside
world, a child may need to be 'sacker' before
the condition can be fully acknowledged. This
may produce an uncertainty that is psychologi
cagy unsettling and associated (a) with more
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negative psychological cohsequences for the
moths and (b) with greater perceived impact
of the illness of the family. The unpredictability
may lead to insecurity (Wright, 1960), some-
thing our analyses sumest is so among families
of children with chrome physical illness.

The role of uncertainty %II affecting the way
patients' experience illness may not fit with the
ideas of physicians, who are inclined to think
that things are going well if the child is funa
tioning and bears no visible signs of ph I
difference. "Common sense' prof no-
tions suggest that a child who appears well part
of the time is better off than someone who is
always sick, something that does not appear to
be true. Understanding this finding is essential
in order to understand the viewpoint of the
patient and family. This observation also under-
scores the importance of including in our dis-
cussion of physical differences those children
whose physical health is impaired, even if it does
not show easily to the outside world.

To summarize, the evidence suggests (a) that
we can and should think about children with a
chronic physical difference ss a group and (b)
that there are only a few dimensions of the
physical conditions that may be associated with
differential risks for adjustment.

The next issue that concerns us is how physi-
cal differences affect development and why we
should be especially concerned with the devel-
opmental process in this special cluster of chil-
dren. The following pragraph focuses on some
or the domains or a child and family's life flys
may be affected by the child's condition and on
what we can do to minimize this effect.

Daeschner and Cerreto (n press) have written
that children with an ongoing physical problem
are '...constantly part ill and part wellbut
never free of a problem that sets them apart.
Their families, their social interaction, their ed-
ucations and their daily routines are different
from those of their peers.' (p. 29). And Linda
Hester (1980), herself a mother of a child with
a serious chronic condition, writes that '...birth
and/or diagnosis of a chronically ill child is one
of the most severe stresses that a family can
sustain, tedruse it involves not only the sudden
shock and grief experienced when the child is
diagnosed but also years of multiple traumatic
events, constant medical treatment, and contin-
ual worry and anxiety' (f. 143).

An important area o work pertains to the
consequences or childhood illness for family life.
The bulk of the evidence seems to suggest that
ongoing physical illness may disrupt the entire
fabric of a family, especially during the crisis
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phase. Diagnosis of a major health problem in
ichild is a severe stressor causing strains in

variety of areasemotional, physical, financial,
and social. The initial emotional response may
be a mixture of fear, anxiety, an ger. depression
and guilt. Drotar, Baskiewicz. Irvin, Kennel',
and Klaus (1975) suggest there is an initial
shock, then denial, sadness, and anger, and only
after time the reestablishment of equilibrium
and the capacity of the family to reorganize and
get on with the tasks of living. 1r,dividual mem-
bers may travel through this sequence at differ-
ent paces, and exacerbations of the condition
can lead to renewed confrontations.

Many parents, if not most, feel some sense of
personal failure or question their own adequacy
as parents. Virtually every family wonders what
they might have done differently to prevent the
child's condition and many common themes run
through their fantasies about possible causes.
When the child reaches critical developmental
stages, such as when toddlers begin to demon-
strate independent motor skills, when children
enter school, or when adolescence begins, par-
ents zre confronted by the ways in which their
own chi:d's current function, special care needs,
or future potential may differ from peers. Some
families handle these worries with little mutual
support, as each parent reacts to his or her own
emotional needs using coping mechanisms that
may be divergent from the other parent's.

Family members may be affected by both the
illness and by the demands placed on them by
the health are system with respect to the are
of the child's physical problem. Expectations for
treatments and home management may become
very taxing. There may be a change in reality
in the physical aspects of daily living-4 trips
to health facilities, in special diets or nu.dical
procedures, perhaps the child's sleep pattern or
ability to develop independence in dressing. toi-
'cling or learning. This often leads to a realign-
ment of family members with the mother in
most families bearing the brunt of day-to-day
responsibilities. The mother spends the bulk of
her time with the impaired child; the siblings
manage relatively more independently or by
spending more time with the father or another
adult.

For child and family, ordinary events of
life may nave greater than normal impact. A
move to a new home away from familiar sources
of are and community supports may be very
traumatic; the potential disruption may be so
severe, in fact, that a family forgoes the move.
Even commonplace events, such as the birth of
a sibling or a family vacation, may pose special

problems. Adaptation to 'these ordinary occur-
rences cannot be taken for granted but may
require a good deal of planning and anticipa-
tion.

Then there are the costs. Most families are
determined to get the best are they can for the
child; often they will expend great financial, as
well as emotional, resources in the hoe of find-
ing a cure. The financial realities, even for those
who can find care nearby, are enormous. Insur-
ance policies are.capricioust eligibility for public
support is often monument; and public monies
for supportive or preventive services are mea-
ger. There are also the hidden costs: lost oPPor-
tunnies, lost work time, lost chances to advance
in one's career or to go back to school. Oppor-
tunity to change jobs may be missed because a
parent fears the loos of insurance coverage. Lack
of energy to be a resourceful bargain hunter or
homemaker, and the costs associated with the
desire to find ways of trying to 'make it up' to
the sick child, may produce secondary economic
burdens. There may be no time or money for
v.=tions or recreation.

Another affected area is that of personal
strain created by fatigue and intrafamilial ten-
sior. This is accentuated by, and contributes to,
social isolation. Parents may be unable to find a
babysitter and get away even for a few hours. It
is often difficult to maintain friendships, and the
constant worry and fatigue may detract from
being 'good company.* All these lead to an
isolation that may be coupled with resentment
of the need to be dependent on the few remain-
ins family, neighbors, and friends for favors
without the ability to reciprocate.

It is important to note that social supports
that is, the presence of a helpful social net-
workappear to be a major predictor of suc-
cessful coping with the care of a child with a
physical disorder. Therefore, it is extremely im-
porant to encourage retention of the family's
social network. Yet, we find a very common,
almost universal, response to physical illness is
withdrawal. People often pull away because they
feel uncomfortable about how to act, what to
do or say.

Still another set of concerns is in the area of
needed services. Although, the presence of a
physical problem may contactassure conta with health
professionals, a growing number of studies in-
dicate that this contact may not guarantee that
the child receives a full range of basic services,
even those as basic as immunizations and screen-
ings, help with long-range planning, and coor-
dination of care Services that are rendered have
ben referred to as 'patchwork care' (Daes-
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ch n er & Cerreto, in press), and there is generally
no reimbursement for primary care, coordina-
tion. advocacy. or support services.

School is an important area for the growing
child, but here too there are problems. Despite
recent efforts, such as PL 94.142, many children
continue to receive inadequate schooling or are
placed in unnecessarily restrictive environ-
ments. A school principal told me recently that
in her school children with handicaps were no
longer going to be mainstreamed. because 'they
had no place to go during gym period." This
may indeed be a problem for the school, but
return to special class placement means isolation
from healthy peers, often inadequate intellec.
teal challenge, and consequent eductional dis-
advantage. In school, even in regular classes.
teachers may have lower expectation for th-
health-impaired child. Also, special services.
such as physial therapy during school hours
decrease the actual amount of classroom time
and peer contact for children wi.n physical con-
ditions. Serious physical problems may also re-
sult in a suspension of activities that ate impor-
tant to long-t m success. This may occur be
cause of peri.A.4 of restricted activity, absences
from school, hospitalization, or even
pation with the possibility that the chirdrer°Zin
not survive.

In school and at home there is often uncer-
tainty about how to treat the child and a tend-
ency to spoil. baby. or overprotect. This de-
prives the child of important lessons in living
and may result in significant social morbidity
later on. Children who are isolated and not
offered the norm)l iange of give and take with
peers do not manes age-appropriate social skills
or mature socially at the same pace as their age-
mates. Inclusion in household chores, normal
sibling squabbles, and neighborhood and after
school activities are important growing experi-
ences whenever they can be made itvailable.
These opportunities enhance social feedback
and ultimately a sense of self worth. However
many parents and pre essionah discourage these
activities because of misguided thoughts that
they can protect the child from being 'hurt' in
the sometimes cruel world.

As I suggested earlier, in the social sphere
there are major differences for children who
have visible as opposed to intisible conditions.
In the presence of Invisible conditions, society
presumes that everything is normal. ThSt creates
confusion, ambiguit,,, and anxiety if the child is
impaired in his or Ler ability to take part in a
full range of activi its. How often have you
heard someone say. 'but I don't understand, she
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looks fine' or 'I didn't know he was sick because
he seemed okay?' For the child with a visible
physical difference, the presumption is one of
incompetence or lack of ability. This may be
equally inappropriate and creates another kind
of anxiety and uncertaintythe need for the
child to prove that he or she is capable. Take
notice the next time you hear someone speaking
in overly simplified terms to a stunted adoles-
cent or to a child in a wheelchair or shouting at
the blind child. These actions are based on the
misassumption that the stunted adolescent is a
younger child, or the wheel chair bound person
is retarded, or the blind person is more globally
impaireti and cannot heir.

Richardson (1963) notes that, in general. our
society is less at ease with those with a handicap
and is put off at the first contact. Only after
time does the social interaction break through
the initial barrier; still, relationships often re-
main at a formal level. One specific task that a
child who is physically different must master is
how to break through and make others com-
fortable enough to allow for social interchange.
Negative stereotyping attitudes are learned
early and res.dt in barriers to interpersonal re-
lationships. discrimination. and systematic de-
valuation of the physically impaired (hey%
1981; Gliedman 8c Roth, 1980).

In a moving chapter of Journey written by
parents of a child with a chronic physical con-
dition, Massie writes that 'People were always
afraid of us. I cou.d sense this, it is as though
they felt we had been touched with a curie and
that too close contact might contaminate them
or give them a glimpse of an unpleanant reality
they wanted to avoid having to face.' (Massie k
Massie, 1975, p. 167-108).

To the extent that there is a heightened
awareness of physical differences in the st da!
world at large, a negative attitude may spill over
to siblings. While siblings of chronically ill chil-
dren often get less attention from their partats
than other children do, they may be quite con-
spicuous in their social world as the brother or
sister of the child with X or Y condition. Just
think the next time you are in McDonald's and
see a physically different child about your own
increased tendency to notice the enure family
grouping. Having a physically different brother
or sister changes many relationships for thewill
childhis relationships with his parents, alai.
and the outside world. For siblings there may
also be extra family responsibilities and the re-
ssppoonsibility oT being an intermediary between
the outside world and their physically disadvan-
taged siblings. All the normal problems of sib-
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ling rivalry and conflicts are heightened and
exaggerated. Additionally, brother and sisters
are often excluded from information about the
nature and implication of the condition, because
it is Wady assumed that they can or should be
protected.'

Undoubtedly. there are some who will see
these statements as a gross oversimplification.
Focusing on common themes is not intended to
obscure individual differences, but ezeber to
stress that differences, where they occur, are
often due as much to the specific family or child
as to the specific disease. It is all too easy to
attribute them to a single causethe child's
particular physical condition. A colleague who
recently spoke to a group of rarents of young
children with significant deveopmental delay
illustrated this point. She said that the parents
were seeking athice about separation problems,
temper tantrums. and sleeping disorders. Many
were totally unaware that any richest problems
occurred in 'normal' children. They attributed
them all, in a kind of magical thinking, to the
child's developmental difference. To tnitrate
this further, let me tell you about Malcolm, an
unusually articulate 22-yeacold with Down's
Syndrome. In preparing this material, I asked
him if he could help me by telling me what he
remembers about growing up different. He
quickly responded that what he remembers
most is being -bad- and being 'scared, espe-
cially of thunde- and lightning at night. He
remind-, us that these special children are more
like other children then they are unlike them.

This then is a critical concept in growing up
with a physical difference; physial disorders
oct-yr in developing children, in a dynamic and
ever-changing context. Indeed, focusing on
physical differences in children forces us tocon-
sider developmental issues. The problems faced
by an ill child and his family very much depend
on complex interactions between the child's
physical condition and his development. For
each child and family, the situation is unique.
Some health problems, such as asthma, can oc-
cur through the course of childhood, whsle oth-
ers occur at particular ages and may cause more
specific disruption of development. For exam-
pie, the birth of a child with a congenital disor-
der causes stress during the important and crit-
ical period of bonding, while a serious change
in health of an adolescent can interfere with the
development of adult autonomy. Many issues
that span childhood have different manifesta-
tions and meaning in each stage of development.
Hospitalization with its attendant separation
from the family hat different meanings for the

infant, the toddler, the school-aged child, or the
adolescent.

One controversial issue is whether develop-
ment of a child icith a serious life-long physical
condition can be expecta) to follow the devel-
opment of healthy children. Gliedman and Roth
(1980) suuest that it may not be fair to use our
concepts of normal child and
them to children with special ysical y
and handicapping conditions use their life
experiences may differ too greatly from those
of their healthy peers. Whether or not weagree,
a is clear that several types of development are
superimposed on one another and occur simul-
taneously. There is the child's individual devel-
opment, the changing family as it evolves in its
own life cycle, the enraging course of the phys-
ical condition, and the unfolding adaptation to
it. The issues faced by the child and the family
depend on and must be dealt with in the context
of these complai intemaions.

It is not uncommon to -.4s what the child's
detelopment would :se like without the influ-
ence of the ex* ga physical condition. The
Reverend Robert Massie, Jr. (in press), a he-
mophiliac, recently wrote that it would be im-
possible to describe what he would be like with-
out the presence of his hemophilia. Rhetorically
he asks who Helen Keller would have been had
she been a sighted and hearing person? Since
we cannot answer such questsons, we must look
to comparative evidence, which suggests that
children with chronic physical dnorde are at
special risk and face problems of adjustment.

Studies suggest that physical illness in child-
hood is associated with significant risk of psy-
chological sequelae. There is, however, contro-
versy about the subgroups at risk and the extent

an increased incidence of prob-
of risk. Urge scale eps&-insotrudciaeis show

lems among children with c tunic conditions
and suggest that the severity of the child's illness
and his functional limitations are associated with
greater risk for psychological maladjustment.

Our own we suggests that, among children
with chronic physical health conditions, those
who have more absences and poor functional
status have poorer adjustment, but that these
relationships may differ within subgroups of the
population and are strongest among those with
the fewest buffers and least strong among those
who have significant family support (Stein &
Jessop, in press-a).

Children with chronic conditions not only
exhibit twice the rates of mental disturbance of
healthy children on a variety of psychiatnc
measures, but studies in the United States and
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Great Britain suggest .a higher incidence of be.

(Douglas..1975; Pleas & Rogluaan. 19/rems
havior, learning. social. and school

Aaorg to Klein and Simmons (1979) and
Maur and Binh (1962), an important variable
in adjustment is the child's subjective definition
of the disease's severity and perception of the
parent:. This supports the notion that the fam-
ay's definition of the severity rather than that
of the physician is a powerful predictor of 011t-
COM.

A few very recent studios suggest lower levels
of psychologies' disturbance than earlier case
reports had indicated, but all continue to sup-
port the notion that there are increased
soda, problems in the population of
who are physically different. This h a real
km because many families have great
in handling secondary emotional symptoms and
in accepting the need for help in this sphere;
they often have little time, energy, and money
to devote to these areas. Also many of our
mental health systems are poorly equipped to
deal with individuals with serious physical health
problems.

One thing is clear; even very serious and
debilitating illness does not preclude successful
adaptation by the child and family and positive
mental health outcomes. The challenge is to
learn how to make successful adaptation and
adjustment even more common.

I have discussed a number of potentially seri-
ous consequences of childhood physical differ-
ences. From this discussion, questions must arise
for us all: How can we help? Is there anything
we can do to minimize the effects of growing up
with a physical difference?

Outcomes of physical conditions in the grow-
ing child are influenced by a number of factors:
zharacteristics of the child, the disease, the fam-
ily. and the nature of interventions. Physically
impaired persons. irrespective of their age, must
retain their integrity as human beings and be
given the opportunity to participate in their
families and in society as completely as their
circumstances permit. The goals of manage.
ment are to help the family and child 1ttititt to
the condition, to maximize the health and po-
tentul of the childto confine the effects of the
illness. We can buttress self concepts, focus on
assets rather than deficits, enhance coping strat-
egies. and hopefully thereby minimize many
handicaps and their secondary sequelae.

Until recently. our sense that we could make
a difference derived from clinical impression
more than from objective evidence. Many of us
were convinced by this alone. But at Einstein we
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have just completed a diniad, prospective. ran-
domized experiment in which we provided coon-
prehensive are through a home are team to
dildren with chronic phrical illness using an
integrated biomedical and psychosocial ap
womb.* The home ate
gram did have benefits=
die famtly's and dild's
adjustment, as well as a more acid decrease in
maternal psychological "septum (stein & le*
sop, in prem.b). This is one of a few new pieces
of evidence that we an and should continue
sr.r efforts to isoprene the lot delis large group
of children who grow up with a *dna differ-
ence. Moreover, we can do so the ciontott
of tlx are that we normally provide. There we

ways to help, by being available and sap-
e, by aainpating, and by advocating for

the needs of dsildren with physical health prob.
heirs.

As Iteverend Robot Mamie, Jr. (n press),
writes. 'chronic illness is a comsat and some-
times overwhelming cortips, a Anima both
inseparable and eternal....(that) creates a tre-
mendous need in the patientchild or adult;
for a group of supportive and aring human
beings to show by their words and actsons.dist
they will stay with the patientthrough the
physical and emotional roller.coaater Me &-
ease.- He continues ...the greatest burden for
a chronically ill child is not the pun, the anguidt,
or the disappointment. but the wall of emotional
isolation with which we have en circkd that child
because of our own fears. We must look inside
ourselves, face those fears, and despite them,
reach out. Only the powers of a warm heart can
alleviate the deep chill of a child's constant
shadow.' To those who are for children and
their health. let me suggest that we take on this
challenge.
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ABSTRACT. The ongoing are needed by children with
chronic nhysical illness as a topic of national concern.
The F unric Ambulatory Care Treatment Study
(PACT is a clinic pretest - posttest randomized taper
anent designed to evaluatea Pediatric Home Care (PRO
program in which an interdisciplinary team provides
comprehensive primary health care, support, coordina
Lion, patient advocacy, and education to chronically ill
children and their families. Home interviews were con
ducted by an independent research team with the 219
families at enrollment, 6 months, and I year 80% corn
pleted all three interviews. Analyses indicate that pech
attic home care is effective in Improving the satisfaction
of the family with care, in improving the child's psycho.
logical adjustment, and in lessening the psychiatric symp
toms of the mother. The functional statist of the children
was equally well maintained in both groups, and there
WAS no ugnificard difference in the impact of the illness
on the bandy between the two groups. There are indica.
tions that there may be a doeerelated effect with respect
to the child's psychological adjustment with those in the
program for the longest period of time showing the great-
est benefit. Such a home are program can be an effective
intervention for minimizing the social and psychological
consequences. of chronic illness Pediatrics 1984;73:845-

853, home care, chronic illness, comprehensive care, psy-
chologicaladjustment. ambulatory core

Between 5% and 20% of American children have
a chronic physical disorder.' The decline of acute
infectious dise..ses and improvementa in treatment
of chronic disease have increased the longevity of
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children with chronic physical illness, and thus an
Increasing proportion of the care of children is
devoted to chronic conditions. The current trend
toward regionalization of care in high technology
and other disease-specific tertiary services is based
on the presumption that each condition requires
unique specialized care for improved biomedical
outcomes. However, some have expressed concern
about this trend and have suggested that the effects
of the illness on the growing child and his family
cross diagnostic boundaries." Although there has
been significant biomedical research geared to pre-
vention, treatment, and cure of specific conditions,
there has been little research aimed at ameliorating
the secondary psychological and social conse-
quences of chronic childhood illnesses and under-
standing the psychological and social effects of
alternate forms of health care delivery.

In 1970, a Pediatric Home Care (PHC) unit was
established at the Albert Einstein College of Med-
icine-Bronx Municipal Hospital Center which pro-
vides comprehensive and integrated medical, psy-
chological, and social services for a wide range of
children with chronic illness. This program was
conceptualized as an ambulatory special care unit.
The services were based on the assumption that
care must be organized to address Issues of concern
to families of children with chronic concitions and
that these issues cross disease categories. Although
the program is oriented to the health of the child,
it focuses on the whole family and its needs. It seeks
to foster patient independence and to maximize
rehabilitation and adjustment. The care is delivered
using an integrated biomedical and psychosocial
approach. It involves the family &lively in taking
responsibility for increasing aspects of management
and informed decision making with the health care
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professionals. The services of the Pediatric Home
Care (PHC) program include: monitoring the pa-
tient, delivering direct services, teaching therapeu-
tic programs to the family and patient, coordinating
services, patient advocacy, health education, and
support. An interdisciplinary PHC team provides
care. The core teem for each patient consists of a
generalist pediatrician, a pediatric nurse practi-
tioner, and the patient's family. A social worker,
consultant psychiatrist, and physical therapist are
also available; the resident or referring doctor and
the subspecialists involved with the child are in-
cluded as appropriate in an individual case. Services
are provided in the patient's home as needed, as
well as in the traditionzl locations of the clinic, the
inpatient units, and the PHC office. Home visits
are conducted to teach the patient and family in
the situation in which care will be given, as well as
to evaluate medical, psychological, and social needs
in the family context and household setting. (For
more detail on PHC, see Stein.")

The Pediatiic Ambulatory Care Treatment Study
(PACTS) was funded in 1978 to evaluate the PHC
program. It empl:fs a pretest - pcsttest experimen-
tal design in which children with diagnostically
heterogeneous chronic physical conditions were
randomized either to the PHC program or to the
sou.ces of care traditionally offered in this hospital
complex other than PHC (ie, standard care). The
objectives of the study were to compare PHC with
standard care on outcome indicators that might be
sensitive to an intervention of the kind described
above and might be common to children with a wide
array or diagnoses The purpose of this report is to
present data that compare PHC with standard care
(,n five major variables from that controlled trial:
(1) satisfaction with care; (2) child's psychological
adjustment; (3) mother's psychiatric symptoms, (4)
impact of the illness on family, and (5) child's
functional status

Although some worried that such a program
would have adverse effects on family members and
on the child's health, we hypothesized that. (1)
home care would be better than standard are with
respect to satisfaction with care and child psycho-
logical adjustment; (2) the mother's psychiatric
symptoms and the impact on family would be less
in home care than in standard care; and (3) there
would be no difference between home care and
standard care in the functional status of children

METHODS

Sample

The sample includes 219 children with diverse
chronic conditions who met the eligibility criteria

for the Pediatric Ambulatory Care Treatment
Study and who were seen at a university-affiliated
municipal teaching hospital during the period of
June 1978 to January 1980. This facility serves
children throughout the Bronx and offers a wide
range of general and subspecialty services typical
of a large municipal teaching hospital center. Cri-
teria for inclusion in the study were the presence
of a physical condition lasting three or more months
or necessitating a period of continuous hospitali-
ration of at least 1 month' age below the 11th
birthday, residence in the Bronx, need for are
beyond that of a well child, and receipt of a portion
of are through one of the affiliated hospitals of the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Additionally,
the child could not be moderately or severely re-
tarded, had to be expected to live for the duration
of the study year, and had to live in an English- or
Spanish-speaking household. Only ,..:se child per
family was enrolled in the study.

Although this is not a representative sample, it
adds to our ability to generalize from the study to
know the degree of success in enrolling subjects.
Bilingual female lay interviewers recruited subjects
from the inpatient service and subspecialty clinics.
All children who came to the attention of the re-
search staff, met the eligibility criteria for the study,
and completed the enrollment procedures were in-
cluded. Cooperation with the study was excellent.
Children with a variety of conditions and varying
levels of severity were entered into the study and
randomized. During a 11/2-year period, 381 children
came to the attention of the research team before
enrollment closed with 219 children. The greatest
number (N = 92) of the remaining 162 children
were excluded from the study because they did not
meet one or more of the study's eligibility require-
ments. Thirty-nine additional children could not be
traced and thus enrollment procedures could not be
completed, and this group may include some passive
refusals. There were 20 explicit refusals, four chil-
dren were in another major study, .r...a six children
died before completion of the enrollment proce-
dures. The limited information available for com-
parison of those included in the sample with those
not included indicates no major difference in diag-
nosis.

The enrolled sample is heterogeneous with re-
spect to diagnosis The 219 children have mori than
100 different conditions. These diagnoses include,
but are not limited to: asthma (N = 76), seizure
disorder (N = 26), hemoglobinopathy (N = 13),
congenital heart disease (N = 7), m.lignancies (N
= 6), diabetes mellitus (N = 5), and a variety of
congenital anomalies such as meningomyelocele/
hydrocephalus IN = 23) and bihary atresia (N =

235
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TABLE 1. Pedsatnc Ambulatory Care Treatmen t Study
Demographic Charactenstici of Families for Total Sam-
ple at Time 1 (N a 209)

Race/ethnicity
Hispanic
Black
Other

Mantel status
Married
Divorced, separated, or widowed
Single (never married)

Family type
Both parents
Mother alone
Mother with other adult
Other

Annual family income
<$5,000
a$5,000 to <$9,000

$9,000
Source of income

Public assurance
No public assistance
Mother employed
Mother unemployed
Other household member employed
Other household member unemployed

Level of education of mother
<High school graduation

High school graduation

60%
27%
13%

40%
33%
27%

45%
39%
13%

3%

33%

30%

55%
45%

17%
83%
55%
45%

56%
44%

5) More than half of the children have multiple
conditions, in some cases as many as nine. All
required care at home beyond that of well children
as measured by the Clinician's Overall Burden In-
dex

The sociodemographic characteristics of the sam-
ple are shown in Table 1 The sample is entirely
urban, predominantly poor, and composed largely
of minority group members

Study Procedures

The study was explained to the mothers by the
lay interviewers and they were asked to sign an
informed consent, approved by the Institutional
Review Committee, agreeing to randomization to
one of two types of follow-up care offered by the
Department of Pediatrics, to three home interviews
at 6-month intervals, and review of their child's
medical records.

The research design called for stratification of
the sample on two criteria that reflected the bases
on which children had traditionally entered the
PHC program: the resources of the family for deal-
ing wail the child's medical problems and the bur-
dea the child's condition would pose for any family.
The first criterion, the Judged Ability to Cope, was
obtained in a short structured interview with the
mother (In eight cases the respondent was a grand-
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mother, aunt, foster mother, or other mother-sub-
stitute who was the primary caretaker.) The inter-
view covered standard social and demographic in-
formation and measures of the social, psychological,
and economic resources available to her in caring
for the child. Internal consistency reliability for the
total note is high (a .= .76, Cronbach"). The second
criterion, the Clinician's Overall Burden Index, was
obtained from the child's physician, and consisted
of a standardized form, providing background med-
ical information. The Clinician's Overall Burden
Index included five dimensions of burden that the
presence of an ill child places on a family beyond
parenting a well child of the same age: medics:/
nursing tasks that parents need to perform; disrup-
tion in family routines entailed in caring for the
patient; fixed deficits of the child requiring com-
pensatory parental behavior, the added dependency
of a child who cannot perform age - appropriate ac-
tivities of daily living independently; and the psy-
chological burden entailed in the child's prognosis.
The items were weighted using previously derived
weights arid summed to obtair a total burden score
for each child. Internal consistency reliability as
measured bya (Cronbachs) is .70 for the total score.
(See Stein and Jessop' for details on the develop-
ment of this instrument.)

After determination of eligibility, the Judged
Ability to Cope and the Clinician's Overall Burden
Index were immediately hand scored, and the sub-
ject win assigned to a high, medium, or low category
on each measure, and then randomized within a
nine-cell stratification matrix This was done using
opaque sealed envelopes prepared in sets by a roll
of a dice to determine the order of the first assign-
ment within each set The purpose of these proce-
dures was to ensure that the two treatment groups
were balanced with respect to these two areas
thought to be relevant to outcomes. It was not the
intent of the design to fill the nine cells. All scoring
and randomization procedures were earned on by
a member of the research staff Independently of the
clinicians, and the responsible clinician was noti-
fied of the group assignment. The PHC staff was
notified as well each time a case mu, assigned to
home care through randomization Because of the
nature of the intervention and likelihood of discov-
ering group assignment during data collection, no
Attempt was made for patients, physicians, or in-
terviewers to be blind to group assignment. How-
ever, interviewers were housesi in a separate build-
ing and had no direct contact with clinicians in
either PHC or standard care.

Study procedures dictated that all home care
patients would receive at least a minimum package
of care (an initial assessment one home visit, and

nal
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one monthly contact thereafter for at least 6
months), although obviously most patients would
receive much more, based on their clinical needs
and the decisions of the staff. After a 6.month
period, those patients previously assigned to home
care were reassessed by the home care staff to
determine whether the staff thought that home care
was still needed. This was s clinical assessment and
those families whom the staff thought to be no
longer in need of home care services were dis-
charged from PHC in order to avoid the continua
tion of patients in a form of care more intensive
than they required. Those patients whom the home
care team thought still needed PHC were renewed
for an additional 6 months or continued for even
longer periods.

Data

Data were obtained primarily from structured
household interviews with the mothers of both the
standard care and home care groups at three points
in time: time 1 (enrollment); time 2 (after 6 months
of care): and time 3 (after an additional 6 months).
The first interview was scheduled to take place
within 2 weeks of enrollment and randomization.
This interview covered the pretest of the dependent
variables. During the subsequent 6-month period
the patient received care through the PHC service
(experimental) or standard care (control) Six
months after entry, time 2 interviews were con-
ducted; there consisted of variables covered in the
time 1 interview, additional utilization data, and
portions of the measures of burden and family
resources. Regardless of whether or not a home care
family remained in PHC after the initial 6-month
interval, all families continued in the study and
participated in a thud and final household inter-
view, which occurred at 1 year after enrollment and
covered all the items in time 2, with additional
questions at the end of the interview about the
nature of the experience with home care. if appli-
cable.

Of the 219 children originally enrolled m the
study, 209 completed the initial time 1 interview
(104 standard care and 105 home care), 188 com-
pleted the 6-month interview, and 182 completed
the 1-year interview A complete data set of all
three interviews exists on 174 subjects or 80% of
all subjects Of the remaining subjects, six died and
eight moved far away from the geographic region.
Comparisons on a large number of *. lographic
and medical characteristics between ,nose with
complete data sequences and those who did not
complete the sequence demonstrate no significant
differences except for a somewhat higher retention

of black and Hispanic children than of white chil-
dren.

All interviews wereconducted by experienced lay
bilingual interviewers in either English or Spanish,
using interview materials prepared in both lan-
guages. Hispanic mothers chose the language in
which they were most comfortable and all inter-
views were tape recorded. Open-ended material was
checked against the tape recording, coded by a
research assistant, and chocked by a second staff
member. The data reported here are limited to scale
scores on five major variables listed below, all of
which use fixed-response categories.

Sedisft,ction with care. This variable assesses the
extent to which the respondent feels satisfied with
the medical care the index child is receiving. A
schedule, based on the work of Ware et al' was
developed with modifications making it suitable for
use in a municipal hospital setting, with children's
medical problems, and with nurses as well as phy-
sicians. Cronbach's a for the total score is .86..

Child's Psychological Adjustment. A 28-item ver-
sion of the Personal Adjustment and Role Skills
Scale (PARS) Il scale developed by Ellsworth was
used to measure the psychological adjustment of
the 81 children in the sample who were 6 years of
age or over at entry. (In subsequent revisions, the
PARS II title is reserved for the adult version, and
the child and adolescent version is termed the
CAAP. See R. Ellsworth and S. Ellsworth: CA AP
Scale The Measurement of Child and Adolescent
Adjustment. Palo Alto CA, Consulting Psycholo
gists Press. 1982) This measure, designed to be
adminrered to a parent or other significant adult,
has a plausible factor structure, has good reliability
and discriminant validity, and has been used with
minority populations. The smile was chosen because
of its psychometric properties as well as its duainc
tiveness in simultaneously including three dimen
sions of particular interest in the study of chronic
illness: dependency, hostility, and withdrawal. In
addition, it assesses anxiety-depression, productiv-
ity, and peer relations. The final 28 items used in
this study were selected from the original 55-item
schedule developed by Ellsworth. The criteria for
selection included judged clinical relevance for a
population of chronically ill children, extent of
variation and discrimination of response in a pre.
test sample at our institution, and factor analyses
provided by Ellsworth. The psychometric proper.
ties of the scale have been replicated on the present
sample and a factor structure identical with Eil-
sworth's was obtained. The internal consistency of
the total score is excellent (a = .82).

Mother 's Psychmarte Symptoms For the purpose
of this study, the mental health of the mother was

2 3'i
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defined as the variety and flexibility of emotional
responses and was measured by the intensity and
frequency of maladaptive behavior using the 29.
item Psychiatric Symptom index," a shortened
version of the Hopkins Symptom Distress Check-
list." Items reflecting groups of symptoms, signs,
and dispositions are included. Psychiatric diagnosis
is not implied, although the items may be consistent
with diagnostic entities. The symptom patterns
thought to be of interest were: anxiety and depres-
sion, amer/hostility (deemed especially appropri-
ate as it may be related to child abuse), and soma-
tization (especially relevant for Hispanic popula-
tions). These symptom patterns were selected be-
cause they occur with significant frequency in non-
patient samples, and because they are believed to
be related to a mother's ability to function in her
role. The instrument selected had been used previ-
ously with multiethnic disadvantaged urban dwell-
ers and it had a factor structure compatible with
the concepts of interest in this study. The structure
of this instrument was reexamined on data from
the current sample and the results replicated the
previously obtained findings for a lower class sam-
ple." Reliability analyses using Cronbach's a indi-
cate that the total score has high internal consist-
ency (a .93) in this population.

impact on Family. The impact on family scale is
designed to determine the negative effects of a
child's illness on the family. Foar dimensions were
theorized as relevant and defined through factor
analysis and psychometric procedures." There is a
total score and four aubscores The total score has
a Cronbach's a of .88.

Functional Status Measure A functional status
measure, developed specifically for this study, is
desigred to tap variation in function among chil-
dren having a wide variety of chronic conditions
and to be sensitive to minor differences in function
within a given child over time. The goal of this
measure is to describe the morbidity status of the
sample. Functional status is defined as the capacity
to perform age- appropriate roles and tasks. It as-
sesses behavioral responses to illness that interfere
with normal social role performance. Stem and
Jessops have described the development and vali-
dation of this measure elsewhere. The score used
here is the general health status score for children
9 months of age or older.

Comparability of Treatment Groups

Comparability of the home care and standard
care groups at enrollment was determined for so-
ciodemographic variables and 29 scales and sub.
scale scores using standard e testa for ordinal and
nominal variables and two-tailed t tests of differ.
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ences between means for interval level variabiss.
As there were losses from both treatment groups,
the equivalence of the treatment groups was also
determined on time 1 enrollment data for mow
who were retained in the sample to time 2 and time
3. There were no significant differences on time 1
enrollment data between either the antics PHC and
standard can groups or between those retained in
the study and those last, beyond those that could
be expected by chance, for either characteristics of
the children, their caretakers, family structure, so-
cial context, or pretest scores.

Data Analysis

All data for home can and standard care groups
are compared on the 6-month (time 2) and 1-year
(time 3) outcome measures using standard analysis
of covariance (ANCOVA) procedures with the pre-
test data as the coverlets and looking at the signif-
icance (F test) of differences between adjusted
mean secret. The homogeneity of regression as-
sumption was tested in all analyses. The Statistkal
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) programs
were utilized on a DEC20 computer system.

RESULTS

The analysis of covariance results for the com-
parisons of the home care and standard care groups
are summarized in Table 2. The pattern of the
means within groups over tame also allows for de-
termination of whether or not there has been im-
provement on a given variable.

Significant differences between the groups at
time 2 are found for the mother's satisfaction with
the child's medical care and the child's psychologi-
cal adjustment, with more improvement in home
care on both variables. A difference significant at
P - .07 b also obtained between the groups for the
mother's psychiatric symptoms: mothers in the
home can group showed improvement while those
in the control group grew more symptomatic. There
is no difference between the groups in the impact
of the illness on the family or the functional status
of the child, with the decline in impact scores and
increase in functional status scores indicating that
both groups improve in these areas over time.

The pattern of significance at time 3 (1 year)
replicates that at tune 2 for satisfaction with care,
impact of the illness of the family, and functional
status. The results for the child's psychological
adjustment are signficant at P .08 at time 3 for
the whole group comparison. At time 3, there is no
difference between the two groups with respect to
the mother's psychiatric symptoms, with both
groups showing improvement by the final interview.
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TAILS 3. Hypotheses and Raman, of Pediatric Ambu.
latory Can 'nutmeat Study

Variable N Hypotheses* Supported

Timex Times

Satisfaction with
cars

mycholog.
ical adjustment

174

70

HC > SC

HC > SC

Yest

Yest

Yest

Yest

Mother's psychi. 174 HC < SC Teat Nol
Ark symptoms

Impact on family 179 HC < SC Noi Nol
Functional status

moral beelth
142 HC w SC Ted Yes,

Abbreviations used arm HC, home care; SC, standard
cans
t Significant at P <.06.
$ Sigrificant at P < .10.

No significant difference.

the 6 -month and the 1 -year analysis and (2) those
who were discharged from the home are service
prior to completion of the 1 -year interview (N
27) from the Imar analysis. In a repeat analysis,
restricted to those children who actually received
the experimental intervention for the time period
bring evaluated, the patterns remain very similar.
There are no significant differences in the impact
of the illness on the family, the child's functional
status, or the mother's psychiatric symptoms, and
there are significant differences favoring home are
in both satisfaction with care and in the child's
psychological adjustment. Analysis of the child's
psychological adjustment limited to those children
retained in the experimental treatment for the full
year suggests a dose-related effect. The difference
between groups in the child's psychological adjust-
ment at 1 year is simaitimnt at the P .026 level,
and while those children retained in home are for
1 year had slightly poorer pochological adjustment
than other children on their pretests, they had
higher scores than all other groups of children at
completion of the 1-year treatment.

DISCUSSION

The secondary ',nutlet of chronic illness have
been cited as the cause of considerable morbidity
among children' It is therefore Important to con.
eider therapies that may minimize these sequelae
and maximize the potential for the child to thtive.
Many have called for the chronically in child and
his family to receive the services of a generalist who
serves as ombudsman, advocate, are provider, and
counselor,'" and some have suggested that chil
dren with chronic conditions should receive services
in special comprehensive care programs." It is clear
that considerable portions of care are omitted in
existing specialty service arrangements,"" even
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when thats are intended to be multidisciplinary
and comprehensive."

The PHC program evaluated here is one modal
of the type advocated by Messenger and Gliodman"
and Mills the basic criteria outlined by the rivInt
conference at Vanderbilt on primary are for chil-
dren with handicapping conditions." It is unusual
to be able to sasses such a service `n an experimen-
tal field trial and perhaps even more striking be-
cause the experimental evaluation occurred after 8
years of program existence, during administration
by its third director, at a time when none of the
original staff was involved on full-time basis, and
when there was considerable staff instability.
Therefore, this is a program evaluation conducted
in real-life situation which I. least likely to pro-
duce an artifectual improvement in outcome. More-
over, the research itself had effects that disrupted
some of the usual procedures of the program and
were perceived by the PHC staff as minimizing
their effectiveness." Thus it appears for several
reasons that these findings may be an tmderrepre-
sentation of the true effects awl on intervention.

Despite these real and potential limitations on
tha detection of improved outcome, the experimen-
tal group did have significar".y pester benefits in
two and possibly three important areas (satisfac-
tion with care, child's psychological adjustment,
and possibly mother's psychiatric symptoms).
These should not be minimized for several reasons.
First, the significant differences are in the direction
predicted by the hypotheses. Second, satisfaction
(sometimes viewed as "soft" outcome) has been
shown to be related to compliance with medical
rc-*nens and hence may be an important variable
in predicting improved medical outcomiu for them
health problems in which benefits of biologic treat-
ment can be clearly documented (4, control of
diabetes). Unfortunately, not all therapies in coin.
mon usage have demonstrated efficacy. Interest
ingly, this improvement in satisfaction occurred
despite the absence of a differential Improvement
in health status which has been associated with and
thought to explain better satisfaction in previous
studies.'" Third, the child's psychological e.t.a-
ment could only be measured for the 70 tOildren 6
years of age and older at all time periods. This
reduction in sample size would lessen the likelihood
of finding s;gnificant differences between the
groups.

In the area of impact on family no differences
were found between the groups; while # error cannot
be ruled out, other possibilities exist. One is that
families may not be able to attribute changes in
family life to a child's illness." Alternatively, the
support offered by the program, which may lessen

1;.



impact, may be masked or offset by the increased
burden of caring for the child and doing more
medical and nursing tasks at horse, something that
war documented to occur.

Questions can be raised about both the choice
Ind direction of the hypotheses. For example, the
third hypothesis posited that there would be no
difference between the groups on functional status.
Those skeptical of home are feared that it might
be unsafe and hence thought children would get
sicker in this service. Therefore, this variable was
introduced defensively to assure that such an effect,
if present, would be detected. It was DOM thought
that a program of the type outlined shove could
ensure improvement in physical health status with
many of the types of conditions included.

Ideally, one would like to know the pattern of
utilisation of medical are by those in the home
care and standard are groups and determine
whether the greater effectiveness of PHC in psy-
choeocial areas is achieved at greeter, equal, or less
financial cost than standard care. Although some
data regarding utilisation remain to be analyzed,
the nature of the setting in which the study was
carried out, which bills on a flat -fee basis, precludes
on optimal assessment of true costs.

An obvious next question involves the identifi-
cation of the effective ingredient(s) in the PHC
program, an issue that cannot be elucidated by the
present study. A decision was made prior to the
initiation of the study to focus efforts toward de-
termining whether the program as a whole had a
differential effect, rather than on defining orquan-
tifying its components. This focus was, in large
measure, prompted by the general absence of mea-
sured effectiveness in studies of comprehensive in-
terventions and a desire not to unduly disrupt the
program and undermine our ebility to find effects
where possible. Nevertheless, it is now important
to determine the cause of improved outcomes when
they do exist. A possible explanation of improved
satisfaction may be suggested by recent work of
Breslau" who has shown that continuity of care,
such as that provided by the home are service,
improves satisfaction among families of chronically
ill children more than it does among families of
well children

A key issue is whether home services are an
effective component of the intervention, and if so,
whether they are subetantively important or sym-
bolically important because of the interest andcon-
cern manifest by their inclusion. Larson" suggests
that there may be critical periods when home vis-
iting may make a difference. He showed that home
visits initiated prepartum were effective. whereas
Vatts begun after the birth of s el- Id have less

effect. One wonders whether iisits surrounding a
child's illness may occur in a similar sensit'w s.
tied.

It is intriguing that a Iseult of this programmatic
outcome is improved adjustment of the chronically
ill child and th-t this occurs In the absence of
significant differential Improvement in the per-
ceived impact of the illness on family. In the face
of this lack of difference between the groups in
impact on family it is not possible to explain the
improvements that did occur on the basis of a
generalised enhancement In perception of the fam-
ily's well-being. Similarly, the dare improved ad-
justment is not accompanied by a report of better
overall health status as reflected by functional sta-
tus. The accentuated Improvement in the child's
psychological adjustment among the group receiv-
ing a full year of home are also warrants further
exploration. Additionally other analysis will deter-
mine for which subgroups of children (defined
either by demographics, diagnoses, or other Me-
vaut parameters) the program was most and least
effective. While many questions remain to be an-
swered, this study documents that a comprehensive
service for children with serious ongoing health
problems does have measurable benefits and these
improved outcomes warrant further investigation.
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Health Care Services Received by
Children With Chronic Illness
Ruth E. K. Stein, MD, Dorothy Jones Jessop PhD; Catherine K. Riessman, PhD
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Determining actual health needs is
note simple matter for the popu-

lation at large' and may be even more
difficult for children with chronic ill-
ness. it can, however, be assumed
that children who experience chronic
physical Illness and their families have
many medical needs beyond those of
children without such conditions. In
addition to the ordinary are of well
children, children with chronic physi-
cal conditions may require technically
sophisticated and specialized services.
These Include ancillary supports to
help deal with psychosodal issues that
surround the physical condition and
hay- implications for the present and
future lives of the child and the family.

In 1974, Hanthor et al. outlined nine
elements of service that seemed to La
necessary in the care of children .nth
chronic illness. Although these ele-
ments were assumed to have obvious
memro for the proper care of chil-
dren with chronic conditions, their re-
port demonstrated that many of these
services were not being received by
families whose children were enrolled
in a regional spina bifida center Later,
Pleas et *I' demonstrated similar gaps

in the care of a group of children with
arthritis at the same medical center.
Palfrey et al' subsequently showed
that many children who received are
in four specialty clinics of a major
urban childrenk center lacked primary
care services and had additional health
problems and symptoms that had
never been mentioned to the aubspe-
cialists. However, to our knowledge,
there have been no studies that docu-
ment the patterns of care in commu-
nity-based facilities, which frequently
deal with children who have a diverse
range of conditions. Moreover, charac-
teristics of the conditions that may be
associated with lack of are have not
been identified.

The purpose of the present report is
to assess the types of services received
by children with a wide range of
chronic conditions who obtain their
care in a large urban community hospi-
tal to determine the following: (1) the
frequency with which mothers report
that their children receive each type of
are outlined by Kanthor et al' from a
health professional, (2) the elements of
are obtained outside the health sys-
tem, (9) the types of are that mothers
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kedth care system were also recorded,
coded, and tabulated.

'lb amid bluing remount', the mothers
had been asked two open-ended questions
before the portion of the interview that
dealt with services the child received.
These questions concerned things they
would like to know about taking can of the
child or about the condition. Those
who indicated that there was something
they wanted to know were asked what it
ems. Code. were developed for open-ended
maniacal" using Kwithor and colleagues'
bask list of categories. Additle I codes
were developed for responses that did not
tit into preexisting utegorieL

RESULTS
Receipt of Services

From Health Profeaselonels

Three fourths of the 209 mothers
reported that they had a usual place to
go for the care of their child within the
health care system (Table 3) Ninety-
three percent identified a source of
tare for intercurrent illnesses. Eighty
percent of the children had received
health are maintenance services, and
78% of the families had been given an
explanatton of the child's illness. In
sharp contrast with these responses
about traditional medical services,
only 23% of the families had received
general advice from those within the
health care system, and only 30% indi-
cated that someone listened to their
concerns. Approximately half of the
families reported having discussions
with providers about whether the
child's condition ran in the family
Thus, the majority of families did not
receive these less clearly biomedical
services.

A related issue is the source of
health care services and the deter-
mination of whether the family re-
mind are from a specific provider.
The third column of Table 3 indicates
the percentage of families who identi-
fied a specific person rather than a
facility as providing each service. Only
26% of those who received care for
intercurrent illnevai reported using a
specific provider, rather than a facility
for Intercurrent illnesses. A substan-
tial percentage (34%) of those reteiv
ing health care maintenance also iden-
tified the source as a facility rather
than a person In other areas where
services had been received from the
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health are system, a specific profes-
sional was usually identified by the
mother. W' 'e only a small percentage
of the fair ies reported receiving ad.
vice, counseling, and future planning,
those who did report receiving these
aspects of are tended to Identify r
specific provider, rather than a facility,
as the source of these services. A
consistent distinction seems to exist
between patterns of care for the more
and the less traditionally biomedical
components of care.

Receipt of Service*
Outside the Health System

The second lute addressed was the
relative extent of help that respon-
dents received from within or outside
the health cue system. The degree to
which the family identified a source of
assistance outside the health care pro-
vision system was assessed by ,ate-
gorizing responses, naming the fol.
lowir.g. (I) health are facilities or
providers only, (2) family and fner.dc

only, (3) both, or (4) neither (Table 4)
It is striking that two thirds of the
respondents denied that anyone gave
them general advice. A third of those
who obtained such advice from any
source obtained It from family or
friends. Similarly, while 39% reported
that no one listened to their concerns,
another 31% reported that only
fnends and family listened to their
concerns about raising a special child.

Additional Type* of Service*
Mother's Dv. ;Red

It can be asked whether the areas
defined by physicians' bear any rela-
tionship to the types of assistance par-
ents of children with chronic illness
think they need. Analyses M the open-
ended material preceding the struc-
tured questions disclosed that almost
three fourths (74%) of the respondents
had some difficulty understanding the
disease or wanted more information
about the condition. They reported a
de-.ire for further explanations of the
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illness (25% of respondents) and its
cause (21% of respondents), as well as
advice about what to expect In the
future (19% of respondents) and about
new medications and treatments (21%
of respondents). However, the most
often cited need (requested by 31% of
respondents) was advice about daily
management of the illness Ir. the con-
text of everyday home life Mothers
wanted to know ''how to control' the
illness, what bongs on symptoms or
attacks, and "what to watch for " This
was not previously identrfied as a sepa.
rate need'

To determine whether receipt of a
service reduces or increases the desire
for help in
expressions of areas in which they de-
sired help were examined according to
whether that type of service had been
received. The types a services about
which parents were asked overlapped
oily partially with the list of types of
information that parents volunteered
they would like to have Cross-tabula-
uons of the Items that appear on both
lots determined if receipt of a given
type of service was usectated with a
continuing desire for that type of serv-
ice or conversely with a decrease in
need for help of the same type. Compa-
rable categories were available for ex-
planations of illness. discussions of
whether the illness runs in the family,
general advice, and advice on growth
and development, and the x' teat was
used to summarize the results.

The results indicate that parents
who have men given general advice by
someone are more likely than other
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parents to want additional advice
about special schools and programs

P .02). On the other hand,
parents who have had someone explain
the illness to them are less likely to
want explanations of the cause of the
condition than are parents who indi-
este that they have not had someone
explain the illness to them (e... 3.48,

.061 There was no relation be-
tween having received advice and
warning help about behavior problems

00, P 1.0) or things to expect in
the Annie (x.. .34, P .46). There was
also no relation between having some-
one perform health are maintenance
and wanting advice about develop-
ment, or between having someone ex.
plain the familial risk and wanting
more discussion of it.

Correlates of Receipt
of Health Can

Provision of help by the health care
system may be related to the seventy
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or 0:4 condition or the length of am
since diagnesis. More severe condi-
tions and/or longer time since diag-
nosis may Indicate more extensive in-
teractions with the medical cane sys-
tem and allow greater opportunities
for the provision of different types of
srvices. These op; -*unities may rot
be available if the condition is newly
discovered or occurs in a newborn,
Alternatively, help that Is offered may
be received and integrated selet.ively
by the family at different times in the
course of the Illness. The degree to
which health needs of children were
met was examined for children by look-
ing at these variables. The seventy of
illness was assessed by using two mea-
sures: (I) a summary burden rating
and (2) the Clinician's Overall Burden
index. The latter is a structured in.
strument that was devektped as part of
the present project to measure the
burden in a given child's care acmes
disease cafrganes.' It stsesses the



level of burden involved in a given
child's care and has an intemal con-
sistency as measured by Cronbach's
alpha coefficient of .70.' Internal con-
sistency is commonly used as an esti-
mate of reliability.'

Children with high summary burden
ratings and high scores on the Clim-
cian's Overall Burden Index received
care in virtually all of the hypothesized
areas more frequently Lan other chil-
dren (Table 5). In both sections of
Table 5, the differences are significant
(P<.05) in two instances. Differences
exist at the Ps.I0 level in three other
instances when the control variable is
the global rating and in two additional
instances when it is the Clinicianis
Overall Burden Index. Regardless of
the measure, the degree of burden had
no effect on the provision of health are
maintenance, a service received by
very high proportions of the children in
the sample. Neither does severity, at
measu:ed by the burden index, have
any effect on the provision of care for
intercurrent illness.

The effect of length of time since
chagnosis was weaker and varied with
the type of service (Table 6). However,
it is noteworthy that the mothers of
patients with a longer time since diag-
nosis were less likely to report having

usual source of care and receiving an
explanation of the illness Length of
knowledge of the diagnosis, like sever-
ity of condition, seems to have no effect
on the provision of care for intercur
rent illness or health are mainte-
nance.

COMMENT

The presence of unmet health needs
in populations of children receiving
c re for chronic conditions has been
previously reported." However, pre-
vious reports have examined patients
with specific illnesses being treated in
well-organized programs in regional
centers or in specialty clinics. The pa-
tients in those studies represent v
cross section of socioeconomic levels.
The current study was conducted with
a sample that was not in such a specifi-
cally focused system, was heteroge-
neous with respect to diagnosis, and,
hence, was more similar to those pa-
tients found in community-based frail-
ties They represent the urban poor
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Table 7.Correarathe Data From Throe Studios Showing Percentage
of Respondents Reporting Services Not Pedeided by Health Professionals
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and minority groups. Table 7 compares
the findings of Funthor et al' and Pleas
et a? with awe of the current study.
The numbers in Table 7 indicate the
percentage of mothers who failed to
report se, vices in each area. Despite
differences in the study methods, as
well as sample populations and sites,
and in the rotential language and cul-
tural barr:ers in this municipal hospi-
tal setting, the current sample of pa-
tients seems to be receiving compare-
b/e services in health education and
health cat maintenance and some-
what more service in acute illness
care. However, as might be expected
from a comparison of a general popula-
tion of children with chronic illness and
..he population in comprehensively or.
ganized clinics, the patients in this
sample have been receiving less coor-
dination and support. In gene.al, the
similarity of the gaps in care is striking
and suggests that the earlier findings
may be generalizable.

The fact that family and friends pro-
vide a significant amount of advice is
an important issue that is often over-
looked by health professionals. While
family and friends are no doubt the
best providers of emotional and social
support, questions can be raised about
the adequacy of their knowledge as the
sole basis for advice. Specialized prog-
nostic and referral information may
not be available to them unless they
are included in discussions with pro-
fessional personnel in the health care
provision system.

One might question whether a re-
liance on nonprofessional social sup.

port structures is a reflection obi lack
of contact with the health care system.
However, this sample of patients had
close recent contact with medical care:
73% had been hospitalised within the
last six months, and most had been
seen within the two weeks before the
interview. Moreover, 76% of the moth-
ers reported that they bad wefts to
the child's health care previders by
telephone. Still, these mothers per
ceived that many of their concerns
were addressed solely by nonprofes-
sional sources.

The fact that respondents who
named a provider also perceived that
someone listened to their concerns or
gave advice suggests a relationship
between these aspects of care and the
personalization of services. This poses
questions about the overall opportuni-
ties for families to raise issues within
the health are system, as well as the
skills of velers in listening and re-
spondini, Atr et al* reported that
chronic illness and psychosoeial issues
are among the most diffict.1 and anx-
iety-producing areas for house staff
and are also the least improved during
the internship. Pediatricians fre-
quently cite the desirability of deliver
ing comprehensive services to children
with :hronic illness; nonetheless,
there still teems to be room for consid-
erable improvement in the training of
pediatricians to perform these func-
tions and meet the needs of families.

It is important to consider the rela-
tionship between the lack of certain
types of help and expressions of need of
parents The data suggest that the
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provision of some types of help, le.
explanations of illness, may eliminate
the perceived need for more help of
that type, while the provision of other
types of help may increase the need for
further types of assistance, ie. advice
about the future and special programs.
and, finally, may not influence the de-
gree of desire for other types of help in
any way, ie, health are maintenance.
These findings suggest that fears of
delivery of services, leading only to
more demands for services, are not
well founded.

The observation that children with
the most severe conditions are more
likely to have received a variety of
services than those with less severe
conditions conform to clinical expecta-
tions. However, these findings should

3. Schorr L. H.iggerty Background notes
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Promotion/Child Health led) Bram 1 mg* for
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not lead to complacency. Sizable seg-
ments of even those children with the
most severe conditions are not receiv-
ing are in many of the artas of the-
orized needs. Moreover, in view of con-
cerns about the perceived vulnerabil-
ity of children with minor or put ill-
nesses" and the possibility that chil-
dren with marginal illness' are at risk
for psychosocial sequelse, there is rea-
son for concern about the lack of serv-
ices received by those children with
leas severe illnesses who are perhaps
in as much or more need for some
services than children with the most
severe illnesses.

The main conclusion is that children
with a wide variety &conditions do not
receive services in all the areas of
importance. Moreover, in this series,

'Uhlman
primary eye /effigies by paints attending ape.
clay clinks. Maims 11160:66147.672.
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Beget Hwalak * Our Calldrea .4 Natswal
Strategy US Dept el Health and Human Sere
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as in earlier reports, there was a sig-
nificant differential in the provision of
strictly defined medical services and
supportive services. If comprehensive
are is needed by tLa family with a
child with chronic illness and nonbio-
logic factors influence health out-
comes, better ways must be found to
provide broader and more effective
services for children with chronic ill-
nesses.
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VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37212 T 'i (6i3) 323-7511

hishfate fe P.M( Paley Stale 1208 18t6 Aware Saab Dora AweJ22-8103

May 2, 1985

Honorable George Miller, Chairman
Select Committee on Children, Youth,

and Families
385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 10515

Dear Congressman Miller:

We appreciate the opportunity to submit written
testimony for the record of the Select Committee's hearing,
"Families with Disabled Children: Issus for the Eighties.*

The enclosed article summarizes the findings of a
study, "Public Policies Aff Ling Chronically ill Children
and Their Families," that has been underway at Vanderbilt
University since mid-1980. Our study deals with the
neglected needs of children with severs chronic illnesses,
such as cystic fibrosis, hemoph.lia, leukemia, and heartdisease.

We believe that fresh attention to chronically ill
children and their families from policymakera and
professionals in health, education, and health care
financing is timely for at least two reasons. First,
dramatic advances in medical technology mean that many of
these children, who died young In earlier years, now survive
into young adulthood. They are an increasing proportion of
the population in health care services and schools. Second,
children with severe chronic illnesses use a large portion
of the resources spent on health care of all children.
Chronic conditions account for one-third of hospital days
used by all children, and the coat of care of childrea with
severe chronic seelth conditions is triple the average costof care of other children. In spite of the heavy burdens
these children and families carry, their increased
prevalence, and the high coat of their care, the policies of
health care institutions, achools, social service and mental
health agencies, insurance companies, and other large
organizations have not kept pace with the needs of
chronically ill children and their families
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The Vanderbilt study presents findings and
recommendations concerning policies in four areas:
organization and financing of health services, chronically
all children in schools, training or professionals, and
research. We would be Pleased to provide additional
information on these topics.

Thank you very much for Your Interest in families with
chronically ill children, and for your leadership in helping
to focus public attention on them.
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Background

Significance of the Problem

Childten who suffer from severe, chronic illness ate
neglected group in our society Their suffeting, the

heavy burdens they and their families bear. the human
resources lost to us all ate matters Isigely unknown to
the general public Chronically ill childten live out
their lives in a twilight zone of public understanding
As a consequence. our nation. ordinarily attentive to
problems of children and families. has lagged in its te
sponse to the urgent needs of childien with
illnesses

Eleven diseases representative of the severe chronic
illnesses of childhood have been examined closely itt
ventleonset diabetes, muscular dystiophy, cystic fi.
Moms. spina bifida, sickle cell anemia, congenital
heart disease, chronic kidney disease, hemophilia. leas.
kenos, cleft palate, and severe asthma. The eleven
conditions serve as "marker diseases, that is, they
have characteristics that make them representative of
the total tange of such illnesses. Constricted sepa-
rately, each disease is relatively rare and occurs in a
small percentage of the childhood population Taken
all together, however, perhaps a million children are
severely involved and anothet nine million have less
severe chronic illnesses. In considering a million chil
dren with severe chronic illnesses, we also refer sots-
reedy to at least three million family members bur.
dened with caring responsibilities, affected by anxiety
and sometimes by guilt, strapped by unpredicted ex-
penses and possibly economic ruin. and facing an un-
certain future that often includes the premature death
of the child.

Chronically Ill Chi!dren as a Class

Chronically ill children can be considered as a class
for the purpose of organizing services and allocating
resources The special needs of severely and chronically
ill children and their families cannot efficiently and ef

fectively be met simply by extending to this group
policies that are efficient for children with routine ill-
nesses, with acute of even fatal illnesses, with stable
handicapping conditions (such as mental retardation),
or with mild chronic Illnesses such as allergies, tran-
sient asthma. and minor gastrointestinal problems.

For several reasons, there has been a tendency to re-
gard each chronic illness separately. Among the rea-
sons ate the physiological diversity of she disrases, the
valuation in the expected length of life, and the diver-
soy of treatments A result is that each disease has its
imps of specialists, its affiliation with specialty
clinical centers, its advocacy group. and its champions
in the Congtess and state legislatures, each competing
with the other for scarce funds.

From a policy perspective, however, the diseases
have more in common with each other than they do
with other illnesses of childhood. We emphasize that
not always, but in general, severe chronic illnesses of
childhood share the following characteristics. Most of
the diseases are costly to treat sect medical treat-
ment costs, including hospita.....tion, may run high,
and long-term care may be costly, too: blood and
blood products, insulin. syringes, special dim, drugs,
orthopedic devices, transportation, long distance tele-
phone calls, oxygen, control of environmental tem-
perature, gasses, hearing aids, :pedal schooling, and
nursing cite provided professionally or by family
membets and fnends Most ache diseases require care
over an extended period of rime; thus costs mount
steadily. In acute diseases. costs may be high but for a
:hors period. By contrast, severe chronic illnesses have
both periods of brief high cosrs plus the continuing
costs, never low, for a long period of time. The costs
of these diseases may be so great that a family can be
made bankrupt, insurance may be impossible to ob.
tam, and employment opportunities for parents and
family members may In. severely curtailed.

Most of the diseases require only intermittent medi-
cal cam at the lime of diagnosis and the establish
ment of a treatment regime, at subsequent routine
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becks, and in periods of crisis Thus the daily book it

of care, day after day. week after week, year aim ytar.

falls on the family Our society is organized to take

care of many kinds of handicapped people, young and

old, but not the chronically dl child Formal resources
for the daily out-ofhospital care of such children are

almost nonexistent
Th. future course of all the diseases is highly unpre-

dictable. The uncertainty thus generated creates great
psychological problems for the child and his family

Most of the diseases are accompanied by pain and dis-

comfort. sometimes beyond appreciation by the nor-

mal individual Furthermore, most of the diseases re-

quire treatments that in themselves are arduous, often

painful
The integration of medical care, not normally a

problem, takes on whims proportions then severe and

chronic illness of children vs involved The integration
of primary, secondary, and tertiary care is essentially

nonextstnt Primary care physicians uncommonly see

a child with each of the marker diseases There may be

difficulties in early identification and referral. in al.

location of responsibility for continuing care. and fur

coordination among health providers and schools

Some states provide treatment for sickle cell disease.

some do not, some provide treatment for the torn.
phcations of diabetes. others do not, thus rtquiring
parents who are fortunate enough to be Informed to
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move to ..lure there are tertiary care
linters or to states that have policies providing as-

sistance to children with particular diseases And our

nation as a whole simply does not provide, at a cost
manageable by most parents, the resources it takes to

treat a child with a severe chronic illness.

Advances in Health Care and Public Programs

Dramatic progress has been made in preventing

some diseases, in bringing others under at least a

measure of control, and in actually curing some chil-

dren with certain diseases that were formerly inca-

pacitating or lethal Much of the progress has resulted

from research leading to new knowledge and from
technological developments leading to improved treat-

ment techniques
Eitamp:es of achievements in acquiring knowledge

and then in putting that knowledge to work through
enlightened public policies are. the discovery in 1922

of insulin, enabling the control of juvenile diabetes,

research at mid- century leading almost so the elimina-

tion of three Mawr disabling conditions of child-
hoodpoliomyelitis, tuberculosis, and rheumatic
h Incase. progress within the last two decades in
treating renal disease through transplants and dialysis,

development of surgical techniques to alleviate some
heir( tonditions and neural tube defects, advances in
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the treatment of leukemia with chemical and radiation
therapies. watment of hemophilia with the develop-
ment of cryoprccipitate, development of means to de-
tect various fetal anomalies ix were making early inter-
vention possible, and genetic typing and counseling
which can improve family planning and reduce the in-
cidence of some chronic illnesses of childhood

The scientific and clinical achi.vemencs have been
paralleled in many instances by the development of so-
cial structures They include the establishment of the
Crippled Children's Service in 1935: mandatory im-
munization against poliomyelitis and other childhood
illnesses including public expenditures to insure avail-
ability, reimbursement for health care for children
through Medicaid. Supplemental Security Income Dis-
abled Children's Program, and Medicare (for end stage
renal disease treatment). the Developmental Dis-
abilities Program. extended in the later 1970's to in-
clude children with severe and chronic illnesses: Pub-
lic Law 94 -142. the Educatinn for All Handicapped
Children's Act, which includes chronically ill children
in its definition of handicapped children, basic bio-
medical research on severe chronic childhood illnesses
through the National Institutes of Health, and regis-
ters to determine correlations between environmental
hazards and birth defects and chronic illnesses

Chronicity and Severity. Definitions

A general definition of chronic illness is a condition
which interferes with daily functioning for greater
than three months in a year, causes hospitalization of
more than one month in a year, or (at time of diag-
nosis) is likely to do so.

While the meaning of chronicity can be rather read-
ily agreed upon, defining massy is a much more com-
plex matter. There are simply no good reference points
chat find ready acceptance. Foe some of the chronic ill-
nesses here considered, there is a strong inclination
among physicians to refuse to assess severity at all, at
least not on a physiological basis. For example, either
a child has juvenile -onset diabetes or he hasn't, and
how well he may be getting along at any particular
time is more a reflemon of the quality of care and
compliance rather than ol seventy.

For the purposes of this inquiry into public policies
affecting chronically ill children and their families, we
advance five criteria to assess the severity of impact of
an illness, in addition to available criteria of phys-
iologic severity:

The illness places a large financial burden on the
family For the diseases considered here, out-of-pocket
medical cost may exceed ten percent of family income
after taxes,

The illness significantly restocts the child s phys-
ical development Many of the children here consid-

erect .111 he .ell bchiw normal al height and weight as
the result of the illness.

1 lie illness significantly impairs the ability of the
child to engage in accustomed and expected activities.

The illness contributes significantly to emotional
problems for the child as expressed in maladaptive
coping goes,

The illness contributes significantly to the disrup-
tion of family life as evidenced, for example, in in-
creased marital friction and sibling behavior disorders

Defining chronicity and severity on a generic basis
to serve public policy purposes is hazardous. The defi-
nitions we propose emphasize the social impacts of the
diseases in an effort to broaden the conventional dis-
ease-oriented definitions Perhaps most important in
considering severity is the recognition that these crite-
ria identify very different groups of children and fami-
lies Children with the most physically debilitating u-
chum, for example, may have far less emotional
problems from the illness than have children with
milder diseases

The Epidemiology of Chronic Childhood Illness

The dramatic medical advances of the past few dec-
ades have meant that Inany children who would have
died previously of their chronic illnesses now survive
to young adulthood For almost all childhood ill-
nesses, there is little evidence of changing incidence
that is, the number of new cases appearing in a popu-
lation of stable size. Furthermore, there is evidence
that most potential gains in longevity have already oc-
curred. Thus, the number of children with chronic ill-
nesses is presently mainly dependent on the number of
new children in the population; and with a stable
(rather than growing) child population, the numbers
of children with chronic illnesses will also be stable.

About 10-15% of the childhood population has a
chronic dines:. Among chronically ill children, about
10% (or 1-2% of the total childhood population) have
mere chronic illnesses. With the marked decline in
morbidity and mortality from infectious diseases
among children, and with the increasing survival of
children with :cycle chronic iiineues. the 1-2% have
become a much larger part of pediatric practice.

The Organization, Costs and Fir.ancing of Health
Services for Chronically III Children

Organization of Services

Diversity and fragmentation characterize the organi-
zation of services for chronically ill children. There is
tremendous variation in the care 'amities receive.
based on soch characteristics as the interest of the spe-
cialists in an academic center, the urban or rural
nature of the community, and the organization of goy-
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I aindies often identify great fru tttt lion from the
tragmentation of services They may see one or wore
SpeelallStS a distance from their home, among the spe
cialists, there may be disagreement about plans for the
child Especially for children with multiple handicaps,
arranging to be Monday morning in the cardiology
clinic, Tuesday afternoon on the neurology clinic, and
on Thursday, in the orthopedist's office becomes itself
a major management problem

Despite greater availability, access to adequate spe-
cialty medical services is a problem in some com-

munities Most chrnnic conihrinns of childhood are
rare and thus communoy pediatricians and other pri-
mary providers, despite the quality of their training.
may have little recent experience with an unusual ma-
lignancy. severe renal disease, or hemophilia in their
practice Similarly, despite the quality of nursing
staff, the hospital with lust a few hundred deliveries
per year will have very little experience with condi-
tions which occur in perhaps I in 10,000 live births
Not only may identification be a comp:es issue, but
referral may be a problem as well

Access to nonmedical sets ices is highly varlahle
some communities m.r have excellent, comprehensive
programs for children with qwcific health poiblems,
such as the comprehensive hemophilia centers in some
areas In other locales primary care providers offer co-
ordination which assures the availability of a broad
range of nonmedical services to families of children
with chrome illnesses The emphasis on medical and
surgical care, to the neglect of other services for fami-
lies, can have a great impact on a child's development
and functional abilities, As an example, a child under-
going corrective cardiovascular surgery needs attention
not only to his medical and surgical care but also to
his schooling What can be done to diminish his fall
ing behind his classmates; what plans should be made

for his activity when he returns to school; are home-
bound teachers appropriate for a period of time'

Such services can be prowled in many ways Yet
the fundamental problem in providing many of them
is the lack of reimbursement for the services Generic

counseling, as an example, is often dependent upon
federal research or service support, and with cyclical
variations in the support, genetic services may come
arid go in a relatively hoc( period of time

Costs of Care

For mos, children in the United Sums, health care
ions are small Average icarl) health expend.tures (sr
children not living in institi ,,,,, ns were onh 528(m 07
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us 1978 Cho aserage figure, however. disguises a dis-

tribmion that is (air ,,,,, hoards skewed Most children
incur minimal health care expenses, relatively few re-

quire tare that casts an monsoon amount I or exam-

plc. only 5 4 percent of persons under 17. many of
whom were chronically ill, were hospitalized one or
more times in 1978 at an average cost of SII.920 The
rest of the childhood population had no hospital ex-

penditutes at all There are also many chron--ally ill
children in the 2 percent of the nation's population
that uses over 60 percent of all inpatient resources
each year

The typical pattern of a high -ant childhood chronic
illness involves a series of out-patient treatments and

hospitalizations over many years together with routine
daily home-tate or self-care procedures This pattern
generates many obvious medical costs, for hospital and

physicians, medications, lab and X-ray services, and
often for such services as physical therapy or social
work Many costs not easily categorized or use. -ed are
also generated, these include transportation costs, ex-
tra telephone costs, costs associated with time lost

fro-i work or school (often referred to as lost oppor-
tunity costs). costs for special diets, and emotional
costs associated with increased worry and stress within

the family I-or each illness the specific medical and
social-emotional costs will differ, but (or almost every
family. both types of MSC will Ix maim factors in the
financial picture

Though chronically ill children represent a segment
for society for which health care costs are dispropot-
tionarely high, information available on the cost and
financing of services for these children is sparse For
example, no studies are available to enable com-
parisons across many illnesses and that also take ac-

count of the wide range of family needs related to the

illness Instead, most studies focus on specific illnesses
and generally on medical services, excluding other
services equally relevant to care but often delivered

outside of medical settings

Financing of Care

The system for financing health care in this country
is a potpourri of federal programs, state programs, and

prtvare insurance arrangements The complexity of the

system is particularly frustrating for parents with a
child whose existence is dependent both on specialized
medical procedures and on general health services
While most chronically ill children have large por-

tion of their medical care supported by some third-
party arrangement. there remain large gaps in cover.
age For sonic families these gaps can he financially
ruinous We present Wow a discussion of the six pri-

mary sources of pa yll1C111 hit health care throadly
defined) of children with chronic illness private in
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Private :Mild, Care Inmranee Approximately 75
percent of the nation's children ate covered by some
fords of private insurance Most children (68 percent
of all cluldten) receive benefits under group plans,
usually covered as dependents of employed parents
Mrs' general figures might suggest that most of the
nation s children are adequately protected A (loser
look, howev -r, reveals several major shortcomings of
ptivate health care insurance, particularly in relation
to chronically ill children.

First, ptivate health care insurance is actually medi-
cal care insurance Private plans are designed to cover
hosptal and physician costs, some lab and drug costs,
and a few additional services They do not covet many
costs that families with a chronically ill child will gen-
erate, including costs of transportatie home renova-
tions, compensation for time lost from work by par-
ents. custodial care, or counseling

A second serious drawback of private health care in-
surance involves the various exclusions embedded in
most plans

Perhaps the most unportant limitation of prisate
health care insurance is simply the fact that it does not
riser many Americans, it especially does nut cover
children who have limitaons in activity and who live
in families whose income is below the poverty line Of
these children (numbering about a million), only 17.5
percent are covered by private insurance. The rest are
either uninsured or covered wider public programs
Furthermore, the number of children, chronically ill
included, who are not covered by private insurance
tends to increase substantially during periods of high
unemployment, when families lose coverage under
group plans and cannot afford the costly premiums of
an individual plan.

Medicaid. The largest health care financing pro-
gram that involves children is the Medicaid program,
also known as Title XIX of the Social Security Act.
(Medicare involves a larger number of dollars but
touches only a small group of children. those with
end-stage renal disease ) Jointly funded by federal and
state governments, Medicaid requites all states to pay
for certain services for low income families and allows
states to pay for any of an additional 27 services. Eli-
gibility requirements. in many states, are tied to the
nation's major welfare program, the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) Program In these
states, to he eligible for Medicaid, a family must fits(
he enrolled in the AFDC program

Some states have eleeted the 'medically needy op.
nun. an importani one for chronically ill children
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Under this aptvn tamales with dependent children
OS with one absent, unemployed, of nicarmitateil imr
cot sail quality for Medoml twin it the family 1111, 0111C
IS above the Medicaid cutoff point. but only if a;
family's income falls below the cut-off point when
medical expenses ate subtracted Even in states that
offer this option, actual implementation has been
spotty

Many chronically ill and disabled children living in
low income families are not eligible for Medicaid For-
ty ::ercent of all the nation s disabled children in pov-
erty are not eligible for Medicaid Twenty-two states
have Medicaid programs that cover at least half of the
low income handicapper' children: 27 state Medicaid
ptograms do not cover even half of this population If

low-income chronically ill or handicapped child is
eligible for Medicaid, it is likely that the program will
pay for only some of the services that he or she will
need

Crtpiiled Children', Servree (CCS) The CCS pro-
gram started in 1935 and was the only major public
sot.rce of support for the care of l...-income chron-
ically ill children until the early 1960 s, when Medi-
caid and a variety of categorical programs began The
original legislation established federal grants for states
that states would then match

In Augost 1981. Congress established the Maternal
and Child Health Block Grant and in so doing re-
moved all (ideal statutory requirements for a state
CCS agency In most states. CCS agencies continue to
exist because of state legislation but they all have sub-
stantially less federal monies (a'though not necessarily
less state monies). In these states. the CCS program
still plays a major role in the care of chronically ill
children. It sets and disseminates r.andards of care.
provides foe a fairly broad set of services, and Covers
children from a wide range of income levels. At its
best. the CCS program represents an arena in which
both the organization iad the financing of care merge.
It is the only broad-based child health program to
have influence over both s.des of the child health care
coin.

The CCS programs have provided much care to
many children with chronic illnesses About $280
million dollars were spent by CCS agencies in 1979, of
this amount, 31 percent ($86 million) were federal
monies CCS programs served about a million children
in 1979. Data from a recent survey how that in
1980, state CCS programs served 0 91 percent of the
nation's children, compared to 0 54 percent in 1948

Dwarf °mated art Alleviation' Almost
every childhood chronic illness ;as an associated ad-
vocacy group The origin, scope and available reiourc
es of these organizations vary widely For example, the
Muscular Dystrophy ASSIKI2I1011 spent S56 6 million
in 1979, the Cystic fibrosis Foundation spent $11 6
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11 leo organizations also AIIIA at, ,A0 mg amounts of
money to medical services patent /hl( anon and
training As a whole, they tend to pay for services that
are not reimbursable within the usual system of care,
such as special prostheses, recreational activities, or
transportation There is little specific information
available regarding how many children are served or
how much is spent per child by the voluntary founda-
tions

Pethaps the most important role that they play.
however, is one of advocate In the past they have sup-
ported state CCS programs, often persuading state leg-
islatures to spare the CCS program For this reason,
these organizations may be crucial actors over the next

few years, as state legislatures exercise the freedoms
given to them by the Maternal and Child Health
Block Giant On the national level, they have often
played a critical role in supporting Federal research ex-
penditures in their areas of interest.

Ort-okpocht expenditures Regardless of the type
aril extent of coverage that parents may have for their
chronicany ell child, out-of-pocket expenditures can be
high and unpredictable Families with a child with
asthma spent an average of 14 percent of family in
come on medical cow In a survey in 1980, the Cystic
111misis Foundation found that 21) percent of the re-
spondents reported out-of-pocket costs greater than
percent of family income, more than half the re-
spondents said that these -xpenses were greater than
10 percent of family income. A study of families with
childo . with spina bifida revealed that the average
out-of-pocket expenses were 12 percent of the family
income When income loss and nonmedical costs were
included, out-of-pocket expenses were 25 percent of
family income

Spina/ mac program,. Prior to the introduction of
the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant, the fed-
eral government had a series of categorical grants to
states foe child health programs, several of which re-
lated directly to chronically ill children, The Hemo-
philia Treatment Center protects and the Genetic Dis-
ease programs are two examples. Although the monies
involved in these programs tended to be small, they
often provided important seed or ancillary money for

state-initiated model programs. In 1980, state hemo-
philia centers, designed to provide comprehensive care
to patierts living in an identified region. spent almost

38 million In fiscal year 1979, the federal govern-
ment appropriated $11 7 million to the Genetic Dis

ease Program
These federal programs do not exist as independent

programs any longer but there are many state pro-
grams, offspring of the federal initiatives, that are

continuing In addition, several diseases have assort.,
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aced state-miteated progiams Their are. few example,

cystic filmisis programs operating m se* ral SUR'S, de.
...eloped usually front ailsoial) efforts spearheaded by
local chapters of the < ystic Fibrous Inundation There
are few data on any of these state-hased categorical
programs, or on the number Of children and familtes
that they serve Yet in some states they represent an
important, albeit small. source of support for health
care of chronically ill children

Principles for Puhlic Policy

Policy concerning chronically ill children should ad
dress the gaps between the special needs of the chol
dren and their families and the charactersittcs of the
health care system The prole-cc has identified certain
basic principles which should underlie policy, re-
gardless of specific organizational and program charac-

teristics.
Children with chronic illnesses and the ir families

have special needs which merit attention, beyond that
provided to the health needs of able-bodied children.
Improvements in health services in general will im-
prove the lot of chronically ill children, and policy de.

velopment for chronic childhood illness should be in
tegrated with other developments in national child
health policy Nonctlicless. the spetial needs common
to most chi/dais wish chronic impairment will con-
tinue to need special attention in public polies

Families have the central role in caring for their
own members and the goal of policy should be to en.

able families to carry out their responsibilities to nut-
Sum i eir children and encourage their most effective

deve .ment
vices should be distributed in an equitable and

lust -shion, specifically excluding from the distribu-

tion formula such nonfunctional characteristics as race,

sex, and socioeconomic class.
Policy should ensure that a broad array of services

, available to families with chronically ill children

beyond the usual medical-surgical or health services.
Policy should encourage professional services of a

highly ethical nature. Key elements include truth tell-
ing, confidentiality, maintenance ofdignity and re-

spect for family preference, professionals recognition

of limits of their own effectiveness, snd emphasis on
collaboration

Chronically ill children should stay on task in
school to the greatest degree possible. Schooling is the
main occupation of young people, and the in erference

of illness and its treatment with educational activities
should be diminished

The public commitment to sound basic research
has resulted in tremendous advances in the health of

chronically ill children. Policy should encourage the

continuation and expansion not only of biological re-
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search, but also of psychological. blosocial, and health
services research related to chronic illness in child.
hood

Issues to be Considered for Change in Existing
Policies and Programs

Issues: Organization of Services

The specialization that has improved the medical
outcomes for chronically ill children has resulted.
ironically, in fragmentation of medical services The
lack of coordination of services, not normally a prob.
lem in the cue of children with acute illnesses, takes
on serious proportions when there is severe chronic ill-
ness.

The diverse providers who treat an individual
child infrequently coordinate their efforts. Cuegiveis
may change over the long haul of the illness and its
often complex treatment. Families often lack support-
ive counseling in the care tad management of the
child with chronic illness.

Public programs such as those supported by the
Crippled Children's Service, Medicaid, and the federal
research agencies, provide many essential services to
chronically ill children. Yet they often favor the provi-
sion of high technology services (usually at high cost)
and neglect relatively the broad base of services needed
to maximize child functioning and family potential

Issues: Costs and Financing of Semites

Children with chronic conditions, particularly
those with functional disabilities, require much great-
er than average use of hospital and ambulatory cue. In
1977, chronic conditions accounted for 36 percent of

total hospital days foe all children less than age 15 in
the United States. Similarly children limited in ac-
tivity had greatly increased use of hospitals and visited
the doctor more than twice as much as othet chron-
ically ill children.

Public programs account for half of all expendi-
tures for the care of chronically disabled and chron-
ically ill children Clearly the combined effect of si-
multaneous reductions in these programsMedicaid,
Medicare and the Maternal and Child Herith Block
Grant (Crippled Children's Service)--is very serious
for chronically ill children.

The distribution of payment for the medical car:
of chronically ill children is capricious. There is great
variability of financial coverage by income, condition.
severity, type of services and geography The gaps in
coverage are of several types.

Gips in benefits Many programs fail to reirn
burse for services used frequently by chronically
ill childrentransportation, social services, home
care materials, and genetic counseling
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Gaps in populations covered. 10% of all chil-
dren with functional limitations have no insur-
ance. public or private, and 20% of low income
children with functional limitations are unin-
sured.

Gaps in public programs Medicaid covers only
25 percent of the disabled child population and
only about 60 percent of disabled children below
poverty. State variation in Medicaid eligibility
and scope of coverage for disabled children is,tre-
mendous.

Large variations exist between (CS programs in
numbers of children served, genet 'sky of state
programs and conditions eligible for treatment.
The Supplemental Security Income program, an-
other important federal program for the disabled
population, covers few children; only 596 of SSI
beneficiaries are children.
Gaps in private programs. The role of private
voluntary health associations in financing care for
disabled children is limited to "insurers of last re-
sort

Many of the nation's children are not covered by
private insuranc:, and chronically ill children are al-
most twice .is likely as other children to lack this cov-
erage While private insurance does not cover 25% of
di children, it does not cover 40% of drub/id chil-
dren

Issues: Schools

Education serves number of important functions
in all children's lives, and its significance for children
who have special problems cannot be overestimated.
Many chronically ill children evidence no unusual
learning problems but many require medical and
physical accommodations to participate in school. Un-
der P.L. 94-144 they need "related services" without
needing "special education"; yet by definition there
can be no related services without special education.

Chronically ill children may need specialised in-
struction (e.g., vocational and career pceparstion, or
even adaptive physical educat:on, nutrition, and cue
of appliances) in addition to instruction in traditional
academic areas. These needs are considered by many
teachers and administrators to be outside the purview
4 the public schools. Professional preparation pro-
grams (or handling medical matters in the classroom
are unavailable for the most put.

Teachers' attitudes regarding expectations for aca-
demic achievement by chronically ill children often re-
sult in exaggerated deference to the medical implies-
Hens of a child's handicap. The teacher, the parent,
and the physician may have different and sometimes
incompatible goals for a chronically ill child.

Development of plans for children with special
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health needs is limited too often by calling for services
that ate available already in a school system rather
than for services the child actually needs Costs to lo-
cal education agencies. which have assumed the pro-
vider functions. are cited as a deterrent to provision of
a broad range of health services that may he needed

A mayor educational problem of chronically ill
children is frequent of occasional intetruption in
school attendance, from prolonged hospitalization.
regular weekly treatments. see unpredictable three oe
four day absences. Current homy and hospital school
programs, often the only means of providing educa-
tional services to sick students, are characterized by
great diversity in rules, requirements, and quality.
Rigidity in absence requirements for eligibility for
home programs and brief length of teacher time on a
weekly basis (most states require only three hours per
week) illustrate some of the problems.

The need foe supportive services in school comply.
cares educational placement and programming deci-
sions for chromcally ill children Service needs may in-
clude special diets (for students with asthma, diabetes,
or advanced kidney disease). physical therapy and We'
cod transportation (fix students with rheumatoid ar-
thritis), special physical handling (for students with
spina bifida or muscc.lar dystrophy), social work and

liaison services. counseling. and in-school administra-
min of medicines and treannents such As (salmon-
tom.

Schools have limited health services (or all chil-
dren. and few education authorities have developed
and implemented specific policies and program health
standards for children with special needs

Chronically ill children in school have great need
for emotional support and opportunities to experience
normal peer relationships Some of the obstacles to
meeting these needs include:

erratic attendance patterns
--nodsdaptive social behavior
embarrassing side effects of specific diseases
isolation due to equipment needs or geographic
location.

Perhaps the most important obstacle is the un-
availability of support for patents in coping with
chronic illness.

Issues: Research

The chimeric improvements an the treatment of
many chronic illnesses in the past quarter century have

in large part come as a result of a hirable Investment
on basic biomedical research. mainly through the Na.

nand Institutes of Health
Support for basic biomedical research has

plateaued an the pass few years. diminishing the rapid
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growth in new knowledge characteristic of the pre-
nus two decades.

Suppon For basic research in other disciplines cot-
Kai to the needs of families with chronically ill chil-
dren has been far less generous: investment in behav-
ioral sciences research represents a minimal percentage
of the NIH effort in chronic illness. Even less support
has been available in such area as health services and

nursing science research.

Issues: Training of Providers
Most health providers, regardless of discipline,

have limited experience with chronically ill children
during training. Pediatticiims, health peasssiorials
with perhaps the greatest direct experience with child-
hood illness, ate mainly exposed to the acute exacerba-
tions dame* conditions and only occasionally to the

long -teem problems and family aspects of chronic
childhood illness.

Public health practitioners provide leadership of
Cripp'erl Children's and related programs. Yet elicit
training is often divorced from the places 'fined:ton-
ically ill children and their families seek health care.
The sepatation of public health people from the
clinical realm has led to some of the fragmentation
services for children and diminished the likelihood of,
effective public-private collaboration in program de-

velopment.
Faculties of key professional schools (e.g.. medi-

cine, nursing, psychology, 'octal work) rarely include
members whose academic focus has been the broad

problems affecting families with chronically ill chil-
dren. Faculties may include many disease specialists,
but tartly generalists interested in chronic childhood

illness, its coordination or family implications.
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CHAPTER /

Early Childhood
Intervention Programs
Donald J. Stedman
In 1972, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Elliott Richardson
commissioned five educators1 to review the effectiveness of "early educa-
tion intervention" programs. One of the principal concerns which prompted
the study was the apparent difficulty of moving small, successful, re:sarch
programs into more widespread practice, a typical problem In American
education. Special focus, consequently, was placed on projects addressing

.high risk, preschool-aged children. The review included a dose examina-
tion of the research literature, on-site visits to highly recommended pro-
jects, and extensive interviews with fourteen competent and respected
researchers in the field.

The results of the survey were significant because they indicated,
rather dearly, that educational programs for preschool, handicapped
childrenwhether they be infants or five-year-oldscan significantly
improve the quality of the children's lives.

In this chapter, the evidence which supports intervention, as well as
certain problems with present intervention programs, will be discussed.

1 The live were the author, and Dr. Ira Gordon, University of Florida; Dr. Ron
Parker, Random House; Or. Paul Doltecki, George Pespody College; end Dr. NicholasAnastasio*. University of Indiana. The study was conducted under contractHEWOOS-72.206.

DONALD J. STEDMAN it Alsociate Director of the Frank Porter Graham Ched
Development Center and Professor of Education at the UnIve My of North Caroline.
His professional Interests include child development and 'mind retardation.
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IN SUPPORT OF INTERVENTION

The Findings

The results of a close examination of more the forty longitudinal inter-

vention research programs for high risk chi.... ;ncluded the following

major findings:

1. The manner in which a child is reared and the environment into
whicrl+ he is born have a major impact on what he will become.

2. Factors such as race and sex do not appear to be related to the -

child's ability to profit from intervention programs.

... The family's methods of establishing social roles leave little doubt
that early family environment (parental language styles, attitudes
toward achievement, parental involvement and concern for the
child) has a significant impact on the child's development before
he reaches his second birthday.

4. In situations where families are so disorganized that they cannot
supply a supportive environment, an intensive external supportive
environment may contribute to the child's development.

CDThe effects of a stimulating or depriving environment appear to
be most powerful in the early' wears of childhood when the most
rapid growth and dr rlocment take place. The primary locus of
the child during these early years is the home. Therefore, home-
based intervention programs or one-to-one teacherchild ratio

stimulation activities appear to be the most appropriate and

effective during this period.

6. There is evidence that the effects of early intervention programs

for children are strengthened by the involvement of the child's

parents.

EIt is only possible to describe the training conditions that handi-

cap a child or lead to a child's success in general terms,

8. The socioeconomic status and entry level IQ of the child bear an

uncelt!::-. relationship to the child's ability to profit from inter-

vention. Design problems and the current state of the art in
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measurement render the effect cf these factors difficult to deter.
mine.

9. Where access to children can be gained in the early years, prefer-
ably during the language emergent years (one to two years of age),
intervention programs will be more effective than those begun
at later ages.

10. A systematic organized program can contribute significant!), to a
child's social and intallectual development between the ages of
four and six years.

11. The effects of intervention programs appear to last only so long
as the child remains in the intervention program. They appear to
last longer in home training studies and "wash out" sooner in
school programs.

12. Foltow.up studies of children in intervention programs usually
show that initial gains are no longer measurable. This is partially

. attributable to the fzct that we cannot determine at this point
whether it is due to program failure, to problems of measurement.
to inadequate criterion measures, or to the later interfering effects
of other competing environments, such as the home and school.

13. mne quakty...and_motivation-olthe staff are directly related to the
success of the program and therefore are prime factors in deter-

' mining the extent to which a program is exportable or replicable.

Successful Intervention

Some findings are worthy of special note since they concern frequently
asked but seldom answered questions of importance to researchers and
educational practitioners:

Inthesvccessfulprogs,gairLEyramoccur regard/ n . The
starting age of chldren placed in intervention programs has varied across
projects from those starting at a few months of age to a beginning age of
five or six years. Results reported by at least one study have shown that
children who enter learningtotearn programs at age four make gains of
nearly 20 IQ points which are maintained during the following two years.
Children who enter at age five make smaller gains for each of the two years
(9 points the first year and 7 points the second year). Although these
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results suggest differential gains as a function of age of entry, they do not
answer the correlated question of whether gains would be sustained after
the first year in the absence of such a program.

However, data from another project indicate that children who made
gains in the project when they entered did not lose those gains as long as
they remained in the program. The data do not strongly suppdpqny one
year as the more preferred year to realize gains in intellectual ' wth.

Hence, the general conclusion must be that programs have been e ec
tive with all ages and one cannot specifically support the advantages or
work at any one year versus another.

Nohe of the studies reviewed gives support to a well defined critical
period as a preference for preschool or early childhood intervention.
Essentially, programs can be designed that will work effectively with a
wide age range.

A comprehensive review of intervention programs in 1970 suggested
that vulnerability to adverse influences at certain ages does not necessarily
imply a correlated time when children are especially sensitive to treatment.
This study supported the contention that, on the basis of our current level
of knowledge, intervention can be justified throughout the period of early
development and possibly beyond.

In successful programs, gains occur regardless of sex. While studies
have reported that girls have higher initial 10s than boys, gains were not
related to the sex of the child. These findings are supported in general by
other investigators, many of whom do not separate 10 scores by sex when
reporting gains because of the lack of differences.

In successful programs, gains occur regardless of race. Studies again
report that although whites enter with higher initial la scores, race is not a
significant variable in considering gain scores.

initial
Differential gains in IQ scores occur as a function of the entering or

IQ score, the program intensity, and the duration or length of time is
hild is in the program. In general, the lower the initial 10, the greater the

in in 10 in the intervention program. Again, the more intense the -Pio
gram, the more likely he is to have a higher 10 gain. Finally, the interac
tion between intensity of program and duration in wrogram contributes to
differential plus. Some researchers, Bronfenbrenner for cxample, attribute
the high initial gains to the phenomenon of regression to the mean and
characterize the gains as being inflated for that reason.

In succerful programs, gains occur regardless of program approach
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but some programs appear to be better than others. Although almost all
kinds of programs have shown gains in 10 sores, some differences art evi-
dent, when specific comparisons are made among programs. In general, it
should be stated that some programs work while others do not. In those
that are successful, it is apparent that the dmvattorogrartstructuringis
higher than that of unsuccessful programs. In general, the
the eater ti-g le aircgtoj1(airt participating cflildren. A large-scale compari-
son among programs has been conducted by using four groups (regular
nursery school, children from low income families in middleclass nursery
groups, Montessori or perceptual motor skill groups, and an experimental
group with a lighly structured format). When gain scores on the Stanford.
(liner were compared, the experimental group (the structured) program
was perceived as having the largest gains. It should be mentioned that the
experimental group emphasized verbal behavior, a procedure which would
tend to influence test scores. Although the remaining three groups may
have excelled on other measures, the program of the experimental group
resulted in the largest gain on intelligence test scores (IQs).

THE PROBLEMS WITH PRESENT INTERVENTION EFFORTS

A number of serious cautions, which emerge from the review and
consideration of research and development activity in this area, involve the
scope of present efforts.

1. The sat......neltsye of most projects is insufficient for the amount of
trust and credibility placed on their outcomes.

2. There is.intliffir'wnr re_searrit in the area to date. After ten years,
the number of well-designed and well-executed studies still num
ber less than forty.

3. The majority of studies do not involve the subjects in the inter-
vention program for a sufficient amount ofSavo allow for
long-term change or an adequate test of the intervention program.

4. Insufficient attention is paid to the effects of mixing varieties of
children, handicapped and non handicapped, in order to improve
the learning environment in which the intervention program it
taking place.

S. The current metes avail ible to assess change in children as a
result of intervention program effects are inadequate in number
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and quality.

6. The low utility andlo.w_r_eligLility of pre-test scores from high

risk children (resulting from their meager amount of experience

iwith testing or evaluation approaches) may lead us to infer

greater gains from post-test scores than should be inferred as

resulting from intervention activities.

7. There is increasing doubt as to the value of certain critical periods;

therefore, the extent to which we can continue to emphasize only

one period when we can expect positive outcomes of early inter.

vention activities to occur is questionable.

8. There is a typical failure to individualize programs. That is, there

is a homogeneity of treatment whether it be social class, 10 level,

sex, minority group, or other critical features, across heterogene

ous groups.

9. There are often significant culturai differences among minority

and ethnic groups leading to differential reactions to intervention

programs. This may lead to exaggerated responses from the child.

ren in either direction. Also, there are in many cases extreme

value differences between subjects and their families and the pro.

sect staff which may lead to inadequate or inappropriate inter.

vention p. ogre rn components and results.

Program goals are often too narrow and constricted. er

more to development than 10.

11. There are certain gains or responses to the intervention activities

which are related to the motivation of the parents to encourage

and assist their child in participating in the program. Thisgazerof

support factor is not often considered as a part of what accounts

for intervention programs' success.

12. There are severe logistical problems in connection with both the

conduct of longitudinal studies and the development of export

able intervention program components.

13. There is an injefficient number of replications of special studies

showing positive or hopeful results.

14. The cost of longitudinal studies has resulted in too few compre
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y.

hensive studies, including health, education, social, and parent
program components.

In general, the group concluded that preschool educational interven
tion programs do have important and positive effects on the /CI of children.
The results are often uneven and transient. There has not yet been suffici-
ent research to warrant the selection of one specific set of program com-
ponents as being the most contributive to cognitive and tocial gains.

Special Problems

A number of obstacles in conducting studies appear to be adding to the
difficulty of determining the effectiveness and credibility of outcomes.

//radeouate tro/ orouas Given the problem of adequately describ-
ing the population, it rarely becomes possible to determine the adequacy
of the control group. Rarely are children selected from the same popula-
tion pool and randomly assigned to treatment groups.

Treatment drift Once an evaluation model is adopted, decisions are
macqetciEnrge the program according to information gathered. This is a
highly acceptable practice in the remediation of children's deficiencies. As
this occurs, however, the intervention program is no longer being conduc-
ted as originally described. As a longitudinal study refines its procedures,
new strategies are invented; thus the original procedures are markedly
changed. Frequently, the change is not described in the write-up.

Press to do well Most innovators are funded to demonstrate the effec
tiveness of a given idea or program. They are expected to succeed. Given
the press to succeed, the program is constantly revised and modified on
the basis of pupil responses. In a process similar to that of treatment drift,
the program in operation often bears little resemblance to the written
proposal.

Tead20..ellies Evidence indicates that the eactur, not
may bethe-ctucial variable ir2c.,.N.xreati bage. Indications are that the
method or program adopted interacts with the stylistic treatment of the
teacher. Teacher factors relating to the,changl are highly idiosyncratic and
difficult to control. One researcher has identified four major clusters of
teachers on the basis of control and expressions of warmth. Anotht
researcher has pursued other sets of teacher personality factors that inilu
ence pupil change. Yet another has identified planning and supervision a
being more important to the program than the curriculum components
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themselves. How you do something may be more important than what you

do.

Texhers reach criterion performance Frequently, a program is

developed by an innovator who then hires a staff to conduct the program.

In the experience of the author, it frequently take as long as two to three

years before the staff can conduct the program as originally conceived.

Massive in-service efforts with frequent supervision and, evaluation of

teacher performance, are needed in all intervention programs, Some

personnel will not be able to reach criterion performance and will need to

be replaced.

Ethics with human subjects The innovator, in dealing with human

subjects, cannot manipulate the research environment unless he is sure he

will not damage the child in any way. This ethical "restriction" is neces-

sary in working with human subjects and limits the degree of manipulation

the innovator can apply. For example, does one remove children from

their mothers in order to work intensively with them?

Continuity of staffing As with life-span research projects, it is diffi-

cult for a principal investigator to commit himself over his own life span.

If the principal investigator leaves the project, there may be a shift in focus

or interest when a new principal investigator takes over. There are also

dumps in staff training or staff development activities and staff turnover,

especially in university-based programs where greduste students are used

extensively.

Toting procedures Again, as with life-man research projects, testing

schedules, instrument revision, and discontinuity and low correlation

between teas brought into the long-term testing activity make conducting

the project and interpreting the data difficult.

pata rpscessing Masses of data, which may accumulate in longitudinal

studies, can present both problems of data processing and difficulties in

decision making as to which data to process. This data accumulation is

especially problematic for the new researcher in the intervention field.

Easziconatanges Children in longitudinal studies are often

influenced by major shifts in the community or neighborhood environ

ment. These shifts may have a direct effect on the outcome of the inter-

vention activit;es. Shifts in cultural mores, social attitudes, and values may

have similar effects.
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Attrition The rt..21AgU of the American family is well known. While
techniques are available to adjust to subject attrition, it is en expensive
process and often requires resources not provided in the 1.tervention pro-
grams. It is essential that large subject samples be acquired and maintained
over a long period of time in order to circumvent the problems caused by
subject attrition.

Interpretation

Often, the interpretation of the results of well designed and conoucted
studies constitutes a major task. The group attempted to examine the
nature of interpretation problems and suggested the following points:

Nature of the popalation In work with high risk youngsters, the set of
variables associated is multiple and often incomparable. For example, the
construct "culturally deprived," used by different research workers, in-
eludes: income level, racial differences, inadequate diet, protein deficiency,
punitive child-rearing practices, low language stimulation, isolation,
oppression, high disease rates, alcoholism, and so on. It often is assumed
that all of these factors imntribute the same influence. Clearly, the state of
the artwhen it comes to knowledge of how to deal effectively with high
risk populationsit is not developed to the point at which the population
of children can be described with the precision needed to replicate a study.
In addition children who live in poverty are still found in markedly differ-
ent environmentsfor example, contrast the immigrant worker's child with

tarechild
of the inner city dweller or the sharecropper. The life experiences

tare markedly different.

Problems of program description One of the major problems in inter-
preting intervention programs is that often the program descriptions are
not sufficiently detailed to make clear what it was that the ir.. :vator did.
Global terms that make it difficult either to replicateor to isolate the vari-
ables that were related to the treatment are frequently used. For example,
a study of adopted versus non-adopted children may not adequately define
the nature of the treatment, i.e., what happened in the homes that did not
happen in the orphanages to cause the results. Longitudinal intervention
studies rarely describe all of the procedures used in beginning and main-
taining a program. It is, in fact, frequently impossible to describe exactly
what was done in a program. A major intervention program may have com-
ponents that deal with classroom experiences, parent training, improved
nutrition, medical screen,ng, and vision and hearing tests. Ascribing treat.
ment success to any one variable is a tenuous procedure.
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. Fallure-to-develoajppipaiate instruments One of the major difficul-
ties in conducting studies with children is specifying exactly what valua-
tion the innovator wilt be able to perform after the intervention. Many
programs specify 10 scores as their objective. However, 10 scores are

unreliable and invalid for most minority group children and, moreover, 10
refers more to traits related to school performance than to cognitive tuna

fling. The appeal of the behaviorally oriented programs is their tendency
to limit their goals to observable behaviors. However, the weakness of this

approach is that one is still left with the problem of defining the "internal
processes" of the child and, frequently, minor and sometimes irrelevant

behaviori.
Global measures of intelligence and achievement are inappropriate

measures for program impact. Intelligence measures assume common cul-

tural experiences, equal opportunity to learn, and equal motivation to do
well on the tests. For most minority group children, these assumptions
cannot be met.

Achievement tests contain many items aimed at reasoning ability
rather than at the skill under treatment. For example, as much as fifty
percent of elementary school reading tests are inference problems rather

than reading proble-ns. Reading is learning a set of abstractarbitrary sym-

bols and relating them to another set of symbols that are spokenthat is
speech. Children can relate words to print and learn that the printed word

stands for the spoken word or for objects, but unless long trials of memori-

zation, drill, and practice techniques are used, children do not understand

the abstraction of graphemics until ten to twelve years of age. Thus, many

reading tests are misnamed; they would be more appropriately titled

"reading from reading" tests.

Intuitive appeal of pain scores In spite of the work of Cronbach,
Thorndike, and others who demonstrated that gain scores are unreliable,
statistically indefensible, and subject to great misinterpretation for indi-
viduals or groups, there still exists great pressure for programs to demon-

strate effectiveness by measuring gains on the same instrument.

Measurement should not concern itself with change as measured by

4
gain scores but with change measured by performance of the desired be-
savior Thanes the criterion performance. Criterionreferenced tests
are difficult to construct unless the behaviors are readily observable. For

example, it is easier to specify that, as a result of the program, children
will be able to count to ten or identify six primary colors than to specify
tit: ...`..?y wilt develop a positive self-concept and attitude towards others.
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Inadequate or naive theory of human behavior Many longitudinal
studies fail to conceptualize the nature of human learning and therrocesses
of development. The results of these studies can easily be misinterpreted.
Recent findings in developmental theory and learning have been massive.
The human organism is an impressive information processor from the
moment of birth. Many, however, still failing to recognize the infant's
capacity to process information continue to perceive the childas a passive
receptor of information, and thereby attribute to their training procedures
more power than is likely to be present. In the same way, the innovator
who works with the handicapped child frequently views all that the child
lacks in terms of and as a function of his handicap without taking into
account his age and the normal stages of growth and development.

Retrospective data, time, and cost Most retrospective data collected
from teachers and parents bear little resemblance to the child's actual
functioning. The unreliability of these data makes longitudinal studies all
the more necessary. However, longitudinal studies take time and careful
record keeping. It may be twenty years before the effects of the interven
tion program can be fully measured. Longitudinal studies are costly ven-
tures, although they may be the only means by which some questions can
be answered.

Delayed effects Rarely do longitudinal studies measure delayed effects
of their treatment. For example, does the program introduced in kinder-
garten have any measurable effects on adolescent behavior? Rarely do
school programs measure adult attitudes, voting habits, reading habits, or
other goats which were part of the school curriculum.

Narrow focus of the program Some longitudinal studies become so
specialized and deal with such a narrow population that they cannot be
replicated. For example, a program that provides a one-to-one teacher/
pupil ratio for six hours a day, six days a week, with supporting psycho-
logical, medical, and speech staff would be difficult to find in a regular
school.

naols/erns The size of the sample and the representativeness
of the sample must be taken into account more seriously. Samples have
generally been too small to allow for much generalization. The results of
a program that also limits itself to a unique population have little gen-
eralizability to other populations of high risk children. Further, shrinkage
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of siready small samples occurs over time and contributes to the lack of

follow-up results or effects.

The effect of continued assessment or observation The effects of

continuous testing in long-term studies, including observer effects, can

have an equal or perhaps-grater effect on performance than some or all

of the program components. In many Programs,. continuous assessment

and the intervention curriculum are,confounded in such a way as to pre.

vent attribution of responsibility for changes in a child to either assess-

ment or curriculum. In some cases, continuous assessment of control

groups may contribute to changes, that are equal to changes in the experi-

mental group and thereby make it impossible to G assure the effect of the

intervention program itself. In some casts, researchers suggest that contin-

uous assessment is equivalent to minimal intervention. Intervention studies

are no less immune to the Hawthorne affect than other studies.

SUMMARY

In the final analysis, even given ne cautions, design problems, and diffi-

culites with data interpretation, it was felt that we already know a great

deal about the effectiveness of Nducational intervention. h. j.aeor,,gaLX1erc

arsoksitit....,re effects. A host of factors, including chitrl varikbles, setting

vadat:Iles, and the characteristics of the intervention nom, and the
peopielgaming it, operate to make education more or less effective for

the individual child.
More research is required, in the field with carefully described curric-

ulum components and the best child variable control possible, within
bounds of natural groupings of children. If there is a prime obstacle, it is

lack of measurement tools for social, affective, and inter er on I than e,

.1)4.as well as 'roc academic gain. Methods o coding and analyzing observational

data lag far-behind other meThods in the social sciences.
Finally, the expensive, long-term, longitudinal study of development

in children is still the best strategy for discovering environmental effects.

The major difficulty is getting public or private resources to support these

operations.
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THE ARGUMENT FOR EARLY INTERVENTION

Whet Is meant by early Inierver:'on ewe why is It se
Impartant?

Early numenten usual* means clscovenng problems and
doing sorneeling about them before I child's development
and %ammo as Sermuhy. perhaps periverreney. alleged.
Eery helo can ;Mont Mier deleterbus contelons from ds
varopng and canktMen ccriconstant delimeess such at Ism

utheerd of 040reeted Mroldnel Made* of the chld.

Leaning ilpeaseete beams Met eke development is related
to Doer stance reedinme end an Mc-writ? for 1110110211
given slue Tamed 1M reenenbon beComalph...-.4erty
POrlant Omni cMd nets Minsk of nilleip an andante* to
learn damp a state of maaamm readiness t Ow nerhablv
moments" or manes* stems ere not taken advardege of.
and may have daficully lesnung particular and at My
Wm Langley 11976) staled Owl the Was leis trust MOM
between mil perli:d of opfsitian readmit and the tine when
ter occortursty for *amino m provided. the prole die CM
acuities at herned became Levey it aced the effects o1
toschatre moments in the he Piagetteh stemsof Sensor'
motor development

Some tees of imparnients Mg:IWO 04,004011Y prompt Men/Ion p.m 11972) reposed mat 60% 01 s Chad s basic In
(page 'ohms as established by ape 2. threlore closeness

'Mat be tdertadd n early Infancy e ads. to us* the chef.
°Weal hoeing du-ng Ine enhcal onods 10s Woad* revel

co menu

In Ihn esly study. Heber. Dever. and Cray I I 96431 bond Mel
Of °Woof deacivantsgod civilian. particularly eVciren stele
monies had 10 s of 75 or beim. showed I Weedy deem
from an estimated norma110. measured mordancy. 10the level
of the mothers by the time 010y were 3 years old k is pm
woke ma early 0141,v001.00 COUld 011110th r 000M

How rel1We are *any prediction, of In MIMI uel
functioning?

The (dray d mtent rdelrgence assessment e merle of
debase Levis end McGurk 11972) mooned Needs duel

call serous doubt on the notion Mat the concept of general
egerhgenc r mow** to the period of infancy ITheY1
im150 no fre4erm 10 *Wort Me view that magenta I
cape:sly with unfolds at I steady rate throughout the Mo-
ses of development and which Manses only quentitathely
kora Coe age So Maned "Ip 1176)

The mem Cellsculty with Mani Woe of Mele*l kincuming
at 40Patent mss toward sensOreholot heichoning Meier

(,975) Pouted out Mud scores of Intent intelligence tests
have been mom highly Meted to Subsequent Sensonmotor
pedormanca than lo Magma

What does research say about the et ecthreness et esny
inferveellan?

hush studies (eronlinixemer. 1974) raised serious ques
bon., Mold the elfects. Quakily. and coifs involved n pre.
school teervenbon Warm the past several years, how**
research has Indicated more posabve results Hayden (1977)
found that 34% of presctmol handicapped children who had
been enrolled in model preschool programs tram 1069 to
1976 subsequent* attended repair classes and were doing
weit

Lam. ilubbee Sturm*. Bosch.. and Royce (1977) &urged
data from 12 separate programs serving dahlventaded chi
men in came based. home based, aid muted program.. Ind
toted that the experrnents1 group chadren at Almost .very
program were pedoming better in school than were control
Woe? children from *endue bac/mounds That se, fewer es.
Mormenlat group children were on *KM educabon and
War were Maned a grade

M Odeon. raids of I survey of rime Men 40 loriptudnal
mterventon research programs lot high talk olden (D145-
man 1977) indicated the educelonal programs for Pre
School handeaCeed Chagrin Cr 11.26,8CaldY meow the
Imes of chedran

Wet only Inletvenban research hes been Seed sa the
mom/Meaty and 'oddity deadvantaged pookeden Owen
and Ns colleagues 11976) cued Me Needy of data will
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Ranthcatiged infants Ind related this own fedngs. n Ouch
WY:waft hincicabsd tAwkkan made agracaney ewe
grooressn ass* dux" othiscied for traierant than n
alas traded on a random or control bane (Bonrera. Routh.
Pan, Johnson. Atendsturst. Goolsby. a %wonder. 1976)

What w ante abases et preschool scriasabs7

when yunathing rya used for prediction minor Man for educe-
tonal pannina stuns can rrault Zarin 0976) suggested
that preschsolsaarning can be a moan* lace anon.

No blowup program a dersIoped

Initial sabring s used as a apnoeas on which to base
remeastion or placement

Re tens ere used to exclude children from =boot by sup
drstng that they we not ready

Shgrnatung labia are assignor/

Scrsanng is used to reinforce and pray sustng cur
taurn centered PrOgnone

Rsults locus on vaahnthans Worm rather nun on
strengths

TM obis of coring dalthengss of banguaarn ere not
ocnstdered
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ERIC) zducorcire=-Handkiw." PAC t
SHEET

REACHING HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
!N THEIR EARLY YEARS

The intomialein in in tact sheet is taken directly Iron Fatty
Childhood Education for Eacirp.onel Cnacken A Mena** of
Wars rid Esemplary Practices, sided by Juno B Jordan
Asc. H Hayden. Merle 8 Karnes and...en/IA Wood.

Why Is early Intervention Important?

Thine evidence that program mowing say educeenna
end thisrelieuic powering to meet Me mods ol Young
handesoped children and this linies we reducing the num.
ter of cledren who vnl need Intensive or long tarn hits The
assonance of MON handmaid children way and Work.
up to halos them reach thin hi potent'', carnot be over.
Wildman! With any hem. the sooner the better. these chi.
Oan Can open 'unction at highw levant Owl had been
dreamed possaiii in Mee Write (0 3)

Whet conditions can be Idenalled way early?

For chddren with certain kinds of handespong conditions.
identificalen can mete at tern For mimes childrenwith
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as clan peals, children with swore 'corotral clornive moat
Dover. s syndrome chairs% deb cnadren mth ambient* low
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What conditions may Comelkete *My derails,
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the hemline:nog oondkon(a) may make Karate IBMS
mint daltallg mecum and personnel to conduct Way
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minor to another. environmental Bond ions affecting heeilh

and hoMh hates may very campsites*. daarences in mini
Mal intake and wing habits or Oct 01 saturant nsunoh.
merit may came problem; and cation cutout. reluous and
kiewom siststsowo Dose delsculhas as assessment Wile
thole v010 1111 sorienau and eueseng are thoroughly sc.
swayed with the PePubleris wen whom they are waling.
Sway. children Hem backgrounds other than the Wine
middle class should net be deemed or Heeled with mans
mints Ma ware sta Mind on WNW middle doss children
tD Ng

Many MAMMON) Condemn, may go unnoticed for some
Woe Oaktren eurering tom these conditions evidence
Ms. developmental baps eve may not be IdenT"TI will later
to Ma Oben the print le le bit person to suspect a prob-
lem not tat Om wow so cites Me lest to suspect a pron.
Ian In due to the lads ol twist procaduroo to screen clOden
between tie newborn ',unary and school and to bode
Omens' tack cit erne or the hdroasall to notice dmelkddsn
tal Modems

Too often the doctors suagestem that a handcar) Is Probe*
not 'snows and should be ignored Nods to a delay in pond-
Ind 00100risill sirHtis. Even et tomeows ear scruning
were routes., used, many young Oaken. estraMY tlgse
from lower socioeconomic Imams. world not have access to
them became they do not move contras:we health ewe and
the problems alien go widetocted untd They enter school
The this spin ding which handeaCeing cznditabni won
undetected needs to be snottonad. and Santa ectilianng ril
One method for reducing Ma tang (P id)

New can a swooning program help nisch mere children at
MST

Scmtnav can be Mined as the Mang cit a Serge popashon
in order to Mn* Moss Individuate *he are moat Maly lo
manifest a Macao It le a tonal procuare for dolts nil
OK* wall St/S0000/ IsendleappindamMona Screening le
notOr MOM no( be mod to Mel an Indwklual, nor Is it
used to inspire spoons otsectese Ids irterventin A more
MAW* ad aortp.lt lisseownent must blow fce those in.
dviduals 41110ded moo pee eallerling PrOCeigi However.
um** Is an sla.mO kit step. an "eretY wrong" liand
Mat more Merely. OreCilaM eseeeement el e ctiltrs
ninths end deltas Is reeked in order Wet rwnecatior.
desk preventiveW*04H Can be
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EFFICACY OF EARLY

TACT SHEET

1. "Fifty ;srcent (30Z) of a child's intelligence developes before age 4,

eighty percent (80Z) of intelligence develops/ before age 8." (Ilona)

2. "If intellectual development is 802 formed between birth and age 8, th3

handicapped child will need, the soft assistance during the early years to

develop intellectual abilities which lead to a satisfying life." (Hammer)

3. "Research has shown that there may be critical periods for the development

of certain skills, and that most of these periods occur in the first three

years of life." (Hayden and 1140inness)

4. "41th a delay in reaediation of an intellectual
or cognitive handicap there

is a cumulative achievement decrement...apart from the danger of secondary
Atone' or sensory handlcops..the condition

is progressive - the inild's

developmental Status inevitably becomes worse with respect to other children
es he gr.us older." (Jensen)

5. Skeels and Dye (1938) took 2 groups of orphaned institutionefzed mentally

',carded infests as experimental/controlled groups. The experiment.' group
wns given an enriched environment;

he control group was left in the ward
with little stimulation. By 1942 the experimentaz group gained an Bootle. nf
:7.5 I.Q. points; the control group lost an average of 26.5 I.Q. points.

1966 follow-up studies:

Control Group:
Experimental Group:

four still institutionalized

1 dead after long period in institute

Average grade completed-less than third

Average tiro in institute - 22.75 years.

All self supporting

Median Grade completed - 12th

Average time in insitute - S yet.s

More satisfying life in all 'spirts

sernired

6. 'Ark ;1958) -
chose 81 children, ages 3-8 year; I.Q. range 45-80.

The experimental group received nursery school training; Control group
scnool.

Follow-up covered several years.

Results: /0Z of experimental group gained 10-30 points in L.Q.

Control group I.Q.'s'decline.

NOTE: No studies which involved children six years or older were able to 04131
the, or'ne of Itfrl CUeolg.
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7. Heber and Garber (1975):

40 infants with deprived mothers, with I.Q. of 75 or less.

20 were given all day infant day care to age five.

20 were left at hoe,.

Results: Major differences in I.Q. appeared at 18 months and continued

to six years.

Follow-up (1978):

I.Q.: Experiemental group average.100; Control group average 80.

8. "In programs of early intervention, children shoved substantial gains in

I.Q. and other cognitive measures during'the first year of the program,

attaining the average or even exceeding the average for their age."

(Bronfenbrenner)

9. Lazar's 18 year longitudinal study of 14 yearly intervention programs for

disadvantaged children:

Findings: I.Q.'s increased and then faded by end of third grade, but gains

reappeared at 7th and 80. grades. Special education placement

snd retention decreased for experimental group.

10. "Only I% of children whose parents had participated in a home-based program

needed special education in 5th grade compared to 30% of control group who

needed special help in 5th grade." (John Meier - Office of Child D.velopmeut)

11. Early intervention with deaf children prevents stereotypic behavior eNorthrutt,

"Intervention with deaf your .sters before the age of two resulted in thee.,

children's adaptions to normal classrooms whereas deaf children who were not

in intervention programs until the age of three did not make these adaptations."

(Horton, 1974)

12. "Blind babies must have tactile and auditory stimulation during the first year

of life to avoid maladaptive and stereotypic behaviors."(Frainerg, 1977)

13. Down's infants enrolled in early intervention programs reached developmental

milestones at or near ages for normal children, Wlile Down's children not

in programs were delayed from 10 to 40 months on the same milestwls. (Hansen)

Cost Benefit: The cost benefit ratio of early interention,usually makes it more

economical later. (Hayden and HeGinnese)

The President's Commission on Mental Health Task Panel on Prevention, February 15,

states, "...that savor primary prevention efforts must be focused on prenatal.

perinatal, infancy, and childhood periods...Top priority for program development.

training, and research in primary prevention should be directed towards

infants and young children and their environsants, including particulary

efforts to reduce sources of stress and incapecity and to increase ecmpetence

and coping of the young."
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THE COST EFFECTIVENESS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

The following studies are illustrative of the long-term cost effectiveness of
special education services. They point overwhelmingly to the fact that the earlier
intervention takes place, the greater the cost effectiveness in terms of human
productivity and community savings.

Recently the cost of providing special intervention at various age levels was
calculated (Wood, 1980). The total cost per child to age 18 for four entry ages
as follows:

intervention at birth - $37,273
intervention at age two - $37,600
intervention at age six - $46,816
intervention at age six with no eventual movement to regular ed - $53,340.

Thus, the cumulative cost is actually less the earlier the intervention begins.

Schweinhart & Weikart, 1980 found that when schools invest about $3,000 for one year
of preschool education for a child they immediately begin to recover their investment
through savings in special education services because children with preschool educa-
tion had fewer years in special education and were retained for fewer years in
grades; and an additional $10,798 in projected lifetime earnings for the child.

In another study (fredericks, Anderson, Baldwin, Grove, Moore & Beard, 1978). 65%
of the variance in gains made by two groups of severely handicapped students was
attributed to the number of minutes of classroom instruction provided each day.

A recent review of statistics conducted by Pehabilitator International (1981) in
cooperation with the United Nations pointed out that "the lifetime earnings of
mildly retarded adults is many times the cost of their education - almost a 6:1
adjusted for the percentage employed: Educational services can be therefore
justified on the basis of earnings alone."

Braddock (1976) using the concept of educational payback, calculated that income
taxes alone generated from gainful employment of a visually impaired person could
produce savings for the community of $16,304. If savings from the lack of disability
income maintenance were added to this figure, total savings would be $61,144 for
each visually handicapped person. Long term savings for speech impaired persons
totaled $87,076 and for mildly retarded persons, $"41,289.

A U.S. General Accounting Office report cited in Closer Look in 1980 estimated!
that with vocational training, 75%.of physically disabled students and 90% of 1

mentally retarded students are capable, at minimum, of working in a sheltered
workshop environment.

From an economic standpoint it has also been proven that alternative community
living arrangements are more cost effective than State Hoosital placementl, In!
April 1979, the University of the Pacific, in cooperation with the Valley Mountain
Regional Center in Stockton, did some calculations of cost. Their summary of r 1

1979 tax expenditures in one example looks like this:
'0 i
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..1 I 41
, ,TOtal hospitalization cost $33.771/year/client

. ,

.

Total community cost 1 13.782 /year /client

I, 'ITetal saVings based onI differences $19.989 /year /client

1
1,

, .

iEven

If allowances for more:equitable community rates, better trained staff, more

stringent standards of enforcement and annual inflation the total community cost il

should be:approximately $18,000 /year /client. But the tax savings are still abundan

The above amounts include costs for special education; without which these persons

would be unable to remain in the community.
. , , ., .,

1 o.I .

Severe budget cuts would drastically affect services to handicapped children. 20 -50%

of exceptional students would lose services. Necessary services such as speech

therapy, adaptive physical education, transportation, child find." and evaluation

and assessment would berdecreased. PeiLJnnel Would be reduced. Teacher/student

ration would increase. =Reduction in special education opportunities will eventually

mean greater.social end1ltax costs. There is a clear need to increase the
level of Support for al o current special education programs.

.; .1

i 1;1 .
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siu..1r1FICAT1rn FOR "I .,Arim: AN= THWZGH.

1.:4,CATIO'l FOR INFA:lT FRr:CPA-S

r. ent data from the Ad He Ccmmittee on Carly Intervention indicates

between all the state agencies (Education, Health, and Developmental

cvIces) we are curistl serving 581 of the population renewing
se.rvices.

We arc presently serving 21,140 infants in California, houever piojection

based on 3t of live berth:: indicate that there ate 36,349 infar:s in need

of services. (Ad Hoc Report p. 27.) Thiy leaves 15,209 infants unserved.

i. At present Education spends approximately 5( to serve 1,595 infants. 1M

comes from the local general fund, 2M from the state IPSO allocations and

2.114 from the pi. 94.142 Infant Discretionary Funds (information from

telephone survey conducted Fall, 1953). This aTounts to approximately

51,000 per child.

3. Ad Hoc Committee recommendations
indicate that all agencies need to expanA

their progrims whlIe developing ar interageney seivice deltvciy sr.tcm.

(Ad hoc Report. P. 211)

4. Research indicates that early
intervention from birth can save $16,000 per

child over the court of his/her education. (Ad Hoc Reixire, 1).10) laver

the figure of :1.000 lei child
currently spent, In rdocatio. , an increase

of 1211 would alto.. nervic,, for
an additional 4,000 - 5,000 unserved

infants (only one-third of those which are currently unsorvod. see 41 ahoy

1.

elt

ItTherefore, at a cwIt of I24, initially
the state would save for{ 4 80M

over the child's oincattonal years.
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EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION
Fran Chain

Forty the0eos5peaoet
Moor. maw DMIMOISMONPrevent

2225 West kart* (Wow=
Los Moses COW:n*90015 (213) 2151424

Real Work
for

Real Pay
WITII THE RIGHT TRAINING,

MENTALLY RETARDED ADULTS

CAN WORK TOWARD INDEPENDENCE

BI BEVERLY MCLEOD

0ne of the unspoken fears of ex-
pectant parents is the possibility
that their child will have mental
retardation. For most, such

worries are unfounded. Yet a
small but significant percent

must face the fact that their child,
indeed, will never develop as normal

children do.
When a child has an IQ of 70 or belowthe point at

which people are considered mentally retardedpar-
ents must abandon many dreams and adjust to their
child's severely limited prospects. But how limited
must such a life be? Must their child live forever in an
institution or, if at home, be permanently dependent
on the family or the state?

Until quite reerntly, the answer seemed to be
"yes." As Lou Brown, a special educator at the Uni-
%Truly of Wisconsin, has observed, people with r en-
W retardation "have been devalued, undertaught,
their life spaces have been traficely constricted sad
many negative generalizations have become embed-
ded in the minds and hearts of millions."

Consider, for example, the use of "David
Nettleman" (all names of people with mental handi-
caps are pseudonyms), a teenager with mental retar.
dation, His parents, like many others, were told that
he would "always be a child," and he was treated ac-
cordingly. &en as a 6-foot, ?AS-pound young man at
a special school, be was never asked to do more than
ruing beads. But today he is receiving on-the-job
training at a bowling alley, and he has learned to do
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La,

ref

9%.

Using the boiling rostioom, an EAS worker learns steps to go o d g r o °ming.

home chores that may help him get the
janitorial job he wants.

Or consider the story of Michael Or
tega, a young man with moderate re-
tardation who had spent more than 20
years in in institution. His typical oc-
cupation was rubbing his face and
staring at his hands. Not a likely pros-
pect to be working steadily for six
years and earning $6 an hour trainini
dishwashers, as he now does.

These accomplishments have hap-
pened in part because during the past
decade attitudes toward the abilities
of people with mental retardation have
changedquietly but profoundly. In
fact, the Association for Retarded Citi-
zens now estimates that, given appro-
priate training, 75 percent of children
with mental retardation could be com-
pletely Rif-supporting as adults, pad
another 10 to 15 percent could be par-
tially self-supporting. .

The appropriate training, many ex-
perts now say, involves enhancing
real-world coping skills through metic-
ulous behavioral analysis and modifi-
cation. The techniques are relatively
old, but the dettrininatkn to apply
them to provide greater opportunities
for people with mental retardation to

48-137 0-85-10

become self-supporting is rather new.
Many factors underlie this change,

including greater advocacy and recog-
nition of the rights and dignity of all
handicapped people. But for those
with mental retardation, one key far
Inc has been the widespread influence
of a successful employment-training
model developed by G. Thomas Bella-
my at the University of Oregon about
a decade ago. The Oregon program
showed that people with severe mental
retardation could acquire the skills
needed for productive work. That ex-
periment and others thit followed
raised expectations, fast among a few
researchers, then throughout the men-
tal-retardation field. As Robert W.
Fleur of Kent State University and
Andrew S. Martin of United Market-
ing Services in Lubbock, Texas, de-
unixe the change, ",.. instead of say-
ing, 'These people ....cannot learn and
cannot be trained,' we are now saying,
'We have not been competent enough
to teach.' The failing is not with the sr
verely handicapped, but with us."

The Oregon experiment sparked the
development of many tinnier training
programs across the country. One of
the newest is Electronics Assembly

Services (EAS), in Alexandria, Virgin-
ia, which exemplifies the new
approach.

Shortly after 9 a.m., Donna Hodges
wheels herself into EAS to begin her
job of assembling and hogging circuit
boards. She cannot count, so as she
finishes each board, sloe places it next
to one of the five black circles mac
desk. When all five boards are filled,
she puts them in a bag and starts over
again. She earns a quarter for every
30 completed boards and Is 'saving her
money to buy a blouse held on lay-
away in the shop downstairs.

Soon the other 11 EAS employees
walk in and begin their various tasks.
When greeted by Anne O'Bryar gen-
eral manager of EAS, they look in her
direction but say nothing; most cannot
talk. She and her two assistants circu-
late constantly among the employees,
praising and paying them for complet-
ed tasks, guiding and helping them if
neces.

O'Brfsaryan takes All Mehrabian to a
corner of the room and guides his
hands during a training session in cut-
ting, stripping and soldering wires.
Another staff member accompanies
William Jackson to the restroom for a
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befall session in its use. He evalu-
ates Jadtscn's progress on a chart list.
keg several dozen minute steps to be
followed.

Meanwhile, Robert Antonelll begins
to growl. One of the staff members
immediately makes him stand facing a
corner of the room, sets a kitchen tim-
er for one minute and makes a note on
his chart After a minute of silence,
Antroelli is returned to his seat. Twee-
ty minutes later, when he begins
growling again, the Procedure is

Mooted-
Antonelli, who had lived in an insti-

tution for most of his life, had spent
the better part of his waking hours
growling. During his fast month at
EAS, he growled an average of 450
times a day. By giving Antonelli a sip
of his favorite coffee whenever he was
silent fora few minutes and by stand-
ing him in the corner whenever he
growled, O'Bryan limited him to al()
growls on the first treatment day, 150
on the second and 100 on the third. By
the second week's end, his growling
had practically ceased. But during a
recent hospital stay his usual good be-
havior had slipped a little.

At noon, some employees eat bag
touches or buy food from a vending
ruching others order lunch at a near-
by futlood restaurant by holding up
picture cards showing hamburgers,
french fries and soft drinks. Hodges
collects her quarters and pays another
installment on her blouse.

The city of Alexandria hired
O'Bryan to set up an employment pro-
gram for its severely rearded ac ts.
"We don't have a minimum IQ require-
ment here," she says. "We have a
maximum. None of the employees has
an IQ above 35, and many of them had
lived in institutions for years."

At fast it was chaotic, she recalls.
The staff members kept popcorn in
their work aprons, ready to pop into
anyone's mouth who was quiet for
even a few seconds. But within only
four months, most of the employees
had become quiet and productive, and
they are now, only a few months later,
doing increasingly complexlasks.

RAS represents one of two new sp-
proadies to providing job training and
employment to sdults with severe
mental retardation. Late other "sap-
ported employment" programs, it pro-
vides whatever ongoing support is
necessary to enable people with men-
tal retardation to find and keep jobs.
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Some programs, hie EAS, employ a
small group of people with mental re-
tardation who do subcontract work fa
larger companies. In other programs,
a group of separately supervised em-
ployra works together at a larger
company. "Competitive employment"
programs provide transitional training
and short term support to prepare peo-
ple for independent employment, then
place them in regular jobs that pay a
minimum wage or better.

Many competitive employment pro.
grams dispense with standardized
tests to determine skill levels for spe-
cific tasks. Because such tests, de-
signed for the physically hantlicepped,
do not accurately predict job success
for people with mental retardation, cli-
ents are often placed directly in the ac-
tual job libation, then assessed as the
training proceeds "This is a signify

retardation, Jameson aho needed to
learn social skills, such as smiling and
greeting her coworkers. People who
have lived in institutions often do not
learn bow to interact with others or to
care for themselves in socially accept,
able ways.

Developing these skills was an ira-
Portant part of a University of Wash-
ington program that trained people
with moderate to severe mental retar-
dation to work in three arcarnpus res-
taurants. Most of the hairnet could
not read, write, tell time, use money or
ride the city bus, end many had poor
grooming habits. Special educator Jo-
Ann Sowers and her colleagues at the
university devised a set of picture
cards showing lean bands, combed
hair, neat clothing and brushed teeth
to teach proper grooming habits. An-
other set of cards showed two clocks

INSTEAD OF SAYING, TIME PEOPLE

CANT LEARN,' WE NOW SAY, 'WE HAVEN' T BEDI

COMPETENT TO TEACH' THE FAULT IS NOT

WITH THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED, BUT WITH US

cant departure from traditional piece.
ment approaches, which require the
client to be quite 'job ready,' " says
Paul Wehnian, director of the Virginia
Commonwealth University Rehabilita-
tion Research and Training Center.
"And it has been crucial to making our
track record succeasfid with clients
traditionally excluded from services."

Many of the new emploYment-train-
ing programs rely heavily on the tech-
niques of behavior analysis and modi-
fication. Trainers analyze in detail how
nonhandicapped people perform a job,
then teach their trainees to follow the
same procedures.

When Susan Jameson went to work
in a beauty salon, her trainer broke
down the job of collecting and washing
towels into 85 steps, drying them into
another 32 and folding and putting
them away into another 100. Training
was initially very intense, but Jameson
now works on her own with only an oc-
casional visit from her trainer.

Lie many other people with mental
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and a lunchbox. One clock showed
trainees when to go to lunch and the
other showed when to return to work.
By matching the cards to a wall clock
trainees wire able to keep to the work
schedule even though they couldn't
tell time.

Similar "shortcuts" are used at
HAS. Hodges, for camp* uses the
five black circles on her desk to help
her "count," and employees can buy
Big Macs with their picture cards even
if they can't say the words. Instead of
spending hours painfully trying to
write, clients can use a name stamp to
cash their paydadcs.

How successful are thew employ-
ment-trainh g programs? Though
many are new, they premise mister
success than traditional sheltered
workshops or activity centers in plac-
ing people in the convectional work
forteand at higher earning Inds.

Federally funded in the 19604, shel-
tered workshops were intended as
transitional training centers to help
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Assembling electronic eabks at EAS on contract to IfewletbPackard Cu-.

trainees move into the job market But
only about 10 percent of sheltered-
workshop clients are placed in compete
hive jobs each year, and few have se-
vere retardation.

Other programs, called "activity
centers," usually serve people with
IQ's below 50traditionally seen as
too severely disabled for dompetitive
work and ineligible for vocational
training.

Such day programs were expanded
by 600 percent between 1972 and 1979,
partly due to deinsututionalization,
and now they are serving more than
100,000 people. Not surprisingly, very

few clients move on to hialierlevel vo-
cational programs.

In contrast, competifee employ-
meat programs, which serge a similar
clientele, have done much better. In
three projects supervised by R. Thum
Vogelsberg, a special educator at the
University of Vermont, clients had
been classified as "mentally retarded,
severely disabled and unemployable"
by traditional vocational rehabilitation
services. Despite these dire labels, in a
five-year penod, 70 percent of those
placed were still on the job.

In a similar time span, Wehman and
his colleagues have pieced 145 people

)10"UTE
WORKERS

BUY BIG MACS WITH

PICTURE CARDS THOSE WHO

DONT WRITE SIGN THEIR

CHECKS Pi7771 MANE SI'AMPS

in competitive employment, which
Wehman defines as "working for at
lout a minimum wage with nonhandi-
tapped workers and with no sub
died wage in any way." These people,
with a median IQ of 48, were also con-
sidered unemployable by traditional
tehabilitative services. But they are
sow working in hospital laundry
rooms, medicalequipment manufac-
turing facilities and food-service set-
tings. They have been on the job for an
average of 15th months, compared to
less than five months for their non-
handicapped counterparts.

The earnings of trainees in the
newer programs are equally impres-
sive and have potentially profound
economic consequences. Sheltered-
workshop employees earn an average
of only 80 cents an hour, or little more
than $400 per year. Activity centers, li-
censed to serve only "inconsequential
producers," by law cannot pay their
clients more than 25 percent of the
minimum wage. Some states do not

activity-center clients to earn any
money, and even in tbse that do,
"work for pay is viewed as primarily
therapeutic, rather than is a means of
support," according to Meier and
Martin. The Department of Labor esti-
mates that clients in such centers earn
an average of 33 cents an hour, or$1110

per year.
The employees of the Olympus pro-

gram in Seattle, all of whom have lib
vere mental retardation, earn more
than $100 monthly. Started in 1977 as
a community replication of the Univer-
sity of On ron's Specialised Training
Progra.n (the model for US as well),
Olympus does electronics assembly
work for several firms. Because of em-
ployees' earnings, the state was able
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to reduce their support from a daily
average of $22.50 per person to less
than $10.

Money is a big issue for these em-
ployment programs. Federal and state
governments will spend more than 814
billion this year on services to people
with mental retardation, primarily to
those with severe impairments in insti-
tutions. A substantial amount of Sup-
plemental Social Security Income (SSI)
payments goes specifically to unem-
ployed workers who are mentally re-
tarded. In all, 8 percent of our gross
national product is spent on disability
programs. Many experts in the men-
tal- retardation field believe that these
enormous costs are likely to skyrocket
unless policies affecting the employ.
meat of people with mental retarda-
tion change significantly.

Mental retardation is a problem that
will not go away soon. One m 10 Amer.
mans has a mentally retarded family
member, and the rate in the United
States-2 percent of the population
(6 =Dion Americans)is rising.

As public burden of so sporting
adults with mental retardation grows,
so do the economic benefits of the new

programs. Intensive, individualized
and ongoing trekln . tends to be =
pensive. But advocates contend that it
is less expensive in the long run than
total public support A review of six
supported employment programs in
Oregon and Washington found that
they cost 20 percent less than tradi-
tional day-activity programs.

Ihining costs in the newer employ-
ment programs range from 82,500 to
$7,500, but that is a one -time cost, at
ter which most trainees become at
least partially self-supporting. The 145
clients of Wehnum's competitive em-
ployment program have earned more
than $900,000 during a recent five-year
period and hare paid 8126,634 In taxes.
The average employee earned 84,500
per year almost equaling the public
cost of maintaining a person in an ac-
tivity center.

The cost of training is recouped in
four years, and during a lifetime a
worker will earn more than $10 for ev-
ery dollar spent in tr sing. That per

will also contribute 8590 yearly in
taxes.

Despite the many arguments favor-
ing widespread adoption of the newer
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employment-training programs, thee
are many obstacles, not the least of
which is the welfare system. Many So-
cial Security eligibility mks wholly
prohibit work and thus ifiscourage re-
cipients from taking a dune on em-
ployment training. Such disincentives
force people who should have partial
support to be either completely self-
supporting nr completely dependent

Recent changes in federal kw sow
allow severely disabled people to do
paid work without fear of losing their
SSI payments and Medicaid eligibility.
But even with these changes, may
more are needed. Reforming the wel-
fare system is such an overwhelming
task that some experts prefer working
around it. Special educate( Brown
even advocates the controversid step
of allowing people with mental retar-
dation to work for nonmonetary pay-
mentor even for freewhen in dan-
ger of being trapped by the Catc22
of federal eligibility rules. Be believes
that for employees, the unfairness of
this approach is outweighed by the
benefits of participating in a normal
working life. The public at large ben&
fits, too, by knowing that disability



payment recipients "are at least trying
to give something in return."

Same researchers and activists are
foaming their efforts on state4evel re-
teem. Because a pioneering program
at the University of Washington
showed that adults with moderate
modal retardation could succeed in
competitive employment, the state of
Washington has now made it public
Porn to support employment Pro.
grams for people with mental retards.
tion. Shte funding

Hamm
were

chug= in ise2 to allow unity
colleges and other agencies to compete
for training funds previously restrict.
ed to conventional centen;which had
&de interest in moving people out
"Mat one change in state law has had
more impact on adults with mental re-
tudation than anything else we could
have done," says James Moss, employ.
ment-training program director at the
University of Washington. "It broke a
monopoly that profited more from
keeping people on the welfare rolls
than in getting them off. If this were
to happen nationwide, the impact
would be phenomenal"

Efforts to provide beer job train-
ing and work placement for adults
with mental retardation have a coun-
terpart in the sphere of public educa
Lion Since 1975, children with handi-
cap have been entitled to free public
education. The first wave, nearly
100,000 strong, is now finishing school
at age 21 to face an adult service sys-
tem that provides Ew options. But
some school districts, are beginning to
develop programs to ready such stu-
dents for the workpace.

In Madison, Wisconsin, a transition
teacher and several vocational teach-
ers work closely with community
agencies to provide training, place-
ment and follow-up services for stu-
dents with mental retardation. Before
the program started, only 1 of the &s-
trict's 53 graduates with severe ).tali-
caps worked in a sonsheltered envi-
ronment Since it began in 1979, 47 of
61 graduates have found job, in the
community. The program *yes tax-
payers more than $3,C00 yearly for ev
ery person working in a regular job.

But this program is still an excep-
tion. Most school programs concen-
trate on teaching the alphabet, rote
learning and working on puzzles in-
stead of on developing good work hab-
its and attitudes, according to Paul
Bates, special educator at Southern II-
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IA N A LIFETIME

WORKER WITH

MENTAL RETARDATION CAN

EARN MORE THAN $10

FOR EVERY

DOLLAR OF TRAINING.

limit University at Carbondale.
Three schools in Montgomery Coon-

ty, Maryland, are providing the kinds
of functional training essential for in-
dependence. Students with mental re-
tardation spend about half of each
school day learning how to ride public
buses, shop for food and cook lunch at
classmates' houses. They ales attend
school with nonhandicapped students
their own age. One student, Joyce
O'Malley, while living in a private resi-
dential school with autistic and men-
tally retarded children, had hardly spe
ken a word. Now she sings in the
school choir, gossips with her friends
and works in a movie theater after
school

The "behavior problems" seen in
youngsters with mental retardation in
segregated schools often improve dra
matiailly when they are surrounded
by models of normal behavior. Jack
Hanson's parents and teachers had
tried unsuccessfully for 17 years to
get him to stop drooling. But when his
boss at a fastfood restaurant told him
that he would have to shape up or be
fired, Hanson stopped drooling in no
time.

Good school programs such an these
may supplant intensive job training
for many adults with mental retarda-
tion in the future. They will also help
nonhandicapped youngsters learn
more about pop)e with mental retar.
deism. Special educator Brown says,
The best way for [all kinds of people

to learn) to function effectively with
people with severe handicaps is to
grow up and attend school with them."

Such experience is even more crucial
for those nonhandicapped students
who will one day have children with
mental retardation, says Brown. In his

view, they may be better prepared
than many parents today who are "30
to 35 years old and have never seen a
person with a severe handicap mompt
on a poster or a telethon."

Special educator Frank kitsch, of
the University of IWmois, is counting
on today's parents to push for ade-
quate programs for their children with
hancficape. "Parents have always bees
the greatest reformats in this coon-
try," he says. "They should find out
what kind of vocational program their
schools plan for their children, and
make sure that... the education pro-
cess results in meaningful employ-
ment upon graduation."

The innovative training programs
described bete, b, a for adults and for
youth, make up only a tiny fraction of
those available. But they provide a
powerful demonstration that, with
help, even people with severe handi-
caps can move from the welfare rolls
to the employment rolls. The out
step, in the view of advocates for this
'Tact minority," is to see that in the fu-
ture, such programs are in the nsajor-
ity. Both humane az 1 economic consid-
erations argue in their favor.

"Before the introduction of substan-
tial welfare [benefits], it was question-
able whether this society could afford
to train its mentally retarded people
for employment," says educator Sow-
ers. "Today it is clear that sir .sty can-
not afford not to r: ovide such
training." el

Bererly McLeod n a freelance science
writer in Sante 0.1.-s, California.

hr Further Information
For free information on mental

retarded= and research progress,
write or alb
Office of Research Reporting
National Institute of Child Health

and Human Development
1Juilding 31 Room 2A32
9030 Rockville Pas
Bethesda, Maryland 20206
(301) 496.5133

For Information on supported
employment programs, writs to:
G. Thomas Bellamy
135 College of Education
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
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poRMWOED

Purpose of Remit

This report is intended as an introduction for professionals,
parents and other decision makers. It describes the many infants
in California whose special developmental needs warrant early inter-
vention services. It describes principles. organization and pro-
blems common to several hundred, very diverse infant development
programs in the state.

This report also is intended as a strong statement. It docu-
ments our knowledge of and belief in the value of infant develop-
ment programs. It identifies the problems of funding and coordina-
tion which limit the preventative potential of early intervention
in California.

Authors of Report

The report is based in large part upon "A Report: Task Force
on Funding and Quality Standards For In'ant Development

. This report
was prepared in 1977 by seven directora of Bay Area infant programs.
The state is indebted to these seven people for their commitment and
clear statements which still hold true more than five years later.

The Task Force Report was reviewed by hundreds of people in-
volv, with early intervention programs around the state in 1982,
updating those areas in which our knowledge has grown. Through
the Northern California Infant Network and the statewide Infant
Development Association, contributions to this report have been
made by those woAcing with infants and families in program, in
private, non-profit agencies, hospitals, public schools, universities
and child care programs. These programs serve the diverse population
and cultures of California, urban and rural, rich and poor educated
and not. General consensus from so many diverse programs identifies,
in the following pages, what is really essential to helping the
infant with special developmental needs attain full human potential.

Copies of this report are available at cost by contacting the
Infant Development Association at 3750 W. Martin Luther King Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California 90008, (213)290-2000.

dAtAr_i haAk.C1,1SUJ-C4

Fran (-baser !genet Sweet
Infant Development pssociation
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INTRODUCTION

Historical Perspective

Within the last 15 years in California, infancy has been re-
cognised as a critical time for the treatment and prevention of

handicapping conditiore. Unique community programs have been
created to enhance the developmental outcomes for babies with develop-
mental disabilities, or who are at high risk because of medical

problems (such as prematurity) or environmental problems (such as

child noglfict). Known as infant development or early intervention
programs, these services have taken different shapes in different

settings. Though they differ in many ways, infant development pre-
war share comma purpose: to help the baby with special needs
attain full developmental potential, and to aid the baby's family

in accepting, caring for and teaching the special baby.

Concern for the developmentally disabled and at rick Infant
comes from many different perspectives, professionals and agencies.

As a result, infant development programs in California may be found

in a variety of private non-profit community agencies, in public
schools, in hospitals, in child care settings, in parent aponsored

organisations, and so forth. Responsibility for services to infants
currently cuts across a number of major state agenqies in California

(Health and Human Services, Education, Developmental Services). In

many communities and for certain types of special developmental
needs there are no services yet available. There ie growing aware-

ness of the peed for a statewide plan and approach which assures
the availability of appropriate services for infants with special

developmental needs and their families. Many other Aates already
have state plans and comprehensive service systems for this population.
We believe that infants with special reeds in California also have a

right to services.

Evidence of Effectiveness of Early Intervention

A growing body of evidence supports the benefits of early inter-

vention for children with special developmental needs. Although

initial costs of these programs are high, they result in long-term

gains to society, both in dollars and in human potential.

Weikart (1980) calculated a 248 percent return on the cost of

two years of preschool in reduced upecial education costs 'nd in-

creased liftime projected earnings. A study by Wood (1981) found
that the sosts of education for handicapped children increase as

early intervention is delayed. She found eustential cost savings
when intervention begins at least by age two, and maximum savings

when intervention begins at birth.

Savings cf human potential are even more significant than dollar

savings. Many children can achieve higher levels of academic and
social functioning;and some who would have required intensive special

education are able to prows... in regular classrooms with little

special assistance. Many of the children benefitting from early
education programs have been found better able to go on to be happy

and productive members of their family and society. instead of being

relegated to institutions as they were just a few decades ago.
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The benefits to society of early intervention ara not limited
to increased academic potential of the infant with special needs.
As the Comptroller General's Report (1979) stated: "The costs of
preventable infant mortality, mental retardation, ha:idicaps, child
abuse, emotional handicaps, and lost human potential cannot be
measured in dollars... We believe effective early childhood and
family develcTment programs can reduce those problems" (pg. 79).

These and other studies of the efricacy of early intervention
have bean reviewed in several recent publications. These include:

1. Early Intervention For Children With Special Needs
and Their Fern:lies: Firdinas and Recommendations, 1981.
A monograph prepared by INTER-ACT, The National Committee
for Services to Very Young Children With Special Needs
and Their Families. Available from the Technical Assistance
Development System (TADS) 500 NCNB Plaza, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, 27514.
2. The Efficacy and Cost Effectiveness of Early Education
for Handicamied Infants and Preschool Children. 1982. Avail-
able from the California Department of Education, office of
Special Education, 721 Capitol Mall,, Sacramento, California, 95814.

3, Benefits of Early Intervention for Special Children,
1982. by Pamela Bailey and Pascal Trohanis. Available
from the Technical Assistance Development System (TADS)
500 NCNB Plaza, Chapel Hill,, North CN'olina, 27514.

4. Infants Born At Risk, Tiffany M. Fields. et al (Eds.)
New York: Spectrum Publications, 1979.

5. policy Considerations Related To Early Childhood
Special Education, 1982, by Barbara Smith. An ERIC
Exceptional Child Education Report. Council for Ex-
ceptional Children, 1920 Association Drive,, Reston
Virginia. 22091.

Evidence of the Need For Early Intervention Services In California

Four recent surveys and studies document the unmet needs of
the special infant population in California. The first comprehensive
statewide survey of programs serving infants with special development-
al needs was completed for the State Council on Developmental Dis-
abilities in October, 1981. This survey identified 190 programs
which were providing developmental/educational intervention for
6000 predominately disabled or handicapped infants, and 99 programs
which provided developmental assessment and follow-up services for
predominately at-risk infants.

The Developmental Disabilities Council survey concluded that:

1. "Providing services to developmentally at risk and
delayed infants is a complex endeavor requiring the in-
volvement of medical, developmental,, educational and
psychosocial professionals".

2. "A general model for proving infant development
services is shared by a majority of programs serving
these infants".
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3. "A majority of programs indicated that funding was
usually inadequate both in amount and in duration".

4. "If services are to be sustained and improved,the
issues of funding, interagency coordination of services,
transportation, physician referral, and parental acknow-

ledgement of their infant's problems must be addressed".

A second statewide survey was completed recently for the
California Department of Education of hlndicapped infants and pre-

schoolers being served by public school programs. In addition to

analyzing types, costs and availability of special education
services, this survey attempted to project the size of the unser-

ved population in need of such services. It concluded that only

a small fraction of infants in need of services were receiving them.

A third survey was completed on behalf of the Northern California
Infant Network in September, 1.'82. Using a conservative estimate of
2% of the infant population as developmentally disabled or at risk
for developmental disabilities (by school age an estimated 10% re-
quire special education), this survey found that at best only 40%
and more likely only 20% of that 2% were receiving early intervention
services. The survey also discovered that services were fragmented
and isolated, and that even a list of early intervention programs
did not exist.

A fourth relevant study is a report prepared in Lune 1982 by
Maternal and Child Health on the High Risk Infant Follow-up Project.
This report summarized results from nine model programs which provided
home intervention for high risk newborns leaving Intensive Care
Nurseries between 1978 and 1981. The report concludes that home
intervention can result in a savings in hospital costs per baby of
$2,118. A second conclusion is that home intervention is a "valuable
service in providing medical, emotional and educational support to
the high risk infants and their families, which in turn, promotes an
atmosphere where the infant can develop to his maximum potential.
Incidents of child abuse, neglect and improper care are greatly re-
duced...". The report recommends expansion of home intervention
serviccs statewide to an estimated 10,000 high risk infants.

In summary each of the four most recent surveys or reports
on services to infants with special needs indicates:

1) there are a significant number of developmentally
disabled and at risk infants whose needs are not being
met;

2) additional funding is needed to serve those infants
appropriately;

3) better coordination of services to th-s infant
population is also flooded.
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Survey j ferences

A atatywide Survey of California_Proarams Serving
Infants With Developmental Needs, October, 1981,, Richard
Weisbrod, Reseach Consultant. State Council on Develop-
mental Di-abilities, 1600 9th Street, Sacramento, Ca. 95814.

Early Intervention - A Working Paper: Baseline Information
on Early Intervention Programs in the California Public
School System, 1981. Available from Planning Associates,
2011 Carol Street, Suite 4, P.O. Box 549, Merced, Ca. 95341.

A Resource Directory of Early Intervention Programs in
Northern California, 1982. Prepared on behalf of the
Northern California Infant Network by Nancy Sweet and
Diane Lazzari. Available from the authors at the ChildDevelopment Center, Children's Hospital Medical Center,
51st and Grove Streets, Oakland, Ca. 9460g.

A RecOrt_To the Leg..slatur_e, High Risk Infant Follow -Up
protect: Recommendations For Home Intervention Services
For Hioh Risk Infants and Their_Families in California.
Maternal and Child Healfl- Branch, Health and Welfare
Agency, June, 1982.
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INFANT POPULATION SERVEC

Who Is the Infant With Special Developmental Needs?

In simplest terms, three categories of infants can be identified
as having special developmental needs, though these groups frequently

overlap.

1) the developmentally disabled, delayed or handicapped
infant. These infants are the primary recipients of
early intervention services. These are infants with
identified congenital disorders, sensory or motor impair-
ments, neurological dysfunctions or significant delays

in one or more major aspects of development (cognitive,
language, social-emotional, gross and fine motor develop-
ment, adaptive self-help). Atypical developmental
patterns create special needs which may continue through
out the children's lifetime, requiring special education

and community support.

2) the medically or biologically at risk infant. This
is the infant for whom early health factors are known
to be a potential threat to developmental outcome. The
significantly premature or otherwise chronically hospital-
ized newborn is the most frequently found medically at
risk baby, though other medical problems can also re-
sit in impaired developmental outcomes. While many of
tnese babies have ahigher risk of subsequent developmental
problems, the majority have the potential for normal
development.

3) the environmentally at-risk infant. This is the
infant for whom the postnatai environment, and specif-
ically a dysfunctional parent-infant relationship, threat-
ensthe infant's developmental outcome. Environmental risks
may include child abuse, child neglect or an inability to
provide the nurturance which an infant oeeds to attain
optimal development.

Eligibility For Early Intervention Services In California

Eligibility criteria constitute a key concern for infants with
special needs. Different state sources of funding impose different
eligibility criteria on early intervention programs. As a result,
an infant eligible for services in one area may not be eligible for

the services which exist in another. A second result is that certain
types of infants, even with known handicapping conditions, cannot be
served in some areas.

According to the statewide survey completed by the Developmental
Disablities Council cited earlier, the majority of intervention
services for infants with special needs are funded through the Region-
al Centersystemand the state Department of Developmental Disabilities.
Eligib.lity is based on meeting the state definition of a developmental
disability, though some Regional Centers are funding services in a
high risk category.
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A second major provider of services to the developmentally
disabled or handicapped Infant is special education. Special
education for children under age 3 is permissive rather than man-
datory under Californ'a's State Master Plan For Special Education.
Where infant programs are found in public schools eligibility is
determined by "intensive educational needs". Specific eligibility
criteria for infants and preschoolers under four years, nine months
to receive special education have been implemented recently by
the Department of Education.

Other services for infants with special needs are available
through the health department. These include the High Risk Infant
Follow-Up Projects, referred to earlier, which have specific eligi-
bility criteria. Other services are available to CCS eligible
infants, including both handicapped and "normal high risk" infants
who meet relevant eligibility criteria.

Still other eligibility criteria exist for handicapped and
environmentally at risk children who receive childcare/child develop-
ment programs through the Office of Child Development in the De-
partment of Education. Private charitable organizations provide
services to yet other groups of infants with special needs applying
other specific sets of eligibility criteria.

Gaps in services and chronic funding problems result from
these different eligibility criteria and service delivery systems.
These are two major current problems in services to infants with
special needs. A third major :roblem is also related to eligibility
criteria and funding mechanism: services are not adequately pre-
ventive. Special education services and many Regional Center funded
programs cannot admit n baby unless and until clear handicapping
conditions are diagnosed. The at risk category is generally avail-
able currently for services only for infants who are ICN graduates.
Many infants with emerging delays and a variety of other risk factors
which are likely to result in delays are ineligible for services
when services might prevent some of these problems. Diagnoses and
the extent of handicapping conditions may not be certain during
the first years of life, so greater flexibility of eligibility
criteria are needed than in later years.
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PHILOSOPHY AND STRUCTURE OF INFANT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Although there are differences among early intervention programs,
a basic philosophy and model distinguish these programs from other
services for young children and families. The commoi components
of early intervention for infants with specie] needs are as follows:

1. Infant intervention programs provide assessment and
treatment designed to enhance the developmental progress
of the infant with spacial needs.

2. Infant intervention focuses on the individual needs and
strengths of the infant, and on every factor which influenc-
es those needs and strengths, including health, physical en-
vironment, family relationships and so iorth.

3. Infalt intervention programs modify the environment and
experiences of the infant in order to match the infant's
developmental stage and then promote progress to the next
developmental stage.

4. Infant intervention programs make active efforts to
involve the parent in planning and providing the develop-
mental program for the infant. Mos'. are family-centered
rather than child-centered.

5. Infant intervention programs provide emotional support,
guidance, information and counseling to the parents in order
to enhance their resources for caring for an infant with
special needs within the family context.

6. Infant intervention programs generally provide a com-
bination of home and center-based services flexibly se-
lected to meet the needs of infant and family.

7. Infant intervention staffing and services are generally
multidisciplinary and frequently transdisciplinary, com-
bining education, nealth and psychosocial expertise and
services.

8. Infant intervention programs rely on staff who are
infant specialists, with expertise in normal and atypical
infant development,, and in work with families.

9. Infant intervention programs are usually small (10-50
families) and reflective of tneir community's composition
and needs.

While there are different service components and approaches
within this general model, basic and minimum requirements for high
quality infant development programs can be Ortntified:
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I. Staffing

A. Structure and Qualifications

1. Sttafevelooment igecialists,
with expertise in normal and atypical child develop-
ment, appropriate intervention techniques, work with
families,and relevant community resources. This ex-
pertise is obtained from higher education, inservice
training and/or working experience with the birth to
three year population. These competencies have been
described recently in a monograph: Basic Competenc-
ies for Personnel In Early Intervention Programs:
Guideline for_De_v_elopment. Prepared by INTER -ACT,
The National Committee for Services to Very Young
Children With Special Needs and Their Families.
Available from TABS, 500 NCNB Plaza, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, 27514.

2. Staffing should be multidisciplinerv, combining
essential developmental, psychosocial and health pro-
fessionals and services (either on staff or through
active coordination with other agencies or profession-
als). The variety and balance represented by these
major categcries is imrortant. Available professionals
should include. a) pediatrician and other physician
specialists as ingicated: b) public health nurse; e)
psychologist; d) speech and language therapist; e)
developmental or educational specialist: f) physical
therapist; g) occupational therapist; h) social
worker; j) nutritionist. Not all of these need to be
on staff but all should be available at least on a con-
sultant or referral basis.

3. Staffing_shouid be transdisciPlinary using a team
approach in assessment, program planning and review,
and service implementation. Since many families of
infanta with special needs suffer from fragmented, some-
times duplicate3 services, multiple professionals and
agency involvements, and conflicting advice, one staff
member should be identified as the primary and consistent
intervenor, if at all possible. The primary staff person
then incorporates the skills and ongoing recommendations
contributed by each team member into the individual
infant's program.

4) The parent must be enabled to be an active., par-
ticipating team member. Studies of the efficacy of early
intervention show that programs are most effective whe1
the parent is an active participant in the planning caw(
implementation of a developmental program for their in-
fant. Parents and family are the primary developmental
influence during the infancy period. Parents are the
best source of information about their baby. The ob-
servations, values, needs and role of the parent are
essential team contributions.
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B. Staff Functions

1. In
include appropriate assessments by the developmental,
psvchosocial andLhealth team members. When appropriate,
the infant should be seen by the team together rather
than by each member separately. Staff must be sensitive
to the optima] nt process for each infant and
parent.

2. lip initial and ongoing moor= Plan (IPP) should be
4eveloped by the team for each infant. with the parent(s)
participation. The plan should include general develop-
mental goals for the infant and needed services for the
infant and family. Parent(s) should get copies of
written assessments, reports and plans. Formal and in-
formal staff and parent-staff conferences should be
scheduled to keep the IPP u) to date.

.,* ,. f. .1

C_.__Other Staffina Considerations

1. The staff should reflect (but not be '4,imitcd to
the ethnic composition of tht community it serves.

2. Onooina inservice training_miltinuina eduqstion
and staff support should be available to staff to
maintain professional compotencies and effectiveness.

Service Delivery Svstej

1. Most effective infart development proarems will
jnclude both hare and center based components. Home
programs are essential services during the infancy
period since they provide individualized time with
each infant and family. Home programs deal with the
infant and family in their own environment, and reach
out to all families. Center program components can
be equally valuable in opportunities for interactions with infants and
families and program staff. Group programs often
offer opportunities for formal and informal parent-
to-parent support, which can supplement and complemeLt
staff-to-parent support.

2. In home and center service components, a family
rather than child-centered approach is needed. The
whole family is part of the infant's learning environ-
ment and should be recognized as such in the infant's
program plan.
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A. 11.01*-Based Component

Home based services permit highly
individualized work withinfant and family in their own setting. The ongoing relationshipbetween staff and family developed

in the home frequently is the ;u:vfactor in the efficacy of the early
intervention p"ogram. Homeservices are vital for young, medically

vulnerable, , %,rcnicallyall or easily overstimulated infants. They may also b essentialfor families who are not able to participate in center programs.To be most effective:

1) Home visits should bq consistent, with a frevencv
based on family needs. Most programs rind one visit
per child per week most satisfactory.

2) The oroaniiation and coals of the home visit shouldinclude:

a. observation of infant behavior and developmental
progress:

b. modelina and demonstration of developmentally
appropriate activities for the infant which
involves parents, siblings or other primary
caregivers:

c. interactions with parents siblings and other
primary caregivers which positively reinforce
their own developmental skills and activities
with the baby:

b. discussion of Parental concerns related to
the infant and family, joint problem solving,
and support for the par,nt in coping with
the baby's special. needs.

3) A primary and consistent home visitor (usually the
primary intervenor)for the program should work with eachfamily. so that an ongoing relationship can be formed .The home visitor can coordinate joint or individual home
visits by other team members as needed.

4) Written or other outdo should be haft with the Parent(s)in carrying out developmental
activities between home visits.Parents should be encouraged to comma with the home visitorbetween home visits as needed.

5) The home Program should make use both of play materials
found in the home and toss and

educational materials fromthe procram's toy lendina library.

6) The program budaet should permit sufficient staff timeand travel reimbursement for home visits.
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B, :enter -Rased Components

Center based prtaram components involve bringing the child, with

or without parent, to a central facility. The center may be in school,

medical, church or other facilities. Accreditation, /licensing standards

for facilities and staff unique to in'ant programs need to be developed

and applied across agencies statewide.

Important components of center based programs include:

1. Affieguate phypical_facilitv for center activities,

which includes,

a safe, adequate and appropriate indoor and
outdoor activity space, organized and equip-
ped for an infant population, and with ade-
Trate storage space.

b. small rooms or partitions to permit quiet
individual work with each infant

c. availability of kitchen and bathroom facilities

d. observation arrangements which may include a

Lne way mirror and/or plans for incorporating
visitors into group activities

e. office space for staff which allows for privacy
in respect for client confidentiality

f. discussion and meeting space for parents and staff

g. a lending library of toys and books for families

2. Transportation is advisable either by bussing, car
pools, volunteer drivers or by some other way that makes

the program accessible to all families, including those

without cars, or access to public transportation.

3. parent participation should be encouraged on a regular

basis. Through regular participation parents can: receive
assistance in working with their own child, learn about

other children, talk with other parents, interact with

staff, and offer information about the child.

4. rIpportnnIties for_rest:1101DI the narent A

center program can offer the parent needed respite from
constant care of an infant eith special needs. Depending

on the needs of the infant and parent, and resources of
the program, respite may be offered for the whole dur-

ation of the program or fcr brief periods during the

program.

5. adequate adult: infant ratio. Depending on the develop-
mental age and needs of the infant this will range from

one infant per adtat to no more then four-five infant per

adult. Adults who make up this ratio can include staff,
parents, consultants, paraprofessionals and volunteers,

but there must be adequate planning, training and super-

vision by staff. Cach infant should have opportunities for
individual developmental activities with staff.
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6. QoportunItigs for socializat,ion and exploration by
participating infants should be included as well as struc-tured group and individual activities.

7. immajate access to and/or staff train/na fn emeroencvDut aid procedures is neeARA.

lexibl D e S V C

Flexible and immediate
services are essential to the preventivesuccess of early intervention with infants with special needs andtheir families. Funding mechanisms across state agencies must per-mit such flexibility. Currently these mechanisms represent aPrimary deterrent to effective early

intervention services.
1) Rigid eligibility criteria

are inappropriate for theinfant population. Funding for services must not be tiedto rigid definitions of extent or type of handicap. Diag-nostic procedures may require
considerable time, and theextent and nature of handicapping
conditions may not beclear for several years. Infants with identified or sus-pected developmental problems should he admitted forservices immediately, even if on a provisional basis.

Statewide eligibility criteria need to admit all disabled/
handicapped infants. Statewide eligibility criteria needto be developed to enable

appropriate preventive interven-tion services for medially
and eLvironm^ntally high riskinfants.

2) Services must be_ flerib)e to (nee', the needs of theinfants. Funding models must permit
individualized services.The days, hours and types of services should be determinedby the age and readiness of the infant. Long bus ridesand long separations from the family generally are notappropriate. When service components are designed to meetrespite and child care needs of work'ng parents, programsmust be designed to meet the

infant's need for rest, ex-ploration. and consistent caregiving. Infant needs alsowill chance as the child gets older.

3) $erxlces must be flexible to meet the needs of parents.Funding models should support early intervention servicesfor the parent as well as the child. The types of servicesprovided, and the times at which those services are pro-vided should be determined,
in part, by the needs of thefamily. The commitment to involve parents (particularlyworking parents) and family members may require someflexibility in hours,, and

some evening and weekend servicecomponents.

4; Expectations of Parent
involvement must be flexible.

Parents vary widely in the ways in which tney can benefitmost from participation in an infant development program.While all parents should be involved, they may need to beinvolved in different ways at different times.
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events which are not mnscvmn_to 'nfantl with special

netcla and their families. Funding models must permit
programs to wry their services to families when needed

to accomodate such events as:
a. hospitalization of the infant
b. personal. marital and other family crises
c. respite care, temporary or permanent out-of-home care
d. death of the infant, and the need for continued

support to the family
e. family needs for a temporary reduction in outside

agency involvement
f. birth of additional children
g. parent needs to return to work
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6) patereateded, whickcerreS
pond to_jdentified infant, family and community needa.
Funding models must support the availability of different
service models. Infant development programs are most
effective if they remain small (10-50 families) and re-
sponsive. No single program can provide all services
to meet all infant and family needs. Instead different
models which provide different types of services need to
be encouraged and supported. No single model should be
established as the only servic- for infants with special
needs and their families.

III. Parent _Involvement component

While research has shown that parents must be active participants

in order for an early intervention program to be most effective.

parents may be active in many ways. Parents should be encouraged

but not forced to participate in as many ways as they feel comfortable:

1) home-based developmental activities with the infant

2) center-based developmental activities with the Infant

3) center based developmental activities with other children

4) individual and group counseling
5) informal parent support groups
6) parent education programs
7) social affair& with staff and parents such as picnics

and potluck suppers
8) participation in infant assessment, program planning

and evaluation
9) joint participation with other primary care providers,

including other parent, grandparents, child care providers

10) membership on progran's board of directors or advisory

committee
11) community education and fndraising groups

12) making toys and equipment for the program

13) participating in advocacy efforts for services to

children with special needs
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IV. Record keeping and Evaluation Components.

While staff paperwork requirements should be kept to a minimum
to allow the greatest use of staff time for service delivery,
adequate record keeping and evaluation procedures are important
to the quality of the program:

1) RwnnrAa rkf infAnt anApssments.
services and progress

AhnnIA he maintained and AhArAA,(With
signed consent by

the parend,with physicians, preschool programs and other
agencies providing services to the infant.

2) ronfidsntinlity of participatino infants and familiesmust be protected. No records should be shared without
the written consent of the parent.

3) ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness of program
services should be achieved at least by reviewing infant
assessments, IPP's and longitud-nal follow-up, as well
as by reviewing indicators (both formal and informal
indicators)of parental satisfaction and participationin program service,;.

V. Community Outreach,_SuoolementarY Services and PlacementComponents

Community involvement by the infant development program isessential in order to: educate
profesfvnials and parents about theneed for early identification

of infarts with special needs; obtainneeded services for participating
families: and assist appropriateplacements of program g'aduates in preschool programs and otherservices.

1) The infant proaram must make efforts to educateboth the professlonal and
public community about thespecial needs of these Infants and the resources avail-able. This can be done through

brochures,, media cover-age and other techniques.

2) Iligiptamlgrporam should keep physicians and otheragencies servina the infant nformed about the progrea§and services to the infant with special developmentalneeds. With the written consent of the parent, copiesof infant assessments,program
plans and other recordscan be sent on a routine basis.

3) The infant program should be well informed about
supplemental community resources for Infants and
families, and should

assist participating families
$n contacting and making use of these resources.
Such services may include

primary health care, finan-cial and housing
assirtance, mental health and child

care resources, and so forth.

4) The, infant program should assist the families
of infants leaving the

program in identifying and
obtaining appropriate placement programs and services
for themselves and the infant with st4..ial needs.
For children leaving an infant program at age three,a critica, point occurs in placement in special
education, nursery school or other programs. The
infantprogram ususally knows infant and family needsand can assist both

families and potential place-
ment agencies with recommendations,

records, andtransitioncl program suggestion-
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BECOMMENDATIONS

1. A comprehensive coordinated state plan must be developed
which establishes a local planning process for families

with special needs infants birth to 3 years.

2.
Appropriate infant development services for any child

with special developmental needs must be made available

in all areas of California.

3.
Infant development programs need a stable and sufficient
fiscal support base to sustain adequate staff and pro-

gram quality.

4. Coordination of service delivery systems is needed to
eliminate gaps in service and delays in entering service

systems initially.

5. Quality standards need to be emphasized across all agencies

providing services to infants.

6. A variety of program models need to be available to meet

the needs of individual families.

7. Funding must permit services to infant and family, not

just the infant.

8. Referral and eligibility processes need to be streamlined

to minimize the delay in services.

9. Quality standaras for staff composition and competencies

should be developed.

10. State and local planning of services for infants with
special needs must involve service providers and parents.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARGARET BURLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OHIO COALITION
FOR THE EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN, WORTHIN4TON, OH

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: My name is Margaret Burley, I amoffering this testimony in my capacity as Executive Director of Ohio Coalition forthe Education of Handicapped Children, MR/DD Legislative Coalition and for theBoard of Directors of National Parent CHAIN. My testimony will address severaltopics dealing with the effects a handicapped child has on the family. In addition, I
would like to discuss how public policies of dealing with individuals with handicapsare designed in ways which only aggrevate the pressures put on the individuals'family. Finally, I will examine some of the newer policy and program directionswhich, if followed through upon, could relieve a great deal of the pressure nowweighing on hundreds of thov,ands of citizens nationwide.

My duties with the Ohio Coalition bring me into daily contact with parents andfamilies who have a handicapped family member. This permits me to see a greatmany situations. Although all have their own unique elements, there is usually oneproblem they share in common. That is handling the pressures put on the entirefamily.
The pressures of raising a child with disabilities in our society are a tremendousiy

frightening thing. A family can either emerge stronger than ever or as happens, alltoo often, it can end up tearing that family apart. The more you try to be a part ofthat child's life, the greater the stress that must be dealt with. Rarely does thatstress hit a higher peak thru when the family must make a choice between institu-
tionalizing their loved one and keeping them either at home or in the local commu-nity.

Since the early 19th century, our society has placed a heavy emphasis on institu-
tionalizing the physically and mentally disabled. This was a radical departure withthe more natural approach taken by the colonists. In Colonial times, the institution
was yet to be discovered. Those with mental and/or physical disabilities lived in andwere cared for by the community. This was true for orphans, the poor and criminals
as well. The emphasis was on assisting the individual within the confines and abili-ties of the local community.

Institutions, for criminals, the poor, orphans and imbeciles sprung up quicklyabout the turn of the century. By the end of the 19th century they had become themethod of first resort in dealing with these four groups. They became the source ofgreat pride. Monuments to American ingenuity and efficiency.
To the families of persons with serious disabilities, especially at the time pre-dating the establishment of community programs, the advent of the institution was

a mixed blessing. On one hand it meant freedom from the personal and economicstruggles that seemed so hopeless at times. On the other hand, you had to give upyour child to the state.
In 1962, when my family and I faced our decision, things were not that much dif-ferent then during the turn of the century. When the doctors tpld vs our son Tomwould be blind, deaf and brain damaged, probably his whole life, we were devastat-ed. Initially we felt a sense of loss. The doctorc.: recommended that both for the fami-

lies sake as well as Tom's hs be placed in m institution to live out his life. They feltit would spare us tremendous heartache as well as financial troubles if we gave upour son.
Looking back, I do not know how we ever decided to try to raise Tom ourselves.

The odds were certainly stacked against it. The arguments in favor cc "istitutional-ization were very compelling. Our am would be cared for and we couiu resume
living a normal life. We could be a normal family as our other three children had
no disabilities. We would not have a face the long hours of attending to Tom's per-sonal needs. We would not be face/ with a choice of staying home or exposing our-selves to the rude stares of the community. Our sons and daughter would have had
our equal attention rather than 1 riving a brother who was the focus of attention 24hours a day. On the other hand, we would have to give up a son and the children, abrother.

At that time there were few alternatives to either the family home or the institu-tion. Either the family kept the child home and assumed full responsibility for theirhabilitation and care or they relinquished the family member to the state run insti-tutions.
Prior to the creation of the Medicaid program which was part 0: the Social Securi-ty Act of 1965, the states we,-e presumed to have total responsibility for their i.sspec-tive developmentally disabled citizens. Quality and concern fluctuated from state tostate. The Social Security Act and, in particular, the Medicaid program offered thestates money for their del elopmentally disabled citizens in exchange for some uni-
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formity and quality assurances. Chapter 42 of the United States Code sets out eligi-
bility criterion which, if met by the state, can net the state about a 50% match
money from the federal government.

Unfortunately for the family, most of this money is targeted for institutional care.
Two of every three dollars goes for hospitals, skilled nursing facilities and Interme-
diate Care facilities. In 1985 it is estimated that of the total medicaid budget of
$40.762 billion, 25% ($10.325 billion) will go for hospital care, 13% ($5.389 billion) for
skilled care facilities and 29% ($11.975 billion) for intermediate care facilities. The
priority is still given to the funding of institutions and public policy usually follows
the funding priorities.

Families have been able to utilize the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975, Public Law 94-142, which requires greater intervention by the public
schools. The theory and philosophy of Public Law 94-142 are irreproachable. Unfor-
tunately, the burden of actually enforcing compliance falls on the parents. Often at
great financial and emotional cost.

More help may be on the way for families. This session, the Community and
Family Living Amendments, S. 873 has been introl'uced in the U.S. Senate. The
thrust of this legislation is for the federal government to shift its Medicaid subsidies
from institutions to community and home based programs. As I stated earlier, cur-
rently a person must usually be in some form of institution or facility to benefit
substantially from Medicaid. Most community or home based programs are funded
through state or local dollars. Over a 15 year period, S. 873 would shift Medicaid
funding exclusively to community or home based programs and require the states to
be solely responsible for funding institutions.

Other incentives are appearing on the state 'evil Two years ago, Ohio started a
program called Family Resources. It provides reimbursement for families who have
a qualifying family member for whom they must purchase adaptive equipment or
special foods. The cost of family counseling and respite care can also be reimbursed
under this program. Respite care permits the family to take a break or a little vaca-
tion from the rigors of raising a handicapped child while ensuring the child has all
their specialized needs met. A day off every once in a while can do wonders for fall-
ing morale.

Programs like Family Resources or those proposed by S. 873 represent the future
of this field. We need to move back toward what came so natural to us in the first
place, assisting individuals within the local community. It is notonly more humane
or cost effective. It is what comes naturally.

We must stop forcing parents to break up their families when a child is born with
developmental disabilities. We should encourage them to take as large a roll as pos-
sible in raising that child. We should supplement their income as an incentive to
keep the child at home. We also must create readily available community based
services to meet the child's needs.

We hear a lot in the media about being pro-family, yet, rarely do people examine
administrative policies dealing with the disabled in that light. If they did, they
would find most of the policies anti-family. For instance, a family who is trying to
work and care for a severely disabled child gets no extra deduction on their Federal
income tax. that family tries to get aid from the state department of welfare they
are told to get a divorce so the mother is eligible for A.D.C.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR

SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES,
Washington, DC April 29.1985.

HOD. DAN COATS,
Ranking Minority Member, U.S. House of Representatives, Select Committee on Chil-

dren, Youth and Families, Washington, DC
DEAR MR. COATS: Thank you for your letter requesting the Office of Special Edu-

cation and Rehabilitation Services to submit written testimony for the record of the
Hearing, "Families with Disabled Children: Issues for the Eighties."

I appreciate the opportunity to present OSERS' views on this important topic.
Please feel free to contact me if you have further questions.

Sincerely,
MADELEINE WILL, Assistant Secretary.

Enclosures.
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FAMILIES WITH DisABLED CHILDREN: ISSUES FOR THZ EIGHTIES
The Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) is pleased tohave the opportunity to present testimony regarding the issues facing families withdisabled children. OSERS' programs have plaited a strong leadership role in bring-ing the family into the process of education of handicapped children. Following area number of issues which we feel are of critical importance in this decade.

FAMILY STRESS

The addition of any new person to a family requires a lot of adjusting on the partof other family members. The addition of a child with a disability requires majoradjustments, even in the ways other family members interact with each other. Ofcourse, there are compensations that come with a handicapped childincluding aheightened awareness of what is really important, and the joy of victories of thehuman spirit. There also is the same love that comes with any child. But for almostall families, there are also economic, psychological, and social problems that createstress.
The direct economic costs of providing extra services are somewhat obvious: trans-portation, baby sitters, attendants, tutors, clothing, camps, vacations, almost any-thing one can think of costs more, or is needed more often. The indirect cost is thatthe rest of the family often has to make do with lees time, as well as money. Par-ents have to work longer hours to earn needed additional income, or irregular hoursto be able to attend meetings, conferences, medical appointments Siblings may bepressed into service as surrogate parents, when they still need parents themselves.The psychological pressures on the family may include initial grieving and guilt,and the pain that comes from having to watch helplessly as the disabled cluld isrejected by peers. Social pressures come from relatives, friends, neighbors, school-mates, and the people in supermarkets, movie theaters, and playgrounds whose ex-cessive sympathy, or discomfort, or hostility are equally offensive, and often moredifficult to deal with than the disability that elicits it.
Given these pressures, it is not easy for a family to resist defining itself in termsof its handicapped child. But the need for the child as well as the family is to resistthat kind of skewing, to maintain a balance, to recagnim that though one memberof the family may have more obvious requirements, all have needs that must be ad-dressed. All of the children in a family need their own time with their parents andtime to themselves. Pod parents need time with each other. Both children and par-ents may need counseling and respite from their obligations of caring for, or beingcared for.
Thep rimary issues to be considered are:

Rft:pite Care
Parent Burnout
Family Counseling
Roles of Siblings
Values Clarificatinn
Information for Planning
Negotiating Education/Medical and Related SystemsMany of OSERS programs have elements dealing with reducing family stress.This is a major issue especially in many of our early childhood education programsand in our parent training and information centers. Stress is often a result of inad-equate information. We also support two projects specifically to provide better infor-mation services. These are the National Information Center on Handicapped Chil-dren and Youth and the Direction Service Center. This latter project is especiallyimportant in helping families negotiate the maze of service providers in a system ofservice delivery which is extremely fragmented and complex. In adidtion, our gener-al philosophy of encouraging parents to become mere directly invnlved in the educa-tion of their handicapped children should be a hignly positive factor in reducing theeffects of family stress.

SCHOOL-TO-WORK TRANSITION

Youth with disabilities face an uncertain future when they leave the Nation'spublic schools. Qualification for employment is an implied promise of American edu-cation. However, between 50 and 80 percent of working age disabled adults are job-less.
The absence of meaningful employment opportunities has caused many individ-uals to seek out community services. Parents, professionals, and handicapped adultsare quickly learning that appropriate community services are very -carce. Those
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community services that may be available often fail to provide meaningful employ-
ment training and segregate individuals from their non -disabled peers.

Congress recognized this situation and created the Secondary Education and Tran-
sitional Services for Handicapped Youth Program. The U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services has responded to this
concern by establishing a priority for the improvement of transitional services for
handicapped youth.

The Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1989, P.L. 98-199, created
the Secondary and Transitional Services for Handicapped Youth Program (Section
626). The purposes of this program is to: (1) strengthen and coordinate education,
training, and related services to assist in the transitional process to post secondary,
vocational training, competitive, or supported employment, continuing education, or
adult services, and (2) stimulate the improvement and development of programs for
secondary special education. Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1985 are in excess of 6
million dollars. Eligible applicants for funding include institutions of higher educa-
tion, State and local school districts, public or private nonprofit agencies or organi-
zations, and State Job Training Coordinating Councils and Private Industry Coun-
cils authorized under the Job Training Partnership Act.

Each unit within the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (Spe-
cial Education National Institute for Handicapped Research, and Reha-
bilitation Services dministration) has given top priority to the development, expan-
sion, and improvement of transitional services. Special Education Programs pro-
vides Federal leadership for improving the transition of handicapped youth from
school to work and adult life by:

Communication and dissemination of Federal policy and information on the
education of handicapped children and adults.

Administration of formula grants and discretionary programs authorized by
Congress.

Encouragement and support of research and the development of knowledge
and innovations for the education of handicapped children and adults.

Encouragement and support of the use, demonstration, and dissemination of
models and practices.

Promotion and support of the training of educational, related services, and
leadership personnel and parents.

Evaluation, monitoring and reporting on the implementation of Federal
policy and programs and the effectiveness of efforts to educate handicapped
children and youth.

Promotion of interaction and coordination among other Federal agencies,
State agencies and the private sector including parent and professional organi-
zations, private schools, and organizations of handicapped persons for the iden-
tification and review of policy, program planning and implementation issues.

LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT

The concept of education in the least restrictive environment (LRE) is the corner-
stone upon which Federal special education policy is built. Two principles in
the placement of handicapped children and youth are established in P.L. 94 -142.
The first principle establishes that there is a requirement to place a child in an ap-
propriate setting for learning. For some children that may be a regular classroom,
for others it may be a special classroom setting which least restricts the child from
entering the mainstream of educational development. Any departure from that prac-
tice requires a compelling justification. The second principle is that most handi-
capped children and youth must be educated with children who are not handicapped
and addresses the degree of student integration. These are some of the issues of
LRE for the 80's:

Assessment of current service delivery systems;
Development of appropriate service delivery systems;
Implemc.itation of appropriate service delivery systems;
Institution of effective mechanisms for evaluation of services;
Provisions of training for general education teachers by qualified special edu-

cators;
Provision of fully trained and certified special education personnel.

PARENTS AB MEMBERS OF THE EDUCATIONAL TEAM

The goal of the educational team which develops the individualized education pro-
gram (IEP) is to evaluate and determine the most appropriate environment for a
child who is handicapped. Hopefully, all children who are handicapped will be
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placed in an environment allowing them to develop to their fullest potential. Inorder for this ideal to be reached, it is crucial that the people who know the childbest be working members of this team. Professionals and parents both have signifi-cant roles to play in this effort.
Being part of the educational team may present a problem for parents who areoften not as trained to deal with such meetings as professionals are. The majorproblems parents have are these:
(1) Parents are often unaware of their rights and the whole assessment process.Parent advocacy groups have helped to eliminate this problem to some degree, butmany of the parents who are not middle class, or of the cultural majority, still donot receive adequate information.
(2) Parents are sometimes unwilling to exercise their rights even when known.This may occur due to many factors, but some of the most common ones include: a)a fear of the total system, b) feeling overwhelmed by the educational team of profes-sionals, c) not understanding the vocabulary used, and d) feeling they don't knowenough to contribute anything of value. Professionals must be aware of these factorsand work to encourage parents to understand that they do make a difference andhave crucial information that should be included in the decision making process.(3) Parents are sometimes seen as uninformed by professionals, and, as a result,unqualified to take part in decision making. On the other hand, parents who arevery knowledgeable are sometimes seen as a threat by professionals. These negativeattitudes need to be dealt with if children are to be best served.(4) Parents are sometimes unable or unwilling to see the total picture of theirchild. They may choose to see only "good" points or they may expect too much, ormay be over protective, and expect too little. Most parents are protective of theirchildren but this emotionally charged issue needs to be dealt with or it can hinderacceptance of an appropriate placement.

Persons concerned with the child's best interest need to become aware of theseproblems and to sensitively tackle each one. All of these problems can and should bedealt with because effective involvement of parents and educational professionals isnecessary if each child with a handicap is to be helped to reach his/her fullest po-tential

EARLY INTERVENTION

Part B of the Education of the Handicapped Act (EHA-B) and the implementingFederal regulations (34 CFR Part 300) require the provision of special education andrelated services to children and youth from age three through twenty-one. Althoughother Federal programs (Sec. Part D of the EHA; 34 CFR 318) do include some focuson infant intervention, the lack of requirements for State educational agencies(SEAS) to report handicapped infants deters Federal monitoring. Appropriateamendments to the EHA-B clearly would enhance more effective Federal monitor-ing of desirable early intervention.
Some of the more dramatic examples of progress and discovery in medicine and ineducation have taken place in the treatment and stimulation of infants and pre-school wd children who have disabilities. Progress in serving these children hasincreased more in the last decade than in ten generations before it. Yet services arestill not available to all handicapped children, ranging in age from birth to five, noris the spectrum of services available to those very young handicapped children whoneed extensive, focused, comprehensive treatment and education to give them aviable start in life.
The solutions to providing quality services to infant and preschool handicappedchildren are known, but far too often they are not acted upon. To facilitate the typeof services needed by preschool disabled children, members of several traditionaldisciplines, e.g., medicine, education, recreation, child care, etc., must work together,blending their specialties to the task of nurturing and educating a handicappedchild. Although theoretically possible, the service models that actually promote trueinterdisciplinary intervention to a handicapped infant or child are rare.° recreation, child care, etc., must work together, blending their specialties tothe task of nurturing and educating a handicapped child. Although theoreticallypossible, the service models that actually promote true interdisciplinary interven-tion to a handicapped infant or child are rare.
Whether because of traditional disciplinary rivalries or through lack oftransdisci-plinary education, this hinderance to comprehensive interdisciplinary treatment/education of preschool handicapped children is an obstacle that can best be removedby reform and innovation in the academic preparation of these professionals.OSERS' Division of Personnel Preparation (DPP) funds the start of such programs.
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The other obstacle to the needed quantity of such services for young handicapped
children is the lack of facilitating legislation within states. Interdisciplinary profes-
sionals need to be paid for working with children. Buildings and facilities must be
provided. Quality standards must protect the client from poorly trained or adminis-
tered programs or personnel. Only a few states now encourage a full complement of
intervention personnel and facilities. Federal grants are assisting States in planning
for the initiation of legislation, but many States are resistant. Again, che universi-
ties must research the problems and train administrators in their solutions before
acceptance will be fully obtained.

RECREATION

Families of handicapped children need to be systematically appraised of the
myriad benefits to be derived from recreation p . Such p are an im-
portant tool for enhancing the educational deve opment of handicapped children
and youth.

To assure the widespread availability of such programs to all handicapped chil-
dren and their families, written policies and guidelines for implementation need to
be established. Uniform practices, certification, and licensing need to be sanctioned.
Appropriate personnel preparation must accompany the clearly defined roles and
functions of recreation specialists and ultimately affect the effectiveness of recrea-
tion programs. And finally, opportunities need to be provided for the integration of
handicapped children and youth into programs with non-handicapped peers.

QUALITY FOR THE 808

The improvement of educational services for handicapper children and youth in
this country ultimately depends on improving the preparation and certification of
school personnel so that those who enter and remain in the teaching profession are
competent. To achieve this, a number of specific areas need to be strengthened:

Temporary or Emergency Certification
National Accreditation
State Program Approval
State Certification
Technologies
Rural Service Delivery
Linkages and Collaborative Arrangement
Recruitment, Admission, and Retention
Faculty/St-ff
The Preservice Program (Including Curriculum & Competencies & Practical

Experience)
Research
Evaluation

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, OSERS has identified a number of issues of importance in the
eighties: the transition from school- to-work, parent involvement in the decision
making process related to the disabled child, family stress, the least restrictive envi-
ronment, recreation issues, and the education of all health professionals and related
personnel working with disabled new borne. Inroads in these crucial areas will
impact significantly on the quality of education, and ultimately on the quality of
life, for all disabled individuals.

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
S. COMIIITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC, May 17, 1985.
MS. BEVERLY BERTAINA,
Sebastopol, CA

DEAR Ms. BEATAINA: This is to express my personal appreciation for your appear-
ance before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at the hearing
held in Anaheim, California, "Families with Disabled Children: Issues for the 80's.
Your participation contributed greatly toward making the hearing a success.

The Committee is now in the process of preparing the transcript of the hearing
for publication. It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your
testimony to make sure it is accurate, and return it to us within three days with
any necessary corrections.
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In addition, Congressman Lehman has requested that you answer the followingquestions for the record:
1. What can you tell the Committee about the extent and quality of hospice

care and respite care for families with disabled children?
2. Do you have any information on how these types of care differ from stateto state?
3. Are you familiar with any experiences that other countries have had with

hospice and respite care from which we can learn?
4. Has any information grown out of the hospice movement for the terminallyill elderly that we can use to encourage better programming for disabled chil-dren and their families?

Let me again express my thanks, and that of the other members of the SelectCommittee, for your testimony.
GEORGE MILLER, Chairman.

Enclosure.

To: House Sub-Committee on Childre I Youth & Families.
From: Beverly Bertaina, Sebastopol, CA.
Date: May 20, 1985.

Re: Respite Care for Disabled Children.

Respite care varies a great deal in the counties within the state of California.There is no respite in many areas, very little in some areas & an inadequateamount in a few areas.
But respite (a break from the care of a disabled child) is not the only need of fami-lies. We need part-time attendant care, but funding is available only for adult dis-

abled people. Attendant care provides help with our disabled child while we're
home, help to do some of the lifting, transferring, bathing, feeding, diapering, ther-apy, etc.

I would like to caution Congressman Lehman in his interest in hospice programs& programs that use disruptive students to peer tutor disabled students. The jexta-
position of deviancy has often been used to get 2 deviant groups (such as problem
kids or the terminally ill & the disabled) out of the way and kill 2 birds with one
stone. The problem is that this process results in lowering the status of bot' groups(who need a raised status in the eyes of the world), in lower standards within the
program, and in isolating both groups from the mainstream (where they need to be).Both groups of kids often end up learning more deviant behavior from each other,not less.

I feel strongly that my disabled child must be afforded the came quality & protec-
tions as most parents demand for their non-disabled children. If a peer tutor pro-
gram is established with disruptive students then 90% must work with non-disabledkids & 10% with the disabled. Only in that way can we insure that the program
will have sufficient quality & protections.

It is also important to remember that, although our disabled children often havemedical needs, they are not ill. Their medical needs are usually not their most im-portant needs; their educational, developmental, social, communications needs arecentral. Providing programs based on the medical model can be extremely unbal-anced & harmful.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC, May 17, 1985.
Ms. FLORENCE M. POYADUE, R.N., M.A.
Executive Director, Parents Helping Parents,
San Jose, CA.

DEAR Ms. POYADUE: This is to express my personal appreciation for your appear-
ance before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at the hearingheld in Anaheim, California, "Families with Disabled Children: Issues for the 80's."
Your participation contributed greatly toward making the hearing a success.The Committee is now in the process of preparing the transcript of the hearing
fcr publication. It would be helpful if you would go over thi enclosed copy of your
testimony to make sure it is accurate, and return it to vs within three days withany necessary corrections.

In addition, Congressman Lehman has requested that you answer the followingquestions for the record:
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Are you aware of any hospice programs for children and their families in the
Washington, D.C. area, South Florida, or anywhere else there might be si del ef-
forts'

Let me again express my than%s, and that of the other members of the Select
Committee, for your testimony.

Sincerely,

Enclosure.

GEORGE MILLER, Chairman.

P.IT.ENT3 HELPING PARENTS INC.,
San Jase, CA, May 20, 1985.

GEORGE MILLER,
Chairman, Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, US. House of Rept,-

sentatives, 385 House Office Building Annex 2, Washington, DC
DEAR SIR: I have enclosed my corrected copy of the testimony given before the

Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families in Anaheim, California.
In answer to Congressman Lehman's request: Are you aware of any hospice pro-

grams for children and their families in the Washington, D.C. Area, Sonth Florida,
or anywhere else there might be model efforts?

I talked with the Director of Hospice of the Valley of San Jose, California. She
states that their hospice, and most hospices are open to children. She &so Hastened
to add that in six years of operation, they have only eerved three clients under 18
years of age. Their youngest was 17 years old. They have no age limits though. She
feels that thy have not seen use of their services for children for possibly two main
reasons:

No. 1. Parents cannot bring themselves to acceptance of their child's deaf) , so
they cannot let go. Using a hospice would indicate that they are doing just that, so
they shy away from the concept of hospices.

No. Z. Support for parents is available in most children's hospitals on the oncology
units.

There is also support for parents through an organization called Candlelighters;
their national address is Suite 1011, 2025 Eye St. NW, Wash., DC 20006. Ii
McDonald Houses are sometimes attached to children's oncology units.

talked with a Dr. Sil ) Margolis in San Francisco (456 Columbus Ave. ST., CA.
94133Pl.: 415-989-7550) who operates a Pediatric House Call Agency. It is a t
of hospice service as he explains it. He considers it a model for child care in the
home. He will be in Bethesda at the Holiday Inn on 8120 Wisconsin Ave. July 29-
August 2. Someone might want to get in touch and get more information about his
concepts.

Also, there is a Dr. John Golinski at Childrens Hosp. of Oakland (415 -42S- 3000).
He is the Director of Psychological Services and may well be able to supply further
information on this topic for Congressman Lehman.

Respectfully,
F.M. POYADUE, RN MA

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC May 17, 1955.
AYH P. TURNBULL, Ed.D.
Lawrence, KS

DEAR DR. TURNBULL: This is to express my personal appreciation fel your appear-
ance before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at lie hearing
held in the Anaheim, California, "Families with Disabled Children: Issues for the
80's " Your participation contributed greatly toward making the hearing a suc.-ess.

The Committee is now in the process of preparing the transcript of the 1.earing
for publication. It would be helpful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your
testimony to make sure it is accurate, and return it to u - within three vs with
any necessary corrections.

In addition, Congressman Lehman has requested that you answer the foliowing
questions for the record:

1. What can you tell the Committee about the extent and quality of hospice care
and respite care for families with disabled children'

2. Do you have any information on how these types of care differ from state to
state?

3. Are you familiar with any experiences that other countries have had with hos-
pice and respite care from which we can learn?
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4. Has any information grown out of the hosp.ce movement for the terminally
elderly that we can use to encourage better programming for disabled children and
them

DA me again express my thanks, and that of the other members of the Select
Conmittee, for your testimony.

Sincerely,

Enclosure.
GPO.ZCE MILLER, Chair/MM.

THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,
BUREAU OF CHILD RESFARCH,

Lawrence, KS, May 24, 1985.
Representative MILLER,
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, H2-885, Annex 2, Washington,DC

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MILLER: Enclosed ls the revised transcript of my testimonyof April 19.
I am not qualified to answer questions about hospice, but I refer your staff to

"Mental Retardation," Vol. 22, No. 4, August 1984 for a symposiun about hospice.
It was a pleasure to have worked with your committee and you and my husband

and I stand ready to help you at any time.
Very truly yours,
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ANN P. TURNBULL,
Acting Associate Director.


